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Translator's Introduction 

A his volume is the third in the projected four volume translation of 
Louis de La Vallee Poussin's translation of Vasubandhu's Abhidhar-
makosabhdsyam. This present volume contains the translation of 
Chapter V (anusaya-nirdefa, "The Latent Defilements") and Chapter 
VI (marga-pudgala-nirdesa, "The Path and the Saints"), together with 
their footnotes. 

Chapter V contains some interesting sections: a refutation of the 
idea of the creation of the world through the work of a deity, together 
with a refutation of non-Buddhist ascetical practices (kdrikd 8 and 
bhdsyam); an analysis of pride (10 and 11); a discussion of morally 
neutral error (20); a long discussion of the "undefined points", that is, 
the different types of responses that the Buddha made to different 
questions, and the significance of these responses (22); an interesting 
discussion on the question, Do past and future defilements actually 
exist? (25a); a definition of the word sarvdstivada, and a discussion of 
how the dharmas exist especially in the past and the future, leading in 
turn into a long discussion of "past" and "future", leading again to a 
discussion of whether something that does not absolutely exist can be 
an object of consciousness (25c-d to 27d). This Chapter concludes with 
a discussion of the order in which the defilements are produced (32c), 
and of the minor defilements (46). A number of the footnotes to this 
Chapter are of interest: footnote 22 gives an account of the abandoning 
of the defilements in Pali sources, footnote 27 gives the Sautrantika 
explanation of the updddnaskandhas from the Chinese sources of 
Hsiian-tsang, and footnotes 26 and 28 give a good analysis of satkdya 
and satkdyadrsti. 

Chapter VI details the Path leading to perfect knowledge, a 
knowledge that cuts off the defilements. Sections of note in this 
Chapter are: a discussion of the Four Noble Truths, and the 
significance of their order {kdrikd 2 and bhdsyam); the question is 
asked and discussed: is all sensation painful?, and this leads to a 
discussion of the different types of suffering (3); a discussion of the 



two levels of truth, relative truth and absolute truth (4; see also 
footnote 43); the preliminary practice of meditation (5); a 
visualization of loathsome things (asubhabhdvand, 9) and the 
cultivation of mindfulness of breathing (dndpdnasmrti, 12), 
—practices leading to stilling (samatha), followed by the cultiva
tion of the foundations of mindfulness, — a practice leading to 
insight (vipafyana); there is a presentation of the various states of 
attainments, Heat (17a),the Summits (or "Heads", 17c-d), 
Patience (18c), and the Supreme Worldly Dharmas (19c); the 
persons (pudgala) in whom the path arises (29a-b); the methods 
of obtaining Nirvana (37a-c); the religious life (54a-b); the 
Dharmacakra as the Path of Seeing(darsanamdrga, 54c); a 
discussion of "occasional" {sdmayiki) deliverance (56c and 
following); the concept of gotra (57b and 58c); a discussion as to 
whether the defilements have a non-existent thing for their object 
(58b); a discussion as to whether an Arhat can fall away from the 
state of Arhat; the thirty-seven adjutants of Bodhi (the bodhipd-
ksikas, 67a-b); the four types of faith which accompany intelli
gence (73c); deliverance (yimukti, 75d); and the difference 
between right knowledge and right views (76d). 

The Path to holiness was a subject of special interest to Louis 
de La Valle'e Poussin, and he wrote a long introductory note on the 
topic, and this "Summary Note on the Path" serves as an 
introduction to this volume. 

Leo M. Pruden 
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Foreword 

1.1 am grateful for the generosity of the Foundation Universitaire 
which continues its indispensable goodwill towards Vasubandhu and 
his unworthy interpreter. My friend J.-B. Istas also deserves my thanks. 
Owing to his asammusta attention the errors of orthography are, I 
hope, very few. 

2. With this volume, I have finished the translation of two-thirds 
of the Kosa.There remain Chapters VII and VIII {the jndnas and the 
"qualities" which consist of jndnas, and the absorptions and the 
"qualities" which consist of absorption), and the short "Treatise on the 
Refutation of the Pudgala" which is customarily regarded as the Ninth 
Chapter: this will be the contents of a volume which will appear in 
1925. Finally we must take up again the Third Chapter whose 
translation in "Cosmologie bouddhique" (Kegan Paul, Trench, etc., 
1918) leaves much to be desired. And finally I shall have to fill this 
long work with introductions, notes, and indices which will facilitate 
their use. 

3. In 1913-1914 I translated the Fifth Chapter from the Tibetan 
and J.-B. Istas has partially printed my translation. Here it is taken up 
again and improved 

The Sixth Chapter has benefited from favorable circumstances. I 
made use of the Cambridge MSS—which Miss Ridding and myself 
copied in 1915—and from the xylograph in the India Office. Close 
collaboration with Miss Ridding and with E. J. Thomas led to the 
appearance of an English version very carefully researched from the 
point of view of English equivalents. A study of Paramartha, 
Hsiian-tsang, and the notes by Kyokuga Saeki, much though it may 
have enriched the commentary, has not notably changed the work that 
we did in Cambridge. 

I considered that, without the aid of an outline which would 
elucidate uncertain points, the Sixth Chapter would be truly awkward 
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to read. A note on the Path will therefore be found here. 

*** 

A Summary Note on the Path. 

1. There is acquisition of the "roots of good which produce 
deliverance" (moksabhdgtya kusalamula, iii.44c, iv.124, vi.24c, 
vii.30, 34)—which are thoughts or actions inspired by the desire for 
deliverance (Nirvana)—in an existence preceding the immediate 
preparation of the Path (vi.24d). 

2. There is acquisition of the dryavamsas, vi.5-8), moral 
qualities which make a perfect monk. In principle, it is considered 
that entry to the Path presupposes the quality of a monk, certainly 
the Pratimoksasamvara, the quality of Upasaka (iv, English 
translation p. 598, 680). 

3. There is then the cultivation of the contemplation or 
visualization of loathsome things (asubhdbhdvand) and the 
application of the mindfulness of breathing (dndpdnasmrti) 
(vi.9-13), through which one triumphs over desire and distraction, 
and through which one becomes capable of entering into bhdvand 
or samddhiy absorption. 

4. There is "application of mindfulness" or "application of the 
prajnd, the speculative consciousness, due to mindfulness" 
(smrtyupasthdna, vi. 14-16). The ascetic understands, in a still 
imperfect manner, the specific and general characteristics of the 
body, of sensation, of the mind, and of dharmas in general. 

5. Then there takes place the acquisition of the four "roots of 
good" {kusalamula) which are called "leading to penetration," 
nirvedhabhdgiya (vi.17-25). These are smrtyupasthdnas of a 
higher nature, the highest of which, the laukikdgradharmas, "the 
Supreme Worldly Dharmas/' or meditation, leads directly to the 
pure seeing of the truths, to abhisamaya. 

The nirvedhabhdgiyas are the preparatory path (prayogamdrga) 
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par excellence; all of the exercises which precede it are the distant 
preparatory path. There now comes the Path properly so-called, 
the path of the abandoning of the klesas or defilements (the 
prahdnamdrga). 

6. There is abhisamaya (vi. English translation p. 897, 946) or 
satyabhisamaya, "comprehension of the Truths." This is a pure or 
andsrava prajnd, that is to say a prajfld free from any error 
(viparydsa, v.9) and any defilement (rdga, etc.), which grasps the 
general characteristics (sdmdnyalaksana, ii, English translation p. 
240) of the Truths. The Truths are defined, vi.2, 3; each one is 
made up of four "aspects" (dkdras) vii.13; "comprehension" is 
therefore gradual (anupurva), vi.27. 

Abhisamaya is made up of sixteen thoughts, or sixteen 
moments of thought. 

The ascetic first sees the Truth of Suffering relating to 
Kamadhatu. This seeing consists of two moments. In the first, 
duhkhe dharmajndnaksdnti (vi.26a), the ascetic destroys any doubt 
that may remain relating to the suffering of Kamadhatu: this first 
moment is a "patience" (ksdnti), which expels a certain category of 
klesa; this is a path of abandoning (prahdnamdrga) or an 
"irresistible" path (dnantaryamdrga), v.6l, vi.28,65. This first 
moment is samayktvaniyamdvakranti (vi. English translation p. 
896) and makes the ascetic an Aryan, a candidate for the first 
result. 

The second moment, all doubt having disappeared relating to 
suffering of Kamadhatu, is called duhkhe dharmajndna: this is a 
perfect "knowledge/' The difference between a "patience", ksanti, 
and "knowledge," jndna, is explained vii.l. In the second moment, 
the ascetic who, in the first moment, cut off the "possession" 
(prdpti, ii.36c) of a certain category or group of klesas, takes 
possession of the "destruction" relating to these kief as (destruc
tion = nirodha, pratisamkhyanirodha, nirvana, ii. English transla
tion p. 207, 280). The ascetic is therefore delivered from these 
klesas: the second moment is thus a path of deliverance (vimukti-
mdrga) (vi.28, 61, 65). 
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In the third and fourth moments, the ascetic sees the Truth of 
Suffering relating to the suffering of the two higher spheres. 
There are the same four moments for each Truth: in all sixteen 
moments, eight moments of ksdnti, eight moments oijndna. The 
four moments of jfidna relating to Kamadhatu are dharmajnana; 
the four moments relating to the higher spheres are anvayajndna 
(vii.3,6,8). 

7. The first fifteen moments of abhisamaya make: up the "path 
of seeing," satyadarsanamdrga or darsanamarga, because they are 
the first (pure) seeing of the Truths (vi.28c). This is the 
dharmacakra (vi.54), very rapid, of such a type that it is difficult for 
a saint capable of reading the thoughts of others to follow the 
progress of an ascetic who has entered darsanamarga (vii.6b). 

The eight ksdntis or "paths of abandoning'* (prahdnamarga) 
which are found here bring about the abandoning (v. English 
translation p. 775, 854, 861), in a definitive manner, of a certain 
category of klesa-the klesa which is "wrong seeing" (drsti) by its 
nature (satkdyadrsti, etc., i.40c, iv . l l , v.4, vi.58, vii.36), the 
so-called avastuka klesa--\Ax3& a certain attachment, rdgaf the rdga 
which is in direct relationship with the drsti (v.33). 

In the sixteenth moment, which is the first moment of the 
path of meditation (bhdvandmdrga), the ascetic acquires the first 
result, the result of Srotaapanna (on the results or "fruits," see 
v.70, vi.51),andof the sixth parijnd (v.54). His deliverance is 
assured and rapid: he will obtain Nirvana after seven (or after 
fourteen) rebirths at the most, vi.34a. Nevertheless, if the ascetic, 
before having entered the path of darfana, has not got rid of, 
through a worldly path of meditation {laukika bhavanamdrga) (see 
Para. 8 below), the klesas which can only be abandoned by the path 
of meditation (bhavanamdrga), he will remain, upon leaving the 
path of seeing, bound by innumerable klesas: the path of darsana, 
in sum, cuts off only the drstis, the idea of self, etc.; it does not cut 
off the rdga or attachment which one experiences through 
agreeable sensations, which, as opposed to the idea of self, are real; 
it also leaves intact hatred (dvesa), etc. (v.5a, i.40), which only the 
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path of meditation can cut off. 

8. The path of meditation, bhdvand, is by nature punah 
punardmukhtkarana, abhydsa, repeated contemplation, or "medita
tion" (On the different definitions of bhdvand, bhdvayati, see ii.59, 
iv.l23c, v.29, 60d, vi.5a, 70, vii.ll, 20, 27). 

This path is pure or impure; as pure, it can only be cultivate by 
an ascetic who has trodden the path of darsana. 

Let us now consider the ascetic who, although bound by all of 
the bonds to be abandoned through meditation {bhdvandheyak-
lesa), leaves the path of seeing and enters the pure path of 
meditation. 

This path consists of the repeated contemplation of the Truths. 
Through this contemplation, the ascetic will abandon, in sequence, 
the nine categories (strong-strong, strong-medium, strong-weak, 
medium-strong . . . vi.33) of the klesas relating to Kamadhatu, 
relating to each of the Four Dhyanas (stages or heavens of 
Rupadhatu), and relating to each of the four states or four 
existences {upapatti) of the so-called "formless" or nonmaterial 
absorptions which make up Arupyadhatu (on the distinction 
between samapattidhyana and upapattidhyana, see viii.l); for 
example, he abandons all rdga (attachment or craving) first with 
respect to the sense pleasures, and then with respect to the delight 
or satisfaction that he experiences in the First Dhyana. 

The abandoning of each of these categories (nine for each of 
the nine spheres) makes up a "moment" of abandoning or of 
relinquishment (prahdna or dnantaryamdrga) and a moment of 
deliverance (vimuktimdrga): in which moment the ascetic takes 
possession of the destruction of this category. In distinction to the 
path of seeing, these two moments are moments of "knowledge," 
jndna; there are no "patiences," ksdnti, in the path of meditation 
(v.65d). 

The ascetic who obtains the abandoning of the sixteenth 
category of the klesas of Kamadhatu (avarabhdgiya, v.43) becomes 
a Sakrdagamin (vii.35c); he will be reborn no more than once in 
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Kamadhatu; he who has obtained the abandoning of the nine 
categories of the same defilements becomes an Anagamin (vi.34); 
he will not be reborn again in Kamadhatu. 

The path of abandoning through which the ascetic abandons 
the ninth category (weak-weak) of the klesas which are attached to 
the highest sphere of existence—the fourth Arupya, naivasamjndnd-
samjndyatana, or simply Bhavagra-bears the name of Vajropama-
samadhi (vi.44d). It is followed by a "path of deliverance" in which 
the ascetic takes possession of the destruction of all the klesas or 
dsravas. The ascetic, endowed with the highest of the parijnds 
(v.69c), is henceforth an Arhat, an Asaiksa. He possesses 
ksayajndna (vi.44d) and, since he is "immovable," anutpddajndna 
(vi.50) [On the different types of Arhat, the falling away of an 
Arhat, see vi.56-60]. 

9. The name visesamdrga, the path of excellence or the 
excellent path, or the path of the progress, is given to the "paths" 
(that is to say to the moments of thought) which are better 
(visispa) than the result already obtained (v.6l, vi.32, 65). 

The theory of the four paths, prayoga, dnantarya, vimukti, and 
visesa, is applied to many spiritual processes, for example to the 
acquisition of the visesas (that is to say of the spiritual qualities, 
guna, whose acquisition depends on the Dhyanas): acquisition of 
the divine eye and of the abhijnas (vii.42), acquisition of the 
abhibhvdyatanas (viii.35), etc. One process particularly worthy of 
notice is indriyasamcdra (vi.4lc, 57c, 58b, 60), through which the 
ascetic "transforms" or "perfects" the moral faculties (indriya) of 
faith, etc., making them sharp {tiksna). The classification of the 
Saints (Sraddhanusarin, etc., vi.29, 63) rests on the distinction 
between sharp and blunt or weak (mrdu) faculties. 

10. Nevertheless, without having "seen" the Truths through a 
pure prajnd, without having "uprooted" the "wrong views" 
(satkdyadrspi, the idea of a self, etc.), in other words, by completely 
remaining a Prthagjana (vi.26a, p. 944), an ascetic can become 
detached (vairagya) from Kamadhatu, from Rupadhatu, and from 
the first three stages of Arupyadhatu. 
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In addition to the pure (anasrava) or transworldly (lokottara) 
or Aryan path-which is "seeing the Truths/' darsanamdrga, or 
"repeated seeing, meditating on the Truths," bhdvandmdrga—there 
is an impure (sdsrava, samala) or worldly (laukika) path which is 
called a "worldly path of meditation," laukika bhdvandmdrga. In 
this path the ascetic does not progress through "attention bearing 
on the true nature of things" (tattvamanasikdra) or by grasping 
their common characteristics (sdmdnyalaksana, impermanence, 
etc.); he will not think of "suffering" in and of itself, an abstraction 
created from the "self" or of "another" who suffers; etc. The 
ascetic becomes disgusted with Kamadhatu, he "detests" (vidu-
sana) Kamadhatu, which is coarse, painful, an obstacle; he 
considers the First Dhyana as excellent, etc. (vi.49,61). In this way 
he obtains, in two successive moments (a moment of abandoning 
and a moment of deliverance), the abandoning of each of the nine 
categories of klesa which attach themselves to Kamadhatu. And 
the same for the successive stages. 

a. It is evident that a person born in Kamadhatu, and 
consequently defiled through birth by all the klesas proper to this 
sphere of existence, cannot uproot these same klesas by means of 
thoughts pertaining to the sphere of Kamadhatu. The ascetic 
should therefore raise himself above his natural state (firakrtyavas-
tha) in order to become disgusted (vairagya) with Kamadhatu. As 
long as he is not disgusted with it, he cannot enter into the First 
Dhyana, since it is this very same disgust which causes him to 
enter the First Dhyana. The ascetic should therefore enter a state 
of absorption which is called andgamya (v.66, vi.44d, 61c, viii.22c) 
and which is the "threshold", the frontier {sdmantaka) of the First 
Dhyana: it is in this state that he is delivered from the klesas of 
Kamadhatu. He rises above the First Dhyana in order to free 
himself from the klesas of the First Dhyana, and into the 
"threshold" of the Second Dhyana and so on (viii.21d). In order to 
deliver himself, by means of the worldly path of meditation, from 
the klesas of a certain sphere, he should, on the one hand, aspire to 
a higher sphere, and on the other hand, enter into the threshold of 
the higher sphere. Consequently the ascetic cannot, by means of 
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the worldly path, free himself from the highest stage of existence, 
or Bhavagra. 

b. The worldly path, if it puts the ascetic in possession of the 
destruction (nirodha) of the klesas, or of "disconnection from the 
klesas" (visamyoga), only gives him a worldly possession (laukikt 
prdpti) of this "disconnection" (vi.46a). This possession is not 
definitive. The gods of the world of Brahma are Prthagjanas who 
are provisionally liberated from the activation of the klesas of 
Kamadhatu. 

It is normal for an ascetic to have cultivated the worldly path of 
meditation before entering the path of the pure seeing of the 
Truths. Who of us, in the course of the infinite number of rebirths, 
has not obtained the Dhyanas by the worldly path? All beings, in 
certain periods of chaos, are reborn in the heavens of the Dhyanas 
(viii.38). 

One should therefore distinguish, on the one nand, the ascetic 
who obtains all the results in the sequence in which they nave been 
explained above (Para. 8), Srotaapanna, Sakrdagamin, Anagamin; 
and on the other hand, the ascetic who, before entering the path of 
seeing, is already liberated by the worldly path from the lower 
categories of the klesas of Kamadhatu or of all of the categories of 
klesas of Kamadhatu (bhuyovttaraga, vitaraga or kamavitaraga). 
Such an ascetic, when he has trodden the Path of Seeing, does not 
become a Srotaapanna; he becomes a Sakrdagamin or an Ana
gamin according to the case. And he possesses, thanks to the Path 
of Seeing, the transworldly and worldly possession of the 
destruction of the klesas previously abandoned by the worldly path 
(vi.29c, 55). 

The Buddha gave a memorable example of this method: he was 
a Prthagjana when he came to the Bodhi Tree (iii.41a), but a 
Prthagjana who had cultivated the worldly path to its extreme 
limit, who had no more attachment except to Bhavagra, the fourth 
state of Arupyadhatu. He thus obtained the quality of Arhat--
which for him was the quality of Samyaksambuddha-in thirty-two 
moments of thought (ii.44a, vi.24a): sixteen moments of "com-
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prehension of the Truths" {abhisamaya, see above Para. 6), which 
made him an Anagamin freed from all existence with the 
exception of Bhavagra; and eighteen moments (nine paths of 
abandoning, and nine of deliverance) of the path of meditation on 
the Truths, which destroy the klesas relating to Bhavagra. 

11. It is normal for the ascetic, after having achieved the path 
of the Seeing of the Truths, to cultivate the worldly path of 
meditation. 

Once he is a Srotaapanna, he frees himself from Kamadhatu 
through the worldly path: nevertheless his possession of the 
destruction of the klesas of Kamadhatu is a transworldly posses
sion (vi.46, 53c). The worldly path immediately places him in 
possession of results superior to those of a Srotaapanna. 

a. The ascetic who is detached from Kamadhatu through the 
worldly path can cultivate the "Path of Seeing" by entering into 
Dhyana; nothing is easier for him, since he "possesses" the 
Dhyanas and can "manifest" or actualize them (sammukhikartum) 
at will. 

b. The ascetic who is not detached from Kamadhatu through 
the worldly path, will enter anagamya in order to cultivate the 
Path of Seeing.1 And he will be able, in this same anagamya, to 
cultivate to the end, as far as the acquisition of the result of Arhat, 
the pure path of the meditation of the Truths [Whereas the 
impure path of meditation is made up of the successive acquisition 
of the Dhyanas and Arupyas]. Nevertheless, it is in the Dhyanas, 
and notably in the Fourth Dhyana, that the path is most easily 
cultivated (v.66a, vi.24a, 47c). 

c. The pure path is absent from Kamadhatu (ii.12, viii.5). 

d. Every pure path of meditation is also absent from the Fourth 
Arupya; it is therefore in a lower sphere (notably, the Third 
Arupya) that the ascetic—when the ascetic is a god of a certain 
class--will be delivered from the klesas of the Fourth Arupya 
(viii.20a). 
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e. The types of beings who are capable of cultivating the path 
(vi.55). 

12. One can obtain the quality of Arhat without having 
cultivated the Dhyanas. Even more so the "absorption of the 
destruction of ideas and sensations" (samjndveditanirodhasamdo 
patti) (ii.43, iv.54, 56, vi.43,63,64, viii.27c, 33a) is not indispensa
ble. However, it possesses great advantages, as do all the Dhyanas. 
The "qualities" {guna) consisting of knowledge (jndnamaya) and 
of absorption (samddhimaya), such as arand, pranidhijndna, the 
vimoksas, sunyatdsamddhi, sunyatdsunyatdsamddhi, etc. (Chapter 
VII and VIII), are accessories of the path. 

13. Vasubandhu does not forget to refer his model of the path 
to the old mystical chart of Buddhism: the bodhipdksikas, the 
mdrgdngas, the bodhyangas, the three skandhas, etc. (vi.67). 

* * * 

note 1. The first two results are obtained only by an andgamya. The 
third can be obtained in the six spheres (vi. English translation 
note 397). 
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The Latent Defilements 

o m. Homage to the Buddha. 
We said that the world, in all its variety, arises from action 

(iv.l).Now it is by reason of the anusayas} or latent defilements, that 
actions accumulate:2 in the absence of the anusayas, actions are not 
capable of producing a new existence. Consequently 

la. The roots of existence, that is, of rebirth or of action, are the 
anusayas1 

When a klesa* or defilement enters into action, it accomplishes ten 
operations: 1. it makes solid its root, its prdpti—the possession that a 
certain person already had of the kief a (ii.36,38a)—preventing it from 
being broken; 2. it places itself in a series (that is, it continues to 
reproduce itself); 3. it accommodates its field, rendering the person 
(dsrava, ii.5, 6,44d) fit for the arising of the klesa; 4. it engenders its 
offspring, that is, the upaklesas (v.46): hatred engenders anger, etc.; 5. 
it leads to action; 6. it aggregates its causes, namely, incorrect 
judgment; 7. it causes one to be mistaken with regard to the objea of 
consciousness; 8. it bends the mental series towards the object or 
towards rebirth (iii.30); 9. it brings about a falling away of good; and 
10. it becomes a bond (bandhana, v.45d) and prevents surmounting of 
the sphere of existence to which it belongs.5 

*** 

How many anusayas are there? 
There are, in all, six. 
What are they? 
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lc-d. Six: attachment, and then anger, pride, ignorance, 
false views, and doubt.6 

The words "and then (tathd)" serve to show that it is by reason 
of attachment that the others "take up their abode" (anusayana, 
v.17) in the object. We shall explain this point later. 

ld-2a. These six make seven through the division of 
attachment. 

There is the anusaya of attachment to pleasure or sensual 
desire (kdmardgdnusaya);7 the anusaya of anger; the anusaya of 
attachment to existence; the anusaya of pride; the anusaya of 
ignorance; the anusaya of erroneous views; and the anusaya of 
doubt (vicikitsd)* 

*** 

What does the expression kdmardganusaya signify? Is there an 
anusaya called kdmardgai Or is there an anusaya of kdmardga 
distinct from kdmardgai 

If one says that kdmardga is an anusaya, one then contradicts 
the Sutra which says, "The person who does not long dwell with 
his mind in the prey of (paryavasthita) attachment to pleasure; 
who, when the wrapping {paryavasthdna) of attachment is about 
to be produced, knows well how to depart from it, for this person 
the wrapping which is attachment, perfectly destroyed of its life 
force, is abandoned along with its anusaya"9 To say that 
attachment is abandoned at the same time as its anusaya is to say 
that attachment and its anusaya are two distinct things. 

If one explains kamaraganusya as the anusaya of kdmardga, one 
must make the anusaya a thing not associated with the mind (ii.35) 
(and consisting of the possession, prdpti, ii.36, of the kdmardga). 
But such a theory is in contradiction to the Abhidharma (Jndna-
prasthdna, TD 26, p. 946b25 and following) which teaches that 
"kdmardganusaya is associated with (i.e., can be accompanied by) 
three sensations, that of pleasure, satisfaction, and indifference 
(ii.7)." Now a dharma not associated with the mind cannot be 
accompanied by these sensations.10 
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According to the Vaibhasikas, kdmardgdnusaya is an anusaya 
called kdmaraga; it is the attachment itself which is anusaya; and 
the same for the other defilements: doubt {vicikitsd) is the anusaya 
of doubt. 

But the Sutra which we have just quoted says that one 
abandons kdmaraga along with its anusaya. Hence the anusaya is 
not kdmaraga}1 

The Vaibhasikas answer: The expression "with its anusaya* 
should be explained as "with its anubandha\ that is, "with its 
consequences."12 Or rather the Sutra uses the word anusaya in the 
sense of "possession" because possession is the cause of the 
anusaya (ii.35, trans, p. 208).13 But the Abhidharma, which always 
expresses itself literally and not figuratively, says that the anusaya 
is the klesa or defilement itself. Consequently the anusayas are 
associated with the mind. 

(Besides this argument from authority, there is an argument 
from inference:) 

"Because they defile the mind, because they hinder, because 
they are in contradiction with good, and yet because good appears, 
the anusayas are not disassociated from the mind."14 

This means that because of the anusayas, the mind is defiled; 
good which has not arisen is hindered from arising, and one falls 
away from good already arisen; consequently the anusayas are not 
dharmas disassociated from the mind. 

But, one would say, some dharmas disassociated from the mind 
can have a similar effect. 

No, for if the anusayas were disassociated from the mind, they 
would always be present; and, consequently, if we suppose that 
they have a similar effect, then good would never be able to arise. 
Now it is a fact that it does arise. Thus the anusayas are not 
disassociated from the mind.15 

But again, the masters who consider the anusayas as disasso
ciated from the mind do not attribute this threefold activity 
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(defiling the mind, etc.) to the anus ay as, but to the klesa itself (that 
is, to the paryavasthdna, the active defilement; and this is not 
always present). 

* * * 

The Sautr&ntika theory is best. 

Kamaraganusaya means "anufaya of kdmardga\ But the 
anus ay a is neither associated with the mind, nor disassociated from 
it: for it is not a separate thing (dravya). What is called anus ay a is 
the kleSa itself in a state of sleep, whereas the paryavasthdna is the 
klesa in an awakened state. The sleeping klesa is the non-manif
ested klesa, in the state of being a seed; the awakened klesa is the 
manifested klesa, the klesa in action. And by "seed" one should 
understand a certain capacity to produce the klesa, a power 
belonging to the person engendered by the previous klesa. In this 
same way there exists in a certain person the capacity of producing 
a consciousness of memory, a capacity engendered by a conscious
ness of preception; in this same way the capacity to produce rice, 
which belongs to the plant, the shoot, the stalk, etc., is engendered 
by the rice seed.16 

The masters17 for whom the seed of the kleia is a certain 
dharma distinct from the klesa itself, disassocated from the mind 
and called an anusaya, must admit a dharma existing in and of itself, 
disassociated from the mind and the cause of memory. And the 
same would hold for the plant. 

* * * 

[The Sarvastivadins answer]. You do not have the right to 
explain "anusaya of kdmardga" for the Sutra clearly teaches that 
anusaya is kdmardga itself. 

The Satsatkasutra says, "This person has agreeable sensation, 
and rdgdnufaya"1* [From all evidence, the Sutra understands that, 
at the moment of agreeable sensation, there is active desire (rdga): 
and it designates this active desire by the name of anufaya]. 

But the Sutra says, "He has rdgdnusaya\" it does not say, "He 
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then has ragdnufaya." [At the moment of agreeable sensation, the 
anuiaya of desire (rdga) is in the process of arising, utpadyate; it 
has not yet arisen, utpanna. In other words, at the moment of the 
agreeable sensation, there is active rdga, awakened desire;] when 
this sensation ends, desire becomes dormant: then there is only the 
anusaya of desire, dormant desire, the seed of future awakened 
desire. 

Or rather, we would say, when the Sutra says rdgdnusaya, it 
means rdga: the first is the effect of the second, and the cause can 
be designated by the name of its effect. 

The examination of this chance problem is finished. Let us 
return to our subject. 

*** 

What is this division that the Sutra sets up, attachment to 
agreeable objects (kdmardga) and attachment to existence 
(bhavardga)? What is attachment to existence? 

2b. Attachment to existence arises from the two Dhatus. 

Attachment to Rupadhatu and to Arupyadhatu is called 
bhavardga, attachment to existence [in opposition to kdmardga, 
attachment to agreeable objects,—kdmas or kdmagunas,—which is 
attachment proper to Kamadhatu, iii.3c-d]. 

Why is the name of attachment to existence (bhavardga) 
reserved for attachment to the two higher Dhatus? 

2c-d. It is so called because it is turned within, and in order 
to avoid the idea that these two Dhatus are deliverance.19 

The School explains: In general, the attachment of the beings 
in these two Dhatus is with regard to absorption (samdpatti), (or 
more precisely, to "enjoyable" dhyana, asvddanasamprayuktadhydna, 
viii.6). One says "in general" because these beings also have 
attachments with regard to their palaces, vimdnas, etc. 
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This attachment, being an absorption, is turned within. This is 
why it alone receives the name of attachment to existence. 

Further, certain persons imagine that the two Dhatus consti
tute deliverance: this is why the Blessed One gives the name 
"attachment to existence" to the attachment which has these two 
Dhatus for its object. 

(According to us), existence (bhava) means the person. Beings 
in absorption enjoy both the absorption itself and their own 
persons. Being freed from attachment to pleasures, they only 
enjoy their own persons and not external objects. This is why 
attachment to the two higher Dhatus is called attachment to 
existence (bhavaraga). 

* * * 

According to the Abhidharma (Jnanaprasthana, TD 26, p. 
943a27), these six anusayas make ten. How is this? 

3. There are five (erroneous) views: a belief in a self 
(satkayadrsti), false views (mithyddrsti), a belief in the 
extremes (antagrahadrsti), the esteeming of views (drstipa-
ramarsa), and the esteeming of morality and ascetic 
practices (silavrataparamarsa): thus there are ten anus
ayas.20 

By dividing views (drsfi) into five, there are six anusayas, for a 
total of ten anus ay as \ five which are not views by nature, namely 
desire, anger, pride, ignorance and doubt; and five which are views, 
satkayadrsti, etc. 

* # * 

In addition the Abhidharma (Jnanaprasthana, ibid.) teaches 
that these ten anusayas make up thirty-six anusayas in Kamadhatu, 
thirty-one anusayas in Rupadhatu, and thirty-one anusayas in 
Arupyadhatu: in all ninety-eight anusayas.11 

Thirty-two of the thirty-six anusayas of Kamadhatu are 
abandoned by Seeing the Truths (see i.40, iv.11-12). 
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4. With the exception of three or two views, ten, seven, 
seven, eight anus ay as are abandoned in Kamadhatu by the 
Seeing of Suffering and the three other Truths respectively.22 

All of the above mentioned anufayas are, in Kamadhatu, 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering. 

Seven are abandoned through the Seeing of Arising and 
through the Seeing of Extinction, with the exception of a belief in 
a self, a belief in the extremes, and the esteeming of morality and 
ascetic practices. 

Eight are abandoned through the Seeing of the Path, with the 
exception of satkdyadrsti and antagrdhadrsti 

This makes thirty-two anusayas abandoned through Seeing, 
because the mere Seeing of the Truths suffices to abandon them. 

5a. Four are abandoned through Meditation.23 

Namely desire, anger, ignorance and pride: because one who 
has seen the Truths then abandons them through Meditation on 
the Path. 

In this way satkdyadrsti, the view of self and of things 
pertaining to a self, is unique, being susceptible of being 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering; and the same for 
antagrdhadrsti, the belief in extremes. 

False views is of four types, abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering, Arising, Extinction, and the Path; the same for the 
esteeming of bad views and doubt. 

The esteeming of morality and ascetic practices is of two types, 
being susceptible of being abandoned through 1.) the Seeing of 
Suffering and 2.) the Path. 

Desire, anger, pride, and ignorance are of five types, being 
abandoned through the Seeing of each of the Truths, and through 
Meditation. 

What is the characteristic or definition of the anusayas 
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susceptible of being abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering? .. 
What is the def initon of the anusayas susceptible of being 

abandoned through Meditation? 

When it is possible to abandon the object (dlambana) of an 
anusaya through the Seeing of a certain Truth, it is said that this 
anusaya can be abandoned through the Seeing of this Truth.24 The 
others are abandoned through Meditation. 

There are thus twelve views, four doubts, five desires, five 
angers, five ignorances, and five prides: in all thirty-six anusayas in 
Kamadhatu. 

5b-c. The same, with the exception of the angers, for 
Rupadhatu. 

The same sorts of anusayas, with the exception of the five 
angers, make up the thirty-one anusayas of Rupadhatu. 

5c. The same in Arupyadhatu. 

The same thirty-one. 

5d. In this way, there are ninety-eight. 

The Abhidharmikas {Jnanaprasthana, TD 26, p. 929c2) say 
that the six anusayas make ninety-eight through the differences of 
their aspect, their mode of expulsion (ii.52b), and their sphere of 
existence (their Dhatu). 

* * * 

Among the ninety-eight anusayas, eighty-eight are abandoned 
through Seeing because they are struck, destroyed through the 
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"patiences" (ksantis, vi.25d), and ten are abandoned through 
Meditation because they are struck by the "knowledges" (jndnas)P 
Is this a strict rule with regard to abandoning through Seeing and 
Meditation? 

6a-c. When they arise in Bhavagra (the highest state of 
Arupyadhatu), the anus ay as which are struck by the ksantis 
are abandoned through Seeing and through Meditation. 

The word "ksantis" refers to the dharmajndnaksdntis and the 
anvayajndnaksdntis (vi.26c). 

Among the anusayas which are struck by the ksantis, those which 
are in Bhavagra are abandoned only by Seeing, for only anvayajndnak
sdntis causes them to be abandoned. [Only the Aryans, through the 
pure path, abandon these anusayas] (vi.45c). 

Those in the eight bhumis (i.e., Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu and 
the first three stages of Arupyadhatu) are abandoned either 
through Seeing or through Meditation: Aryans abandon them 
solely through Seeing, and not through Meditation, by means of 
the dharmajndnaksdntis or the anvayajndnaksdntis accordingly as 
they belong to the anusayas of Kamadhatu or of the higher 
spheres, whereas Prthagjanas abandon them only through 
Meditation, and not though Seeing, for these anusayas can be 
abandoned through a worldly knowledge (lokasamvrtijndna, vii.9). 

6c-d. The anusayas which are not struck by the ksantis are 
only abandoned through Meditation. 

The anuSayas which are struck by the "knowledges" (jndnas), 
at whichever stage they belong, are only abandoned through 
Meditation, whether they belong to an Aryan or to a Prthagjana. In 
fact, an Aryan abandons them through andsrava jnana meditation, 
or pure knowledge, whereas a Prthagjana abandons them through 
a worldly knowledge (lokasamvrtijndna). 
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Some other masters maintain that non-Buddhists (bdhyaka) 
cannot abandon the anusayas abandoned through Seeing. For the 
Mahdkarmavibhdgasutra teaches that erroneous views are active 
among the non-Buddhists in Kamadhatu, although they may be 
"detached" (vitardga, that is, having abandoned the attachments of 
Kamadhatu, attachments that one abandons through Meditati-
on.)And the Brahmajalasutra says that some non-Buddhists are 
entirely detached from all sorts of views idrsti) of Kamadhatu: 
there are among them some persons who conjure up systems 
concerning the past, eternalists, partial eternalists, or followers of 
chance. (As one could object: "the 'views' of these persons 
detached from Kamadhatu are of the sphere of Rupadhatu," we 
would say that) Kamadhatu cannot be, with regard to that which 
concerns it, the object of defilements (klesa) of Rupadhatu, because 
such persons are detached from Kamadhatu. But they have not 
abandoned the views of Kamadhatu. 

The Vaibhasikas explain this difficulty by saying that those 
who are detached lose (this detachement) when they produce a 
view, in the manner that Devadatta (Rockhill, p. 85) lost his rddhi 
(vii.48a). 

#*# 

We have seen that view is divided into five categories by reason 
of its aspect. What are the five views? 

7. The view of self and things pertaining to self, the view of 
eternity and annihilation, the view of negation, the view 
that holds as high that which is low, and that which holds 
for cause and Path that which is not cause and Path: these 
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are the five views. 

1. To believe in a self and in things pertaining to self 
{dtmatmtyagrdha) is satkdyadrsti',26 it is termed sat ("existence") 
because it perishes, and kdya because it is an accumulation or 
multiplicity. Satkdya means "an accumulation of perishing things," 
that is, the five updddnaskandhas2S (i.8a-b). 

The expression satkdya is put forth in order to discard the idea 
of permanence—this is why one says sat—and in order to discard 
the notion of a unity—this is why one says kdya. In fact, if one 
believes that the skandhas are a self, this is because one first and 
foremost attributes a permanence and unity to them. 

Satkdyadrsti means, then, "a view with regard to the satkdya" 

By this, all the views whose object is an impure belief in 
extremes (antagrdhadrsti), etc., are views of the satkdya, that is, of 
the five skandhas. But even though they are views of the satkdya, 
they are not "views of the self or of things pertaining to self."28 

Also it is only the belief in a self or in things pertaining to a 
self that receives the name of satkdyadrsti, for according to a 
declaration of the Blessed One, "Oh monk, any monk or Brahmin 
who in this world believes in a self, what he considers to be a self is 
only the five updddnaskandhas"29 

2. To believe in the eternity or in the annihiliation of what one 
believes to be a self, is antagrdhadrsti, "a view that grasps 
extremes," for this is to falsely believe in the extreme (anta) thesis 
of eternity or annihilation. 

3. The view that consists of negating (apavdda) that which 
really exists, the Truth of Suffering, etc. and which consists of 
saying ndsti, "that is not," is mithyddrsti or false view.30 All falsely 
conceived views are "false views", but only mithyddrsti receives 
this name because it is the most false of all, as the worst odor is 
called the bad odor. It is a negation, whereas the other views are an 
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affirmation or erroneous attribution (samdropikd)?1 

4. The view which considers that which is bad, low, abandoned 
(hma, iv.127) as good, or "high," is called drstipardmarsa, "the 
esteeming of bad views." 

What does hma mean? It refers to everything that is impure, 
because the Saints abandon it (prahma). And the view that consist 
of esteeming this is called simply "consideration" (pardmarsa). 

It would be best to say drstyadiparamarsa, "esteeming that 
which is low, beginning with erroneous views." But the word ddi is 
omitted here.32 

5. The view which considers as cause that which is not cause, or 
as the path that which is not the Path, is called filavratapardmarsa: 
namely, to consider Mahesvara, Prajapati, or any other entity 
which is not a cause of the world as a cause of the world; to 
consider the rituals of suicide,—entering into fire or drowning—as 
a cause of a heavenly rebirth when they do not in fact procure 
heaven; or to consider morality and ascetic practices as the only 
path to deliverance when they are themselves not the only path to 
deliverance, nor the "knowledges" (Jnana) of the Saiiimkhyas and 
the Yogins which are not a path to deliverance; and so too the rest. 

Here too, [according to the Vaibhasikas,] the word ddi is 
omitted.33 

These are the five erroneous views. 

[Objection:] You have said that the erroneous view that 
regards as a cause of the world that which is not a cause of the 
world is the esteeming of morality and ascetic practices (stlavr-
atapardmarsa). In this hypothesis, the esteeming of morality and 
ascetic practices is abandoned through the Seeing of the Truth of 
Arising, since it admits of error with regard to cause (=arising). 

We would answer that those who consider the Lord (Isvara) or 
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Prajapati as a cause of the world regard the Lord and Prajapati as 
eternal beings, one, personal, and active {dtman, kartar). It then 
follows that: 

8. If one clings to the idea that the Lord, etc., is the cause of 
the world, this is by reason of false conceptions of 
permanence and personality. Thus this clinging is to be 
abandoned through Seeing (the Truth) of Suffering.34 

The belief in the eternity or in the personality of the Lord or 
Prajapati is abandoned through Seeing the single Truth of 
Suffering; as a consequence the belief in their causality, which 
results from this first belief, is abandoned in the same way as this 
same first belief is abandoned. 

[Objection:] The erroneous view that suicide through fire or 
drowning produces a heavenly rebirth, and the erroneous view that 
morality and ascetic practices produce by themselves purity, have 
nothing to do with the false conceptions of permanence and 
personality. Why do you say that one abandons them through 
Seeing the Truth of Suffering? It is through the Seeing of the 
Truth of Arising that one should abandon them. 

The Mulasastra {Jfidnaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 1029al2) says, 
"There are some non-Buddhists who give rise to this view, who 
posit this theory: a person who adopts the habits of bulls (gostla), 
the habits of deer, or the habits of dogs, shall obtain purity, 
deliverance, and escape; he shall obtain the absolute going beyond 
of the happiness and suffering (of the three spheres of existence), 
and he shall reach the place beyond happiness and suffering. One 
should know that all these types of considering as cause that which 
is not truly cause is the esteeming of morality and ascetic practices, 
which is abandoned through Seeing the Truth of Suffering." The 
doctrine of the Vaibhasikas is thus that these two opinions are to 
be abandoned through the Seeing the Truth of Suffering, because 
they allow error with regard to suffering. 
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But his argument is carried too far! All the defilements (klesas) 
which have the impure for their object embrace error with regard 
to suffering. (In fact, all impurity is suffering). 

Furthermore, we would ask what is the esteeming of morality 
and ascetic practices which is abandoned through Seeing the Truth 
of the Path? If the Vaibhasikas answer, "The esteeming of 
morality and ascetic practices relative to the dharma which is 
abandoned through Seeing the Path, namely relative to one of the 
eight anusayas the first of which is wrong views," we would then 
answer that this esteeming of morality and ascetic practices also 
supposes error relative to suffering. 

Moreover we do not see how the esteeming of morality and 
ascetic practices could be relative to a dharma to be abandoned 
through the Truth of the Path: 1. How could a person who 
entertains wrong views or doubt relative to the Path, thinking 
"There is no Path," or 'Is there, or is there not, a Path?," imagine 
to obtain purification through this wrong view or through this 
doubt? 2. If this person, taking up the path of deliverance imagined 
by the Samkhyas, etc., says, "This is the path; the Buddhist Path is 
not the path," then this non-Buddhist imagines that he obtains 
purification through the path of the Samkhyas, and not through 
wrong views relative to the Path. Furthermore, when a person 
imagines that he obtains purification through a wrong view 
abandoned through the Seeing of Arising or Extinction, why is his 
esteeming of morality and ascetic practices not abandoned through 
the Seeing of these same two Truths? 

This point remains to be examined.35 

*** 

We have spoken (v.8) of the two erroneous views of permanence 
(or eternity) and personality. Are there only two errors? 

There are four errors: to hold that which is impermanent to be 
permanent, that which is suffering to be happiness, that which is 
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impure to be pure, and that which is not a "soul" to be a soul or 
self. 

What is the nature of these four errors? 

9a-b. One distinguishes four errors within the three 
views.36 

That part of the belief in extremes which is a view of 
permanence constitutes one error; two parts of the esteeming of 
bad views constitute the errors of happiness and purity; and that 
part of the belief in a self and of things pertaining to a self which is 
a view of self constitutes one error. 

* * * 

Some other masters maintain that all satkdyadrsti, that is, not 
simply the idea of self but also the idea of things pertaining to self, 
constitutes dtmavipatydsa, "error with regard to the self." 

[The Vaibhasikas say:] How could the idea of things pertaining 
to a self be part of error with regard to the self? In fact the Sutra of 
the Vipatydsas does not indicate this. (It says simply, "It is an error 
to say that andtman is dtman") and the following: "He who sees a 
self prevailing within the five updddnaskandhas sees 'mine"' [Thus 
the view of "mine" differs from the view of "self," a view from 
whence it derives.] 

But we think that the view of self has two parts: to say "I" and 
to say "mine." If the idea of "mine" were a view different from the 
idea of "I," then the ideas expressed by other grammatical cases, 
such as mayd (by me) or mahyam (to me) would thus consititute so 
many new views. Thus all belief in a self and in things pertaining 
to a self is totally included in the error of self. 

### 
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Are not the other defilements errors because, in order for there 
to be error, a combination of three characteristics is indispensable? 
What are these three characteristics? 

9b-c. Reflective judgment and affirmation because they 
allow complete error. 

The view of annihilation (ucchedadrsti, a part of the belief in 
extremes, (antagrdhadrsti) and false views are not affirmations or 
erroneous attributions (samdropa), since they are directed towards 
the absence of existence. 

The esteeming of morality and ascetic practices affirms that 
morality and practices suffice for purification: there is no total 
error in this, since morality and practices do contribute to 
purification. 

The other defilements do not admit of reflective judgment, and 
as a consequence are not complete errors (viparyasa). 

* * * 

But the Blessed One said, 'To consider the impermanent as 
permanent is an error of idea (samjndviparydsa), an error of 
thought (cittaviparyasa), and an error of view (drspiviparydsa)" 
and thus following for happiness, purity, and the self.37Now 
neither ideas nor thoughts admit of reflective judgment. Thus the 
definition proposed for error (viparyasa) is inexact. 

9d. Thought and idea are termed "error" by reason of view. 

Only view is error, but by virtue of the esteeming of bad views 
(drspiviparydsa), ideas and thoughts associated with view and 
having its same aspect are also termed "errors." 
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Why does not the same hold for sensation and the other 
mental states associated with view? 

Because one says in worldly language "error of idea," and 
"error of thought," but not "error of sensation." 

A Srotaapanna abandons all these errors (Jnanaprasthana, TD 
26, p. 957a294); for the Seeing of the Truths which brings about 
the abandonment of views also brings about the abandoning of the 
ideas and thoughts associated with these views. 

1. Another School38 says: The error which consists of holding 
as permanent that which is impermanent contains three errors: 
error of idea, of thought and of view; and the rest. We then have 
twelve errors instead of four errors. 

Among these twelve, eight are abandoned through the Seeing 
of the Truths. Four, namely the errors of idea and thought relative 
to happiness and purity, are abandoned through the Seeing of the 
Truths through Meditation. 

In fact the Aryans, who by definition have abandoned all the 
anus ay as that one abandons through Seeing the Truths, certainly 
possess ideas of happiness and purity, since, when they are not 
detached, they produce an attachment to pleasure. 

2. The Vaibhasikas do not consider this reasoning as conclusive. 
From the fact that these Aryans have ideas of happiness and 
purity, you conclude that they have error relative to happiness and 
purity. You should say that they also have the error relative to self, 
since they certainly have the idea and thought of a living being: 
attachment to pleasure relative to a woman or relative to 
themselves evidently presupposses the idea and the thought of a 
being. 

Moreover one reads in the Sutras, "The Aryan Sravaka teaches 
true seeing and knowing:39 this is the Truth of Suffering... At this 
moment the errors of idea, of thought and of view relative to the 
impermanent taken for the permanent, are abandoned by them," 
and the rest. As a consequence, only the ideas and thoughts 
provoked by erroneous views, or associated with erroneous views, 
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are errors, and not the others, which are abandoned through 
Meditation. 

In fact, it happens that the Aryan, through an illusion which 
lasts only as long as he first sees an object, produces attachment to 
pleasure, such as the illusion caused by the circle of a fire-brand or 
by a painted Yaksa. There is no error in the Aryan, but only a 
mistaken idea and thought (samjnacittaviabhrama, vi.60).40 

3. But41 the Sthavira Ananda said to the Aryan VaglSa, "Your 
mind is burned by the error of your ideas."42How do we explain 
these words if one admits the thesis of the Vaibhasikas? 

4. 43As a consequence the Saiksa has not completely abandoned 
the eight errors of idea and thought. It is true that these errors are 
abandoned by means of correct knowledge of the Truths, and not 
without this knowledge. 

The Sutra that the Vaibhasikas quote (p. 783, line 29) thus 
indicates the means (up ay a) of abandoning these said errors; there 
is no contradiction here with the Sutra of VaglSa.44 

* * * 

The anus ay a of erroneous view is subdivided in this manner. Is 
it the same for the other anuiiayasi 

It is the same for pride. 

10a. There are seven types of pride (mana):45 

These are mana, adhimana, manatmana, asmimana, abhimana, 
unamana, and mithyamana. 

In general, arrogance of the mind (ii.33b) is called mana. Mana 
is subdivided on the basis of its different modes: 1. Mana: when the 
mind makes itself lofty or develops pride by thinking, "I am 
superior" or "I am equal"relative to an inferior or to an equal. 2. 
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Adhimdna: to think, "I am superior," "I am equal," relative to an 
equal, or to a superior. 3. Mandtimdna: to think, "I am superior" 
relative to a superior. 4. Asmimdna: when the mind prides itself by 
taking the five updddnaskandhas for its "self" and "mine." 5. 
Abhimdna to think that one possessess distinctions, that is, some 
dharmas, pure or impure, which abide in absorption, when one 
does not possess them (v.27b-c). 6. Unamdna: to think, "I am 
slightly inferior" relative to that which is greatly superior. 7. 
Mithydmdna: to attribute to oneself spiritual qualities which one 
does not possess. 

Abhimdna has a substantial basis: it is savastuka\ this is the 
pride of someone who has some qualities resembling the visesas. 
Mithydmdna has no substantial basis: this is the pride of someone 
who has no qualities whatsoever but who believes that he has 
some. 

* * * 

Yet the Sastra {Jndnaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 1028b26) teaches 
nine types of pride, mdnavidhd, or simply vidha, namely, 1. "I am 
superior;" 2. "I am equal;" 3. "I am less good;" 4. "Another is 
better than I;" 5. "He is equal to me;" 6. "He is worse than I;" 7. 
"Another is not better than I;" 8. "He is not my equal;" and 9. "He 
is not worse than I." 

Which of the seven types of pride make up these nine types? 

lOa-b. Three make nine types. 

These nine types come from three mdnas, namely mdna, 
adhimdna and unamdna. 

The first three are the three mdnas which reside in the 
erroneous view of self. One first thinks "me." Then there arises in 
order adhimdna, man a, and unamdna. One has a type of mana 
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which consists of saying, "I am better," adhimdna which resides in 
erroneous views, and the rest. The second three are, in their order, 
unamana, mana, and adhimdna. The third three are, in their order, 
mana, adhimdna, and unamana. 

We see that although we think "I am a bit inferior" relative to 
some one greatly superior, this is indeed unamana, for the mind 
prides itself in this thought; but how can this type of mana "He is 
not worse that I" be a locus of pride? 

This is indeed a locus of pride, since one esteems oneself 
relative to a group of excellent persons which one regards as 
superior, even though one is really vastly inferior to them. 

##* 

We have reproduced the explanation of the Jndnaprasthdna: 
but, according to the Prakaranapdda (TD 26, p. 693a29), the first 
type of pride, "I am better," comes from three of the seven types of 
pride,—namely mdnaf adhimdna, mdndtimana,—accordingly as 
one judges oneself better than an inferior, better than an equal, or 
better than a superior. 

#** 

How are the seven types of pride abandoned? 

10b. They perish through Seeing and Meditation. 

All, including asmimdna, perish, that is, are abandoned, 
through Seeing and Meditation. 

*** 

Must we believe that, among the Aryans, the anusayas which 
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are abandoned though Meditation and which have not yet been 
abandoned, are presently active?46 

Not necessarily. 

10c-11a. The paryavasthdna of killing, etc., is abandoned 
through Meditation; [the thirst for non-existence, etc.]47 

The paryavasthdna of killing (see v.47), refers to the defile
ment, klesa, by which one voluntarily commits murder. "Of killing, 
etc.," refers to killing, stealing, adultry, and lying. These 
paryavasthdnas have the dharmas abandoned through Meditation 
for their object.48 

11a. The thirst for non-existence, etc. 

Vibhavatrsnd49 "the thirst for non-existence/' is also aban
doned through Meditation. By vibhava ("non-existence") we mean 
the impermance of the three Dhatus, Kamadhatu, etc. Desire 
(trsnd) which is directed to impermanence is called vibhavatrsnd.50 

The word "et cetera" (tatha) shows that one should add a part 
of bhavatrsnd, the thirst for existence, to vibhavatrsnd, for 
example the desire "Would that I could become Airavana, King of 
the Nagas!" [The same for the desire to become Kuvera, the desire 
to become a woman; but not the desire to become Indra]. 

Ua-d. Among the Aryans the various types of pride, etc., and 
egotism, [—because they are nourished by views—] and 
bad regret, are impossible.51 

The types of pride, etc. are not produced, and do not become 
active among the Aryans, nor is there any longer "egotism" among 
them. 

"Et cetera" signifies the anusayas enumerated above, the 
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paryavasthdnas of killing, the desire for non-existence and part of 
the desire for existence. 

Why is this? 

lib. Because they are nourished by views. 

Because all these anus ay as are nourished by erroneous views: 
when their nourishment is burned up,52 they no longer have the 
power to arise (or: the Aryans no longer produce them). 

Mana and asmita, "egotism," are nourished through wrong 
views; the desire for non-existence is nourished through the view 
of annihilation; and a part of the desire for existence is nourished 
through the view of eternalism. 

Even though "bad regret" (ii.28) is abandoned through 
Meditation, it does not become active among the Aryans, because it 
is nourished by doubt. 

* * * 

Among the ninety-eight anus ay as, how many are universal? 
How many are not universal? 

12. Universal anus ay as are 1. the erroneous views and 
doubts which are abandoned through the Seeing of Suffer
ing and Arising, 2. the ignorance which is associated with 
them, and 3. independent ignorance.53 

This makes eleven anus ay as \ the five erroneous views which 
are abandoned by the Seeing of Suffering; wrong views and the 
esteeming of views abandoned through Seeing of Arising; and two 
doubts and two ignorances abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering and the Seeing of Arising. 
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These eleven anusayas are called "universal," "going every
where," because they grasp the entire Dhatu as their object. (See 
p. 790, line l).54 

1. Objection: Do these universals grasp their entire Dhatu 
succesively or all at once? 

In the first hypothesis, the definition would apply to the other 
anusayas as well; and the second hypothesis is inadmissible: in fact 
no one considers the totality of the Dhatu as a means of 
purification; it is only certain practices which are the object of the 
esteeming of morality and ascetic practices. In the same way, no 
one considers the totality of the Dhatus as the cause of the world, 
but only Isvara, Prajapati, etc. 

2. [Answer of the Vaibhasikas:] We do not say that the 
universals have the entire Dhatu for their object all at once, but 
rather they have the Dhatu in its five categories for their object: 
"entire" refers to the totality of types. 

3. But, if we understand universality in this way, desire and 
pride {trsna and mana) would also be universals. 

There is atmadrsti, "a view that there is the self," relative to 
the five upadanaskandhas: there will be atmatrsna, "desire for a 
self" relative to the same skandhas. There is agradrsti, "opinion 
that this is better" (a drsfiparamarsa), and suddhidrsti, "opinion 
that this is a means of purification" relative to a certain object: and 
there will be desire relative to this same object. And there will also 
be pride, mana, relative to the same objects. 

In this hypothesis of their univerality, how are thirst and pride 
abandoned? 

Like a belief in a self {satkayadrsti), etc., their object is 
abandoned through Seeing and Meditation. Or should we think 
that they are to be abandoned through Seeing (like satkayadrsfi) or 
through Meditation. 

The author answers: As their object is mixed, they are 
abandoned through Meditation. Or rather, they are abandoned 
through Seeing, for they exist through the efficacy of the view. 
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4. [The Vaibhasikas reply:] thirst and pride are special 
defilements and not general defilements (v.23). This is why they 
are not universal. (There is thirst and pride related to an object 
relative to which there is dtmadrsti, but not relative to the whole of 
this object at once.) 

We have seen that eleven anusayas are universal (that is, 
bearing on all the categories) in their Dhatu, in the sphere of 
existence wherein the person is born in whom they are found: 

13a-b. Among them, nine, with the exception of the two 
views, bear on the superior.55 

With the exception of a belief in a self (satkayadrsti) and a 
belief in extremes (antagrahadrstai), the nine other universals are 
also universals in a different Dhatu; they sometimes bear on a 
different Dhatu, sometimes on two, for it is said (in the Prakaran-
apdda, TD 26, p. 711a24), "There are some anusayas of the realm 
of Kamadhatu (that is, produced among the beings of Kamadhatu) 
which bear on the dharmas of the realm of Rupadhatu, on the 
dharmas of the realm of Arupyadhatu, or on the dharmas of both 
the realms of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu. (And there are some 
anusayas of the realm of Rupadhatu which bear on the dharmas of 
the realm of Arupyadhatu)." 

* *# 

[Objection:] When some beings in Kamadhatu produce the 
opinion that Brahma is a being, the opinion that he is permanent, 
they then entertain a belief in a self and a belief in extremes with 
regard to a thing belonging to a different, superior Dhatu. Thus 
you are wrong to exclude these two erroneous views from the list 
of the universal anusayas in a different Dhatu. 

But one does not have the idea of a self and of things 
pertaining to a self with regard to Brahma: thus the idea that he is 
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a being is not a belief in a self. And a belief in extremes is created 
by a belief in a self; thus the idea of the permanence of Brahma is 
not a belief in extremes (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 93a4ff). 

What sort of views would a belief in a living being and a belief 
in permanence be with respect to Brahma? 

The Abhidharmikas say that there are no erroneous views 
here, but only "false knowledge/* (All speculative knowledge 
which errs, viparitdlambana is not considered as views). 

But why are the other false opinions which have Brahma for 
their object (the esteeming of morality and ascetic practices, etc.) 
considered as erroneous views, and not the two opinions of being 
and permanence? 

The Siddhanta serves as authority (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 93a). 

*** 

Are only the anusayas universals? 

13c-d. With the exception of the praptis, dharmas coexist-
ant with the universal anusayas are also universals. 

"Coexistant dharmas* refer to sensation, etc. Not the praptis, 
because the prapti (adherence) and the prdpya (the thing adhered 
to) do not have the same result (ii.36c). 

Are universal anusayas universal causes (ii.54c-d)? 

1. Future universal anusayas are not universal causes. 2. 
Coexistents of past and present universal anusayas are universal 
causes, but not universal anusayas. 3. Past and present universal 
anusayas are universal causes. 4. Future coexistents of universal 
anusayas are neither universal anusayas nor universal causes. 

##* 
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Among the ninety-eight anusayas, how many have a pure 
dharma for their object, that is, the Third and Fourth Truth, the 
Truth of Extinction and the Path? How many have an impure 
dharma} 

14. Wrong views, doubt, and the ignorance which is bound 
(yukta) to them, and independent ignorance, abandoned 
through the Seeing of Extinction and the Path, make six 
anusayas whose object is pure.56 

Except for the six,—that is, the three anusayas abandoned 
through the Seeing of Extinction, namely wrong views, doubt, and 
the ignorance associated with them or independent of them, and 
these same three anusayas abandoned through Seeing the 
Path,—all the other anusayas have impure dharmas for their 
object. 

15. The extinction of their own bhumi is the object of the 
anusayas which have extinction for their sphere; the Path 
with its six or nine bhumis, is the object of the anusayas 
which have the Path for their sphere, for the Paths depend 
on one another.57 

The three anusayas (wrong views, doubt, and ignorance) which 
are abandoned through the Seeing of Extinction and which have 
Extinction for their object, do not have Extinction for their total 
object: when they belong to Kamadhatu, they bear on Extinction in 
Kamadhatu, and so on from bhilmi to bhumi, until: when they 
belong to Bhavagra {naivasamjnanasamjnanayatana) they bear on 
Extinction in Bhavagra. 

When they are in the realm of Kamadhatu, the three anusayas 
which have the Path for their object bear on the totality of the 
Path as well as on a portion of the dharmajnana (vi.26), with its 
six bhumis (namely anagamya, dhyanantara, and the four 
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Dhyanas) (see ii.52c, vii.9). 

When they are of the realm of Rupadhatu or Arupyadhatu 
(four Dhyanas, four Arupyas), these same anusayas bear on the 
totality of the Path, and on a part of the anvayajnana (vi.26), with 
its nine bhumis (namely the preceeding six and the first three 
Arupyas). In fact the Paths are mutually dependent, (ii.52). 

Although dharmajndna and anvayajnana are mutually depend
ent, because anvayajnana is not opposed to Kamadhatu, the three 
anusayas of the realm of Kamadhatu which have the Path for their 
object do not have the Path which forms part of the anvayajnana 
for their object. 

But the dharmajndna which is opposed to Kamadhatu is also 
opposed to Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu (vii.9): consequently it 
will also be the object of the three anusayas of these two Dhatus 
which have the Path for their object. 

Dharmajndna in its entirety is not opposed to Rupadhatu and 
Arupyadhatu, for the dharmajndna of Suffering and Arising are 
not opposed to these two Dhatus. [Thus it is not the object of the 
three anusayas of these two Dhatus.] 

And dharmajndna is not opposed to Rupadhatu and Arupyad
hatu in their entirety [for it is not opposed to the dharmas 
abandoned through Seeing. Thus it is not the object of the three 
anusayas of these two Dhatus], because the first two dharmajndnas 
are not opposed to these Dhatus, and because the first category of 
the anusayas of these two Dhatus, namely those which one 
abandons through Seeing, are not opposed by any dharmajndna. 

#* * 

Why do not lust (rdga), anger (pratigha), egotism (mdna), the 
esteeming of bad views {marsa), and .the esteeming of morality and 
ascetic practices (pardmarsay* bear on pure dharmas, on the 
Extinction of Suffering or on the Path? 
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16a. Lust does not bear on pure dharmas, because lust 
should be rejected. 

The latent defilement of lust (raganusaya) should be aban
doned; but if it has pure dharmas for its object, it will not be 
rejected; in the same manner, the aspiration after good dharmas 
[which takes the form of desire, but which is Right View] should 
not be rejected.59 

16b. Anger does not, because pure dharmas do not do evil. 

Anger arises with regard to a thing which does evil, and pure 
dharmas, the Extinction of Suffering or the Path, do not do evil. 

16c. Egotism and the two esteemings do not, because pure 
dharmas are calm, pure, and excellent. 

One cannot pride oneself on Extinction or the Path, for they 
are calm.60 

The esteeming of morality and ascetic practices is to hold as a 
cause of purification that which is not such: the pure dharmas are 
really purification, so one cannot have a false conception of purity 
(suddhigrdha), with regard to them. 

The esteeming of bad views is to hold as excellent that which is 
vile: now the pure dharmas are what are best, so one cannot have a 
false conception of excellence (agragraha), with regard to them. 

* * * 

Among the ninety-eight anusayas, how many become anusaya 
from the fact of being an object?61 How many become anusayana 
solely through association, (solely by reason of being dharmas 
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associated with the mind, sensation, etc.)? 

17. Universal anusayas, relative to the object, become 
anufayana in all their spheres; the non-universals, in their 
one category.62 

From the point of view of the object, the universal anusayas 
(v. 12) become anusayana, that is, "become lodged in" the five 
categories of their sphere; the other in one category: the anusayas 
that one abandons through the Seeing of Suffering become 
anusayana in the dharmas that one abandons through the Seeing of 
Suffering . . . the anusayas that one abandons through Meditation 
become anusayana in the dharmas that one abandons through 
Meditation. 

This general rule calls for more precision. 

18a-b. Not the anusayas that bear on the pure dharmas or a 
higher sphere, because their object is not "made one's own" 
and opposes the anusayas.6* 

The six anufayas which have the pure dharmas—Nirvana or 
the Path (v. 14)—for their object, and the nine anusayas which 
have a higher sphere (v.l3a-b) for their object do not become 
anusayana in the object, because one does not do this thing by 
oneself either through the "view of self or through desire. 

Other anusayas would apply (anusi) to the thing which one 
considers (through a belief in a self) as the self, or which one 
makes one's own through desire, and they become anusayana, as 
dust is applied to a wet piece of cloth (see Vydkhyd ad i.4, p. 14.2). 
But the pure dharmas and the higher bhumis are not susceptible of 
being considered as "self" or as "pertaining to self": thus the 
anusayas which have them for their object do not become 
anusayana in their object, because of the nature of their object. 
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We would remark in fact that the desire that seeks either the 
pure dharmas or a higher sphere is not the anus ay a called "desire," 
but rather "an aspiration for good dharmas' (p. 32,1.8). 

Further, the pure dharmas', Nirvana or the Path, are opposed 
to the klesas which take them as their object; the dharmas of a 
higher bhumi are opposed to the klesas of a lower bhumi: as a 
consequence the klesas cannot become anusayana there, that is, 
install themselves there; in the same way that the sole of the foot 
cannot install itself on a rock which is red hot with fire. 

* * * 

We have up to now understood the word anusayana, anusete, as 
"to become anusayana" in the sense of "to install," or "to become 
lodged in." 

According to some other masters, anusayana should be 
understood as anugunya. Nirvana, etc., is not favorable (anuguna) 
to the arising and development of wrong views: in the same way 
that one says that if a person who has a cold takes a bitter 
medicine, there is no increase (anusayana) in the cold due to the 
medicine (Vydkhyd i.4, p. 13). 

18c-d. Any anusaya which is associated with a certain 
dharma becomes anusayana through association with this 
dharma.64 

"With a certain dharma" that is, with sensation, etc. 

The word eva indicates reservation: "as long as the anusaya is 
not abandoned." 

*** 

Are there any anus ay as which do not have the pure dharmas 
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for their object, which do not have a superior Dhatu for their 
object yet which become anus ay ana solely through association with 
and not from the fact of the object? 

Yes, universal anusayas which have a superior bhilmi for their 
object (namely the universal anusayas of the First Dhyana which 
have the three higher Dhyanas for their object). 

* * * 

Among the ninety-eight dhyanas, how many are bad (akusala), 
and how many are morally neutral, that is, without retribution 
(avydkrta)? 

19. All the "higher" dhyanas are morally neutral. [The 
belief in a self, a belief in extremes, and ignorance are 
neutral in Kamadhatu. The other anusayas, here, are bad.]65 

All the anusayas belonging to Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu are 
neutral. In fact, all defiled dharmas, when they bear retribution, 
bear painful retribution. Now suffering does exist in these two 
spheres, for no causes (anger, etc.) for doing evil to others are 
present there. 

19b. The belief in a self, a belief in extremes, and ignorance 
are neutral in Kamadhatu. 

In Kamadhatu, a belief in a self, a belief in the extremes, and 
the ignorance which is associated with them, are neutral. 

In fact, these anusayas are not in contradiction to giving and 
other good deeds. One thinks, "May I be happy in the future!," and 
one give gifts and observes the precepts.66 

The erroneous view of annihilation is favorable to deliverance. 
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This is why the Bleesed One said, "Among the doctrines of the 
Tlrthikas, the best is that which says, 'I do not exist, things of mine 
do not exist; I shall not exist, things pertaining to me shall not 
exist.'" 

These two views—a belief in a self and a belief in the 
extremes—are only aberrations relative to things which constitute 
the pseudoperson; they do not being about harm to another: thus 
they are morally neutral. 

But these different reasons—because they are not in contradic
tion to giving, etc.—could be applied to the "desire for heaven" 
and to egotism {asmimana, v. 10), which should thus also be 
neutral; but the School does not admit this. Some ancient masters67 

also say, "An innate belief in a self, which is to be found among the 
savage animals and birds, is neutral. But a cogitated belief in a self 
is bad."68 (The same holds for an innate and cogitated belief in the 
extremes). 

19c. The other anus ay as, here, are bad. 

The other anusayas of Kamadhatu are impure (asubha), that is, 
bad (akusala). 

* * * 

Among the ninety-eight anusayas, how many are roots of evil 
(akusalamula)? How many are not? 

20a-b. Lust, anger and mudi, in Kamadhatu, are roots of 
evil.69 

All lust (rdga), all anger (pratigha), and all mudi (that is, all 
delusion or moha)70 belonging to Kamadhatu—with the 
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exception of the delusion which is a belief in a self and the belief in 
the extremes—are, in this order, the three roots of evil, greed, 
anger, and ignorance. 

A belief in a self and a belief in the extremes are not roots of 
evil, for a root of evil is only that which is bad and is only a root of 
evil.71 

The other anus ay as are not roots of evil. 

*** 

How many dharmas are neutral roots? How many are not? 

20c. Three roots, desire, ignorance, and matt (that is, 
prajnd) are neutral.72 

The Vaibhasikas of Kasmir hold that desire, ignorance, and 
prajnd which are neutral, of whatever type they are up to and 
including the prajnd which arises from retribution,73 are neutral 
roots.74 

20d. The others are not roots, because their modality is of 
duality and elevation. 

Doubt (vicikitsa) cannot be regarded as a root, being twofold 
and mobile by nature. Egotism (mdna), being "an elevation" of the 
mind, is not a root, since it consists of elevation, the opposite of a 
root. For in this world roots are firm and reach downward. 

21b-d. Four, [say the Aparantakas]: desire, views, egotism, 
and delusion which are neutral; in fact there are three 
contemplations based on ignorance.75 
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One can distinguish "absorption of desire" {trsnottaradhyayin), 
"absorption of (wrong) views" {drstyuttaradhydyin), and "absorp
tion of pride" {mdnottaradhydyiri). Now these contemplations are 
such by reason of delusion or ignorance.76 

* * * 

Are the fourteen "undefined points" (avydkrtavastu) of which 
Scripture77 speaks so called because they are neutral (avydkrtd) in 
the sense that we have just studied? 

No. In the Sutra a neutral question is a question which should 
be set aside: that is, this type of question is called neutral, not 
answered, because it should be set aside, or rejected. The object of 
such a question is termed "an undefined point." 

There are four types of questions: 1. a question to which one 
responds in a categorical manner; 2. a question to which one 
responds by distinguishing; 3. a question to which one responds by 
another question; and 4. a question which one should not answer. 

22. Categorical response, as for death; a distinguishing 
response, as for rebirth; a response by a question, as for 
superiority; and a response by rejecting the question, as for 
non-identity.78 

1. If one asks, "Do all beings die/' one should answer in a 
categorical manner, "They do." 

2. If one asks, "Will all being be reborn?" one should answer by 
distinguishing, "Beings endowed with defilements will be reborn; 
being freed from defilements will not be reborn." 

3. If one asks, "Is a person79 superior or inferior?," one should 
answer by the question, "In comparison with whom?" If he 
answers, "In comparison with the gods," one should answer, "He 
is inferior." If one answers, "In comparison with beings in the 
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painful realms of rebirth,"one should answer, "He is superior." 

4. If one asks, "Are the skandhas the same thing as a sattva or 
living being, or are they different?," this is a question that is to be 
rejected because the thing called a "living being" does not exist. In 
the same way one would reject the question, "Is the child of a 
sterile woman white or black?" 

* * * 

How can you say (in Karika 22) that one has responded to this 
fourth question, since one did not answer whether the skandhas 
are, yes or no, identical to a living being? 

This question is answered by saying, "This question is to be 
rejected": thus there is a response to it.80 

* * * 

Another says that the second question, like the first question, 
calls for a categorical response, "All beings do not arise." 

But the author says that in order to justify the example given 
[by the Vaibhasikas] to the second type of question, to someone 
who asks, "Will those who die be reborn?,"81 one should answer by 
distinguishing, ["All will not be reborn; those who are endowed 
with the defilements will be reborn, but not those who are freed 
from them.] 

[He says again that the third question also calls for a 
categorical response.]A human being in fact is at one and the same 
time superior and inferior according to the point of comparison. In 
the same manner as if one were to ask, "Is consciousness (vijndna) 
a cause, or is it a result?," [one should answer, "It is a cause with 
respect to its result, and it is a result with respect to its cause."]But, 
says the author, to someone who asks in a categorical manner "Is a 
person superior or inferior?/' it is not suitable to respond 
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categorically, "He is superior" or "He is inferior;" one should thus 
respond by distinguishing: one must first be assured of the 
intention of the questioner. 

* * * 

The Abhidharmikas82 say: 1. A categorical response: If 
someone asks, "Is the Blessed One the Arhat Samyaksambuddha? 
Is the Dharma that he speaks well spoken? Is the Samgha of the 
Sravakas well instructed? Is physical matter {rupa) impermanent? 
. . . Is consciousness (vijndna) impermanent? Can Suffering be 
known . . . Can the Path be known?," then to these questions one 
should answer in a categorical manner, by reason of the superior 
benefit (of such an answer).83 

2. An answer by distinguishing: If a person asks, "I desire that 
the Venerable One teaches me the dharmas" one should distin
guish, "The dharmas are numerous, past, present, and future: 
which do you desire that I should teach you?." If he answers, 
"Teach me the past dharmas** one should distinguish, "The past 
dharmas are numerous: rupa} vedana, samjnd, samskdras, and 
vijndna" If he asks, "Teach me concerning rupa** one should 
distinguish, "There are three rupas, the good, the bad, and the 
neutral." If one asks, "Teach me concerning the good," one should 
distinguish, "There are seven types of good rupa: abstention from 
killing . . . and abstention from idle words." If one asks, "Teach me 
abstention from killing," one should distinguish, "It is of three 
types, arisen from the three roots of good, non-greed (alobha), 
non-anger {advesa), and non-ignorance (amoha)** If one asks, 
"Teach me the abstention from killing arisen from non-greed," 
one should distinguish, "It is twofold, vijnapti and avijnapti. 
Which do you desire that I teach you?" 

3. A response by a question: The same question, put by a 
false-hearted person, is a question to which one should respond by 
another question. If such a person asks, "I desire that the Venerable 
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One teach me the dharmas" one should counter-interrogate him, 
"The dfoarmas are numerous: which do you desire that I teach 
you?" But one need not establish the distinctions (past, present, 
and future dharmas); one should continue to counter-interrogate 
him until the questioner remains silent or he himself explains.84 

(Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 76al5ff). 

But if a good-hearted person and a false-hearted person do not 
question you, but content themselves with expressing a desire, 
"Teach me the dharmas;" and if, on the other hand, one does not 
answer them, if one does not explain to them, and if one is content 
to interrogate them, "Which dharmas shall I teach you?," how can 
you say that there is a question and a response? 

The author answers: He who says, "Teach me the Path," asks 
concerning the Path, exactly as if he has said, "Which is the Path?" 
One the other hand, through this counter-interrogation, one 
explains to the questioner concerning his questions: is the Path 
then not explained (vj/dkrta)? 

If this is the case, then is there an answer by means of a 
question in the second and third type of question? 

No, the responses differ, for sometimes there is distinction, 
and sometimes there is no distinction.85 

4. A question to be rejected: If one asks "Are the number of 
persons finite or infinite, etc.?," then this question should be 
rejected. 

* * * 

One may find in the Sutra itself the definition of these four 
questions and answers: the venerable Mahasarhghikas read a Sutra 
(Dtrgha, TD 1, p. 51bl, Madhyama, TD 1, p. 609a24) which says, 
"Bhiksus, there are four responses to questions. What are these 
four? There are some questions which one should reply categori
cally . . . ; there are some questions which one should reject. What is 
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the question to which one should respond categorically? When one 
asks if all the skandhas are impermanent. What is the question to 
which one should respond by distinguishing? When someone asks 
what retribution in sensation a voluntary action requires. What is 
the question to which one should repsond by a question? When 
someone asks if sarhjna is the soul of a person,84 one should 
counter-interrogate, "My friend, what do you think of the soul?," 
and if he answers, "My friend, I think that the soul is coarse," one 
should respond that the sarhjna is other than the soul (Digha, 
i.195). What is the question to be rejected? When someone asks if 
the world is eternal, non-eternal, eternal and non-eternal, neither 
eternal nor non-eternal; if the number of persons is finite, infinite, 
finite and infinite, neither finite and infinite; if the Tathagata87 

exists after death . . . ; or if the vital principle is other than the 
body. These questions, Oh Bhiksus, are to be rejected." 

* * * 

Within a certain person, an anusaya or latent defilement 
attaches itself to a certain object; this person is bound to this object 
by this anusaya. 

We must examine to what object a person is bound by a past, 
present, or future anusaya. 

From this point of view the anus ay as or klesas are of two types: 
specific Mesas, namely lust, anger, egotism;88 and general klesas^ 
namely views, doubt, and ignorance. 

23. One is bound by lust, anger, and egotism, past and 
present, to the object from whence they have been 
produced without their having been abandoned. 

When the specific klesas have arisen with respect to a certain 
object—an object past, present or future, an object abandoned 
through Seeing, etc.—and is thus found in the past or in the 
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present, when they have not been abandoned, the person in whom 
they are produced is bound to this object by these specific klesas. 
For, being specific, they are not necessarily produced within all 
persons with respect to all things, but rather within a certain 
person with respect to a certain thing. 

24a-b. One is bound to all objects by the same future klesas, 
since they are mental states. 

One is bound to any and all objects, past, present, and future, 
[and of the five categories: to be abandoned through Seeing, etc., 
according to the case], by these same specific future klesas, since 
they belong to the tnanovijnana. For the sphere of the manas is 
tritemporal. 

24b. One is bound to the object of their time period by the 
same future klesas, since they are not mental states. 

One is bound to future objects through future lust and anger 
which differ from the preceeding—that is, non-mental states in a 
relationship with the five sense consciousnesses. The five 
consciousnesses, in fact, cognize only objects contemporaneous to 
them. 

Sometimes this rule concerns only future lust and anger of the 
utpattidharmin or "destined to arise" category. It is otherwise 
when they are not destined to arise. 

24c. Not destined to arise, one is bound everywhere by the 
same. 

"Everywhere," this is, to all objects, past, present, and future. 

24c-d. One is bound everywhere by the others, whatever 
they are. 
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One is bound to all the objects of the three time periods and the 
five categories, according to the case, by the other, general 
klesas—which, having for their object the five upadanaskandhas, 
are produced within all and relative to all—in whatever period the 
said klesas belong. 

* * * 

[The Sautrantikas criticize this theory.89] Do the klesas, and 
past and future objects, really exist? 

If one says that they really exist, one admits that conditioned 
things always exist and are thus eternal; if they do not exist, how is 
it possible to say that a person is bound to these objects by the 
klesas, or that he is liberated from them? 

The Vaibhasikas maintain that past and future dharmas really 
exist; conditioned things nevertheless are not eternal for they are 
endowed with the characteristics (laksanas, ii.45c-d) of conditioned 
things. In order to better illustrate their position we present, in 
summary fashion, their doctrine: 

25a. The dharmas exist in the three time periods. 

Why is this? 

25 a. Because the Blessed One has said it.90 

1. The Blessed One taught in his own words the existence of 
the past and the future, "Monks, if past rupa did not exist, the 
learned holy Sravakas would 'not take into consideration' past rupa 
. . . If future rupa did not exist, the learned holy Sravakas would 
'not delight in' future rupa. It is because future rupa exists that the 
learned holy Sravakas . . . "91 
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25b. Because mental consciousness preceeds from two. 

2. The Blessed One implicitly teaches the same doctrine when 
he says, "Consciousness is produced by reason of two. What are 
these two? The organ of sight and a visible thing.. . the manas and 
the dharmas"92 Now if the past and future dharmas do not exist, 
mental consciousness which has them for its object would not arise 
by reason of these two. 

[These are the proofs taken from Scripture. As for proofs 
' taken from reasoning:] 

25c. Because it has an object. 

3. A consciousness can arise given an object, but not if an object 
is not present. If past and future things do not exist, there would be 
consciousness without an object; thus there is no conciousness 
without an object. 

25d. And because the past bears a result. 

4. If the past does not exist, how can good and bad action give 
forth a result? In fact, at the moment when the result is produced, 
the retributive cause (ii.54c-d) is past. 

Therefore, because of the proofs from Scripture and reasoning 
quoted above, the Vaibhasikas affirm the existence of both the past 
and the future. 

* * * 

The masters who call themselves Sarvastivadins, "belivers in 
the existence of all," maintain that the past and the future exist. 
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25c-d. He who affirms the existence of the dhannas of the 
three time periods is held to be a Sarvastivadin. 

The masters who affirms the existence of all things, past, 
present and future, are Sarvastivadins. Those who affirm the 
existence of the present and a part of the past, namely the 
existence of action which has not given forth its result; and the 
non-existence of the future and a part of the past, namely the 
non-existence of action which has given forth its result, are 
regarded as Vibhajyavadins; [they do not belong to the Sarvasti
vadin School.]93 

* * * 

How many systems are there in this School? [How many ways 
are there of understanding the doctrine of the existence of all 
(sarvastivada)? which is the best?] 

25d. There are four types of Sarvastivadins accordingly as 
they teach a difference in existence {bhava), a difference in 
characteristic, a difference in condition, and mutual 
difference.94 

1. The Bhadanta Dharmatrata defends bhavanyathatva, that is, 
he affirms that the three time periods, past, present, and future, 
are differenciated by their non-identity of existence (bhdva). 

When a dharma goes from one time period to another its 
nature is not modified, but its existence is. A gold vase which one 
breaks is an example which shows the difference of figure: its 
figure (samsthdna, i.l0a) is modified, but not its color. An example 
which shows difference in qualities: milk becomes whey; its taste, 
force, and digestibility change, but not its color. In the same way, 
when a future dharma passes from the future into the present, its 
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future existence is abandoned, and its present existence is acquired, 
but its nature remains the same. When it passes from the present 
into the past, its present existence is abandoned, and its past 
existence is acquired, but its nature remains the same. 

2. The Bhadanta Ghosaka defends laksandnyathdtva, that is, 
the time periods differ through the difference in their characteris
tics. 

A dharma goes through the time periods. When it is past, it is 
endowed with past characteristics (laksana) ,b\xt it is not deprived 
of its present and future characteristics; when it is future, it is 
endowed with its future characteristics, but it is not deprived of its 
present and past characteristics; and when it is present, it is 
endowed with its present characteristics, but it is not deprived of 
its past and future characteristics.95 Example: a man attached to 
one woman is not detached with respect to other women. 

3. The Bhadanta Vasumitra defends avasthdnyathdtva, that is, 
the time periods differ through the difference of condition 
(avastha). A dharma, going through the time periods, having 
taken up a certain condition, becomes different through the 
difference of its condition, not through a difference in its 
substance. Example: a token placed on the square of ones, is called 
one; placed on the square of tens, ten; and placed on the square of 
hundreds, one hundred. 

4. The Bhadanta Buddhadeva defends anyonyathdtva, that is, 
the time periods are established through their mutual relation
ships. 

A dharma, going throughout the time periods, takes different 
names through different relationships, that is, it is called past, 
future, or present, through a relationship with what preceeds and 
with what follows. For example, the same woman is both a 
daughter and a mother.96 

* * * 
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It is in this manner that these four masters maintain the 
existence of all.98 

The first, professing "transformation" (parindma) may be 
refuted along with the Samkhyas.98 

In the thesis of the second master, the time periods, past, 
present, and future, are confounded, since the three characteristics 
are found everywhere. The example moreover is lacking any 
similarity to the problem, for, within the man in question, there is 
active lust with respect to one woman, but there is only the 
"possession of lust" (ii.36) with respect to other women. 

In the thesis of the fourth master, the three time periods exist 
at the same time: a past dharma, for example, is past in relation to 
that whch preceeds it, future in relation to that which follows, and 
present in relation to what preceeds and what follows. 

26a. The third is the best. 

Consequently the best system is that of Vasumitra, 

26b. The three time periods are proven by reason of their 
activity, 

According to which the time periods and the conditions are 
established through the operation of the activity of a dharma: 
when a dharma does not accomplish its operation, it is future; 
when it is accomplishing it, it is present; and when its operation 
has come to an end, it is past. 

*## 

[The Sautrantikas criticize:] If the past and the future exist as 
things, they are present: why are they thus qualified as past and 
future? 
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It is action not yet completed, in the act of being completed, or 
already completed, which determine the time period of a dharma." 

Good enough. But what action would you assign to a tatsabhdga 
eye? The action of an eye is to see, and a tatsabhdga eye does not 
now see (i.42). Would you say that its action is to project and to 
give forth a result (phaladdnaparigraha, ii.59)? But then if giving 
forth a result is an "action," then sabhdgahetu causes, etc. (ii.59c) 
give forth their result when they are past, and so one arrives at the 
conclusion that they accomplish their action in the past and so 
would be as a consequence in the present. Or if an action, in order 
to be complete, calls for a projection and a giving forth of a result, 
these past causes would be at least semi-present. Thus the time 
periods are confounded. 

27a. What is opposed [to the activity of a dharma?] 

But, if it always exists, why doesn't a dharma always exercise its 
activity? What obstacle causes it to sometimes produce and 
sometimes not to produce its action? One cannot say that its 
inaction results from the non-presence of certain causes, since 
these causes also always exist. 

27a. How can activity be past, etc.? 

And how can activity itself be past, etc.? Would you imagine a 
second activity of activity? That would be absurd. But if the 
activity, in and of itself (svarilpasattdpeksaya), is past, etc., why not 
admit that the same holds for the dharma! And who says that the 
time periods depend on past activity, etc.? Would you say that 
activity is neither past, present, nor future, but that, nevertheless, 
it exists? Then, being unconditioned (asamskrta), it is eternal 
(nitya), and how can you then say that a dharma is future when it 
does not exercise its activity, or past when it not longer exercises 
it? 
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These objections would hold, [answer the Sarvastivadins,] if 
activity were other than the dharma itself.100 

27b. But it is not other than the dharma. 

Thus this error does not exist. Therefore 

27b. The time periods are no longer justified. 

If activity is the same as the dharma, and if the dharma always 
exist, its activity would also always exist. Why and how does one 
say that sometimes it is past, sometimes future? The distinction of 
the time periods is not justified. 

[The Sarvastivadins answer:]How is it not justified? In fact a 
conditioned dharma which has not arisen is called future; that 
which, having arisen, is not destroyed, is called present; and that 
which is destroyed is called past. 

[The Sautrantikas answer:] If, in the past and future, a dharma 
exists with the same nature {tenaivatmana) as when it is present, 

27b-c. Existing in the same manner, how can it be non-ari
sen or destroyed? 

If the unique self-nature of a dharma continues to exist, how 
can this dharma be non-arisen or destroyed? What is it that it is 
lacking now, through the absence of which it is qualified as 
non-arisen? What is it that it is lacking later, through the absence 
of which it is qualified as destroyed? Consequently, if one does not 
admit that the dharma exists after having been non-existent and 
no longer exists after having existed, the three time periods cannot 
be established or proved to exist.101 

#*# 
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[It is useful to examine the reasoning of the Sarvastivadins.] 

1. The argument that, possessing the characteristics of 
conditioned things (arising, etc., ii.452), conditioned things are not 
eternal even though they exist both in the past and in the future, is 
pure verbiage, for, if it always exists, a dharma is not susceptible 
either of arising or of perishing. "A dharma is eternal, and it is not 
eternal:" to speak in this manner is to contradict oneself through 
one's own words. 

This is what the stanza explains when it says, "Self nature 
always exists, but this does not mean that being is eternal, nor that 
being is different from its self nature: this is clearly stated by the 
Lord."102 

2. With regard to the argument that the Blessed One taught the 
existence of the past and the future since he said "Past action 
exists, and future results exist",103 we would also say that the past 
exists, and that the future exists. Past is that which was existent; 
future is that which, given its cause, will exist: it is in this sense 
that we say that the past and the future exists. But they do not exist 
as substantial entities (dravyatas) as does the present. 

[The Sarvastivadins protest:] Who says that they exist like the 
present? 

If they don't exist like the present, how do they exist? 

The Sarvastivadins answer: They exist with the nature of the 
past and the future. 

But, if they now.exist, how can one attribute the nature of past 
and future to them? In fact, the Blessed One, in a text quoted by the 
Sarvastivadins, had the intention of condemning the view that 
negates cause and effect (iv.79, v.7). He said "the past exists" in 
the sense of "the past was;" he said "the future exists" in the sense 
of "the future will be." The word "is" (asti) is a nipdta,104 in the 
same sense as the expressions, "There is (asti) previous non-exist
ence of the lamp," "there is later non-existence of the lamp," and 
again, "This lamp is extinguished, but it was not extinguished by 
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me." It is in this same way that the text says "the past exists, and 
the future exists." To understand otherwise, being in the past, the 
past would not now be the past. 

[The Sarvastivadins answer:] We see that the Blessed One, 
addressing the Lagudasikhlyaka105 ascetics, expressed himself in 
this way, "Past action, which has been destroyed, which has 
perished, and which has ceased, does exist." According to the 
proposed explanation, the sense would be, "This action was." Now 
can we suppose that the ascetics would not admit that past action 
has already passed away? 

[The Sautrantikas reply:]When the Blessed One says that past 
action exists, he had in view its power of giving forth a result, a 
power which was placed in the series of the agent through action 
which has now passed away. To understand otherwise, that is, if 
past action actually exists now in and of itself, how can it be 
considered as past? 

Of the rest, Scripture contains a formal declaration. The 
Blessed One said in the Paramarthasunyatasutra, "The eye, Oh 
Bhiksus, arising, does not come from any place; perishing, it does 
not remain in any place. In this way, Oh Bhik§us, the eye exists 
after having been non-existent and, after having existed, disap
pears."106 If a future eye existed, the Blessed One would not have 
said that the eye exists only after having been non-existent. 

[The Sarvastivadins would perhaps say:] The expression, "It 
exists after having been non-existent" signifies "after having been 
non-existent in the present" (yartamane'dhvany abhutva), that is, 
"after having been non-existent as present" {vartamanabhavena 
abhutva). 

This is inadmissible, for the time periods do not differ from the 
eye. 

Does this mean that one should understand this as, "After 
having been non-existent in its own nature (svalaksanatas)?" But 
this is to explicitely acknowledge that a future eye does not now 
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exist. 

3. As for the argument that "the past and the future exist, since 
the consciousness arises by reason of two things," should one 
understand that since the mental consciousness arises by reason of 
a mental organ and past, present, or future dharmas, these 
dharmas are a necessary condition for the mental consciousness to 
arise to the same extent as is the mental organ, that is, in the 
quality of "generating condition" (janakapratyaya)} Or are they 
solely "conditions in a quality of object" {alambanamatra, ii.62c)? 
Evidently future dharmas, which will be produced after thousands 
of years or which will never be produced, are not the generating 
causes of a present mental consciousness. Evidently Nirvana, 
which is contradictory to all arising, cannot be a generating cause. 
It is enough that the dharmas are a condition for the arising of a 
consciousness in their qualtiy of being an object: let us admit that it 
is thus for future and past dharmas. 

[The Sarvastivadins ask:] If the past and future dharmas do not 
exist, how can they be the objects of consciousness? 

They exist in the manner in which they are taken as objects. 

And in what manner are they taken as objects? 

[They are taken as objects with the mark of the past and the 
future,107 as having existed or as coming into existence.] In fact, a 
person who remembers a past visible object of a past sensation, 
does not see "this is;" but he remembers "this was;" the man who 
foresees the future does not see the future as existing, but he 
foresees it as coming into existence (bhavisyat). .. 

Another point. Memory (which is a certain mental conscious
ness) grasps a visible thing that has been seen, a sensation that has 
been felt, that is, a visible object and a sensation in a present state 
of being. If a dharma which one remembers is, in fact, the one 
grasped by the memory, it is presently manifested; if it is not one 
that one grasps through the memory, then the memory conscious
ness certainly has a non-existent object. 
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Would one say that past and future visible objects exist without 
being present, because past or future visible objects are nothing 
other than atoms (paramdnu) in a state of dispersion (viprakirna)? 
But we would say: (1) when the consciousness takes as its object, 
through memory or prevision, a past or future visible object, it 
does not take it as an object in a state of dispersion, but on the 
contrary, as an assembled collection {sarhcita) of atoms; (2) if a 
past or future visible object is the visible object of the present with 
this small difference that the atoms are dispersed, then the atoms 
are thus eternal; there is never either production (utpdda) nor 
destruction of them; there is only association and dispersion of the 
atoms. To maintain such a thesis is to adopt the doctrine of the 
Ajlvikas and to reject the Sutras of the Sugata: 'The eye, Oh 
Bhiksus, arising, does not come from any place . . . ;" (3) the 
argument does not hold for sensation and other "non-solid" 
(amurta) dharmas: not being combinations of atoms {aparamanu-
samcita), we do not see how they can be, in the past or in the 
future, atoms in a state of dispersion. In fact, moreover, one 
remembers the sensation as it was experienced when it was 
present; one foresees it as it will be experienced when it will be 
present. If, past and future, it is such that one grasps it through 
memory or prevision, it would be eternal. Thus the mental 
consciousness termed "memory" has a non-existent object, namely 
a sensation that does not now presently exist. 

* * * 

[The Vaibhasikas say:] If that which does not absolutely exist 
can be the object of consciousness, then a thirteenth dyatana (i.14) 
could be the object of consciousness. 

[The author answers:] Then what is, according to you, the 
object of a consciousness which says, "There is no thirteenth 
ayatana!" 

It is its name, "thirteenth ayatana." 
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Then this object is only a name; the thing designated, the 
object, does not exist. Furthermore, what will be the presently 
existing object upon which the consciousness of the previous 
non-existence of sound bears? 

[The Vaibhasikas answer:] The object of this consciousness is 
the sound itself [and not its non-existence.] 

Then, anyone who is in quest of the non-existence of sound 
should make a noise! 

[The Vaibhasikas answer:] No, for the sound of which there is 
previous non-existence, exists in a future state, and it is this sound 
in its future state which is the object of the previously non-existent 
consciousness. 

But if future sound, of which there is previous non-existence, 
exists in fact, how can there be the idea that it does not now exist? 

[The Vaibhasikas answer:] It does not presently exist {varta-
mdno nasti)\ from whence there is the idea, "it does not now 
exist." 

You do not have the right to speak in this manner, for it is the 
same dharma which is past, present, and future. Or, if there is a 
difference between future and present sound, and the idea "it does 
not now exist" bears on this difference, then you recognize that the 
distinctive characteristic of the present exists after not having 
existed. We will therefore have to prove that existence (bhava) 
and non-existence (abhdva) can be an object of consciousness. 

* * * 

[The Vaibhasikas say:] If a non-existent thing can be an object 
of consciousness, how could the Bodhisattva in his last existence 
say, "It is impossible that I know, that I see that which does not 
exist in this world?" 

The meaning of this text is clear: "I am not like other prideful 
(dbhimdnika, v. 10a) ascetics who attribute to themselves a 
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non-existent illumination':108 as for me, I only see as existing that 
which is." Moreover, to admit your thesis, the object of any idea 
(buddhi) would be real: if all that one thinks is real, there is no 
longer any place for doubt or examination (vimarsa); there would 
be no difference between the Bodhisattva and others. 

Let us add moreover that ideas certainly have existent and 
non-existent things for their object, for the Blessed One explicitly 
said, "From the moment when I said to him, 'Come, Oh BhiksusP 
(iv.26c), my Sravaka is instructed from evening until morning: he 
will know that which is as is (sacca satto jnasyati) and that which is 
not as not, that which is not the highest (sa-uttara) as not the 
highest, and that which is the highest (anuttara=Nirvdna) as the 
highest." (iv.l27d)109 

Consequently the reason that the Sarvastivadins gave in favor 
of the existence of the past and the future, that is, "because the 
object of the consciousness is existent" does not hold. 

4. The Sarvastivadins also deduce an argument from the result 
of action. But the Sautrantikas do not admit that a result arises 
directly from a past action. A result arises from a special state of 
the series (cittasarhtdnavifesdt), a state which proceeds from the 
action, as one shall see at the end of this work wherein we refute 
the doctrine of the Vatsiputriyas (dtmavddapratisedha, see iv.85a). 

But the masters who affirm the real existence {dravyatas) of 
the past and the future should also admit the eternity of the result: 
what efficacy {sdmarthya) can they attribute to the action? An 
efficacy with regard to production (utpdda)? An efficacy with 
regard to the action of making something present (vartamdmka-
rana)? 

a. This is to admit that arising exists after having been 
non-existent (abhutvd bhavati). If you say that arising itself 
pre-exists, how can you attribute the efficacy of a thing to that 
same thing? You cannot but join the School of the Varsaganyas, 
"That which is, solely is; that which is not, solely is not; that which 
is not, does not arise; and that which is, is not destroyed."110 
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b. What should we understand by "the action of making 
something present?" 

Will this be the fact of drawing something to another place? 
We see three difficulties in this: (1) the result will thus be eternal; 
(2) how could the result, when it is non-material (aruupin), be 
achieved?; and (3) movement would exist after having been 
non-existent. 

Would this be the fact of modifying the unique or self nature of 
a pre-existent result (svabhavavisesana)? But is there not, in this 
thesis, the appearance of a modification previously non-existent? 

*## 

Consequently, the sarvastivada, "the doctrine of the existence 
of all," of the Sarvastivadins who affirm the real existence of the 
past and the future, is not good within Buddhism. It is not in this 
sense that one should understand sarvastivada. Good sarvastivada 
consists in affirming the existence of "all" by understanding the 
word "all" as Scripture understands it. How do the Sutras affirm 
that all exists? "When one says, 'all exists/ Oh Brahmins, this 
refers to the twelve ayatanas: these are equivalent terms."111 

Or rather, the "all" that exists is the three time periods. And it 
has been said how they exist: "That which has previously been, is 
the past . . ." (see above, p. 813). 

But if the past and future do not exist, how can one be bound 
(samyukta) by a past or future klesa to a thing (vastu) which is past 
or future? 

One is bound by a past klesa by reason of the existence, in the 
series, of an anus ay a which has arisen from a past klesa; one is 
bound by a future klesa by reason of the existence of an anusaya 
which is the cause of the future anusaya of a klesa which has had or 
will have this thing for its object. 

The Vaibhasikas say: "The past and the future truly exist. As 
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regards that which cannot be explained, one should know that 

27d. The nature of things is indeed profound; 

certainly, it cannot be proven through reasoning."112 

[Thus one need not deny the past and the future].113 

One can say that that which arises perishes: for example a 
visible. One can say that that which arises differes from that which 
perishes: in fact, that which arises is the future; that which 
perishes is the present. Time also arises, for that which is arising is 
embraced within time, it has time for its nature;114 and a dharma 
arises from time, by reason of the multiplicity of the moments of 
future time.115 

We have thus finished with the problem presented to us by the 
theory of the anusayas. 

* * * 

When a person abandons an object116 through the disappear
ance of the possession that he had of this object, is there for him 
"disconnection" from this object through the cutting off of the 
possession of the defilements which bears on this object? And 
inversely, when there is disconnection, is there abandoning? 

When there is disconnection from an object, there is always an 
abandoning of this object; but one can have abandoning without 
disconnection. 

28. When that which is to be abandoned through the Seeing 
of Suffering is abandoned, the ascetic remains in connection 
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with it from the fact of the other universal defilements; 
when the first category is abandoned, he remains in 
connection with it from the fact of the other defilements 
which have it as their object.117 

Let us suppose a person enters on to the path of the Seeing of 
Truths; the Seeing of Suffering has arisen in him, but not yet the 
Seeing of Arising. He has abandoned the things (vastu)118 which 
are abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering, but he is not yet 
disjoined from these things by this: for he continues to be bound to 
these first things119 through the universal defilements (v.12) 
whose abandoning depends on the Seeing of Arising and which 
are relative to these first things. 

In the Path of Meditation wherein one sucessively expells nine 
categories (strong-strong, etc.) of defilements, when the first 
category is abandoned and not the others, these other categories of 
defilements, which bear upon the first category, continue to bind. 
(vi.33) 

### 

How many anusayas attach themselves (anuserate) to each 
object? 

We would never finish were we to examine this problem in 
detail. The Vaibhasikas (in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 449al6) give a 
summary exposition of this. 

In general one can say that there are sixteen types of dharmas, 
objects to which the anusayas attach themselves: for each sphere 
there are five categories (categories to be abandoned through the 
Seeing of Suffering, etc.); plus the pure dharmas. The conscious
nesses are of the same sixteen types. 

When we know which dharmas are the objects of which 
consciousness, we are then able to calculate how many anusayas 
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attach themselves to these dharmas. 

29. Abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering and 
Arising, abandoned through Meditation, the dharmas in 
Kamadhatu are the sphere of three consciousnesses of this 
sphere, of one consciousness of Rupadhatu and the pure 
consciousness.120 

In all, these dharmas are the object of five consciousnesses. The 
three consciousnesses of Kamadhatu are abandoned through the 
Seeing of Suffering, through the Seeing of Arising, and through 
Meditation {abhydsa = bhdvand). One consciousness of Rupadhatu 
is abandoned through Meditation. 

30a-b. The same three categories of dharmas in Rupadhatu 
are the object of three consciousnesses of Rupadhatu, three 
of Kamadhatu, one of Arupyadhatu and the pure con
sciousness.121 

The three consciousnesses of Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu are 
the same as above: they are abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering and its Arsing, and through Meditation. Consciousness 
in Arupyadhatu is abandoned through Meditation. In all, these 
dharmas are the objects of eight consciousnesses. 

30c-d. The same categories of dharmas in Arupyadhatu are 
the objects of three consciousnesses of the three spheres 
and pure conscousness. 

The same three consciousnesses. In all, these dharmas are the 
object of ten consciousnesses. 

31a-b. The dharmas abandoned through the Seeing of 
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Extinction and the Path are all the objects of the same 
consciousnesses with the addition of the consciousness of 
their own category. 

(a)The dharmas of Kamadhatu abandoned through the Seeing 
of Extinction are objects of the five consciousnesses as above, plus 
the consciousness abandoned through the Seeing of Extinction: in 
all six consciousnesses. 

(b)The dharmas of Kamadhatu abandoned through the Seeing 
of the Path are objects of the five consciousnesses as above, plus 
the consciousness abandoned through Seeing the Path: in all six 
consciousnesses. 

(c)The dharmas of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu are abandoned 
through the Seeing of Extinction and the Path: they are the 
objects, respectively, of nine and eleven consciousnesses. 

31c-d. The pure dharmas are the object of the last three 
consciousnesses of the three spheres and of pure conscious
ness. 

They are the objects of ten consciousnesses, the conscious
nesses of the three spheres abandoned through the Seeing of 
Extinction and the Path, through Meditation, and the pure 
consciousness. 

Here are two summarizing slokas: "The dharmas of the three 
spheres abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering and the 
Arising of Suffering and through Meditation, are, in the order of 
the spheres, the domain of five, of eight, of ten consciousnesses." 
"To the abandoning through Seeing the Extinction of Suffering 
and the Path, add the mind of their class. The pure dharmas are 
the object of ten consciousnesses." 

Such are the sixteen types of dharmas, objects of sixteen types 
of consciousness. We shall now examine what anus ay a attaches 
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itself to what dharma. 

A complete analysis would take us too far afield; we will 
content ourselves with studying a typical case. 

1. Let us choose, among the objects of attachment, agreeable 
sensation, and let us see how many anusayas attach themselves to 
it. 

Agreeable sensation is of seven types: (1) belonging to 
Kamadhatu, to be abandoned through Meditation; (2-6) belonging 
to Rupadhatu, of five categories; and (7) pure. 

When it is pure, the anusayas do not attach themselves to it, as 
we have shown. 

When they belong to Kamadhatu, the anusayas abandoned 
through Meditation and all the universal anusayas attach them
selves to it. 

When they belong to Rupadhatu, all the universal anusayas 
attach themselves to it. 

2. How many anusayas attach themselves to the consciousness 
which has agreeable sensation for its object? 

The consciousness which has agreeable sensation for its object 
is of twelve types: (1-4) belong to Kamadhatu, for categories of 
consciousness (excepting the consciousness abandoned through 
the Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering); (5-9) belong to 
Rupadhatu, five categories; (10-11) belong to Arupyadhatu, the 
consciousness abandoned through Seeing the Path and the one 
abandoned through Meditation; and (12) the pure consciousness. 

Attaching themselves to it are, according to their types: 1. four 
categories of Meditation; anus ay a of the sphere of Kamadhatu; 2. 
the anusayas of the sphere of Rupadhatu which have conditioned 
things for their object; 3. two categories of anusayas of the sphere 
of Arupyadhatu; and 4. the universal anusayas (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 
452c20). 

3. How many anusayas attach themselves to the consciousness 
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which has for its object the consciousness having an agreeable 
sensation for its object? 

The consciousness which has an agreeable sensation for its 
object, and which is of twelve types, is itself the object of a 
consciousness which can be of fourteen types, namely the twelve 
aforementioned types with the addition (13-14) of the conscious
nesses of the sphere of Arupyadhatu abandoned through the 
Seeing of Suffering and the Seeing of the Arising of Suffering. 

Attaching themselves to this consciousness are, according to 
their types, the anusayas described above in the first two spheres, 
plus four categories in Arupyadhatu (by excluding the anusaya 
abandoned through the Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering). 

The other dharmas (the twenty-two indriyas, i.48c-d, etc.) will 
be examined on the basis of this example.122 

* * * 

The mind is termed sanusaya, "havinganusaya" from the fact 
of the anusayas. Should we think that, necessarily, the anusayas 
nourish themselves, and lodge in (anuserate)125 the sanusaya 
mind? 

Those which lodge in it are the non-abandoned anusayas, 
whose object is not abandoned (v.61c-d), and which are associated 
with the mind in question. 

Those which do not lodge in it are the abandoned anusayas 
which are associated with the mind in question. 

32a-b. The defiled mind is s anus ay a in two ways; the 
non-defiled mind solely from the fact of the anusayas which 
lodge therein.124 

The defiled mind is s anus ay a from the fact of the anusayas 
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which lodge therein: the anusayas with which it is associated, 
whose object is not abandoned, which takes an object; and (2) from 
the fact of the anuiayas which are not therein: the abandoned 
anuiayas and that to which it is associated: for this mind continues 
to have them as companions. 

The non-defiled mind is s anus ay a from the fact of the anusayas 
which lodge therein: the non-abandoned anusayas which are 
associated with the mind. 

##* 

In what order are the ten anusayas produced (Vibhdsd, TD 27, 
p. 245b28 and following)? 

Any one can arise after any one: there is thus no rule which 
applies to all of them. Nevertheless, for the order of their 
production: 

32c. From moha9 there is doubt. 

At first, bound by ignorance (moha=avidya)> a person is in 
confusion with respect to the Truths: he does not take pleasure in 
the Truth of Suffering; he does not admit it. 

From this state of confusion, there arises doubt; he undertands 
the two thesis; he doubts whether suffering is true, or if 
non-suffering is true. 

32d. From whence false views; 

From doubt there arises false views: by reason of false teaching 
and false reflection, he comes to the judgement "This is not 
suffering." 

32e. From whence a belief in a self; 



From false view there arises the view of personality; for, not 
recognizing the skandhas as suffering, he considers these skandhas 
as constituting a "self." 

33a. From whence a belief in the extremes; 

From whence there is the view of the two extremes, for a 
person, believing in a self, becomes attached to the idea of the 
eternity or the annihilation of the self. 

33b. From whence the esteeming of morality and ascetic 
practices; 

From this there is an esteeming of morality and practices 
considered to be a means of purification. 

33c. From whence the esteeming of bad views; 

From this, there is an esteeming of that which is inferior, the 
esteeming of what he considers as a means of purification. 

33d. From whence lust and pride relative to one's own 
views; 

From this there is attachment to one's own views, and pride 
and pleasure in these views. 

33e. And hatred with respect to another: 

From this there is dislike: for, quite full of his own views, he 
detests the views of others which are contrary to his own. 
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According to other masters, there is hatred for one's own 
opinions when .one changes them; for lust and the other anusayas 
which are abandoned through the Seeing of the Truths are those 
which have for their object the person himself and his own views. 

33f. Such is the order. 

This is the order of the arising of the ten klesas, 

*** 

How many causes give rise to the klesas? 

34. Klesas [with complete causes] arise from the non-aban
doning of the anus ay a, from the presence of their object, 
and from erroneous judgment.125 

For example, lust arises (1) when the anus ay a of lust is 
non-abandoned—not-completely-known {aparijnata)—its opposi
tion not having arisen (v.64); (2) when the dharmas which 
provoke the manifestation of lust, namely visible things, etc., are 
found in the field of experience {abhasagata~visayarupata-apanna)\ 
and (3) when there is erroneous judgment. 

The anus ay a is cause; the dharmas are its object; and incorrect 
judgment is its immediate preparation: three distinct forces. 

The same holds for the other klesas 

34a. With complete causes. 

This is the case for the klesas which proceed from all causes. 
For, according to the School, a klesa can arise through the mere 
force of its object; as in the case of the Arhat who is subject to 
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falling away (vi.58b). 

In a Sutra, the Blessed One said that the ninety-eight anusayas, 
with the ten wrappings of attachment (the paryavasthanas), are 
made up of three cankerous influences (dsravas), the cankerous 
influence of objects of pleasure (kdmasrava), the cankerous 
influence of existence (bhavdsrava), and the cankerous influence of 
ignorance (avidydsrava); four floods (oghas), the flood of the 
objects of pleasure (kdmaugha), the flood of existence (bha-
vaugha), the flood of views (drstyogha), and the flood of ignorance 
(avidhaugha); four yokes (yogas), the yoke of the objects of 
pleasure (kdmayoga), the yoke of existence (bhavayoga), the yoke 
of views (drstiyoga), and the yoke of ignorance (avidydyoga); and 
four clingings (updddnas), clinging to the objects of pleasure 
(kdmopdddna), the clinging to views (drsfyupdddna), the clinging 
to morality and ascetic practices (stlavratopadana), and the 
clinging to a belief in a self (atmavddopdddna). 

* * * 

What is the definition of the cankerous influences (dsravas)? 

35 a. In Kamadhatu, the defilements, with the exception of 
ignorance, but with the wrappings of attachment, consti
tute dsravas; 

The klesas of Kamadhatu, with the exception of the five 
ignorances, plus the ten wrappings (patyavasthdnas, v.47) make 
up forty-one things: this is the cankerous influence of the objects 
of pleasure. 

35b. In Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu, only the anus ay as 
themselves constitute the cankerous influence of existen
ce.126 
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But there are, in the two higher spheres, two wrappings, 
namely torpor and dissipation (ii.26a-c, v.47). The Prakarana127 

says, "What is the cankerous influence of existence? With the 
exception of ignorance, it is the other connections (samyojanas), 
bonds (bandhanas), anus ay as, upaklesas and wrappings (paryavas-
thanas) of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu." 

The Vaibhasikas of KaSmlr say that the wrappings of attach
ment are not mentioned as forming part of the cankerous 
influence of existence because, in the two higher spheres, they are 
not independent.128 

##* 

Why are the anusayas of the two higher spheres placed 
together in order to make one single cankerous influence of 
existence? 

36a-b. They are morally neutral, proceed inwards, and 
belong to the stage of absorption: this is why they are put 
together. 

They both present the threefold common characteristics of 
being morally neutral, of being turned inward (that is, of not 
depending on objects), and of belonging to the spheres of 
absorption: they are thus united into a single cankerous influence. 

And again they are called the cankerous influence of existence 
for the same reason that one distinguishes the cankerous influence 
of existence (v.2). 

From the above, it results that the avidyds, "the ignorances," of 
the three spheres,—in all fifteen things,—(v.4) constitute the 
cankerous influence of ignorance. 

Why do the ignorances constitute a separate cankerous 
influence? 
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36c d. Ignorance is the root: it is thus said to constitute a 
separate cankerous influence.129 

In the manner in which the cankerous influences are explained, 

37a-b. So too for the floods and the yokes. But views 
constitute a separate flood and a separate yoke by reason of 
their acuteness. 

The "floods" and the "yokes" are explained in the same 
manner. The cankerous influence of the objects of sensual pleasure 
(kdma-ogha) without views, is both the flood of the objects of 
sensual pleasure and the yoke of the objects of sensual pleasure; so 
too the cankerous influence of existence, without views, is both the 
flood of existence and the yoke of existence. 

According to the School,130 it is by reason of their characteris
tic of sharpness that views constitute a separate flood and a 
separate yoke. 

[Why are they not a separate cankerous influence?] 

37c-d. They are not a separate cankerous influence, because, 
without companions, they are not favorable to installation. 

[We shall explain below, v.40, the etymology of the word 
dsrava or cankerous influence.]The dsravas are so called because 
they seat themselves (asayantUy dsravandm nirvacanam). Isolated 
(asahdya) views are not favorable to installation (dsana), being 
acute. Thus one does not make a separate place among the dsravas 
or cankerous influences for them; they figure in the category of the 
cankerous influences, but are not mixed with the other anusayas. 

Therefore we have: 

a. The flood of the objects of sensual pleasure is made up of five 
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lusts, five hatreds, five egotisms, four doubts, and ten wrappings: 
in all twenty-nine things. 

b. The flood of existence is made up of ten lusts, ten egotisms, 
eight doubts: in all twenty-eight things. 

c. The flood of views is made up of the twelve views of the 
three Dhatus: in all thirty-six things. 

d. The flood of ignorance is made up of the five ignorances of 
the three Dhatus: in all fifteen things. 

The same for the yokes. 

38a-c. So too the up ad anas (the clingings), by placing 
ignorance [with the first two] and by dividing the fastis 
into two. 

We have five clingings: 

a. Clinging to the objects of sensual pleasure (kdmayoga) is 
made up of the yoke of the objects of sensual pleasure plus the 
ignorances of Kamadhatu, that is, five lusts, five hatreds, five 
egotisms, five ignorances, four doubts, and ten wrappings: in all 
thirty-four things. 

b. Clinging to the belief in a soul (atmavadopadana)151 is made 
up of the yoke of existence plus the ignorances of the two higher 
spheres, that is, ten lusts, ten egotisms, ten ignorances, and eight 
doubts: in all thirty-eight things. 

c. The clinging to views is made up of the yoke of views 
without the esteeming of morality and ascetic practices: in all 
thirty things. 

d. Clinging to morality and ascetic practices is made up of the 
six remaining things. 

Why distinguish "the presumption of morality and of ascetic 
practices" from the other views and make it a separate clinging? 
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Because it is in opposition to the Path and deludes the two 
classes of devotees: holding as path that which is not Path, the laity 
are deluded with expectations of obtaining heaven through 
abstinence, etc.,132 and clerics are deluded with expectations of 
obtaining purity through the renouncing of agreeable things.133 

(Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 284a4).134 

But why doesn't ignorance constitute a separate clinging? 

38c-d. Ignorance is not the grasper; like clinging, it is mixed 
with the other anusayas.135 

Ignorance has non-intellection for its characteristic; it is not at 
all sharp; thus it does not grasp; therefore, say the School, it is only 
mixed with the other defilements as is clinging. 

But, we would say,136 the Blessed One said in the Sutra, "What 
is the yoke of the object of sensual pleasure (kdmayoga)? With 
regard to the objects of pleasure (kdmas), within the person who 
does not know the origin of the object of pleasure, it is kdmardga, 
kdmaprema, kdmecchd, kdmamurchd, kdmagrddha, kdmaparigard-
dha, kdmanandt, kdmaniyanti, and kdmddhyavasdna which 
overpowers the mind: these are the yokes of the objects of sensual 
pleasure."137 The Blessed One defines the other yokes in the same 
way. In another Sutra, he says that chandardga is a clinging.138 

Thus chandardga with respect to the objects of pleasure, views, 
etc., is what is called clinging to the objects of pleasure (kamopd-
ddna), etc.139 

* * * 

What is the meaning of the words anus ay a (latent defilement), 
dsrava (cankerous influence), ogha (flood),yoga (yoke) and 
upddana (clinging)? 
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39. They are atomic; they adhere; they nourish themselves 
in two ways; they continually bind: this is why they are 
termed anus ay a j . 1 4 0 

They are atomic, for their mode of existences is subtle, being 
difficult to know. They adhere through the adhesion of their 
prdptis\ they nourish themselves (anuferate) in two ways, both 
from the object and from the dharmas with which they are 
associated; and they continually bind, for, unless one makes an 
effort, and even when one creates an obstacle to them, they will 
appear and reappear.141 

40. They fix and they flow, they carry away, they attach, 
they seize: such is the etymology of the words dsravas, etc. 

The anusayas fix, "seat" (dsayanti) beings in transmigration; 
they flow (dsravanti) from the highest heaven (Bhavagra = 
Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana, iii.3, 81) to Avici (iii.58); they flow 
out (ksar) by the six organs which are as wounds. They are thus 
called cankerous influences, or dsravas.142 

The anusayas carry away (haranti)',14* they are thus called 
oghas or floods. 

The anusayas cause beings to be attached (slesayanti);144 they 
are thus called yogas or yokes. 

The anusayas seize (upagrhnanti); they are thus called 
updddnas or clingings.145 

The best explanation is the following.146 

1. By means of the anusayas, the mental series flows into the 
objects; the anusayas are thus dsravas or cankerous influences. In 
conformity with the comparison of the Sutra "In the same way that 
one makes great efforts in order to steer a boat against the current 
but when these efforts begin to weaken, the boat is carried 
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(haryate) with the stream; [so too, it is with great pains that the 
mental series is freed from its objects through the good dhar-
masV147 

2. When they are very violent, the anusayas are called oghas; in 
fact they carry away, as in a flood, those who are bound to them, 
and who necessarily yield to their impulses. 

3. When they do not enter into activity with an extreme 
violence, the anusayas are called yogas, because they yoke one to 
the very many sufferings of transmigration; or rather because they 
adhere with obstinance. 

4. The anufayas are called up ad anas, because, through their 
action, one clings to things of the senses, etc. {kamadhyupada-
na).14* 

* # * 

These same anusayas or latent defilements which make up four 
categories—cankerous influences, floods, yokes, and clingings,— 
also make up five categories: samyojanas or connections (v.41-45), 
bandhanas or bonds (v.45d), anusayas, upaklesas (v.46), and 
paryavasthanas or wrappings (v.47-49b).149 

41a-b. There are said to be five types by reason of their 
division into connections, etc.150 

The nine samyojanas151 or connections are: 1) affection, 2) 
aversion, 3) pride, 4) ignorance, 5) view, 6) unjustified estimation, 
7) doubt, 8) envy, and 9) avarice. 

Anunaya-samyojana or the attachment of affection is lust of 
the three Dhatus. One should understand the other connections in 
the same way, each according to its type: the second, the eighth, 
and ninth belong exclusively to Kamadhatu. 
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Drsti-samyojana or the attachment to views is made up of the 
first three views (a belief in a self, a belief in the extremes, and 
false views); paramarsa-samyojana, the attachment to esteeming, 
is made up of the last two (namely, the esteeming of views and the 
esteeming of morality and ascetic practices). The question is thus 
posed: Does it happen that a person is attached through the 
connection of affection, and not through the connection of views, 
to the dharmas associated with views (that is, to the sensations, 
etc., associated with existence), while dr sty anus ay a, the latent 
defilement of views, is not active with respect to these dharmas} 

Yes. Let us consider a person who has produced the knowledge 
of the Arising of Suffering but not the knowledge of the Extinction 
of Suffering. Within him arises a connection of affection with 
respect to the dharmas associated with the views of esteeming 
views and esteeming of morality and ascetic practices, dharmas 
which are abandoned through the Truth of Extinction and the 
Path. This person will be attached to these dharmas through the 
connection of affection, but not through the connection of views; 
for he has abandoned the universal connection of views which is 
abandoned through the Truths of Suffering and the Arising of 
Suffering, and there does not exist in him any non-universal 
connection of views which bears on these dharmas or which is 
associated with them.152 Nevertheless latent defilement of views is 
active with respect to these dharmas, for the two drstis which are 
esteeming (the connection of esteeming) and which have not yet 
been abandoned, are active through association. 

* * * 

Why does one makes one connection—the connection of 
views—out of the first three views, and another connection,—the 
connection of esteeming—out of the last two? 

41c-d. Two views constitute separate connection by reason 
of their equal number of things, and by reason of their 
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common characteristic of esteeming.153 

The first three views make up eighteen distinct things: false 
views of Kamadhatu are abandoned by each one of the four Truths, 
etc. (v.4,5); the same for the last two (twelve esteeming of views 
and six esteeming of morality and ascetic practices). 

The last two views are, by their nature, esteeming, but not the 
first three. They take the first ones as their object, but the opposite 
is not true. 

* * * 

Why do envy and avarice make up two connections, while the 
other wrappings {paryavasthdnas, v.47) are not distinct connec
tions (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 258c21)? 

42. Envy and avarice are each a connection because, among 
the wrappings, they are at one and the same time com
pletely bad and independent. 

"Independent" means bound to a single ignorance (v. 14). 
These two characteristics are not encountered in the other 
wrappings. 

According to another opinion—[according to the author]— 
this reason is good for the master who admits only eight 
wrappings; but for the master who admits ten wrappings (below, 
p. 841), the reason proposed raises no difficulties, for anger and 
hypocrisy also present the twofold characteristic of being bad and 
independent: they are also classified as connections.154 

* * * 
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The Blessed One said moreover,155 that, among the connec
tions, 

43a. Five are inferior. 

Namely a belief in a self, the esteeming of morality and ascetic 
practices, doubt, desire for the objects of sensual pleasure 
(kdmacchanda) and anger. 

"Inferior" {avarabhagiya) means that which is in relation to, 
that which is favorable to the "inferior part" (avarabhdga), that is, 
to Kamadhatu156 (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 252b25). Now, among these 
five connections: 

43b-c. Two cause one not to get out of Kamadhaatu; three 
cause one to return there. 

Desire for the objects of sensual pleasure and anger obstruct 
leaving Kamadhatu; a belief in a self and the two remaining 
connections cause one, once he has left Kamadhatu, to return 
there: as the jailor of a prison and his helpers. 

According to another opinion,157 it is by reason of the three 
that one does not leave the state of being inferior, namely a 
Prthagjana; and it is by reason of the two that one does not get out 
of the inferior sphere, that is, out of Kamadhatu. This is why these 
five connections are termed "inferior." 

The Blessed One said, in fact, that one becomes a Srotaapanna 
by the complete abandoning of the three connections in questi
on.158 But, on the other hand, the Srotaapanna has also abandoned 
three desires: a belief in the extremes, false views, and the 
esteeming of views. It appears that the Blessed One should term 
these views connections favorable to the quality of Prthagjana. 

43c-d. Three, because they make up the gate and the root. 



There are three categories of klesa:159 1. simple, to be 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering, namely a belief in a 
self and a belief in the extremes; 2. twofold, to be abandoned 
through the Seeing of Suffering and the Path, namely the 
esteeming of morality and ascetic practices; and 3. fourfold, to be 
abandoned through Seeing the Four Noble Truths, namely doubt, 
false views, and the esteeming of views. By indicating the first 
three as connections, the Blessed One indicates the gate to the 
other klesas, the beginning of each category. 

He also indicates the root, for a belief in the extremes is set 
into motion by a belief in a self, the esteeming of views by the 
esteeming of morality and ascetic practices, and false views by 
doubt. 

* * * 

Others160 say: 

44. Three are indicated because three things create an 
obstacle to arriving at deliverance: a non-desire to go, error 
with respect to the Path, and doubt with respect to the 
Path. 

In the same way that, in the world, these three things form an 
obstacle to progress to another place, in this same way they form 
an obstacle to progress towards deliverance: a. a belief in a self, 
which inspires a fear of deliverance and causes one not to desire to 
arrive at it; b. the esteeming of morality and ascetic practices 
through which, having recourse to another path, one becomes 
deluded about the Path; and c. doubts, doubt about the Path. The 
Blessed One, wishing to teach that the Srotaapanna has completely 
abandoned these three obstacles, says that he has abandoned three 
connections. 
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*** 

In the same way that the Blessed One characterized five 
connections as "inferior," in this same way161 

45a-c. Five are "superior/' namely two lusts, those which 
arise from Rupadhatu and from Arupyadhatu, namely 
dissipation, pride and ignorance. 

They are "superior," which means that one cannot pass beyond 
the higher spheres when one has not abandoned them. 

This exposition of the connections is finished. 

*#* 

How many bandhanas or bonds are there? 

Three, namely all lust, all hatred, and all ignorance.162 

Why are only these three called bonds? 

45d. There are three bonds by reason of sensation.163 

There are three bonds by reason of the three sensations. Lust 
creates anus ay ana, that is, "becomes lodged in and grows" in 
agreeable sensation, both by taking it as its object and by 
association; hatred in disagreeable sensation; and ignorance, 
and—but not in the same manner—lust and hatred, in the 
sensation of indifference (ii.8c).164 

Or rather the preceeding rule refers to the sensation of 
personality. 
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The anus ay as have been explained above.165 

*** 

We must now explain the upaklesas. The klesas are upaklesas 
because they defile the mind. 

46. Defiled mental states, forming part of the samskdras-
kandha, but different from the klesas, are also upaklesas 
without being kief as. 

Dharmas different from the klesas, defiled mental states, 
included within the samskaraskandha (i.15), are solely upaklesas. 
Upaklesas means that which is found near (upa) the klesa, or close 
to which the klesa is found, (i.e., which is produced following the 
klesa). Not being roots, they are not klesas,:166 the upaklesas are 
enumerated in the Ksudravastuka.161 

# * * 

Let us now explain the relationship of the klesas with the 
wrappings and the klesamalas (see p. 846, line 13). 

What are the paryavasthanas or wrappings? 

A klesa is also a wrapping, as we can see from the text: "One 
experiences a suffering which proceeds from the wrapping which 
is lust."168 

The Prakaranapadasastra (TD 26, p. 693c20) teaches that there 
are eight wrappings: 
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47. There are eight types of wrappings: disrespect, absence 
of fear, envy, avarice, dissipation, regret, torpor, and 
languor. 

The system of the Vaibhasikas admits ten, by adding 

48a. Also anger and hypocrisy. 

1-2. Disrespect and absence of fear, ii.32. 

3. Envy or mental dissatisfaction concerns the prosperity of 
another. 

4. Avarice is "tenacity" (agraha, Mahavyutpatti, 109.29) of the 
mind, which is opposed to either spiritual or material giving 
(iv.113) (Atthasalim, 373). 

5. Dissipation, ii.26. 

6. Regret, ii.28. Regret is good or bad, but only defiled regret is 
a wrapping. 

7. Torpor, ii.26. 

8. Languor (ii.27, vii.lld) is a compression of the mind which 
rends it incapable of commanding the body.169 Languor can be 
good, bad, or neutral, but only defiled languor is a wrapping 
(ii.30c-d). 

9. Anger (ii.27) is irritation of the mind with respect to living 
beings and to things {sattva and asattva), an irritation distinct 
from that of regret, anger or hostility.170 

10. Hypocrisy is hiding one's faults (ii.27).171 

* * * 
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What is the origin of the wrappings? 

48b. From out of lust there proceeds disrespect, dissipation, 
and avarice. 

These three upaklesas proceed from lust ("to proceed" means 
to be an outflowing, nisyanda, ii.57c). 

48c. There is no agreement with regard to hypocrisy. 

There is no agreement with regard to hypocrisy: according to 
some, it proceeds from out of desire ("thirst"); according to others, 
from out of ignorance; according to others, from out of one or the 
other accordingly as it refers to persons who are knowledgeable or 
who are ignorant.172 

48d. From out of ignorance there proceeds torpor, languor, 
and absence of fear. 

These three proceed from ignorance. 

49a-b. From out of doubt there proceeds regret and anger; 
from out of hatred there proceeds envy. 

It is thus that these ten upaklesas are an outflowing of the 
klesas.™ 

* * * 

(In the same way that foul things, mala, leave the body, so too 
the klesamalas, "filth of the klesas" come out of the klesas). What 
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are the klesamalas? 

49c-50b. (The other upaklesas are the six klesamalas:) 
cheating, crookedness, drunkenness of pride, esteeming 
evil, enmity, and hostility. 

1. Cheating is the dhanna that causes one to delude another. 

2. Double-dealing or crookedness of mind causes one not to say 
things as one should, not to deny when one should,174 or to explain 
something in a confused manner. 

3. The drunkenness of pride, as ii.34c-d. 

4. Esteeming evil is what which causes one not to accept 
remonstrances. 

5. Enmity is aversion. 

6. Hostility is what is translated into deeds and words harmful 
to another (see note 170). 

50b-51b. From out of lust there proceeds cheating and the 
drunkenness of pride; from anger enmity and hostility; 
esteeming evil from out of the esteeming of views; and 
crookedness from out of view. 

Crookedness is an outflowing of view, for it is said in a stanza, 
"What is crookedness? It is transgressing views."175 

[The wrappings and the malas arise from the klesas; they are 
thus upaklesas.] 

* # * 

How are they abandoned? 
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51c. Disrespect, absence of fear, torpor, languor, and 
dissipation are abandoned through Seeing and Meditation. 

Five wrappings—namely the five the first of which is 
disrespect—being associated with two klesas, are twofold: 
abandoned through Seeing and Meditation. They are abandoned 
through Seeing the Truth through which the klesa to which they 
are associated is abandoned. 

52a. The other wrappings are solely abandoned through 
Meditation. 

The other wrappings, envy and the rest, are abandoned only by 
Meditation: in fact they are of the so-called "autonomous" 
category,176 being associated with a single ignorance which is 
abandoned through Meditation. 

52b. And so too the malas, being autonomous. 

The same holds for the klesamalas. 

*** 

(Are the upaklesas all bad?) 

52c. In Kamadhatu, they are of two types; the others are 
bad; 

Torpor, dissipation, and languor are both bad and neutral. 

5 2d. Above, the upaklesas are neutral. 
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Above Kamadhatu, the upaklesas—to the extent that they exist 
there—are neutral. 

53 a. Cheating and crookedness exist in Kamadhatu and in 
the First Dhyana. 

These two upaklesas exist in two spheres, Kamadhatu and 
Rupadhatu. 

53b. Since Brahma tried to deceive. 

We cannot doubt this, for Mahabrahma attempted to deceive 
the Ayusman Asvajit by giving him an inexact definition of 
himself.177 

53c. Torpor, dissipation, and pridefulness exist in all three 
spheres. The others in Kamadhatu. 

Of the sixteen upaklesas, ten wrappings and six malas, eleven 
exist only in Kamadhatu, with the exception of cheating, 
crookedness, torpor, dissipation, and pridefulness. 

54a. Those that are abandoned through Seeing the Truths 
are of the spheres of the manovijndna, plus pride and 
languor. 

Klesas and upaklesas which are abandoned through Seeing are 
supported by the manovijndna alone; so too pride and languor 
which are abandoned through Meditation; for these two, in their 
totality (in the three spheres), are of the sphere of the manas. 

54b. Plus the autonomous upaklesas. 
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In the same way, the autonomous upaklesas (envy, avarice, etc.) 
are abandoned through Meditation. 

54c. The others have the six consciousnesses for their 
support. 

The others are supported by the six consciousnesses: lust is 
abandoned through Meditation, as are hatred and ignorance, as 
well as the upaklesas which are associated with them, disrespect, 
absence of fear, torpor, and dissipation, and those which are 
included in the klesamahdbhumikas (disbelief, idleness, and 
non-diligence) (ii.26a-v). 

With which sense organs (sukhendriya, etc., ii.7) are the klesas 
and the upaklesas associated? 

I. First, with respect to the klesas of Kamadhatu: 

55a. Lust is associated with two agreeable sensations. 

Lust is associated with pleasure and satisfaction. 

55b. Hatred with the contrary.178 

Hatred is associated with displeasure and dissatisfaction, for 
lust and hatred have respectively happiness and dejection for their 
aspect, for both of them belong to the six consciousnesses. 

55c. Mo ha (or avidya) with all. 

Being associated with all the klesas, ignorance is associated 
with the five sensations.179 
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55c-d. The view of negation with dissatisfaction and 
sensation.180 

False view is associated with dissatisfaction among those 
persons who have done meritorious actions and who regret that 
their actions are without result; it is associated with satisfaction 
among transgressors. 

56a. Doubt with dissatisfaction. 

If one who aspires to certitude doubts, then he is dissatisfied. 

56b. The others with satisfaction. 

The others, that is, the views with the exception of false views 
and egotism—are associated with satisfaction, for they have the 
aspect of happiness. 

Which anusayas have we considered up to now? 

56b. Those arisen in Kamadhatu. 

Having indicates the difference of these anusayas, the author 
notes a common characteristic: 

56c. All are associated with indifference. 

All these anusayas are associated with the indriya of indiffer
ence, for, says the School, there is necessarily indifference when 
the series of the klesa is going to be broken. 
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II. With respect to the klesas of the higher spheres: 

56c-d. In the higher stages, they are associated with their 
own sensations, to be determined according to the stage. 

In the higher stages, the anusayas are associated with the 
sensation which are proper to them, to the extent that these 
sensations exist there (see ii.12, viii.12). 

In the stage—the First Dhyana—where there are four 
consciousnesses, seeing, hearing, touch, and mental consciousness, 
the anusayas which are produced with each of these conscious
nesses are associated with the sensations proper to this conscious
ness: there one finds (1) the sensation of pleasure corresponding 
to the consciousnesses of seeing, hearing, and touch; (2) the 
sensation of satisfaction corresponding to the mental conscious
ness; and (3) the sensation of indifference corresponding to the 
four consciousnesses.180 

In the stages—the Second Dhyana, etc.—where only the 
mental consciousness is found, the anusayas which are produced 
with this consciousness are associated with the sensations proper 
to this consciousness in the state in question:182 Second Dhyana, 
satisfaction and indifference: Third Dhyana, pleasure and 
indifference; Fourth Dhyana and Arupyas, indifference. 

III. With respect to the upaklesas'. 

57a-c. Regret, envy, anger, hostility, aversion, and the 
esteeming of evil are associated with dissatisfaction. 

These upaklesas are associated with the indriya of dissatisfac
tion because they have dejection for their mode and they belong to 
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the sphere of the manas. 

57d. Avarice, with the contrary. 

Avarice is assocated with the indriya of satisfaction; it has 
happiness for its mode, for it proceeds greed. 

58a-b. Crookedness, cheating, hyprcrisy, and languor are 
associated with one and the other. 

"Associated with the indriya of satisfaction and with the 
indriya of dissatisfaction:" it happens that one deceives another 
with satisfaction, and one deceives with dissatisfaction. 

58b-c. Pridefulness is associated with the two agreeable 
sensations. 

In the Third Dhyana, pridefulness is associated with the 
indriya of pleasure; below, with the indriya of satisfaction;183 

above, with the indriya of indifference. Thus 

58c. Indifference is everywhere. 

All are associated with indifference. In the way that there is no 
restriction in the association of the klesa and the upaklesas with 
ignorance, so too with indifference. 

58d. The four others with five. 

Four wrappings—namely disrespect, absence of fear, torpor, 
and dissipation—are associated with the five sensations, because 
the first two are akusalamahdbhumikas, and the last two are 
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kleiamahdbhumikas (ii.26). 

*** 

From another point of view, the Sutra184 declares that there are 
five "hindrances" or "obstacles" (nwaranas), among the klesas and 
upaklesas: 1. kdmacchanda, 2. anger, 3. torpor-languor, 4. 
dissipation-regret, and 5. doubt. 

Does this refer to the torpor, dissipation, and doubt of all the 
three Dhatus, or only of Kamadhatu? 

The Sutra says that the hindrances are exclusively bad;185 

consequently 

59a.The hindrances exist in Kamadhatu.186 

But in none of the other Dhatus. 

Why do torpor-and-languor and dissipation-and-regret 
constitute, as groups, two hindrances? 

59b-c. Two make up a single hindrance, because they have 
the same opposites, the same nourishment, and the same 
result.187 

"Opposite," that is, opposition or counter-nourishment. 

The Sutra teaches that torpor and languor have the same 
nourishment, and the same counter-nourishment: "What is the 
nourishment of torpor-languor? Five dharmas, namely tandri (bad 
omens seen in dreams), arati(\inh&pp'mess), vijrmbhikd (physical 
exhaustion), bhakte'samata (uneven consumption of food), and 
cetaso linatva (mental depression). What is the counter-nourish
ment? Alokasamjnd."188 
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Torpor and languor have the same action or task of rendering 
the mind languid. 

In this same way dissipation and regret have the same 
nourishment, the same counter-nourishment, and the same effect. 
Its nourishment is four dharmas: preoccupation relative to one's 
relatives (jndtivitarka), preoccupation relative to one's land 
(janapadavitarka), preoccupation relative to the deathless ones 
(amaravitarka), and remembrance of one's former merry-making 
and companions (paurdnasya ca hasitakriditaramitaparibhavitasyd-
nusmartd).1*9 Its counter-nourishment is calmness. Its effect is to 
agitate the mind.190 

But all the klesas are a "hindrance." Why does the Sutra 
distinguish five hindrances? 

59c-d. Only five, be reason of the destruction of a skandha, 
by reason of doubt.191 

Kdmacchanda and anger destroy the element of morality, 
torpor-languor destroy the element of discrimination, and 
dissipation-regret destroy the element of absorption. And in the 
absence of discrimination and absorption, there is doubt concern
ing the Truths.192 

But, one would say,193 if this explanation is correct, dissipation-
regret, which hinders absorption, should be listed, in the list of the 
hindrances, before torpor-languor. Thus these two hindrances 
desroy, in the order in which they are named, the two elements of 
absorption and discrimination: the danger to the person who 
applies himself to absorption is in torpor-languor; the danger to 
him who applies himself to discrimination of the dharmas is in 
dissipation-regret.194 

Other masters195 give another explanation. How do they 
explain this? The monk on his rounds perceives an agreeable or 
disagreeable object, and considers it as such; when he returns to 
the monastery the enjoyment and the aversion which proceed 
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from this agreeable-disagreeable impression, first hinder his entry 
into absorption. Then, when the monk has entered into absorp
tion, as he does not correctly cultivate calm and insight {samatha 
and vipasyand), there is then produced torpor-languor and 
dissipation-regret which, in this order, hinder his absorption 
(samddhi = samatha) and his discrmination (prajnd = vipasyand). 
Finally, when he has left the absorption, doubt hinders his 
reflection on the dharmas. It is in this way that there are the five 
hinderances. 

There is one point to be examined. 

Let us consider the klesas "universal in a different sphere" 
(visabhdgadhdtusarvatraga, v. 13)—that is, those that form the 
group of false views, etc., and are abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering and of the Arising of Suffering—which have for their 
object the two higher spheres. This object is "completely known" 
by the anvayajndnas of Suffering and the Arising of Suffering 
which bear on the higher spheres (v. 14, vi.26, vii.3c): but it is not 
at the moment when these anvayajndnas are produced that the 
klesas in question are abandoned, for, also having Kamadhatu for 
their sphere, these klesas have been formerly destroyed by the 
dharmajndnas of Suffering and the Arising of Suffering the 
production of which is before that of the anvayajndnas. 

Conversely, with respect to the klesas having an impure object 
(sdsravdlambana, v.16) and to be abandoned through the Seeing 
the Extinction of Suffering and the Path—those which form the 
esteeming of false views group—it is not when their object (the 
group of false views to be abandoned through the Seeing of the 
Extinction of Suffering and of the Path) is "completely known" (by 
the dharmajndnas and anvayajndnas of Suffering and the Arising 
of Suffering) that they are abandoned. Rather they are abandoned 
only later by the Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering and by the 
Path. 

Thus how can one say that these two categories of klesas are 
abandoned by a knowledge of their object? 
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It is not an absolute principle that the klesas are abandoned by 
a knowledge of their object. They are abandoned in four ways. 

With respect to the klesas abandoned through Seeing: 

60a-c. Destruction by a knowledge of the object, by the 
destruction of the klesas of which they are the object, and by 
the abandoning of the object.196 

1. The klesas (1) bearing on the bhumi to which they belong, 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering and the Arising of 
Suffering, or (2) having a pure object, abandoned through the 
Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering and the Path (v. 14), are 
abandoned through a knowledge of their object. 

2. The universal klesas in another sphere, abandoned through 
the Seeing of Suffering and the Arising of Suffering, are aban
doned through the destruction of the klesa of which they are the 
object. These klesas (v. 12) are of the object of a universal klesa in 
its own sphere: by the destruction of those, these are also 
destroyed.197 

3. The klesas having an impure object, abandoned through the 
Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering and the Path are abandoned 
through the abandoning of their object. These klesas have for their 
object the klesa which has a pure object (v. 14). By the destruction 
of those, these are also destroyed.198 

* * * 

With respect to the klesas abandoned through Meditation, 

60d. There is destruction through the arising of the 
opposition. 
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When a path is opposed to one category of klesa, this path, by 
arising, causes this category of defilement to be abandoned. 

Which path is opposed to which category? 

This will be taught in detail (vi.33): "The weak-weak path is 
opposed to the strong-strong category . . . The strong-strong path 
is opposed to the weak-weak category." 

How many types of oppositions are there? 

61a-c. Opposition is fourfold: abandoning, maintaining, 
removal, and disgust. 

1. The Uninterrupted Path (dnantaryamdrga, vi.28,65) is a 
prahdna-pratipaksa, "an opposition which results in abandoning." 

2. The next path, the Path of Deliverance (vimuktimdrga), is 
an adhdra-pratipaksa, "opposition through which the abandoning 
obtained by the proceeding path, is found to be maintained, 
affirmed." 

3. The next path, visesamdrga is the duribhdva-pratipaksa, 
"opposition by which the possession of the kleia previously cut off, 
is found to be removed." 

According to others, the Path of Deliverance is itself the 
opposition of removal (duribhdva-pratipaksa), for the possession 
of the klesa is also removed from it. 

4. The path which consists of considering a sphere of existence 
as bad (impermanent, etc.) and which finds disgust in it is the path 
of opposition through disgust (vidusand-pratipaksa, see vi.50). 

But we say, here is the correct order: 1. opposition through 
disgust is the Preparatory Path ( prayogamdrga);199 2. opposition 
through abandoning is the whole of the Uninterrupted Path; 3. 
opposition through which the proceeding path is maintained is the 
Path of Deliverance; and 4. opposition by which the possession of 
the klesa previously cut off, is removed is the Distinguished Path 
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(V.63).200 

When one abandons the klesas, through separation from what 
are they abandoned? 

61c-d. The klesa is supposed to become abandoned through 
separation from its object.201 

The klesa, in fact, cannot be separated from its samprayoga, 
(that is, from the dharmas associated with the mind, sensations, 
etc. ii.24);202 but it can be separated from its object in such a 
manner that it no longer re-arises bearing on this object. 

So be it. A future klesa can be separated from its object, but 
how can a past klesa be? [The thing that it has taken as its object 
remains having been taken as object]. Would you say that the 
expression alambandt prahdtavyah, "to be abandoned through 
separation from its object," signifies dlambanaparijnandt prahata-
vyah, "to be abandoned through perfect knowledge of the object?" 
But the rule that the klesa is abandoned through knowledge of the 
object is not absolute (see above, p. 854); consequently there is a 
difficulty to be resolved here.203 

What does one do in order that the klesas may be termed 
prahma, or "abandoned?" 

A personal klesa is abandoned through the cutting off oiprapti 
or the possession of this klesa (ii.36b) which exists in the personal 
series. As for the klesa of another, or for rupa in its totality (kusala, 
etc.), or for the undefiled dharmas, these diverse things are 
abandoned through the abandoning of the personal klesa which 
takes them as its object (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 274c21, p. 411a27, etc.) 

* * * 
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How many types of separation are there? 

There are four, say the School: 

62. Separation through difference of nature, through 
opposition, through separation of place, and through time; 
as, for example, the primary elements, the precepts, places, 
and the two time periods.204 

1. Separation through difference of nature: although the 
primary elements {mahdbhuta) arise together (sahaja, ii.65), they 
are separated one from the other by the fact of their different 
natures. 

2. Separation by opposition: one is separated from immorality 
by the precepts. 

3. Separation of place by difference of place: the oceans of the 
East and the West. 

4. Separation by time: as the past and the future. One says that 
the past and the future are separated: from what are they 
separated? 

They are separated from the present. 

How can the past which has just perished and the future which 
is about to arise be separated from the present? 

It is by reason of the difference of time period that, according 
to us, the past and the future are separated; not by reason of the 
fact that they will be distant in the past or in the future. For if this 
were the case, the present would also be separate, for it constitutes 
a different time period. We say that the past and the future are 
seperated through their activity (karitra, see v.25). 

But how can an unconditioned thing, which is always inactive, 
be considered as near?205 

Because, universally, they possess the two extinctions 
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(nirodha, ii.36). 

This argument would hold for the past and the future (one 
possesses past and future good dharmas, etc.); but how can space, 
which one cannot possess (iii.36), be near? 

We say that the past and the future are separated from one 
another because they are separated by the present; the present is 
near because it is near to the past and future; an unconditioned 
thing is near because it is not separated or hindered by anything. 

But then the past and the future will be at one and the same 
time far and near, being far from each other and near to the 
present. 

Here is the correct explanation.206 The future is separated from 
the unique, self characteristics of the dharmas, because it has not 
attained them; the past is separated from them because it has 
fallen away from them. 

* * * 

It has been said that the klesas are not destroyed through the 
arising of their opposition or opposites (v.60d). We would ask if, 
through the Distinguished Path (visesamdrga, vi.65b-d), there is a 
"progressive abandoning (visesa-prahana)" of the klesas} 

No. Of all the klesas, there is 

63a. Destruction all at once. 

The klesa is destroyed through the Path which is its "path of 
abandoning." But 

63a-b. The acquisition of disconnection from the klesas 
takes place many times.207 
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In how many moments? 

In six moments: 

63c-d. There is arising of the opposition, the acquisition of 
results, and the perfection of the faculties. 

"Opposition" here means the "Path of Deliverance {vimukti-
mdrga)" "Results" means the four results of the religious life, the 
result of Srotaapanna, etc. (vi.51). "Perfection of the faculties" 
refers to indriyasamcdra (vi.60c).208 

Disconnection from the klesas is acquired in these moments: 
for certain klesas, according to the case, in six moments; but in 
decreasing number down to two for others.209 

* * * 

Under certain conditions, disconnection (visamyoga) receives 
the name of parijnd, "perfect knowledge" (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
406b9). There are two types of perfect knowledge: jndnaparijnd, 
"perfect knowledge consisting of knowledge," which is pure 
knowledge; and prahdnaparijnd, "perfect knowledge which 
produces abandoning," which is abandoning itself, for the effect is 
designated by the name of its cause.210 

* * * 

Does all abandoning constitute one perfect knowledge? 

No. 

Why is this? 
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64a. There are nine perfect knowledges.211 

That is, 

64b-c. The destruction of the first two types of Kama 
consititute one perfect knowledge. 

That is, the destruction of the first two types of klesa of 
Kamadhatu, the klesas abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering 
and the Arising of Suffering. 

64c. The destruction of the two types consists of two. 

The abandoning of the klesas of Kamadhatu abandoned 
through the Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering consitiutes one 
perfect knowledge; the same for the abandoning of the klesas of 
Kamadhatu abandoned through the Seeing of the Path. 

As the abandoning of the kief as of Kamadhatu abandoned 
through the Seeing of the Truths constitutes three perfect 
knowledges, 

64d. In that same way, above, there are three perfect 
knowledges. 

The same for the two higher spheres taken together, the 
abandoning of the klesas abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering and the Arising of Suffering consitutes one perfect 
knowledge; the abandoning of the klesas abandoned through the 
Seeing of the Extinction of Suffering constitutes the second perfect 
knowledge; and the abandoning of the klesas abandoned through 
the Seeing of the Path constitutes one perfect knowledge. Thus 
there are six perfect knowledges for the abandoning of the klesas 
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which belong to the three spheres and which are abandoned by the 
Seeing of the Truths. 

65a-c. There are three other perfect knowledges: the 
destruction of the avarabhagtya cankerous influences, the 
cankerous influences of Rupadhatu, and of all the cankerous 
influences. 

The abandoning of the avarabhagtya cankerous influences 
(v.43a), that is, the cankerous influences of Kamadhatu, constitute 
one perfect knowledge. 

The abandoning of the cankerous influences of Rupadhatu, 
which is called ruparagaksayaparijnd "perfect knowledge consist
ing of the destruction of attachment to Rupadhatu" (Vibhdsd, TD 
27, p. 322al5) constitutes one perfect knowledge. 

The third perfect knowledge is the total abandoning of the 
cankerous influences of Arupyadhatu, which is called sarvasamy-
ojanaparydddnaparijna, "perfect knowledge consisting of the 
annihilation of all the bonds" (v.41). 

[These three perfect knowledges are the abandoning of the 
types of klesa abandoned though Meditation.] 

Rupadhatu is distinguished from Arupyadhatu with respect to 
the abandoning of the klesas abandoned through Meditation; one 
does not establish this distinction with respect to the abandoning 
of the klesas abandoned through the Seeing of the Truths: the 
opposition is the same for these {anvayajndna, vii.2c-d), but not for 
those. Thus three are nine perfect knowledges. 

65c. Six are the result of the patiences (see above p. 775). 

The first six perefect knowledges, which consist of the 
abandoning of the klesas abandoned through Seeing the Truths, 
are the result of the "patiences" {ksdntisy vi.25c). 
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65d. The others, the results of the knowledges. 

The three perfect knowledges, the first of which is the perfect 
knowledge which consists of the abandoning (of the cankerous 
influences) of Kamadhatu, are obtained through the Path of 
Meditation; thus they are the result of the "knowledges.*' 

How can a perfect knowledge be the result of a patience 
(Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 321a21)? 

Because the patiences are the associates of the jndnas or 
knowledges: in the manner in which the associates of a king 
improperly receive the name of king; or rather, because a patience 
and a knowledge have the same result. 

* * * 

(In what stage of absorption does one obtain the perfect 
knowledges?) 

66a-b. All are the result of anagamya\ five or eight are the 
result of the dhyanas.212 

According to the Vaibhasikas, five are the result of the 
mauladhydnas or the "principal absorptions** (in opposition to the 
samantakas or absorptions preparatory to the Dhyanas, viii.6, 
22a), namely, those which consist of the abandoning of the klesas 
of the sphere of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu (perfect knowledges 
four, five, six, eight and nine). The abandoning of the klesas of the 
sphere of Kamadhatu (perfect knowledges one, two, three, and 
seven) is the result of only andgamya, that is, of the absorption 
preparatory to the First Dhyana. 

According to the Bhadanta Ghosaka, eight are the result of the 
principal absorptions (namely one to six, eight, and nine). Let us 
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suppose, he says, a person detached from Kamadhatu by the 
mundane or impure path (sdsrava, laukikamdrga, vi.49) enters into 
the Seeing of the Truths or the Path of Seeing (which is always 
pure) being supported by (i.e., in) the Dhyanas: his abandoning of 
the klesas of Kamadhatu abandoned by Seeing, and his taking of 
possession of disconnection from these klesas, should be consid
ered as the result of the path of Seeing, for it is pure. The single 
perfect knowledge which consists of the abandoning of the 
cankerous influence of Kamadhatu (perfect knowledge number 
seven) is solely the result of anagamya. 

This holds as well for dhydnantara (viii.22d) as for the 
principle Dhyanas. 

66c. One is the result of a sdmantaka,2n 

The perfect knowledge consisting of the destructin of attach
ment to Rupadhatu (perfect knowledge number eight) is the result 
of the samantaka, or preparatory stage (viii.22a) of Akasanan-
tyayatana. 

(In order to enter into the First Arupya, one should disengage 
oneself from the defilements of Rupadhatu: this is what one does 
in this preparatory stage). 

66d. One is also the result of three mauldrupys.2lA 

The perfect knowledge which consists of the annihilation of all 
the bonds is the result of the three principle Arupyas. 

67a. All are the result of the Aryan Path. 

The nine perfect knowledges are obtained through the pure 
path. 
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67b. Two of the worldly path. 

Perfect knowledges numbers seven and eight are also obtained 
through the impure path. 

67c. Two also through anvaya\ 

The last two perfect knowledges are the result of anvayajnana 
(vii.3c: a knowledge of Suffering etc., of the two higher spheres) 
included in the Path of Meditation. 

67d. Three through dharmajndna; 

The last three are the result of dharmajndna (knowledge of 
Suffering, etc., of Kamadhatu) included in the Path of Meditation, 
for this knowledge is opposed to the klesas of the three spheres 
abandoned through Meditation. 

67e. Five or six, from one and the other groups. 

Six are the result of the dharmajndna group, namely those 
which are the result of the dharmaksdntis and the dharmajndnas\ 
five are the result of the anvayajnana group, namely those which 
are the result of anvayaksdntis and the anvayajnanas. The 
expression "group" is to be understood for the ksdntis and the 
jnanas. 

* * * 

Why is not all abandoning (prahdna) considered a perfect 
knowledge (parijnd)? 
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With regard to abandoning,—the result of the patiences (Path 
of Seeing the Truths)—: 

68a-c. There is perfect knowledge by reason of the pure 
acquisition of disconnection, the partial abandoning of 
Bhavagra, and the destruction of two causes.215 

The abandoning which includes these three characteristics 
receives the name of perfect knowledge. 

The abandoning of a Prthagjana (ii.40b-c) can include the 
abandoning of two causes ("universal" klesas); but a Prthagjana 
can never obtain the pure acquisition of disconnection (ii.38b); he 
never "mutilates" Bhavagra. 

After his entry into the Path of Seeing until the third moment 
(duhkhe'nvayajndnaksdnti, vi.25c), the Aryan's abandonings 
include the pure acquisition of disconnection, but not the 
"mutilation" of Bhavagra, nor the destruction of the two universal 
causes (sarvatragahetu, ii.54a, v. 12) abandoned through the Seeing 
of Suffering and the Arising of Suffering. In the fourth moment 
(duhkhe'nvayajndna), Bhavagra is "mutilated," and so too in the 
fifth (samudaye dharmajndnaksdnti): but the two causes are not 
destroyed. But in the other dharmajndnas (moments six, ten, and 
fourteen) and in the other anvayajnanus (moments eight, twelve, 
and sixteen), the abandoning includes these three characteristics 
and receives the name of perfect knowledge. 

With respect to the three perfect knowledges which consist of 
the abandonings, the results of knowledge (Path of Meditation on 
the Truths), they are thus called by reason of these three 
characteristics and by reason of a fourth: 

68d. By the reason of the fact that one passes over a sphere. 

That is, because the ascetic detaches himself from a sphere 
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(Kamadhatu in the seventh perfect knowledge, etc.) in its totality. 

Other masters formulate a fifth cause:216 the fact of being 
disjoined from a twofold bond. It does not suffice to abandon a 
klesa (abandoned through Seeing): one must also abandon the 
klesas (abandoned through Seeing or Meditation) which grasp this 
first klesa as their object. 

But this reason is included in "destruction of two causes" and in 
"the passing over a sphere/' Thus we do not make it a separate 
cause.217 

* * * 

How many perfect knowledges can one possess? 

69a-b. One who is to be found in the Path of Seeing of the 
Truths is either not endowed with perfect knowledge, or is 
endowed with from one to five perfect knowledges. 

A Prthagjana has no perfect knowledges. 

In the Path of Seeing, the Aryan is not endowed with any 
perfect knowledge until samudaye dharmajndnaksdnti (vi.25c and 
foil.); he is endowed with one perfect knowledge in samudaye'na-
vayajnana and samudayefnvayajnanaksdnti\ with two in samu-
daye'nvayajnana and nirodhe dharmajndnaksdnti', with three in 
nirodhe dharmajndna and nirodhe'nvayajndnaksdntr, with four in 
nirodheynvayajndna and marge dharmajnanaksdnti\ with five in 
marge dharmajndna and marge'nvayajndnaksdnti.218 

69c-d. Abiding in Meditation, with six, with one, or with 
two. 

As long as one has not obtained detachment from Kamadhatu, 
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the Aryan, after mdrge'nvayajnana—or when, having obtained it, 
one has fallen away from it—possesses six perfect knowledges in 
the Path of Meditation. 

When one has obtained this detachment—either before or 
after the comprehension of the Truths (abhisamaya=Path. of 
Seeing, vi.25c)—one is endowed with a single perfect knowledge 
of the abandoning of the cankerous influences of Kamadhatu.219 

The Arhat who obtains the qualtiy of Arhat is endowed with a 
single perfect knowledge of the annihilation of all the bonds. 

The Arhat who falls away (vi.56a) from the quality of Arhat 
through a wrapping (paryavasthdna, v.47) of Rupadhatu finds 
himself again in the condition of an Aryan who is detached from 
Kamadhatu: one is thus endowed with a single perfect knowledge 
of the abandoning of the cankerous influences of Kamadhatu. 
Falling away through one defilement of Kamadhatu, he finds 
himself again in the condition of an Aryan not detached from this 
sphere: six perfect knowledges. Falling away through one 
defilement of Arupyadhatu, he finds himself in the condition of an 
Aryan who obtains detachemnt from Rupadhatu: he is endowed 
with two perfect knowledges: the perfect knowledge of the 
abandoning of the cankerous influences of Kamadhatu and the 
perfect knowledge of the destruction of attachment to Rupadha
tu.220 

* * * 

Why is there only a single perfect knowledge attributed to the 
Anagamin and to the Arhat? 

70a-b. One reduces the perfect knowledges to a single unit 
where there is detachment from one sphere and the 
acquisition of a result. 
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"To add up" (samkalana) means to total, to count together as a 
unit. 

The acquisition of the last two results coincides with the 
detachment from a sphere. 

* * * 

How many perfect knowledges can one lose and obtain 
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 324b6)? 

70c-d. One loses one, two, five, or six perfect knowledges; 
in this same way one obtains them, but never five. 

The saint who falls away from the quality of Arhat or from the 
detachment of Kamadhatu loses one perfect knowledge. 

The Anagamin detached from Rupadhatu who falls away from 
the detachment of Kamadhatu loses two perfect knowledges. 

When the saint who has arrived at the sixteenth moment 
{marge'nvayajndna) is detached from Kamadhatu before entering 
into the Path of Seeing, he loses five perfect knowledges, for at this 
moment he obtains the perfect knowledge that he has abandoned 
the cankerous influences of Kamadhatu. 

When one is not detached from Kamadhatu before entering 
into the Path of Seeing, that is, when he is an dnupurvaka (ii.l6d) 
he then obtains the sixth perfect knowledge which he will lose, 
with the five others, when he acquires detachment from Kama
dhatu. 

One who, in the two paths, obtains one perfect knowledge not 
previously possessed, obtains one perfect knowledge. 

One who falls away from a single detachment of Arupyadhatu, 
obtains two perfect knowledges (the sixth and the seventh). 

One who falls away from the result of Anagamin obtains six 
perfect knowledges.221 
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1. For an etymology and explanation of the word anuiaya, see v.39; on the role of the 
anuiayas and their anuiayanas, v. 17. 

Pali sources: Seven anus ay as, Anguttara, iv.9; Vibhanga, 340, 383; Visuddhimagga, 197; 
Compendium, 179, note 2\]PTS, 1910-12, p. 86 (Yamaka). For their nature as disassociated 
from the mind, morally neutral, not grasping an object, and distinct from the pariyutthdnas, 
see Kathdvatthu, ix.4, xi.l, xiv.5; problems discussed page 768 and following. 

Theory of klesa-anuiaya and of its abandoning in classical Yoga, see Yogasutra, ii.7 and 
following (which often reminds us of the KoSa). 

Pali sources on the abandoning of the defilements, below note 22. 

2. up ac ay am gacchantilpso facto "to accumulate" means to gain force and fruitfulness 
(results?), "to necessarily produce a retribution": vipdkaddndya niyatibhavanti.See iv.50 and 
120. 

3. Bhava can be understood in the sense of punarbhava, rebirth or new existence; or, as in 
the formula for Pratltyasamutpada, in the sense of karmabhava (iii.12, 13, 24, 36), that is, 
action, for action only accumulates by reason of the anus ay as {Vydkhyd). 

The author explains below (vi.3, end) the roles of desire (or defilement), action and 
ignorance in the production of a new existence. 

4. As we see in the Bhdsya, klesa is the equivalent of anuiaya for the Sarvastivadins; the 
same for paryavasthdna (paryutthdna). For the Sarvastivadins, the anus ay a of a klesa, for 
example kdmardga or sensual desire, is the kief a itself; for the Vatsiputriyas, it is the prdpti 
or possession of this klesa: a person who is not presently bound by the defilement, 
"possesses" the defilement that he has had and which he will have; for the Sautrantikas, it is 
the seed of the kleia, the dormant klefa.$ee below note 16. 

5. yah kleso yaddhdtukah sa tarn dhdtum ndtikrdmayati. 
Samghabhadra adds: 11. it puts one in a bad state, it makes one unfit (dsrayadaustthu-

lyam janayaty akarmanyatdpddandt) (ii.26a-c); 12. it is hostile to spiritual qualties (gundn 
dvesti); 13. it provokes shameful actions and makes someone the object of blame; 14. it 
makes one leave the good path, for its disposes one to follow erroneous masters; 15. it 
plants the seeds of all sufferings of transmigration; and 16. it causes the physical universe to 
deteriorate (iii.99, iv.85). 

6. See below v.20, note 69. 

7. Attachment to the objects of the five material sense organs, visible things, sounds, etc. 
(the pan~ca kdmagundh). 

8. The order differs in Digha, iii.254,282; Anguttara, iv.9; Samyutta, v.60, Vibhanga, p. 383: 
kdmardga, patigha, ditpthi, vicikicchd, mdna, bhavardga, and avijjd. 

9. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 236a2, 253a9. uttaranihsarana = pas can nihsarana (Vydkhyd). 
Compare Anguttara iii.233 = v.323: na kdmardgapariyutfhitena cetasa viharati na 

kdmardgaparetena uppannassa ca kdmardgassa nissaranam yathdbhUtam prajdndti . . . ; 
v.188: uttarim nissaranam yathdbhUtam . . . 

The most likely explanation is the following. A rdga; rdgaparyavasthdna is an explosion 
of rdga, rdga in action. We can understand Vibhanga, p. 383 as refering to rdga in a subtle 
state, as potential = rdganusaya; the manifested rdga - ragapariyutthdna; and rdga as a bond 
= rdgasamyojana. 

According to the Koia, v.47, paryavasthdna is a synonym for kleia, defilement (but the 
Sutra quoted can be understood: rdgaparyavasthdna = an explosion of desire). Ibidem 
paryavasthdna is understood, rightly, as shamelessness, etc. (eight or ten paryavasthdnas). 
Paryavasthdna, paryavasthita, "anger," "in the prey of anger, outside of oneself," in many 
places in the Divydvaddna (references in Speyer, Avaddnasataka, Index) we have tivrena 
paryavasthdnena pary'avasthit ah, krodhaparyavasthitah; in p. 520.9 paryavasthdna is used to 
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describe all the defilements in an active state: "his paryavasthana of affection disappears in 
order to make room for the paryavasthana of hatred." Childers: Mdrena pariyupphitacitto: 
having a mind possessed by Mara. 

The distinction between paryavasthana and paryutthdna appears to be chiefly verbal: 
there is paryutthdna when a defilement rises {kun nas Idan ba: to arise, to expand, to 
explode); there is paryavasthana when a defilment surrounds {kun nas dkris pa). We have 
seen that rdgapariyupphita = rdgapateta {Anguttara, iii.233). Some expressions of equivocal 
meaning are brought together in Anguttara, 166; kdmardga-vinivesa-vinibandha-paligedha-
pariyupphdna-ajjhosdna. 

10. According to Vasumitra (172a, Wassilief, p. 265), the Mahasamghikas say: "The 
anusayas are neither mind {citta) nor mental states {caitta). They do not have an object 
{analambana, comp. Kofa, i.34, ii.34b). The anufayas are different from the paryavasthdnas 
{kun nas dkris pa): the first are disassociated from the mind {viprayukta), whereas the 
second are associated with the mind {samprayukta)" The Sarvastivadins (173b, Wassilieff, 
p. 274) say: "The anusayas are mental states, and are associated with the mind. All the 
anusayas are paryavasthana, but all paryavasthdnas are not anuiaya." 

According to Bhavya (180a, Rockhill, p. 188), the Ekavyavaharikas say: "Since the mind 
is pure in nature, one cannot say that the anusayas are associated with the mind or 
disassociated from the mind. The anusayas are different from paryutthdnas {kun nas Idan 
ba)." [See Mahdvyutpatti, 30.9.55; 109.59.57]. On the mind which is pure by nature, 
Anguttara, i.10, Ko/a, vi.77, Wassilieff, 265. 

According to Nettippakarana, p. 79: "Former avidyd is the cause of later avidyd: former 
avidyd is anus ay a of avidyd; later avidyd is the paryutthdna of avidyd." 

The Andhakas maintain: "Anufaya is different from pariyuppphdna"; an ordinary 
person's mind is good, but he does not however cease from being "endowed with anus ay a" 
{sdnusaya); but one cannot say that he is pariyupthita, enveloped [by the defilements]. 
{Kathdvatthu, xiv.5). The same Andhakas maintain that pariyupphdna is disassociated from 
the mind (xiv.6). 

The Andhakas and certain Uttarapathakas say that the anusayas do not have an object 
{andramana) (ix.4); the Mahasamghikas and the Sammitiyas say that the anusayas are 
morally neutral, without causes, and disassociated from the mind (xi.l). Anus ay a as distinct 
from pariyutthdna, Vibhanga, p. 383. 

11. The objectors, according to the Vydkhyd, are the Vatslputriyas; according to the Japanese 
editor (=Kyokuga Saeki), the Mahasamghikas (See Vasumitra quoted note 10). 

12. The anubandha of one defilement is the fact that it is favorable to the production of 
other defilements. We can also undestand anus ay a in the sense of anuvrtti: "One abandons 
kdmardga together with its continuation." 

13. By metaphor, anus*ay a = anuiayaprapti, a cause being designated by the name of its effect 
{upacdra); in its correct sense {mukhyavrtti), anuUya - paryavasthana. 

14. This is the argumentation of Dharmottara, the author of Taisho no 1550 (Note of the 
Japanese editor). 

eittaklesakaratvdd dvaranatvdc chubhair viruddharvdt // kusalasya copalambhdd 
aviprayuktd ih anus ayah // 

15. If an anus ay a is disassociated from the mind, the anus ay a is the "possession" of the 
defilement; now as long as a person is not definitively detached from the defilement, he 
keeps the "possession" of the defilement; thus he can never have a good mind. 
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16. On the theory of the seed (bija) and of its capacity (fakti), see ii.36d (trans, pp. 211, 
274); Chapter IX, trans. Stcherbatski, p. 947, Hsiian-tsang, xxx.l3b. On memory, Chapter 
IX, Stcherbatski, p. 852; xxx.7a. 

17. The Vatslputrlyas (Vyakbya) or the Mahasarhghikas (Japanese editor). 

18. Reading of the Vydkbyd; according to the Tibetan version: ragdnuiayo'nuiete. Majjhima, 
iii.285: so sukhdya ve dandy a putto samdno abhinandati abhivadati ajjhosayatipphati / tassa 
rdgdnusayo anuseti. 

19. Quoted in the Vyakbya below ad 36a-b with the reading krtah. 

20. Paramartha: " . . . these also make ten." 

21. The anu/ayas are ten on the basis of their natures. By taking into consideration the 
sphere to which they belong and their mode of expulsion (Seeing each of the Four Truths 
and Meditation), one obtains the number of ninety-eight. According to the Yogacaras, one 
hundred and eight, see v.8; and below note 35. 

Vasubandhu, faithful to his task, presents the system of the Abhidharma. Here is a 
summary of the Prakarana, TD 26, p. 702a8 - p. 711b5: 

How many of the twenty-eight anus ay as belong to Kamadhatu? . . . How many are 
abandoned though Seeing? . . . How many of the thirty-eight anuiayas of Kamadhatu are 
abandoned through Seeing? . . . How many through the Seeing of Suffering? 

What is the meaning of the word anusaya} It signifies anu, anus ay ana, anusanga, 
anubandha {Kosa, v.39). The anusaya which is not abandoned, not perfectly known 
(parijnd) "becomes active and grows" (anusete, glossed in the Kola by pratispbdm lab hate, 
puspim lab hate) by reason of two things: its object (dlambana), and the dharmas associated 
(samprayoga) with it. It "becomes active" in the Dhatu to which it belongs, not in another 
(v.18). 

There are twelve anufayas: kdmardganusaya, pratigha, ruparaga, drupyardga, mdna, 
avidyd, satkdyadrsti, antagrdhadrsti, mitbyddrsti, drspipardmar/a, silvaratapardmarsa, and 
vicikitsdnufaya. 

How does kamardgdnusaya "become active?" By reason of the agreeable, of the pleasant 
. . . How so pratigha? By reason of the disagreeable . . . How so ruparaga? By reason of the 
agreeable . . . How so mdna? . . . 

Why is kamardgdnusaya produced? For three reasons: 1. Kamardgdnusaya is not 
abandoned or completely known; 2. some dharmas favorable to an explosion (paryavas-
thdna) of the kdmaraga present themselves; and 3. there is incorrect judgment 
(ayonisomanasikdra) . . . (v. 34). 

These twelve anusayas make seven (by counting ruparaga and drupyardga under the 
name of bbavaraga; by counting the five drspis under the name of drspyanuiaya)... 

These seven anusayas make ninety-eight (by counting all of the categories of kdmaraga 
as categories of kdmardgdnufayas to be expelled through the Seeing of Suffering, etc.) 

How many of the ninety-eight are universal (sarvatraga), how many are non-universal 
(v. 17)? [Twenty-seven are universal; sixty-five are non-universal; and six are both. . . ] (p. 
702c7). How many have impure things for their object (sdsravdlambana) (v. 18) (p. 703a 16), 
how many have conditioned things (samskrtdlambana) (p. 703b5) for their object? 

How many "become active and grow" (anusete, see v. 17) from their object? from 
associated dharmas? from their object and from associated dharmas? from neither the one 
or the other? [The examination of this problem fills many pages, 702b22-711b5: How many 
"become active and grow" from the fact of the object; etc., from the dharmas abandoned 
through the Seeing of Suffering? . . . from thoughts abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering? . . . from thoughts associated with a false view abandoned through the Seeing of 
Extinction? . . . from an avidyd abandoned by the Seeing of Extinction? . . . from an avidyd 
with a false view abandoned by the Seeing of Extinction? . . . ] 
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22. Some*notes on the abandoning (prahdna) of the defilements according to the Pali 
sources (see vi.l): 

1) Majjhima, i.7, distinguishes the dsavas abandoned through dassana, samvara, 
patisevana, adhivdsana, parwajjana, vinodana and bhavand. 

2) According to the Dhammasangani the three errors of satkdyadrsti, vicikitsd and 
iilvratapardmarsa, along with the defilements (rdga, etc.) which reside in these three errors, 
are abandoned through Seeing, along with the sensations, ideas, etc., which are associated 
with them, and with the actions which they produce (1002-1—6); all of the rest of the rdgas, 
dvesas, mohas, with their associated defilements, sensations, and actions, are abandoned 
through cultivation or Meditation (1007). The causes (hetu) of the first group are 
abandoned through Seeing, whereas the causes of the second are abandoned through 
Meditation (1010-1011). Good (kusala) things, physical matter (rupa) and unconditioned 
things (asamkhatd dhdtu) cannot be abandoned. Compare Koia, i.40. 

3) Kathdvatthu, i.4, presents the thesis of a gradual abandoning of the defilements 
through the successive Seeing of the Truths of Suffering, etc. 

4) Atthasdlini, p. 234, anusayapajahana through the path of Sotaapanna and Arhat; p. 
376, the abandoning of the samyojanas through the four Paths (See the table set up by Mrs 
Rhys Davids, Psychology, p. 303). 

5) Visuddhimagga, p. 570 (Warren, p. 193), the order of the abandoning (pahdnak-
kama) of the upadanas: the last three are abandoned by the Sotaapanna; the first 
(kdmupdddna) by the Arhat; p. 684-6, by which the nana (of Sotaapanna, etc.) are the 
different samyojanas, kilesas to be killed (vajjha = vadhya of the Kosa, v.6). . . upadanas, 
(seven) anusayas, malas, kammapathas, etc.; ditthivicikitsd by the n"dna of the Sotaapanna, 
kdmardga and patigha by the nana of the Anagamin, and mana, bhavardga, and avidya by 
the nana of the Arhat. 

6) Many types of p rah ana are named and defined in the Atthasdlinip. 351, and in the 
Sumangalavildsini, p. 20, which are not totally in agreement. 

The Sumangalavildsinisays that, through Vinaya, one obtains morality (sila), thus 
vitikkamappahdna, the abandoning of the outflowing of the defilements, that is, the 
abandoning of transgressions: for morality is opposed (patipakkha) to the vitikkama of the 
kilesas; it is opposed to the outflowing of the defilements and their manifestation through 
actions. This abandoning is also called tadangappahdna, "partial abandoning." For the 
Atthasdlini, tadangappahdna is the abandoning of a certain defilement or error (belief in an 
atman, belief in a bad path, in eternity, in annihilation; to not see as dangerous that which is 
dangerous, etc.) through the Seeing of the composite character of the self, through the 
Seeing of the Path, etc. Maung Tin translates: "elimination of the factor in question." 
Through Sutra, one obtains absorption and, as a consequence, pariyutthdnapahdna or 
vikkhambhanapahana, the (temporary) abandoning of the explosion or the manifestation 
of the defilements; an abandoning which consists of the fact of hindering, of conquering the 
defilements (Mahdvyutpatti, 130.5). 

Through Abhidharma, one obtains patina, and, as a consequence anusayapahdna or 
samucchedappahdna, the abandoning of the seeds of the defilements, an abandoning which 
consists of the definitive destruction (samuccheda) of the defilements. 

23. The two Paths, the Path of Seeing, and Path of Meditation, are explained in Koia, vi.l, 
26, 49. 

24. For example, the view of negation (ndstidrsti) or mithyadrsti, when it consists of 
negating the Truth of Suffering, constitutes an anusaya abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering. 

25. See vi.28, note. 

26. Burnouf (Introduction, 263) explains: "the opinion that the body is what exists, that is, 
that it is the self which solely exists." Childers, according to his correspondent Subhuti, 
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explains sakkdya = sakdya = svakdya (as we have anuddayd - anudayd, etc., MuUer, Simplified 
Grammar, p. 19). We thus have: sakkdyadrsti = the theory of one's body, the theory that the 
body is personal (Mrs Rhys Davids, Psychology, p. 257, quotes the Suttanipdta, 950, 951 
with respect to this). See Vibhdsd quoted note 28. E. Senart holds to satkdrya (Melanges 
Harlez, p. 292). Walleser, ZDMG. 64, 581, gives svat-kdya. 

Atthasdlini, p. 348: sakkayaditthiti vijjamdnatthena sati khandhapancakasankhdte kdye 
sayam vdsati tasmin kdye dipthiti. Expositor, p. 450: a view arising with respect to the body 
in the sense of existing, and called the five aggregates, or, itself appearing as the view 
arising with respect to the body (??). 

Madhyamakdvatdra, vi.120, 144 (p. 282 and 311 of the translation, Muse'on, 1911): 
Dhammasangani, 1003. 

Sakkdya = paficupdddnakkhandhd, Majjhima, i.299. 
Satkdyadrssti is not "bad," Koia, iv.l2d, v. 19. 

27. As is shown by Hsiian-tsang's version and by other sources, Vasubandhu here presents 
the explanation of the Sautrantikas. It is on this etymology that the Tibetan version rests: 
'jig tshogs la Ita ba - "a view of the collection of that which perishes." We shall see below 
how sat = 'jig = huai ^ ' = to perish, to deteriorate = mieh %$ (Paramartha). 

Hsuan-tsang: "To believe in the self and in things pertaiping to a self is the sat-kd-ya 
view. We have sat because it perishes (huai j j : ); collection is what is called kd-ya: that is, 
"collection of impermanent things." Kd-ya is sat, from whence sat-kdya.This sat-kdya is the 
five updddnaskandhas.Th.is expression is used in order to avoid the idea of permanence and 
of unity, for it is by reason of these two ideas that there is a belief in a self. The Vaibhasikas 
explain: because it exists (yu % ), it is sat; the sense of "body" (kayo) is as above. One says 
that this view rests on the "existing body" in order to avoid the idea that the idea of self and 
of things pertaining to a self does not have an object [gloss of the Japanese editor: a 
refutation of the Sautrantikas], This view is called sat-kdya because it is produced by reason 
of sat-kdya." 

Commentary of the Vijnaptimatra School: "The Sautrantikas say that sat signifies "false, 
deceiving" (wei ff§ ); ka-ya - "body;" ta-li-se-chih ^fflWzSfc = "view;" "body" signifies 
"accumulation," and is a metaphoric expression for accumulation; the view produced by 
reason of body-accumulation is the "false-body-view." The Buddha refutes the future 
Sarvastivadin doctrine that the name is "existent-body-view;" consequently he says the 
word sat, "to deceive" (sa wei jUm ). This same word sat signifies "existent;" but here 
it signifies "false" according to the etymology sidantiti sad iti [Reading of S. Le'vi]. 

Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 605cl5)explains: "By the force of cause (hetu, doubtless 
sabhdgahetu, see ii.52a trans, page 262) and the teachings, some fools recognize a "self" and 
"things pertaining to a self in the five updddnaskandhas..This view is called satkdyadrsti. 
Sat because it exists; collection (chii 'fj| = rdsi, etc.) is called kdya: the sense is samavdya 
(ho-ho fP'n' ), or dcaya (chi-chil fltfft ). Kdya is sat, thus satkdya.The sense is that 
of real existence and of multiplicity. This view admits the existence of a "self": now the self 
does not exist. One designates the object of this view by the word sat in order to avoid the 
idea that this view arises having a non-existent thing for its object; and in the fear that, as a 
consequence, there would be a belief in the reality of the "self," this object is designated by 
the word kdya.Th2it is: Those who believe in a "self as a unique entity, a "self either in a 
series (=the series of minds, cittasamtati), or in many series (=series of minds and mental 
states, series of mental elements): now these series are not a "self," because the kdya is a 
multiplicity. As this view of "self" has sat kdya for its object, it is called satkdyadrsti; the 
meaning is that this view has for its object the five updddnaskandhas. In fact the Sutra says, 
"What all the Brahmins and monks who believe in a self, really have in view are the five 
updddnaskandhas."The Blessed One gives the name of satkdyadrsti to one single view of 
"self and of "things pertaining to a self", so that one will not believe that the consciousness 
has a non-existent thing for its object (since the "self" does not exist), nor that the "self" 
exists (since the consciousness had for its object an existent thing and not a non-existent 
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thing). The Sautrantika (that is, Vasubandhu) gives the following explanation: "We have 
sat because it perishes; collection {chil) is what is termed kdya, that is, 'a collection of 
impermanent things/ Kdya is sat, thus satkdya.This sat kdya is the five updddnaskandhas.-
This expression is used in order to avoid the idea of permanence and unity, for it is by 
reason of these two ideas that there is a belief in self." But what good is there in adding the 
word sat (with the meaning of "perishable")? The word kdya suffices to avoid the idea of 
permanence. If sat signifies perishable, one should simply say kdyadrsti: there is no dharma 
which is eternal and susceptible of forming a collection. Thus what value is there in 
qualifying kdya by a word signifying perishable? 

28. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 255a21:This view, having satkdya (yu-shen ^f ̂  ) for its 
sphere (satkdye pravartata iti), is called sat kdyadrsti. 

Question: Are there other views that have satkdya for their spheres, not asatkdya, and 
which are called satkdyadrsts? 

Other views have svakdya for their sphere, or parakdya, or satkdya, or asatkdya; thus 
they are not called satkdyadfspi.They have the svakdya for their sphere, that is, their own 
sphere (dhdtu) and stage (bhumi) for their object; or they have parakdya for their sphere, 
that is, another sphere, another stage. They have satkdya for their sphere, that is, the 
impure . . . This view, which has satkdya for its sphere, believes in a "self" and in "things 
pertaining to a self": thus it is called satkdyadfsti.Even though they have satkdya for their 
sphere, the others do not believe in a "self" or in "things pertaining to a self": thus they are 
not called sat kdyadrsti... Vasumitra says: This view is called sat kdyadrsti because it has only 
svakdya for its sphere; the five updddnaskandhas are called svakdya. 

29. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 151a22; Madhyama, TD 1, p. 788al9; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 38al4; 
KoU, trans, by Hsiian-tsang, TD 29, p. 154c; Samyutta, iii.46: ye keci bhikkhave s am and vd 
anekavidham attdnam samanupassamdnd samanupassanti sabbe te paflcupdddnakkhandhe 
samanupassanti etesam vd annataram. 

30. See Kosa, iv.66a, 78b, 79c, 96; Dhammasangani, Para. 381, etc. 

31. How is the view of annihilation, ucchedadrssti, a view of affirmation? Here the author 
speaks in general (Vydkhya*). 

32. Omitted by Hsiian-tsang. Samghabhadra explains: drstyddindm updddnaskandhdndm 
paratvena pradhdnatvendmarso drstipardmarsa iti / paras abdaprayogena cay am at is ay art ho 
lab hyat a iti. 

33. Silavrata is included in rupaskandha; one should add ddi in order to mention the other 
skandhas. On silavrata, see iv.64c, v.38a-c; Suttanipdta, p. 108; Mahdniddesa, 66-68, 88-90, 
310, 416; Dhammasangani, 1006; Atthasdlini, 355; Huber, Sutrdlamkdra, p. 125, 127, 130. 

34. On the Lord, the creator of the world, see ii.64d (trans, page 306), Anguttara, i.173, 
Majjhima, ii.227, Digha, i.18 (Brahm§). 

35. Vydkhya: tad idam dearyena samiaydvastham krtam na svamatam darsitam / anye 
yogdcdramatim apeksyaivam krtam.Y nhomitra. reproduces the explanation of someone 
(kahit) who refutes the objection of atiprasanga (p. 780, line 1) and that of Samghabhadra; 
he presents the system of the Yogacarins: according to the Yogacarins, there are one 
hundred and twenty-eight kleias otanuiayas. In Kamadhatu forty are expelled through the 
Seeing of the Truths (each of the ten is expelled by each Truth); six are expelled through 
Meditation, namely akalpikd sat kdyadrsti (spontaneous, not philosophical, belief in a self), 
ucchedadrsti, sahaja rdga (innate lust), pratigha, mdna and avidyd; the same, with the 
exception of the five pratighas, in each of the two higher Dhatus. 

The Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka (fol. 120 of my MSS) gives the same total: expelled 
through Seeing, one hundred and twelve (forty, thirty-six and thirty-six according to 
Dhatu); expelled through Meditation, six, five and five: rdga, dvesa, mdna, avidyd, 
sat kdyadrsti and antagrdhadrsti (dvesa is absent in the higher Dhatus). See vi.l. 
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I know of the one hundred and eight kle/as only through the note of Przyluski, Acoka, 
page 323. 

36. On the viparydsas, Anguttara, ii.52; Nettippakarana, passim (vipalldsa), Vibhanga, 376 
(viparyesa); compare Samyutta, i.188, Dhammasangani, vipariyesagdha and the note of 
Atthasdlini, page 253; Siksdsamuccaya, 198.11; Friendly Epistle, 48, YogasUtra, ii.5 
(definition of avidyd). 

yj. Mahdsamgitidharmaparyayd; Anguttara, ii.52 {vipalldsa); Vibhanga, 376 (saftfid, citta, 
diffivipariyesa); Visuddhimagga, 683. 

38. Nikdydntariydh. According to Vibhdsd, below, the Vibhajyavadins. Hsiian-tsang: "Some 
other masters..." 

Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 536c8: "Some others say that, among the twelve errors (viparydsa), 
eight are solely abandoned through the Seeing of the Truths, and four, also through 
Meditation. These masters are the Vibhajyavadins." On the Vibhajyavadins, see P'u-kuang, 
TD 41, p. 310b23: "They say that there is no formal opinion which is completely correct (Jei 
chin li ^lj?3£ ), that [the past and the future] exist in part, do not exist in part, and 
that one should distinguish the two: thus they are called 'the school of those who speak after 
having distinguished' (fen pieh shou pu ^S'JIJfB )» m Sanskrit: Vibhajyavadins." 

According to the Vij&aptimdtravrtti (wei shih shu ^MM,! )> iv.35.10: "Those 
who are called Vibhajyavadins are now the Prajnaptivadins (shuo chia pu WiWfiS* )." 
According to the Samayabhedoparacanacakra (tsung lun ^|jfe ): "Two hundred years 
later there emerged a school from out of the Mahasamghikas called the Prajnaptivadins" 
(see Wassiliev page 251, and the note where we see that, in this version of the 
Samayabheda, one of the two Chinese translators here reads Vibhajyavadins). A 
commentator remarks: "According to these two explanations, the Vibhajyavadins form but 
a single school [with the Prajnaptivadins]. But the Vibhdsd, 23.5 says: "The Mahasamghi
kas, etc., are called Vibhajyavadins." So too the Arthapradipa (? i-teng^^St )• "Either the 
Vibhajyavadins are certain masters of the Great Vehicle, or all the schools of the Small 
Vehicle are called Vibhajyavadins: these latter are not a definite school. Also, in the 
Samgraha (? she-lun Jlffe ), the Vibhajyavadins are strictly defined as being the 
MahiSasakas: in the Vibhdsd, they are strictly defined as being the Sammitiyas" (Note of 
Saeki ad xix.9a9). 

Note the classic references to the Vibhajyavadins, Commentary on the Kathdvatthu, 
Vasumitra, etc., in Kern, Wassilief, Waters, etc. See v.25. 

39. "Seeing" (pafyati) designates the consciousness obtained through dnantaryamdrga; 
"knowing" (jdndti), the consciousness obtained through vimuktimdrga (vi.28). 

40. The Blessed One said:... srutavata dryasrdvakasya smrtisampramosd utpadyante / atha 
ca punah ksipram evdstam pariksyam parydddnam ca gacchanti. 

41. According to the Tibetan: "Others say:... "According to the the Japanese editor: "Here 
the author criticizes the Vaibhasikas . . . " 

42. The Tibetan only gives the first line of the stanza, but quoted completely by 
Hsiian-tsang. This is Samyutta, i.188; Theragdthd, 1223; Visuddhimagga, page 37-38. Cf. 
Suttanipdta, 340. According to the Vydkhyd: kdmardgdbhibhutatvdc cittam me paridahyate / 
anga me gautama bh&mi sdntim (?) tvam anukampayd // viparydsena samjndndm cittam te 
paridahyate / nimittam varjyatdm tasmdc chubham rdgopasaihhitam // Vagina was a 
Srotaapanna, and consequently freed from all the anuiayas that one abandons through the 
Seeing of the Truths. 

43. According to the Vydkhyd: "As the doctrine of the other school, nikdydntariiya, (note 38 
above) is contradicted by the Vaibhasikas by means of a text of Scripture, and as the doctrine 
of the Vaibhasjkas is similarly contradicted by the other school, as a consequence some other 
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masters, constituting a third party, took the words and resolved the problem of the 
contradiction of the Sutras." 

According to Hsuan-tsang: "Other masters say... "The Japanese editor believes that the 
author is now presenting the opinion of the Sautrantikas. 

44. One can also explain that the expression of this Sutra: "to see and to know the Truth: 
this is Suffering," does not refer to only darianamdrga, the Path of Seeing the Truths, which 
Vagisa possesses, but also to bhdvandmdrga, the Path of Meditation [which, when it is pure 
(andsrava) bears on the Truths, vi.l]: and VaglSa does not possess this second Path. 

45. Manas amy ojana, Prakaranapdda, TD 26, p. 693a29; Vibhanga, 353; Dhammasangani, 
1116, trans. 298; Comm. page 372 (Expositor, page 478); Anguttara, ii.430. Ahimkdrama-
mimkdramdna in Majjhima, I486 and elsewhere. 

46. The Aryan is a person who has seen the Truths and who has expelled the anusayas, 
satkdyadrsti, etc., which are expelled through Seeing (darsana); but he has not necessarily 
expelled the anusayas whose expulsion requires bhdvand (Meditation, or repeated seeing of 
the Truths, etc.). However these non-expelled anusayas do not become active within him. 

47. Tathd is translated as et cetera, according to the commentary; the simplest meaning is 
"in the same manner;" see Kosa v.lb. for an interpretation of the same word. 

48. According to the rule: yeyaddarsanaheydlambands te taddarsanaheydh / avasistd 
bhdvandheydh.See above page and v.60-61. 

49. Dtgha iii.216 distinguishes kdmatanhd, bhavatanhd, vibhavatanhd and rupatanhd, 
arupatanhd, nirodhatanha. 

On vibhavatrsna, see Visuddhimagga, 568, 594, and Madhyamakavrtti, 530 note 4. 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, pl38b9: There are three trsnds, kdmatrsnd, bhavatrsnd, vibhavatrsna... 

There are some masters, namely the Vibhajyavadins, who say that vibhavatrsna that the 
Sutra mentions is abandoned by Seeing and by Meditation. It was in order to refute this 
opinion and to show that the vibhavatrsna mentioned in the Sutra is abandoned by Seeing 
alone, that this treatise was composed (tso ssu lun fp^Ulfe ): Should we say that 
vibhavatrsna is abandoned through Seeing or Meditation? Answer: We should say that it is 
abandoned through Meditation. Vibhava is the anityatd (impermanence = non-existence, 
destruction) of the nikdyasabhdba (ii.4l); the trsnd which has this anityatd for its object is 
called vibhavatrsna; thus it is solely abandoned through Meditation, for nikdyasabhdga is 
abandoned through Meditation. There are some masters who say that vibhavatrsna is 
abandoned either through Seeing or through Meditation. When is it abandoned through 
Seeing? When it is attachment (rdga) to the vibhava of the dharmas abandoned through 
Seeing. When is it abandoned through Meditation? When it is attachment to the vibhava of 
the dharmas abandoned through Meditation. 

Question: Who maintains this opinion? Answer: The Vibhajyavadins. They say that 
vibhava is the anityatd of the Three Dhatus, that vibhavatrsna is the trsnd relative to this 
anityatd, that, anityatd being abandoned through Seeing and Meditation, the same holds true 
for the trsnd relative to it . . . Certain masters say: If one follows the Sutra (sutrdrtha), 
vibhavatrsna is abandoned solely through Meditation; but according to the Truth 
(tattvdrtha) it is abandoned through both Seeing and Meditation. How is this? The Sutra 
says: "It is as if someone overwhelmed by fear and by suffering thinks: May I, after death, be 
annihilated, disappear, no longer exist!" In this Sutra one should understand vibhava as the 
anityatd subsequent to nikdyasabhdga: this vibhava is abandoned through Meditation, and so 
vibhavatrsna is not abandoned through Seeing. Here the Master (lun-chu) presents the 
meaning of the Sutra . . . When one is attached to the truth, one should say as the 
Vibhajyavadins above: "Vibhava is the name of the anityatd of the Three Dhatus . . . " 

Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 138c26: Why does the Srotaapanna not produce vibhavatrsna? 
Answer: Because he sees the nature of things (dharmata); that is, seeing that the nature of 
things is a series of causes and effect, he ,does not desire annihilation (uccheda). In the 
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second place, because he believes in the result of action; that is, believing that action and its 
effect are the successive parts of one series, he does not desire annihilation. Again, because 
he understands emptiness, the Srotaapanna obtains sUnyatavimoksamukha (viii.24); he 
knows that there is no present existence, nor subsequent non-existence of the "self" and 
"things pertaining to self;" consequently he does not produce trsnd, the desire for 
annihilation, or subsequent destruction. Furthermore, vibhavatrsnd is nourished (upacita) 
by vibhavadrsti (v.7), and vibhavadrsti manifests itself following it; now the Srotaapanna 
has already abandoned vibhavadrsti, so he does not produce vibhavatrsnd. 

50. In order to demonstrate that one can "love impermanence," YaSomitra quotes the Sutra: 
ydvad ay am dtmdjivati tisphati dhriyate ydpayati tdvat sarogah sagandah sasalyah sajvarah 
sapriddhakah / yatas cdyam dtmd ucchidyate vina/yati na bhavati / iyatdyam dtmd 
samyaksamucchinno bhavati / 

51. asmitd = asmimana. 

52. Hsiian-tsang reads bhagnaprsthatvdt, "their back being burned." The Tibetan has rkan, 
marrow. 

53. Independent or aveniki avidyd, is the avidyd which does not accompany other anus ay as, 
rdga, etc. 

On the universals, ii.54a-b. 

54. That is: they bear, in their Dhatu, on the five categories (nikdyas, ii.52b), which are 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering, etc. According to another explanation, they are 
called universals because they are the cause of amis'ayas belonging to all five categories. 

55. According to Hsiian-tsang, "superior" refers to the higher Dhatus or bhumis.These 
anus ay as are not in the lower ones. On the sarvatragas and the bhumis, see v. 18. 

56. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 93a5. Some say that, not having any object, avidyd does not have any 
pure dharmas for its object; in fact, it is not jndna by nature; rather, it forms an obstacle to 
the knowledge of things . . . (Samghabhadra TD 29, p. 6l3bl0). See iii.28c, v.38d. 

57. See Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 94al2. 

58. Hsiian-tsang adds: "which are abandoned through the Seeing of andsrava," according to 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 93al5, which Vasubandhu summarizes in Karika 16. 

59. According to other authorities, kusaladharmacchanda is sraddha (ii.25) or again the 
universal mental state of adhimukti (ii.24). Kathdvatthu, ix.2. 

60. One prides himself solely on gross and mobile things which provoke satisfaction in the 
lower bhumis. 

61. Our texts interpert anuhte, or anus ay ana, in the sense oipustim lab hate, "to undertake 
growth," and pratisphdm labhate, "to begin, to become active;" see i. English trans, page 59 
and v.39. The Tibetan version anusete = rgyas fgyur - to become great. The Chinese 
sui-tseng H t ^ has the same meaning. 

In certain cases an anus ay a grows by the fact that it becomes active in the object; in other 
cases it grows by the fact of the sensations, etc., which favor its growth. 

On the two types of anus ay ana, see Samyuktahrdaya, TD 28, p. 901b6ff, Samghabhadra, 
TD 29, p. 898cll, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 257a26, and p. 442b24 to 452bl9 (Saeki also refers to 
Vibhdsd 32.1 and 16.1). Saeki quotes the Vibhdsd, p. 110a20: Certain masters say that the 
anus ay as do not constitute anus ay ana in the dharmas associated with the mind. The 
DarstSntikas say: To affirm that the anus ay a constitutes the object of anuiayana is to admit 
that it grows by the fact of the pure dharmas or the dharmas of a higher sphere, when it has 
for its object similar dharmas [and this contradicts the thesis v.l8a-b]; to affirm that it 
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constitutes anuiayana in associated dhannas is to admit that the anuiaya [for example, 
attachment] will never be cut off, or that even if it is cut off, it will always be anuiayana, for 
one cannot definitively disjoin the mind from associated dharmas [, for example, from 
agreeable sensation which nourishes attachment.]." See below note 62. 

62. See v.39. 

63. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 444c21: "Is a locus of anuiaya also a locus of anuiayana? [That is: is 
the object on which an anuiaya can bear—the thing relative to which one takes up 
attachment, hatred, doubt, false view, etc.—always favorable to the development ipuspt) and 
the installation (pratisthalabha) of the anuiaya?]Pute (andsrava) things (Nirvana and the 
Path) are loci of anuiaya but not loci of anuiayana. Vasumitra says: When one produces 
anuiaya having impure {sdsrava) things for their object, the anuiayas progressively increase 
{sui-tseng) [that is, they grow by the fact of these things taken as object], in the same way 
that the organ of sight of a person who looks at the moon develops {tseng-ch'ang t^JI 
); when one produces anuiayas having pure things for their object, the anuiayas diminish, 
like the organ of sight of a person who looks at the sun." 

64. As long as rdga is not abandoned, it will continue to develop from the fact of the 
agreeable sensation which is associated with the mind. 

65. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 259c8. 

66. See note 27, and also BodhisattvabhUmi, Muse on, 1906, 224. 

67. According to the Japanese editor, the Sautrantikas. 

68. This refers to the doctrine of Kapila and the Vaisesikas, of the philosophical proponents 
of an atman. 

69. On the roots of evil, iv.8c-d. The commentary on the Ndmasamgiti quotes an 
Abhidharma treatise which enumerates the six anuiayas: mdnadrgvicikitsdi ca rdgapratigh-
amUdhayah. 

70. The word "all" signifies "of the five categories," abandoned through the Seeing of 
Suffering, etc. (ii.52b). 

71. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 259c8-260a9: Some (= the Darstantikas) say that all kleias are bad 
(akuiala); others, that the kleias of Kamadhatu are bad, whereas the kleias of the other 
Dhatus are neutral; a third hold that, among the three bonds (samyojana) of Kamadhatu, 
one bond is neutral, namely satkdyadrspi... Why is satkdyadrspi neutral? It is not bad 
because it does not absolutely destroy the diaya (see above, iv.80d) and it does not destroy 
the diaya because it is not associated with non-shame and non-respect . . . it is neutral 
because it does not have retribution (vipdka). Vasumitra says: "because it does not produce 
gross actions of the body and voice" (compare iv.l2d, p. 580 of the English translation). 

72. On morally neutral things, see ii.66, iv.9d. 

73. Koia, ii.57,71b. 

74. Trsnd with respect to the dhydnas and the drupyas ("nonmaterial" absorptions) which 
are "tasteable" (viii.6), at the moment of its arising with respect to the heavenly dwellings, 
is, in the higher spheres, neutral. All avidyd of the higher spheres, and the two views of 
satkaya and antagrdha in Kamadhatu, are neutral. Prajfid in Kamadhatu (1) associated with 
these two views, or (2) associated with minds arisen from retribution, etc., is neutral, like all 
prajfid of the higher spheres associated with the kleias, or which is also associated with the 
minds arisen from retribution, etc. (The content of "etc." varies according to the spheres, 
see ii.72 
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75. Hsiian-tsang translates Aparintakas as "masters of foreign countries." The term 
dhydyin is taken in a pejorative sense, see Aryadeva, Catuhiatika, 176 (Mem. As. Soc. 
Bengal, iii.8,1914, p. 473): kateid dhydyi cittavibhramam anuprdptah kapdlam mama Urasi 
lagnam hi... Bad dhydna, Majjhima, iii.14. 

76. A tfsnottaradhydyin is a "meditator" who cultivates the "tasteable" dhydna 
(dsvddanasamprayuktadhydna, viii.6): a dfspyuttaradhydyin produces a drspi of eternity, etc.; 
a mdnottaradhydyin thinks: "I possess this dhydna, others do not possess it." One who 
cultivates dhydna with excessive trsnd (tfsnottaram, trsnoparikam), or who is dominated by 
trsnd (tfsnottarah, tfsnddhikah, is called a tfsnottaradhydyin.The other two names are 
explained in the same way. 

These are all different modes of klefa within those who enter into meditation; they are 
the root, the cause of neutral dharmas. 

According to Hsiian-tsang: Why do the Aparantakas create these four neutral roots? 
Because the mahdpurusas cultivate the superior absorptions without passing beyond the 
point of departure which is made up of trsnd, drspi and mdna . . . 

77. Samyutta, 32.1, 34.12; Ekottara, TD 2, p. 784b2. See De la Valle'e Poussin's Nirvana 
(1924). 

78. See Mahdvyutpatti, 86, according to Taisho no. 1536; Digha, iii.229, Anguttara, i.197, 
ii.46, Milinda, 144; Childers sub. voc. patiho.'Five types of very different questions, 
Atthasdlini, p. 55, Sumangalavildsini, 68. 

For ekamsikd dhammd, anekamsikd, see Digha, i.191. 

79. The Tibetan has "This person;" see page 801. 

80. Hsiian-tsang takes up the above paragraph immediately before explaining the 
Abhidharmikas. 

81. According to Hsiian-tsang: One should answer (vydkarana) by distinguishing this 
question. A general answer is not suitable, for even though the questioner knows in general 
that all does not arise, the problem has not been explained (na vydkhydtam). 

82. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 75b20. The Vydkhyd explains: sappdddbhidharmapdphin. 

83. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 75b29-c2: Why should one answer these questions categorically? 
These questions lead to great advantages, lead to good dharmas, are favorable to 
brahmacarya, produce bodhi, and cause one to attain nirvdna.This is why one should 
respond to them in a categorical manner. Compare Digha, i.191. 

84. The Tibetan has: can mi smra ba am / bdag nid lun ston du bzhug ces by a ba'i tha thsig 
go-

85. Missing in the Tibetan. 

86. According to Hsiian-tsang: When someone asks if purusa-samjnd is identical or not 
identical to the dtman, one should ask: "What atman are you refering to in asking this 
question?," and if he answers "I am refering to the gross self . . . " 

87. The Tibetan has de bzhin ons pa.The usual reading is de bzhin gsegs pa. 

88. Svalaksanaklesa - kief a bearing on a determinate object; the object of rdga and mdna is 
always agreeable; the object of pratigha is always disagreeable. 

89. Karikas 25-27 continue the presentation and the criticism of the sarvdstivdda, "the 
doctrine of universal existence," as understood by the Sarvastivadin-Vibhasikas. This 
problem is studied in the Introduction. Our text has been translated by Th. Stcherbatsky, 
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Central Conception of Buddhism, 1923, Appendix, p. 76-91. 
De la Valle'e Poussin translated the Chapter of DevaSarman's Vijnanakaya which treats 

of the existence of the past and future in an anniversary volume of the E cole franchise 
d'Extreme-Orient. 

See Kosa, i.7c-d, 34d, iv.35a-b, v.62; trans, i. page 70. 
Kathdvatthu, i.7-8, note of Shwe Zan Aung, p. 375, 392 of the translation; 

ix.6-7; Milinda, 50-54; Visuddhimagga, 686 (If one abandons present, past, and 
future defilements; comp. Kathdvatthu, xix.l). 

Aryadeva, Catuhsatikd, 256-8 {Memoirs As. Soc. Bengal, iii.8, 1914, p. 491); 
Bodhicarydvatdrapanjikd, 579-580 (Traikalyavadin); Madhyamaka, xvii.14, 
xxii.ll, xxxv.5; Wassilieff (on the Prasangikas), 363 (=331). 

Remarks of A. B. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, 163-5. See also the bibliography 
below note 94. 

90. The Chinese versions give: "The three time periods (literally 
'worlds,' loka) exist;" but according to the Tibetan: "The Vaibhasikas do not 
maintain that conditioned things (samskrtas), which have the characteristics of 
conditioned things, are eternal; but these masters maintain that they exist in all of 
the time periods" (dus mains kun tuyodpar ni gsal bar dam 'cha'o). 

91. Samyuktakdgama, TD 2, p. 20all: rupam anityam atitam anagatam / kah 
punar vddam pratyutpannasya / evamdarit srutavdn dryasravako'tite rupe'nape-
kso bhavati / anagatam rupam ndbhinandati / pratyutpannasya rupasya nirvide 
virdgdya nirodhdya pratipanno bhavati / atitam ced bhtksavo rupam ndbhavisyan 
na srutavdn dryasrdvako . . . 

Compare the quotation from the same Sutra, Madhyamakavrtti, xxii.l 1; 
Majjhima, iii.188. 

92. Samyutta ii.72, etc.; Kosa, iii.32. 

93. Paramartha: "If a person says that all exists,—past, present, future, space, 
pratisamkhydnirodha (=Nirvana), and apratisamkhydnirodha,—it is said that this 
person is of the Sarvastivadin school. There are other persons who say, 'Present 
dharmas exist; past actions, if they have not produced their result, exist; but when 
they have produced their result, they no longer exist, as do neither future dharmas 
which are the results [of a past or present action].' Persons who say that the three 
time periods exist but who make these distinctions, are not Sarvastivadins, but 
Vibhajyavadins. 

Vasumitra, on the KaSyapiyas (Wassiliev, 283, fol 176b): "The action whose 
retribution has ripened, does not exist; the action whose retribution has not 
ripened, exists; the samskdras arise from past causes and not from future causes." 
This is the thesis of the Kassapikas, Kathdvatthu, i.8. 

On the Vibhajyavadins, above note 38. 

94. The Vydkhyd gives the terms bhavanyathika, laksanayathika, avasthdnyathika, 
anyathanyathika. 

Bhavanyathika = "one who maintains that the time periods differ (anyat ha) 
through the fact of bhava"K\xt anyathanyathika is translated into Tibetangzhan 
dan gzhan du gyur pa pa; and we have the gloss purvdparam apeksydnyonya 
ucyate: "the time period is called reciprocally distinct (anyonya) by reason of what 
follows and precedes." gzhan dan gzhan = anyonya.The Chinese sources translate 
the name of the fourth master "who affirms that the difference of the time 
periods is related to their relationship (apeksd)!y 

See Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 196 (translation of the work of Bhavya on 
the sects); Watters, Yuan Chwang, i.274. The author of the Yogasutras, iii.13, 
iv.12, etc., relies on Sarvastivadin sources, see "Notes bouddhiques," Bull. Acad, de 
Belgique, 1922, p. 522. 
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characteristic, but it is not devoid of other characteristics, for in this hypothesis a certain 
future dharma could not later be this same present and past dharma. 

96. The two commentators on Hsiian-tsang differ. According to Fa-pao (TD 41, p. 704all, 
al9-23), the future is posited relative (apeksa) to the past and the present; the past, relative 
to the present and the future; the present, relative the past and the future. This is also the 
opinion of Samghabhadra. According to P'u-kuang (TD 41, p. 311a6-8, a26-28), the future is 
posited relative to former things; the past, relative to later things; and the present relative 
to both: this is the system of the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 396bl8-23. 

97. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 396al0: "The Sarvaastivadins have four great masters who 
differently establish the differences of the three time periods . . . 1. Vasumitra who says that 
they differ through their state (avasthd); 2. Buddhadeva who says that they differ through 
their point of view (apeksa); 3. the follower of difference with respect to bhdva, who says: a 
dharma, changing its time period, differs through its bhdva, not through its nature . . . ; a 
dharma, passing from the future into the present, abandons its future bhdva and acquires its 
present bhdva, yet neither loses nor acquires its nature...; and 4. the follower of difference 
with respect to its laksana." The Ekavyavaharika school (i-shuo pu -^fftitB ) says 
that the three time periods are only speech, and that their nature does not exist. The 
Lokottaravadins posit the time period by reason (*' ) of the dharma: thus that which is 
worldly (laukikd) relatively exists, whereas that which is transworldly (lokottara) really 
exists. For the school of the Sutras (ching-pu M.W> )> anc* f°r t r i e Mahasamghikas 
(ta-chung-pu ;fcffc§|$ )» t n« past and the future do not exist; only the present 
exists. 

98. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 396M8: refutes the theory of the difference of bhdva: "Outside 
of the characteristics of a dharma, what can indeed be its bhdva?" But a commentary says: 
The nature of a dharma in the three time periods is not transformed; there is only 
difference in the fact of its activity or non-activity, etc.: this is the bhdva of a dharma. But 
this transformation (parindma) is not similar to that of the Samkhyas: these latter say that 
the nature of the dharmas is eternal and yet it transforms itself into the twenty-three 
tattvas.Now the nature of a conditioned dharma is not eternal. It is by reason of this 
modification,—activity, non-activity, etc.,—that we speak of transformation. The theories 
established by Ghosaka and Buddhadeva are also irreprochable: they do not present any 
great difference from that of Vasumitra. Only Vasumitra gives a solid and simple 
explanation. Furthermore the Sastra Master (Vasubandhu), in agreement with the Vibhdsd, 
prefers i t . . . 

99. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 393cl8: Sensation not yet experienced is future; while one 
experiences it, it is present; experienced, it is past . . . 

100. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 394c5: Is activity the same thing as the nature of a dharma? Is it 
different? It is not possible to say that it is the same thing nor that it is different... 

101. On the definition of abhutvd bhdvah, see the sources quoted Madhyamakavrtti, p. 263, 
Majjhima, iii.25, Sikssdsamuccaya, 248, Milinda, 52, etc. 

102. 
svabhdvah sarvadd cdsti bhdvo nityas ca nesyate / 
na ca svabhdvdd bhdvo'nyo vyaktam isvaracespitam // 

Quoted by Prajrlakaramati, Bodhicarydvatdra, p. 581, who utilizes (p. 579-582) the Koia 
without citing his source. 

That is: The self nature (svabhdva, svalaksana) of rupa, etc., always exists; but the being, 
rUpa, etc. (rupadibhdva), is not held to be eternal. Would it thus be different from its self 
nature? No, it is not different from its self nature. Purely arbitrary, this theory is an 
arbitrary action, which has no justification (ndtra yuktir asti). 
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103. Samyukta, 13.21 (TD 2, p. 92bl5?). 

104. According to Hsiian-tsang: "the word 'is' is applied to what exists, as well as to what 
does not exist." Bodhicaryavatara, 581.17: astiiabdasya nipdtatvdt kdlatrayavrttitvam.See 
ii.55d, page 245 of our translation. 

105. Or, according to one varient: "on the subject of the Parivrajakas... " This refers to the 
monks who assassinated Maudgalyayana and who affirmed the non-existence of past action: 
yat karmdbhyatitam tan ndsti. 

According to the gloss of the Japanese editor, this Sutra is found in Madhyama 4.10; 
according to the Vydkhyd, in the Samyuktakdgama. Neither Jdtaka 522, nor the 
Dhammapada commentary (x.7), which recounts the death of Maudgalyayana, gives the 
name of the Parivrajakas. 

106. Quotation {Samyukta, TD 2, p. 92cl6) reproduced in Bodhicaryavatara ad ix.142 (p. 
581): caksur bhiksava utpadydmdnam na kutas rid agacchati / nirudhyamdnam ca na kvacit 
samnicayam gaccbati / iti hi bhiksavah caksur abhUtvd bhavati bh&tvd ca prativigacchati. 

Another fragment of the ParamdrthaiunyatdsUtra is quoted ad ix.73 (p.. 474): iti hi 
bhiksavo'sti karma / asti phalam J kdrakas tu nopalabhyate ya iman skandhdn vijahdti 
any ami ca skandhdn upddatte; a quotation reproduced in Madhyamakdvatdra (p. 262, 
Tibetan trans.), Sutrdlamkdra, xviii.lOl (text p. 158, trans, p. 264) and utilized by 
Vasubandhu (Hsiian-tsang's edition, TD 29, p. 154cl3, p. 155b26) in the supplement to the 
Ko/a. 

107. AbhUd bhavisyati ca: that which, in the present, has been or will be "visible," is the 
object. 

108. Divyacaksuravabhdsa, vii.42. 

109. Samyukta, 26.25. "Progress" = khyad par du 'gro. Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 635bl7) 
quotes a more developed redaction. 

110. Lo rtsi ba pa rnams, "troops in the rain." One should add this quotation to the two 
passages mentioned by Garbe, Sdmkhya-Philosophie, p. 36, Yogabhdsya, iii.52 and 
Sdmkhyattattvakaumudi, ad 47. Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 634a5. 

111. Mahdniddesa p. 133: sab bam vuccati dvddasdyatandni; Samyutta, iv.13: kifi ca 
bhikkhave sabbam? cakkhum cevarupd ca . . . Majjhima, i.3. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 91a27. See 
also De la Valle'e Poussin's Nirvana (1924), Chap. Ill, Para. 1. 

112. Hsiian-tsang: "The past and the future truly exist, as does the present. All those who, 
here, are not capable of explaining [gloss of the Japanese editor, "the objections of the 
Sautrantikas"] and who desire their own good (Mahdvyutpatti, 245.1201), should know that 
"The nature of things is very profound;' it is not of the sphere of reasoning. Do those who 
are not capable of explaining it have the right to deny it? (ch'i pu neng shih pien po wet 

Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 634cl9-635a2) protests with vigor: "Do not attribute to the 
Vaibhasikas opinions which are not theirs! . . . What are the difficulties that I have not 
explained?" 

I do not believe that Stcherbatski's version, p. 91, is correct, dran ba = t'ung-
shih . M S = »# = to explain. There is no reason to correct "undoubtedly" by b/ad 
pa which is not suggested either by Hsiian-tsang or by Samghabhadra, although MacGovern 
thinks so. 

113. Added by Paramartha. 

114. Adhvasamgfhitatvdt = adhvasvabhdvatvdt, i.7c. 

115. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 394bl9: "When future conditioned (samskrta) things arise, should 
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one say that they arise having already arisen, or that they arise not yet having arisen? What 
harm is there in admitting either of these hypotheses? Both of them are bad . . . 

"Answer: One should say that the dbarma, already arisen, arises by reason of causes and 
conditions (hetupratyaya): this means that all dharmas already possess their self natures, 
each one of them remains in its nature and, already possessing this nature, one says that it 
has arisen. But it has not arisen from causes and conditions: even though its nature is 
already arisen, one says that it arises because it is produced by a complex of causes and 
conditions. On the other hand, an unarisen dharma arises by reason of cause and conditions: 
that is, a future dharma is qualified as non-arisen because it presently arises from causes and 
conditions..." 

116. Above note 112 and page 821; the Japanese editor glosses vastu as "having the nature 
of anuiaya, etc." 

117. The Vydkhyd defines tadvisayaih as prahinaprakdravisayaih. 

118. Vastu glossed as above; the defilements, v.4. 

119- According to the gloss of the Japanese editor: he continues to be bound to the Truth of 
Suffering (that is to say to the five updddnaskandhas considered as suffering). 

120. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 449a25. 

121. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 457 and following. 

122. Anaya disa = anaya vartanyd. 

123. See v.3,17-18, 39. 

124. Quoted in Vydkhyd (Petrograd) p. 14 line 19. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 112al3. 

125. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 313bl5. See above note 21 and vi.58b. 

126. For the calculation of the dravyas, "distinct things," see v.4-5a, 5b-c. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
243c20, p. 247b29. 

127. See Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 248bll. 

128. They are independent because they are associated with rdga, etc. (Vydkhyd). 
Hsiian-tsang: "They are not mentioned because they are very few (being two in number) 
and are not independent (that is, not arisng through their own force)." 

129. See Atthasdlini, 369, trans. 475. Avidyd is the root of other dsravas and of samsdra.lt is 
said: avidyd hetuh samrdgdya . . . and yah kdscana durgatayo. . . (Itivuttaka, Para. 40); see 
vi.3. 

130. According to the author: vineyajanavaidd dfspiyogah prthag uktah. 

131. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 248a22: This name is not justified either by the aspect (dkdra) or by 
the object (dlambana) of this updddna... Whereas the defilements of Kamadhatu take place 
(pravartate) by reason of the pleasure of lust, by reason of external objects, by reason of 
enjoyment (bhoga), and by reason of another, and are consequently called kdmopdddna, the 
defilements of the two higher spheres are of opposite character and are produced internally: 
thus they are called dtmavddopdddna. 

132. Anaianddibhih: by means of starvation, by throwing oneself into water or fire 
(jaldgniprapatana), by silence (mauna), or by wearing rags (csrdddna). 

133. Isfavisayaparivarjanena: all types of ascetic practices: rasapariytdga, bhUmifayya, 
malapankadhdrana, nagnacaryd, kefottuficana, etc. On the other ascetic practices, etc., see 
iv.64, 86 and v.7, 8. 
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134. The Vibhdsd (TD 27', p. 248a4) contains an interesting text by Ghosaka. 

135. The etymology of up ad ana is bhavam upddaddti "who grasps bhava" (see above note 
3). Now avidyd does not "grasp" (see above note 3). The Vibhdsd, (TD 27, p. 247c7) gives 
several explanations. 

136. The author, according to the Vydkhayd.According to Hui-hui, the Sautrantika says: 
"The updddnas have rdga for their nature: rdga with respect to the five enjoyments is 
kdmopdddna; with respect to the sixty-two drstis, it is drstyupdddna; with respect to the 
iilavratas, it is itlavratopdddna; and with respect to the dtmavdda of the three Dhatus, it is 
atmavadopadana. 

137. Our Sutra gives ten synonyms. The first three are mentioned in the Vydkhyd. The list 
of Anguttara, ii.10, has eight terms: kdmardga, nandi, sneha, mucchd, pipdsd, parildha, 
jjhosana, and tanhd (see also Samyutta, iv.188, Vibhanga, 374). The version of Hsiian-tsang 
has twelve terms. 

138. Compare Samyutta, iii.101: api cayo tattha (pancupdddnakkhandhesu) chandardgo tarn 
tattha updddnam ti (see also iii.167, iv.89). 

139. In other words, it is only rdga which is yoga or updddna. 

140. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 257a23, gives only three explanations: 1. they are atomic; 2. 
they constitute anus ay ana (sui-tseng $ 8 ^ )'» 3. sui-fu ' $fi$JL which corres
ponds to rjes su 'bran ba - anubandh.Vasubandhu adds sui-chu ISJM which 
corresponds to rjes 'brel - anusaj. 

P'u-kuang believes that "atomic" explains -iaya, and that the other terms explain 
rf«#-(and this appears to be the thought of Vasubandhu); for Hui-k'ai, the four terms 
explain anu say a (and this is the thesis of Samghabhadra). 

i. Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 64lcl0: 
1) Before the defilements (klesa) are manifested, their mode of existence (pracdra, 

pravrtti) is difficult to know. They are thus subtle (anu). This is why Ananda says: "I do not 
know if I produce or if I do not produce a thought of pride (mdna) with respect to my 
companions." He does not say that he does not produce a thought of pride because the mode 
of existence of the anusaya of pride is difficult to know. If Ananda does not know of the 
existence or the non-existence of a prideful thought, how much less so prthagjanas.Such is 
also the case for the other anufayas. 

According to another opinion, the anusayas are subtle, because they accomplish their 
anusayana in a very short (anu) period of time (ksana). 

2) They accomplish their anusayana (they become active or nourish themselves) in two 
ways: from the fact of their object (dlambanatas), and from the fact of their samprayuktas 
(samprayOgatas). How is this? As we have explained, either (a) as an enemy (fatruvat) 
searching out a weak point (chidrdnvesin) or as a serpent who poisons by his glance 
(drstivisavat); (b) as a ball of hot iron heats up water or as the serpent who poisons through 
contact (sparsavisavat). 

These two, the dlambana and the samprayuktas, are similar to the nourishment that 
anusayana creates for an infant: it causes the infant to grow and causes his talents to 
accumulate (upacaya) little by little; in the same way the dlambana and the samprayuktas 
make the series of the klesa grow and accumulate. 

3) They adhere: they produce the adhesion of the prdptis in a beginningless series. 
4) They bind: for they are very difficult to put down, like quartan fever (Huber, 

Sutrdlamkdra, p. 177) or rat poison. According to another opinion, they bind, that is, their 
prdptis always follow after (anu): like the water of the ocean . . . 

For these reasons these two types of klesa receive the name of anusaya. 
ii. The Tibetan translates (a) phra-rgyas - "atomic-extended," because, says Candra Das, 

the anusaya "first comes into insignificant form and then assumes more important 
dimensions;" (b) bag-la-nal; nal = "to lie down, sleep;" perhaps bag la signifies: "with 
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respect to;" the varient of Jaschke, bag-med-pa = "in the absence of fear" is probabaly not 
relevant here. 

Chinese equivalents: sui-mien |§jj|E = "<*»#-sleep;" yin-mien P§£|JS = 
"darkness-sleep." iii. Non-technical use of anuseti, anus ay Hum, references of Morris, JPTS. 
1886, p. 123: "to adhere closely to," "to continue, to endure." Samyutta, ii.65, anuseti - ceteti, 
pakappeti, "to will, imagine, consider." 

141. Anusanga = ryes su rbrel, Mabdvyutpatti, 281.122. Vydkhyd: dlambandt samprayukteb-
hyo vd svdrh samtatim vardhayantafy prdptibhir upacinvanti: increasing their series, either 
by reason of their object, or by reason of their associated dbarmas, they fix it by means of the 
prdptis. Anubadhnanttty anukrdntef cdturthakajvaravan musikdvisavac ca: they bind, 
because they "follow" like the quartan fever or like the poison of a rat (Bodbicarydvatdra, 
ix.24). 

142. Suklavidarsana: klesakunapam akusalamulam asravantity avidydbhavadrstikdmasravds 
catvdrah. 

On dsrava - dsrava - dsrava - asava -dsaya, see Senart, Melanges Harlez, p. 292-3; Keith, 
Buddhist Philosophy, p. 128 note; Atthasalini, p. 48. Among the Jainas, Sarvadarsana, trans, 
p. 53-54. 

143- According to Hsuan-tsang: The anusayas remove good (kusala). 

144. According to Hsiian-tsang: The anusayas bind beings. The Vydkhyd has a lacuna here. 
It gives klesayanti—which corresponds to 'byor byed—which appears to be a copyist's error 
for slesayanti. 

145. The Vydkhyd interprets these definitions: ogha comes from the root vah; haranti is 
thus the equivalent of vahanti.The anusayas are oghas because they transport the mental 
series into another existence, or from object to object (visaydntara). They are yogas because 
they bind this series to another existence, or to an object. They are updddnas because they 
grasp this series and put it into a new existence, or into sense objects (kdma). 

146. Explanation of the Sautrantikas (Vydkhyd). 

147. Samyukta TD 2, p. 128b29. Compare anusotagdmin and the patisotagdmin of 
Anguttara, i.5. 

148. A summary of the Pali explanations in Compendium, p. 170, 227. 

149- On these different categories, Mabdvyutpatti, 109.52 and following: samyojana, 
bandhana, anus ay a, paryutthdna, upaklesa, paryavasthdna, paryavanaddha, dsrava, ogha, 
yoga, updddna, grantha, nivarana. Paryutthdna = kun nas Idan ba; paryavasthdna (var. 
paryupasthdna) - kun nas dkris pa; paryavanaddha - yons su dkris pa.On the nivaranas, 
Ko/a, iv. trans, p.678, Digha, i.246. 

150. Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 236bl9. 

151. One distinguishes three samyojanas that the Srotaapanna abandons (Kosa, vi.43c-d), 
discussed in Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 236bl9; nine samyojanas (Vibbdsd, p. 258a3); five 
samyojanas, namely rdga, pratigha, mdna, irsyd, and mdtsarya (Vibbdsd, p. 252a21). 

The sword samyojana means "bond" (bsi-fu §|#i| ), "connection with suffering," 
"nourishment mixed with poison." The Aryans are disgusted with even the best rebirths 
and with impure (sdsrava) absorptions, such as the apramdnas, vimoksas, abhibhvdyatanas, 
and krtsndyatanas (see Ko/a, viii), as with a food mixed with poison. 

Vasumitra explains why only five klesas are "bonds": "Only the defilements which 
embrace error (mi^) with respect to things (dravya) and which are svalaksanaklesas (v.23) 
bind the mind. Three defilements are of this type,—rdga, pratigha, mdna,—and are thus 
"bonds." The five views and doubt are sdmdnyakleias (v.23) which include error of 
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reasoning- [and bear on non-existent things, such as the "self']. Avidyd includes these two 
errors, but, more frequently, only the second one; thus it is not cut off like a "bond" Among 
the paryavasthanas, jealousy and egoism {irsya, matsarya) are bonds: error with respect to 
things, they trouble the two categories of persons (monks and laity), they trouble humans 
and gods, and do evil to many. The other paryavasthanas do not do this." 

The Abhidhammasamgaha {Compendium, p. 172), numbers the samyojanas in the 
Suttas and Abhidhamma. 

152. There exists a non-universal (asarvatraga) drsfisamyojana consisting of mithyddrsti, to 
be abandoned through the Truths of Nirodha and the Path; but its objects are the pure 
dharmas (v. 18); it does not bear on the dharmas associated with the pardmarfas. 

153. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 258c21. 

154. Vydkhyd: "The reason proposed does not raise any difficulty" (na bhavaty ay am 
parihdrah). What then is the reason given? On this point, Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 
643bl6):' 

"By reason of their intense activity, irsya and matsarya constitute separate samyojanas.. 
" The Vydkhyd reproduces the essentials of the text of Samghabhadra and gives some 
fragments of the Karika that this master adds to the Karikas of Vasubandhu in the 
Samayapradipikd (Taisho no. 1563). Hsiian-tsang attributes the said Karika to Vasubandhu 
(TD 29, p. 108b25) and here (p. 108cl8-24) places the following commentary in the 
Bhdsyam: "When one admits the existence of the ten paryavasthanas, one should say: irsya 
and mdtsargya constitute distinct samyojanas for four reasons: (1) by reason of their intense 
activity (abhiksnasamuddcdritvdt); (2) because they produce, in good realms of rebirth, lack 
of power and of goods (alpeidkhya, alpabhogakdranatvdt)—a just punishment for jealousy 
and greed; (3) because they indicate the totality of the klesas (sarvasUcandt), which are 
either sad (samtdpasahagata) or happy (dmodasahagata); (4) because they torment two 
categories of persons (dvipaksakleiamatvdc, ca; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 259a28): the laity and 
the clergy (jealousy over goods, jealousy over spiritual attainments), gods and Asuras, gods 
and humans, oneself and others. Thus they have been set aside (mdtsarayersye prthak krte). 
[The Blessed One said: "gods and humans, Oh Kau£ika, are bound by jealousy and greed": 
these are par excellence (ddhikyena) the kleias of the good realms of rebirth.] 

Paramartha also attributes the following karika to Vasubandhu:... The reason 
proposed does not raise difficulties . . . The stanza says: "Because they are the causes of 
(rebirth in) a non-noble family and of poverty, because they involve all others, because they 
torment the two categories (of persons), jealousy and greed are separate samyojanas "The 
commentary says: "There are other masters who say that among the paryavasthanas, 
jealousy and greed present three defects. Through jealousy, one is reborn into a miserable 
family." 

155. Madhyama TD 1, p. 778cl5 (=Majjhima, i.432; Malunkyaputra = man-t'ung-tze 
i t i ^ )> Dirgha, 8.2, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 153a21; Digha, ii.92, 252, iii.234, 

Anguttara, iv.459, v. 17. 

156. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 252b25: "Why are these five called avarabhdgiya? What is the 
meaning of this expression? These five samyojanas manifest themselves (samuddcdra) in 
the lower sphere, are abandoned in this same sphere, bind birth (i.e., being about rebirth) 
and produce outflowing and retributive results in this same sphere." 

157. Apare, according to the Vydkhyd, refers to the Yogacarins. Theory presented in 
Vibhdsd, ibid. 

158. Ekottara, TD 2, p. 630a8; Samyukta, TD 2, p. 264b24ff, p. 342b25. The Sutra, according 
to the Vydkhyd, begins: kiyata bhadanta srotadpanno bhavati / yatai ca Mahdndmann 
dryafrdvaka idam duhkham dryasatyam... iyam duhkhanirodhagdminipratipad dryasatyam 
iti yathdbhUtam prajdndti trini easy a samyojandni prahindni bhavanti parijfidtdni tadyathd 
satkdyadrspih 
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filavratapardmars'o vicikitsd ca / sa esdm traydndm samyojandndm prahdndt srotadpanno 
bbavati avinipdtadharmd sambodhipardyanah saptakfdbhavaparamah saptakftvo devdrhfca 
manusydmica samsrtya samdhavya duhkhasydntam karisyati.Compare Digha, iii.107 = 132: 
avam puggalo yathdnusiffham tathdpapipajjamdno tinnam sarkyojandnarh parikkhayd 
sotadpanno bhavassati avinipdtadhammo niyato sambodhipardyano. Puggalapantiatti p. 12, 
definition of the prthagjana: yassa ... tint samyojandni appahindni... See vi.34a-b, where 
this Sutra is commented upon. 

159. "According to the School, there are three types of kie/as."This refers to darianaheya, 
v.4. Hsiian-tsang: "The true explanation is that, whereas the Srotaapanna abandons six 
klefas, it is said that he abandons three, because these three comprise . . . " 

160. Apare, according to the Vydkhyd, refers to the author. 

161. Dirgha, TD 1, p. 51bl2; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 253c2:" . . . they cause one to rise, to turn 
towards the heights, and the series to be reborn above . . . " 

162. Ekottara, TD 2, p. 589c20, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 227all. Rdga is of three spheres as is 
moha {avidya): "all rdga" and "all moha" mean rdga and mo ha in whichever sphere and of 
whichever type (mode of expulsion, v.5) they belong to. Dvesa (pratigha) exists only in 
Kamadhatu: "all dvesa" means dvesa of whichever type. 

The bandhanas do not figure in the lists of the Sathgttisuttanta, etc.; but see Samyutta, 
iv.292. 

163. See above note 5 and v.55a-b. 

164. Vydkhyd: There is rdga and dvefa on the occasion of the sensation of indifference, but 
not in the same way that there is moha; this latter, being dull (apatu), more easily develops 
in the sensation of indifference which is dull. Or rather, one should understand that the rule 
refers to rdga, dvesa, and moha relative to personal sensation. Others understand: Rdga and 
dvesa do not exist in the same manner; that is, dvesa enters into activity on the occasion of 
an agreeable sensation of an enemy taken as an object (dlambanatah); the same for rdga on 
the occasion of a disagreeable sensation of an enemy. Or rather, the rule extends to personal 
sensation: rdga in the agreeable sensation that one experiences oneself, because it is taken as 
an object through association; not in the agreeable sensation of an enemy. Compare 
Nettippakarana, p. 32; aduhkhamasukhdya hi vedandya avijjd anuseti. Compare YogasUtra, 
ii.7-8: sukhdnu/ayt rdgah / duhkhanufayi dvesah. See the theory of the svalaksanaklesas 
above, v.23. 

165. Hsiian-tsang makes 2. pad a out of this, with a short commentary: "What are the 
anufayas? The kdrikd says: "The anuiayas have been mentioned." The Bhdsyam says: "The 
anuiayas are six, or seven, or ten, or ninety-eight, as has been explained. The anuiayas 
having been explained, one asks concerning the upakleias" 

166. The Vydkhyd quotes the Sdstra: ye ydvat kle/d upakle/d api te syuh / upakleid na 
klesdb. 

The upakkilesa of Anguttara, ii.53, Atthasdlini, 380, have nothing in common with the 
defilements or klesas. 

167. The author excludes cetand, etc. with the words "those which are enumerated in the 
Ksudravastuka."The Vydkhyd quotes the list of the Ksudravastuka, with their unfortunately 
doubtful readings: arati, vijrmbhikd {Anguttara i.3, Sanyutta v.64, Vibhanga, 33) cetaso 
linatva, tandrt (= jadatd), bhakte'samatd (= bhattasammada) [see below v.59b], 
ndndtvasamjfid, a[yoniio]manaskdra, kdyadausfhulya, ifngi {-singa, Vibhanga, 351; 
Anguttara, ii.26; Morris, 1885, p. 53), tintilikd (?), MS. bhittirikd, Vibhanga, 351, Anguttara, 
v. 149, tintina = nillajja), andrjavatd, amdrdavatd, asabhdgdnuvartand (anabhdgavutti), 
kdmavitarka (Mahdniddesa, p. 501), vydpddavitarka, vihimsdvitarka, jHdtivitarka, 
janapadavitarka, amaravitarka (v.59b)y apamanyandpratisamyukta vitarka (?) (MS. 
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acaranyand0; Mahdniddesa, etc.: pardnuddayata0), kulodayatdpratisamyukta vitarka, 
fokaduhkhadaurmanasya-updydsdh.See ii.27, English trans. 198; page 851. 

Samghabhadra is content to indicate the number oiupakleias, twenty-one, which 
confirms our list. Nine vitakkas in the Mahdniddesa. 

168. Klefo'pi hi paryavasthdnam kdmaragaparyavasthdnapratyayam duhkham pratisamve-
dayata iti sutravacandtSee above p. 768. 

169. There is "compression" of the mind in absorption (samdpatti); thus one adds: "which 
renders it incapable . . . " in order to be more precise. 

170. Ami... sattvdh... vadhyantdm vd Hryantdm vdanayanavyasanam dpadyantdm 
itydkdrapravrtto vyap adah / sattvdkarsanasamtrdsatarjanddikarmapravrttd vihimsd / 
tdbhydm any ah sattvdsattvayor dghdtah krodhah / tadyathd iiksdkdmasya bhiksoi 
cittaprakopah kanpakddisu ca prakopa iti / . Vydpdda manifests itself through curses or 
maledictions: "May they perish, may they go at a bad hour!;" vihimsd, through bad 
treatment, threats, etc.; krodha differs from the preceeding: this is an irritation against 
persons and things, the discontent of a bhiksu who desires that one instruct him (?) with 
respect to obstacles, etc. 

171. See iv.4, trans, note 28. 

172. Jndtdjn"dndm.The Chinese understands: "Accordingly as this refers to persons who are 
ignorant or who know." The Vydkhyd explains: rdjddibhir jndtdndm mraksavatdm 
pudgaldndm mraksas trsndnisyando md me Idbhasatkdro na bhavisyatiti / ajnatanam 
avidydnisyandah karmatyakatdm (??) asraddadhdnas tadavadyam pracchddayati na 
parasydntike visuddyartharh desayati / One hides his faults, either because he fears some 
damage or some loss of esteem; or because he does not believe that he can "transcend his 
actions" (karmavyatikrama?) and that he abstains from confessing in order to purify 
himself, as he should. Jridta = yasassi, Majjhima, iii.38. 

173. Not in Hsiian-tsang. 

174. We have encountered the same expression iv.8a, where Hsiian-tsang translates: "in 
order to avoid the inquiries of Asvajit." Here he translates here: "Or to falsely deny . . . " 
According to P. Cordier, iv.8a:"In order to utter a puff of words, to make one's own praise," 
that is, "To utter only vain words . . . ," and v.49:"The crooked mind thanks to which, not 
recognizing reality as it truly is, one utters words that are obscure and empty of meaning." 
See page 846. 

175. According to Paramartha: kautilyam iti katamo dharmah / mithyddrstyddidrspih.See 
iv.59. 

176. Svatantra na rdgddiparatantrdh, not dependent on rdga, etc. 

177. Vitathdtmasamdarianatayeti vitathasydtmanah samdars'anatayd mahdbrahmd 
dyusmantam aivajitam vaHcyitum pravrttah / kutremdni brahman mahdbhutdny 
apariiesam nirudhyanta iti prsto'prajdnan ksepam akdrsit / aham asmi brahmd 
mahdbrahmd isvarah karthd nirmdtd srastd [dhyaksah] pitrbhuto bhutabhavydndm iti 
mayaya ekdnte asthdd ekdnte sthitas cedam uktavdn / vidyamdne tathdgate mam 
prasfavyam manyase itidam asya &athyam driyate / svaparisallajjayd hy dtmiydm 
a[kuiala]tdm niguhamdnah sa tathd krtavdm iti / 

The MSS has srastd tyajah pitrbhuto; Digha, i.221: ninmdtd setpho sanjitd vasipitd (on 
sanjitd, O. Franke, p. 26); Dirgha (xxiii.9,83): sraspd nirmdtd asmi sattvdndm pita mdtd (S. 
Le'vi). 

178. See v.45d. 
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179. According to Hsiian-tsang: "Avidyd is associated with the first four indriyas, (sukha, 
saumanasya, duhkha, and daurmanasya), having the aspect of joy and despondency and 
belonging to the six vijndnas." 

180. The Bhdsyam explains manah sukha as saumanasya. 

181. The Bhdsyam gives a resume of these explanations: caturvijndnakdyikds caturvijndna-
kdyikaih samprayuktdh. 

182. Bhdsyam: manobhumikd manobhumikair eva samprayuktdh: "the anus ay as of the 
sphere of the manas are associated only with the indriyas of the sphere of the manas." 

183. According to Hsiian-tsang: " . . below, to saumanasyendriya.The upaklesas described 
above are all associated with upeksendriya, for at the moment of the cutting off of the series 
(see page 848, line 17) all are found together with upeksa, for there is a pratipad (vi.66) 
which is exclusively of the upeksdbhumi.ln the same manner there is no restriction . . . " 

184. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 189cl7; Ekottara, TD 2, p. 674al5; the Sutra quoted iv.77, trans, 
note 358; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 194c22, five nivaranas, and meaning of this term; p. 250cl5, 
why they are enumerated in this order (opinion of Vasumitra, etc.). 

According to the Abhidhammasangaha, six nivaranas (by adding avidyd), see 
Compendium, 172 and note (nivarana - obstacle to dhydna); compare Kosa, iv. English 
trans., note 436, Atthasalini, yil. 

185. Compare Samyutta, v.145. 

186. The sthdna of the Yogasutra, i.30, is stydna. 

187. This is the doctrine of the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 250b27. 

188. Samyukta 27. See above note 167; Samyutta, v.64, Anguttara, i.3- For alokasamjnd, see 
Digha, iii.49, 223. 

189. The Mahdniddesa (see above note 167) quotes these three vitarkas: preoccupation 
relating to one's parents [Vibhdsd: By reason of the parents who either thrive or decline, 
either separated or close by, one produces joy, sadness, and the mind gives rise to calculation 
or prevision], relating to one's land, relating to the deathless ones [Vibdsd: By reason of the 
small number of years and of old age, to do good to another..., to produce joy or sadness]; 
see Vibhanga, p. 356 and Saundarananda xv. The fourth cause is the remembrance of former 
merry-making and companions: rgod rtses pa rga ba dga' mguryons su spyodpa ryes su dran 
pa. 

190. Cetaso vyupasamo in Anguttara, i.4. 

191. Paramartha omits the word "five." 

192. Hsiian-tsang adds: "and consequently vimukti and vimuktijridnadarsana cannot arise" 
(see vi.75c). 

193. Apare.YisvoLti-ts^tig: "If one explains the sense of the Sutra thus, auddhatya-kaukrtya 
should be listed before stydna-middha: for it is by reason of this absorption that 
discrimination arises, and the obstacles to this absorption should be listed before the 
obstacle to discrimination. For this reason, other masters say that these two nivaranas 
destroy in the order in which they are listed . . . " [According to the Japanese editor, these 
other masters are the Sautrantikas]. 

Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 250cl9: Vasumitra says: "At the obtaining of an agreeable object, 
there is kdmacchanda; upon losing this object, there is pratigha; once this object is lost, the 
mind is depressed and weakened (lei-jo | K ^ ) and one engenders stydna; then the mind is 
troubled (kuei fgf; : praduspa?)and "overclouded" (men: f$ durdina??); one the 
engenders middha; awakening from middha, one engenders auddhatya; after auddhatya, 
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there is kaukrtya and finally vicikitsd.Such is the order of the five nsvaranas." 

194. A quotation from the Sutra, according to Hsiian-tsang. 

195. According to the Japanese editor, the Sautrantikas; former masters according to the 
Vydkhyd. 

196. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 114b2. According to one opinion, the anuiayas are abandoned in 
four ways: 1. through the abandoning of the object: these are the anusayas of an impure 
object (sdsravdlambana) abandoned through the Seeing of Extinction and the Path; 2. 
through the abandoning of the defilements which grasp them as their object: these are the 
anusayas which bear on another sphere . . . According to Vasumitra, in five ways: 1. 
abandoning through seeing the object: these are the anusayas of a pure object and the 
universal anusayas in their own spheres; 2. abandoning through the abandoning of the 
object: these are the anusayas of an impure object abandoned through the Seeing of 
Extinction and the Path; 3. abandoning through the abandoning of the defilement which 
grasps them as its object: these are the universal anuiayas which bear on a different sphere; 
4. abandoning through the abandoning of the object and of the defilement which grasps 
them as its object {chiiyuan tuan ku tuan {|.j^||jjf jStBlf ) : t n e non-universal anuiayas 
abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering and Arising; 5. abandoning through the 
acquisition of its opposite (pratipaksa): these are the anuiayas abandoned through 
Meditation. On the whole, Vasubandhu follows this opinion. 

197. The visabhdgadhatusarvatragas are the object of the satkdyadrsti group; they are 
destroyed through the destruction of this group. 

198. Through the abandoning of the kleias of the mithyddrsti group which are [abandoned 
through the Truth of Extinction, and the Truth of the Path (v. 14),] and which are the object 
of the drspipardmaria group, the drstipardmarias, etc, which have an impure object, are 
abandoned. 

199. This refers to the usmagatas, etc. (vi.17). This preparatory path only considers 
Suffering and its Arising. 

200. These four paths are defined vi.65b-d. 

201. Hsiian-tsang renders the ablative (dlambandt) by sui pjjg, ; but he translated kutas as 
ts'ung ho tfkfil' (through separation from what?); in Samghabhadra's work, ts'ung 
is used throughout. 

202. Hsiian-tsang: It is not possible that the kief a abandons its associated dharmas 
[citta-caittas of the nikdyasabhaga]; it is only possible that it is separated from its object. 

The Japanese editor quotes the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 113b25: "it is said that the anusayas 
should be abandoned with respect to (yii J^ ) their object, not with respect to the 
dharmas associated (samprayukta) with the mind. The force of their opposition causes the 
anuiaya to not arise with respect to this object: it is in this way that the anuiaya is 
abandoned, that is, in the same way that a man prevents his son from going back to a 
drinking house, to a house of debauchery, or to a gambling house. [It would be impossible 
for him to cause the. . . with the mind.] Consequently it is said that there is no abandoning 
with respect to the said dharmas" 

Hui-hui says: "The associated dharmas are the 'mind and its mental states' of the 
existence {nikdyasabhaga) under consideration. One cannot separate them from the 
defilements. If the defilements do not arise any more with respect to the object, this is what 
is called their abandoning. When one abandons the defilements, one solely abandons the 
personal defilements (svdsamtdnika): how can one thus say that the defilements are 
abandoned with respect to the object.. ." 

Sutralamkdra, xvii.19: The defilement is declared to be the object, for it is said: 
'Through the abandoning of the bonds made of consciousness the object is annihilated" 
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{manomaydndm granthdndm prahdndd ucchidyate dlambanam). 

203. Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 651al8 (quoted by the Vyakhyd) resolves this difficulty. 
"The defilements should be abandoned through separation from the object {alambandt 

kleidh prahdtavydh), for it is through the force of the "complete knowledge" {parijfidna) of 
the object that the defilements are abandoned. The object of the anus ay as is twofold: 
sarhyogavastu or asamyogavastu.Possession (prdpti, ii.36) of the anus ay as which have for 
their object (or sphere, visaya = dlambana) a sarhyogavastu, and also of the anus'ay as which 
do not have such an object but which are produced by the first anuiayas, exists in the series 
which constitutes a being; even when this series is of non-defiled mind, this possession 
continues uninterruptedly, the effect and the cause of past and future defilements 
respectively. The same holds for possession of the anuiayas which has for its object an 
asarhyogavastu and for anuiayas not having such an object and which becomes active 
immediately after the defilements which have such an object: presently existing possession 
is the cause of the production of the future defilement, and the outflowing effect of the 
former defilement. 

But the possession of the anuiayas is opposed {viruddha) by the presence {samavad-
hdna) in the series of the possession which proceeds from a path of abandoning opposing 
the anuiayas: for it is this possession of the anuiayas which supports the present and the 
future defilements which are possessed thanks to it. It results from this—some defilements 
produced through a certain object setting into motion some defilements which have another 
object—that when [a good possession is produced], the outflowing of a path embracing the 
abandoning of this certain object, the possession of the defilements disappears, and the 
possessed defilements, even though they remain the same with respect to their object, 
nevertheless no longer have [the possession] which is their cause and their result; so one 
cannot say that they are abandoned. When the object is not "completely known," the 
possessions, effects and causes of past and future defilements, continue uninterruptedly as 
possessions of the defilments bearing on this object as well as the possessions of the 
defilments having anohter object but produced by the first. When the object is "completely 
known," the possession is interrupted. Thus the abandoning of the defilements takes place 
through separation from its object {alambandt)" 

But, if one means to say that the defilements are abandoned through "the abandoning of 
their objects, etc.," why say that they are abandoned through the force of the "complete 
knowledge" of the object? They are in fact abandoned through the force of the "complete 
knowledge" of the Truth of Suffering, etc., existing when this latter is missing, and not 
existing when this latter is present. Those who say that the defilements are abandoned 
through the force of their opposition should admit that the defilements abandoned through 
Meditation are abandoned through the force of the complete knowledge of the Truth of 
Suffering, etc., which is their object. {Vyakhyd). 

204. According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 83a8; Prakarana, TD, p. 26a6. For other removings, 
ii.67a, iv.7c, p. 571. 

205. The Abhidharma says: dure dharmah katame / atttdndgatd dharmah / antike dharmah 
katame / pratyutpannd dharma asarhskrtam c<*.Quoted by Aryadeva, Catuhiatikd, 258, 
Memosres As. Soc. Bengal, iii.8 (1894, p. 492), argument concerning past and future. On 
distant and near rupa, see i20a-b (English trans, pp. 77 and following). 

206. This is the explanation of the Sautrantikas; according to the Vyakhyd: evarh tuyuktam 
sydd iti svamatam dearyasya. 

207. de dag gi / bral ba'i thob pay an dan yan / = [visamyogaldbhah tebhyah punah punah ] 
One takes possession many times, and in a firmer and firmer manner, of the unconditioned 
dharma which is Nirvana, the pratisarhkhydnirodha or visamyoga of the defilements (i.6, 
ii.55d, 57d). 
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208. This refers to the five faculties (ii.2a-b, English trans, p. 155) (sraddhd, etc.) that the 
ascetic increases (vivfddhi), makes evolve or transposes (samcdra), and makes sharp 
(ttksna). 

209. Hsiian-tsang introduces into his translation {TD 29, p. 112al-l6) the following 
commentary: "Let us consider the ascetic whose faculties are weak (mrdu): a. There six 
times when the acquisition of disconnection from the defilements of Kamadhatu abandoned 
through Seeing the Truths takes place: 1. arising of the opposition, namely diverse 
dharmajrldnas of Suffering, etc.; 2-5. the acquisition of the four results; and 6. at the 
moment when the moral faculties become strong {ttksna). 

The same for disconnection from the defilements of the two higher spheres abandoned 
through Seeing the first three Truths. (Here the opposition is anvayajndna). 

b. For the defilements of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu abandoned through Seeing the 
fourth Truth, only five moments are counted, because the time of the arising of their 
opposition (namely marge'nvayajfidna) is also the time of the acquistion of the first result 
{srotadpattiphala). 

c. For the first five categories of defilement of Kamadhatu abandoned through 
Meditation, only five moments are counted: for one should exclude the acquisition of the 
first result which is earlier than the abandoning of these first five categories. 

d. For the sixth category of these same defilements, four moments: for the time of the 
arising of the opposition (namely the sixth vimuktimdrga) is also the time of the acquisition 
of the second result {sakrddgdmiphala). 

e. For the seventh and eighth categories of these same defilements, four moments are 
counted, since the acquisition of the first two results is earlier than the abandoning of these 
two categories. 

f. For the ninth category of these same defilements, three moments are counted: (1) 
arising of the opposition (ninth vimuktimdrga) which is confused wiht the acquisition of 
the third result {andgdmiphala), (2) acquisition of the fruit of Arhat, and (3) perfectioning 
of the indriyas. 

g. For the defilements of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu abandoned through Meditation, 
with the exclusion of the ninth category of Bhavagra {naivasamjnanasamjndyatana), three 
moments are counted, since the first three results have already been acquired. 

h. For the ninth category of the defilements of Bhavagra, two moments are counted, 
because the arising of the opposition (ninth vimuktimdrga) is confused with the acquisition 
of the result of Arhat. 

When the ascetic has strong faculties, he should avert, in the eight cases, the moment of 
the perfectioning of his faculties. [Thus, disconnection from the last category of defilements 
is obtained only once. If the author says: 'and, by reducing the number, down to two times,' 
this is because he has in view the case of repeated acquisitions {punarldbha)]. 

The Ascetic who does not pass through all of the results (ii.l6c-d, vi.33a) may reduce 
these numbers." 

210. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 175al2-18: What is j&dnaparijnd! Jndna, darsana, vidyd, bodhi, 
abhisamaya . . . What sort of jndna is called jndnaparijnd} According to some only pure 
jndna, because the definition employs the term abhisamaya {Kofa, vi.27): now 
lokasamvrtijndna {Ko/a, vii2b) cannot be called abhisamaya. 

What is prahdnaparijfid? The complete abandoning of rdga, the complete abandoning of 
pratigha and vicikitsd, the complete abandoning of all the defilements, is called 
prahdnaparijnd.Petfectly knowing (pari-jfid) an object is called parijnd.Now abandoning 
does not have an object and does not know. How can one speak of prahdnaparijn'd "parijnd 
which is abandoning?" But prahdna, being the result of knowledge, also receives the name 
of parijnd. 

The Sautrantikas say that there are two parijnd: 1. jfiaparijnd, which is jndna by nature, 
and 2. prahdnaparijn'd, which is prahdna by nature. 
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211. In the Jnanaprastbana, according to Takakusu, p. 89; the three "worldly" parinnas 
(relating to nourishment) are in Childers and Visuddhimagga, 606, 692. 

212. Hsiian-tsang comments on this first pdda: "all are the result of andgamya, because 
an a gamy a is the support for the abandoning of the defilements of the Three Dhatus 
abandoned through Seeing and Meditation." On andgamya, the absorption preparatory to 
the First Dhyana, see vi.47c-d, and viii.22a. 

213. The second pdda shows that this refers to a sdmantaka of Aruupyadhatu; for andgamya 
is sdmantaka to the First Dhyana. 

214. The pure path does not exist in the Fourth Arupya. 

215. Vikalikrti, "mutilation," is the abandoning of one part of Bhavagra, bhavdgrapradeia-
prahdna, the abandoning of a part of the defilements relative to the highest stage of 
existence. 

216. According to the Vydkhyd: the Abhidharmikas. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 322b9. 

217. Even though the category of klesas abandoned through the Seeing of Suffering is 
abandoned, as long as the universal cause abandoned through the Seeing of Arising (and 
which bears on the first category) is not abandoned, there is no destruction of the two 
causes, and no parijnd.Even though the first eight categories of klesa (strong-strong . . . 
weak-medium) of a sphere is abandoned, as long as the ninth (weak-weak) is not 
abandoned, the sphere is not transcended. 

Hsiian-tsang adds: "There can be destruction of the two causes without there being 
'transgression of a sphere.'" Thus we establish the fourth alternative. In fact, the destruction 
of the two causes in the three bhumis (three lower Dhyanas, three lower Arupyas) do not 
constitute parijnd (the seventh and the eighth patijUd according to the case). 

218. The sixteenth moment {marge'nvayajndna) forms part of the Path of Meditation. 

219. The Aryan who has obtained detachment from Kamadhatu through the wordly path 
before entering into the "comprehension of the Truths" becomes an Anagamin in 
marge'nvayajndna and possesses, from this jn~dna onward, only avarabhdgiyaprahdnaparijnd.-
However the anupurvaka takes possession of this only later, when he becomes detached 
from Kamadhatu (ii.l6c-d; vi36d). 

220. The Anagamin is called rupavitardga, "detached from Rupa." 

221. Hsiian-tsang corrects some items. 





C H A P T E R S I X 

The Path and the Saints1 

o m. Homage to the Buddha. 
We have said (v.64) how the abandoning (prahdna) of the 

defilements receives the name of "perfea knowledge" (parijnd). As for 
abandoning, 

la-b. It has been said that the defilements are abandoned 
through Seeing the Truths and through Meditation.2 

We have explained in detail that some of the defilements are to be 
abandoned through Seeing, and others through Meditation (v.3c-5a, 
etc.). Is the Path of Seeing and the Path of Meditation pure (andsrava) 
or impure (sdsrava)? 

lc-d. The Path of Meditation is of two types; the Path of Seeing 
is pure.3 

The Path of Meditation is worldly or impure as well as trans-
worldly or pure. 

The Path of Seeing is opposed to the defilements of the Three 
Dhatus; it eliminates in one single stroke the nine categories 
(strong-strong, etc.) of the defilements to be abandoned through 
Seeing: it is thus exclusively tratisworldly; now such a power does not 
belong to a worldly path. 
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We have said (lb), "through Seeing the Truths." What are the 
Truths? 

2a. The Four Truths have been mentioned.4 

Where? 

In the First Chapter. By saying "The pure dharmas are the 
Truth of the Path . . . " (i.5), we have designated the Truth of the 
Path by its name. By saying "Pratisamkhyanirodha is disconnec
tion," (i.6) we have designated the Truth of Extinction. By saying 
"Suffering, origin, world . . . ," we have designated the Truths of 
Suffering and Origin (i.8). 

Is that the order of the Truths? 

No. Rather: 

2b-c. Namely suffering, origin, extinction, and path. 

The word "namely" (tatha) indicates that the nature of the 
Truths is indeed as has been mentioned in the First Chapter. 

2c-d. Their order is that in which they are understood.5 

The Truth that is understood first is mentioned first. Other
wise there would be the occurance of first mentioning the cause 
(Origin and Path) and then the result (Suffering and Extinction). 

Sometimes dharmas are arranged in the order in which they 
arise: this is the case for the applications of mindfulness, the 
smrtyupasthanas,6 and for the Dhyanas. 

Sometimes they are arranged in an order favorable for 
teaching: this is the case for the right abandonings, the samyak-
prahanas,7 —existent dharmas and the black dharmas are easier to 
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understand than non-arisen dharmas and the white dharmas,~for 
it is not a fixed rule that one should make an effort to abandon the 
existent dharmas before making an effort for the non-arising of 
non-arisen dharmas. 

The Truths are mentioned in the order in which they are 
comprehended {abhisamaya). 

Why are they comprehended in this order? 

Because, in the period preparatory to the Path proper, that is, 
the period of examination,8 the ascetic first creates an idea of that 
to which he is attached, of that by which he is tormented, of that 
from which he seeks to be delivered, namely, suffering. Then he 
asks what is its cause, and he creates an idea of its origin. Then he 
asks what does extinction consist of, and he creates an idea of 
extinction. Then he asks what is the Path to extinction, and he 
creates an idea of the path. (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 404bll). 

So too, having seen a disease, one searches out its origin, its 
disappearance, and its remedy. This illustration of the Truths is 
also given in the Sutra. 

In which Sutra? In the Sutra which says, "Endowed with the 
four qualities, the doctor . . . "9 

In the order in which, in the course of the period of examina
tion, he creates an idea of the Truths, in this same order, having 
reached the period of comprehension, he understands the Truths, 
because comprehension is projected by the preparatory exercises, 
the same way that a horse gallops without obstacle over familiar 
terrain. 

* * * 

What is the meaning of the word abhisamaya (comprehen
sion)? This word signifies abhisambodha, ' 'understanding, 
comprehension." The root i signifies "to understand/' 
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Why is comprehension only pure? Because it is a knowledge 
{aya) turned towards {abhi) Nirvana and the true (sam, samyak). 
Samyak means conforming to reality.10 

To the extent that they are a result, the five updddnaskandhas 
(i.8a-b) are the Truth of Suffering, that which one should see in 
truth as being suffering. To the extent that they are a cause they 
are the Truth of Origin or arising, because suffering arises from 
them11 (i.8c). Consequently suffering and arising differ in name, 
but do not differ in fact, since they are the same updddnaskandhas 
considered as result or as cause. But Extinction and the Path differ 
in fact as well as in name. 

*## 

The Sutra gives the name of aryasatya, truth of the Aryans, to 
the Truths. What is the meaning of this expression? 

They are truth for the Aryans, truths of the Aryans: this is why 
they are called aryasatya.11 

Does this mean that they are false for the non-Aryans? Not 
being erroneous {Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 397a26), they are true for 
everyone. [But the Aryans see them as they are, that is to say, 
under sixteen aspects (vii.13): they see suffering, that is, the 
updddnaksandhas as suffering, impermanent, etc. Others do not. 
Therefore, the Truths are called "truths of the Aryans" and not 
truths of others, because the seeing of these latter is incorrect. In 
fact, they see what is suffering as being not suffering.] As the 
stanza says, 

"What the Aryans call happy (i.e., Nirvana) others call painful; 
what others call happy, the Aryans call painful."13 

According to other masters,14 two are Aryan truths, and two 
are truths of both Aryans and others. 
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Since only a part of sensation (vedand) is painful by its nature 
(duhkhd vedana, i.14). how can one say that all impure, conditi
oned things are suffering? 

3. Impure dharmas, whether they are agreeable, disagreea
ble, or otherwise, are, without exception, suffering, by 
reason of the three types of suffering, each according to its 
type.15 

There are three types of suffering: suffering which is suffering 
in and of itself {duhkhaduhkhata), suffering through the fact of 
being conditioned (samskdraduhkhatd), and suffering which is 
change or transformation (parindmaduhkbata). 

By reason of these three, all impure conditioned things, 
without exception, are suffering: agreeable things are suffering 
because they are subject to transformation; disagreeable things are 
suffering in and of themselves; and neither-disagreeable-nor-a-
greeable things are suffering because they are conditioned. What 
are the agreeable, disagreeable, and neither-disagreeable-nor-a-
greeable dharmas? 

The three sensations, in this order; and, by reason of the three 
sensations, all the samskdras which result in agreeable sensation, 
etc., receive the name of agreeable, etc. 

Agreeable sensation is suffering through transformation, as 
the Sutra says, "Agreeable sensation is agreeable when it arises, 
agreeable while it lasts, but suffering in its change." 

Disagreeable sensation is suffering by nature, as the Sutra says, 
"Suffering sensation is suffering when it arises, and suffering 
while it lasts." 

Neither-disagreeable-nor-agreeable sensation is suffering 
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because it is so decreed by its causes, as the Sutra says, "That which 
is impermanent is suffering." 

The same holds true for the samskdras which result in these 
sensations as for these sensations themselves.16 

* * * 

According to other masters, the expressions duhkhaduhkhatd, 
etc., should be analysed: duhkham eva duhkhatd ("suffering is itself 
suffering''), viparindma eva duhkhatd ("transformation is itself 
suffering"), and samskara eva duhkhatd ("conditioned things are 
themselves suffering"). The meaning is the same. 

* * * 

Agreeable dharmas do not participate in suffering which is 
suffering in and of itself, nor do the disagreeable dharmas 
participate in suffering which is transformation: the second state 
of suffering belongs to the first ones, and the first to the second 
ones. But all conditioned things are suffering from the fact of 
suffering through the fact of being conditioned, and they are seen 
under this aspect only by the Aryans. Therefore it is said, "One 
does not feel a hair placed on the palm of the hand; but the same 
hair, in the eye, causes suffering and injury. So too the ignorant, 
resembling the hand, do not feel the hair which is suffering 
through the fact of being conditioned: but the Aryans, resembling 
the eye, are tortured by it."17 

The Aryans make of existence in the most sublime heaven 
(Bhavagra) an idea more painful than do fools make of existence in 
the most dreadful hell (Avici). 

* * * 
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But, one would say, the Path is conditioned; it should thus be 
suffering from the fact of suffering through the fact of being 
conditioned.18 

The Path is not suffering, because the definition of suffering is 
to be hateful. Now the Path is not hateful to the Aryans because it 
produces the extinction of all of the sufferings of arising; when 
they consider Nirvana as peaceful, what they consider as peaceful 
is the extinction of what they consider as suffering [namely impure 
conditioned things, and not the extinction of the Path]. 

* * * 

But, since the agreeable or happiness does exist, why is only 
suffering, and not the agreeable, a truth of the Aryans? 

1. According to one explanation,19 it is because of the slightness 
of happiness. In the same way that one calls a pile in which some 
peas are to be found "a pile of beans," so too no one with any 
intelligence would consider a wound as agreeable because one 
experiences a very small agreeable sensation when one washes this 
wound. 

2. And further, "Because it is a cause of suffering, because it is 
produced by many sufferings, because one desires it when one 
suffers (see p. 903), the agreeable, they conclude, is suffering."20 

3. But, even if accompanied by happiness,21 existence in its 
totality has the same flavor of suffering through the fact of being 
conditioned: Aryans thus consider it as suffering. This is why 
suffering and not happiness is an Aryan Truth. 

* * * 

i. But how can Aryans regard sensations which are agreeable by 
nature as suffering? 
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They are hateful by reason of their impermanence in the same 
way that they consider the rupas, samjnds, etc., as suffering, even 
though the rupas, samjnds, etc., are not suffering in the same way 
as is disagreeable sensation. 

ii. With regard to the proposed argument "The agreeable is 
suffering because it is a cause of suffering": (1) to be a cause of 
suffering is its aspect (akdra) or origin (vii.l3a); to see things as a 
cause of suffering is not to see them as suffering; (2) how could the 
Aryans born in Rupadhatu and in Arupyadhatu have an idea of 
suffering? For the skandhas of these spheres are not a cause of 
suffering; (3) why would the Sutra mention suffering through the 
fact of being conditioned? If Aryans see the agreeable as suffering 
because it is a cause of suffering, then suffering through the fact of 
being conditioned [that is, "What is impermanent is suffering"] 
would be useless. 

iii. But if Aryans see the agreeable as suffering because it is 
impermanent, then what is the difference between the aspects of 
suffering and of impermanence? There would be confusion 
between "seeing things as suffering" and "seeing things as 
impermanent." 

One sees things as impermanent because their nature is to arise 
and perish; one sees them as suffering because they are hateful. 
When one has seen them as impermanent, they become hateful. 
The characteristic of impermanence implies the characteristic of 
suffering, but it is not subsumed in this characteristic. 

iv. Certain masters22 deny any agreeable sensation, affirming 
that all is suffering. They prove this thesis by Scripture and by 
reasoning. 

Scripture: The Blessed One said, "Suffering is to be found in 
any and all sensation"; "Agreeable sensation should be regarded as 
suffering"; and "It is an error to regard what is suffering as 
agreeable."23 

Reasoning: 1. Because the causes of pleasure are not always the 
causes of pleasure. The things that one pretends to be causes of 
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pleasure,-food, drink, cold, warmth, etc.,-when they are grasped 
or experienced to excess or out of season become causes of 
suffering. Now it is inadmissible that a cause of pleasure, because it 
has increased, or presents itself at a different moment,—even if it 
remains completely the same,—would produce suffering. Conse
quently these pretended causes of pleasure are, from their origins, 
the causes of suffering and not the causes of pleasure: for later 
suffering will grow and become felt. The same holds for the four 
positions (tryapatha), the position of lying down, sitting down, etc. 
(p. 907). 

2. Because the idea of pleasure has for its object, not a real 
pleasure, but sometime a remedy for suffering or a modification of 
suffering, (a) As long as a person is not tormented by sufferings 
which are caused by hunger, thirst, cold, heat, fatigue, or desire, he 
will not have any sensation which he will feel to be agreeable. 
Consequently the ignorant have the idea of pleasure, not with 
regard to true pleasure, but with regard to the relief of suffering, 
(b) Fools also have the idea of pleasure with regard to the 
modification of suffering: for example to pass a burden from one 
shoulder to another.24 

Consequently agreeable things do not exist. 

v. They exist, say the Abhidharmikas; and we would say, this is 
well proved. 

1. We would ask him who denies the existence of pleasure, 
What is suffering? If he answers, "That which is painful,"25 we 
would then ask, "How is it painful?" If he answers, "Because it 
does evil," we would say that "that which does good" is agreeable. 
If he answers, "Because it is not desired," we would say that "that 
which is desired" is agreeable.26 

2. But, one would say, this same "desire" is no longer cherished 
by the Aryans when they obtain detachment. Thus the quality of 
"desirable" is not proved. 

This objection is useless, for if Aryans, once they become 
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detached, no longer cherish it, it is then from another point of 
view that it is undesirable to them. 

The sensation which, in itself, is desirable, will never become, 
in itself, undesirable. Consequently, it is not from the point of view 
of its intrinsic nature, but from another point of view that Aryans 
do not cherish agreeable sensation. Rather, they hate it for its 
defects: it is the occasion for the loss of good dharmas, it is 
acquired only at great effort, it is directed toward suffering, and it 
is impermanent. If this sensation were undesirable in and of itself, 
who would ever be able to become attached to it? From the fact 
that, with a view to detaching themselves from it, Aryans consider 
it in its defects by placing themselves in a point of view distinct 
from that of its intrinsic nature, it then follows that agreeable 
sensation does exist in and of itself. 

3. The meaning of the declaration of the Blessed One, 
"Suffering is to be found in any and all sensation" has been fixed by 
the Blessed One himself: "Oh Ananda, it is with regard to 
impermanence, it is with regard to the transformation of the 
samskdras that I said that 'Suffering is to be found in any and all 
sensation."'27 Consequently it is proved that this declaration was 
not made with regard to the suffering which is suffering in and of 
itself. 

If all sensation were, by its nature, suffering, then the Arya 
Ananda would not have asked, "The Blessed One taught that there 
are three types of sensation, agreeable, suffering, and neither-suf-
fering-nor-agreeable. The Blessed One taught that any and all 
sensation is suffering. With what intention, from what point of 
view did the Blessed One teach that any and all sensation is 
suffering?" Ananda would have asked, "From what point of view 
did the Blessed One teach that there are three types of sensation?" 
And the Blessed One would have responded, "It was intentional, 
with a definite motive, that I taught that there are three types of 
sensation." 

Therefore if the Blessed One said, "I have declared, with a 
definite motive, that any and all sensation is suffering," this is 
because, by its nature, sensation is of three types. 
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4. As for the declaration "Agreeable sensation should be 
regarded as suffering," agreeable sensation is, on the one hand, 
agreeable in and of itself, being pleasant; but on the other hand, it 
is in a certain sense suffering, since it changes and as such is 
impermanent. Persons not free from desire are bound to regard it 
as agreeable, because they savor its taste; Aryans are free from 
regarding it as agreeable, because they are free from desire with 
regard to it. This is why the Buddha enjoined one to regard 
agreeable sensation in a manner which would lead one to obtain 
deliverance. 

How do we know that agreeable sensation is agreeable in and 
of itself? It is said, "The perfect, omniscient Buddha, knowing the 
impermanence and the transformation of the samskdras, declares 
that sensation is suffering." (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 121a8). 

5. The declaration "It is an error to regard what is suffering as 
agreeable" (v.9a) is also made with a certain intention. The world 
attaches the idea of agreeable to agreeable sensation, to delectable 
objects, to existence. Now agreeable sensation is in a certain sense 
suffering: to consider it as absolutely agreeable is an error. 
Delectable objects contain much suffering, but little pleasure; to 
consider them as absolutely agreeable is an error. The same with 
regard to existence. 

Consequently this text does not demonstrate the non-existence 
of agreeable sensation. 

6. If all sensation is suffering in and of itself, how does one 
explain that the Buddha taught the existence of three types of 
sensation? 

Perhaps the Buddha, in this teaching, is conforming to the 
views of the world. 

This hypothesis is inadmissible: a. The Buddha said, "If I said 
that all sensation is suffering, then this is with a certain intention" 
(see above, p. 904). 

b. The Buddha, on the subject of the three types of sensation 
(ii.7 and foil.), uses the expression, "conforming to reality." In fact, 
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after having said, "The organ of pleasure and the organ of 
satisfaction are agreeable sensation/ ' he then said "He who, 
conforming to reality and through correct discernment sees the 
five organs [or sensations], abandons the three bonds . . . "28 

c. Furthermore, how would the world arrive at the conclusion 
that sensation is of three types if it were exclusively suffering? 
Would you say that one has the idea or impression of agreeable 
sensation with regard to a weak sensation of suffering, the idea of 
neutral sensation with regard to a medium sensation of suffering, 
and the idea of a suffering sensation with regard to a strong 
sensation of suffering? But pleasure also presents three degrees, 
and it then follows that one would have the idea of great pleasure 
with regard to a weak sensation of suffering, the idea of medium 
pleasure with regard to a medium sensation of suffering, and the 
idea of little pleasure with regard to strong sensation of suffe
ring.29 

Furthermore, when one experiences pleasure arisen from some 
excellent smell, taste or tangible thing, what is then the weak 
suffering through a relationship to which the idea of pleasure is 
produced?30 

[And if you maintain that the idea of pleasure is produced 
through a relationship with a weak sensation of suffering,] then 
this weak sensation of suffering has not arisen or when it has 
disappeared, one will all the more have the idea of pleasure, 
suffering having completely disappeared. 

The same for smells, etc., and the same for the pleasure of 
desire. 

Furthermore, in your system, a weak sensation of suffering is 
transmitted by a clear and strong sensation [of pleasure]; a 
sensation of medium force is transmitted by an indistinct sensation 
[a sensation neither-disagreeable-nor-agreeable]: and this would 
appear to be inconsistent. So too the Sutra teaches that the first 
three Dhyanas are accompanied by pleasure: there one will find, 
according to you, some weak suffering. The Sutra teaches that, in 
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the Fourth Dhyana and above, sensation is neither-disagreeable-
nor-agreeable: there one will find, according to you, medium 
suffering. Consequently your theory that agreeable sensation, etc., 
correspond to weak suffering, etc., is not admissible. 

Finally, the Blessed One said, "Oh Mahanaman, if physical 
matter were exclusively suffering, not agreeable nor accompanied 
by pleasure,... there would be no reason why one would become 
attached to physical matter . . . "3 1 We are thus assured that 
agreeable sensation exists at least a little. 

Consequently the alleged scriptural arguments do not hold. 

7. The first logical reason presented by our adversary, "because 
the causes of pleasure are not always the causes of pleasure" is 
worthless. Our adversary does not take into account what is the 
cause of pleasure. 

A given object is the cause of pleasure or suffering through the 
function of the state of the person who experiences it; it is not a 
cause of pleasure or suffering in an absolute manner. If a given 
object is a cause of pleasure when it is in a relationship with a body 
found in a certain state, then it will always be a cause of pleasure 
when it is again in a relationship with this body in the same state. 
A cause of pleasure is thus always a cause of pleasure. 

A comparison: The same fire will give forth different results of 
cooking according to the state of the rice which one is cooking: the 
food will be edible or not. But when the rice is in a certain state, the 
fire will always produce the same result. 

Furthermore, how can one dispute that, in the Dhyanas, the 
causes of pleasure are always causes of pleasure? 

8. As for the argument that "the idea of pleasure has for its 
object, not a real pleasure, but a remedy of suffering or a 
modification of suffering," we would say: 

i.a. When one experiences the pleasure of a smell, a taste, etc., 
what is the suffering whose remedy is the object of the idea of 
pleasure? b. Before this suffering has arisen or when it is 
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destroyed, in the absence of any remedy, one will all the more 
experience pleasure, c. The pleasure of the Dhyanas certainly 
cannot consist of a remedy of suffering, since suffering does not 
exist in the Dhyanas. 

ii. When one moves a burden to another shoulder, this is truly a 
pleasure that arises from a new bodily state and which continues to 
arise as long as this bodily state does not disappear. If it were 
otherwise, then the idea or impression of pleasure would become 
stronger.32 The same explanation holds for the impression of 
pleasure brought about by the changing of bodily position which 
has caused fatigue. 

9. You ask, "If suffering does not begin from its beginning, 
how could there be, at its end, an impression of suffering?" 

We would answer: By reason of a certain transformation of the 
body [consecutive to the absorption of food, etc.: suffering will not 
appear while the state favorable to pleasure lasts]; so too, in the 
case of alcohol, etc., sweetness and tartness succeed one another. 

It is thus proved that there is agreeable sensation, and that all 
impure conditioned things are suffering from the fact of the three 
types of suffering. 

* * * 

This thesis of the Abhidharma that the Truth of Suffering is 
the Truth of Origin, that is, that the updddnaskandhas, which are 
suffering, are at the same time the origin of suffering (see above p. 
898), comes from the teaching of the Sutra.33 For, according to the 
Sutra, it is only thirst or desire (trsna) which is the origin of 
suffering.34 

The Sutra says that desire is the origin by reason of the capital 
importance of desire. But all the other impure dharmas are also a 
cause or origin of suffering. 

In fact, some other dharmas are named in other Sutras. 
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The Blessed One said, "Action, desire and ignorance are the cause 
of future samskdras";^ he also said, "Five types of seeds, that is, 
the vijndna associated with upadana; the earth element, that is, the 
four vijndnasthitis."*6 

Thus the definition of the Sutra, "Desire is the origin of 
suffering", is conceived from a particular point of view {dbhiprayi-
ka)?1 whereas the definition given in the Abhidharma is in strict 
conformity to the characteristics of the thing defined. 

Furthermore, when the Buddha said, "It is desire which is the 
origin," he intended to define the cause of re-existence {abhi
nirvrtti). When, in the stanza, he enumerates action, desire, and 
ignorance, he defined the cause of different births (upapatti) which 
is action; the cause of re-existence, namely desire; and the cause of 
births and of re-existence, namely ignorance. We shall continue 
the explanation of the meaning of these terms. In fact, the Sutra 
says, "Action is the cause of births, and desire is the cause of 
re-existence"; and it teaches the successive order of causation: 
"The eye has action for its object; action has desire for its cause; 
desire has ignorance for its cause; and ignorance has incorrect 
judgment for its cause."38 

That consciousness and the other skandhas are the origin of 
suffering results again from the fact that the Sutra declares that 
they are respectively seed and field. 

What is birth {upapatti)} What is re-existence {abhinirvrtti)} 
(iii.40, vi.39c). 

Upapatti signifies a birth or an existence characterized by a 
certain sphere (Kamadhatu, etc.), a certain realm of rebirth (god, 
human, etc.), a certain mode of birth (birth from a womb, from an 
egg, etc.), a certain gender, etc. Abhinirvrtti signifies re-existence 
without qualification. 

The cause of birth is action, and the cause of re-existence is 
desire: so too a seed is the cause of a shoot characterized as a 
rice-shoot, a wheat-shoot, etc.; whereas water is the cause of the 
simple germination of all the different species of shoots. How does 
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one prove that desire is the cause of re-existence? 

From the fact that a person free from desire is not reborn. 
When a person endowed with desire and a person free from desire 
die, we know that the first is reborn and that the second is not 
reborn. Therefore since there is no rebirth where there is no 
desire, we know that desire is the cause of re-existence. 

Again from the fact that the series is bent by desire.39 We state 
that the series of thoughts is unceasingly bent towards the object to 
which one has a desire. And the same holds for re-existence. 

There is no defilement which adheres to the person (dtmab-
hava, to existence) as much as desire, the same way that lentil 
paste, once it is dried, adheres to a limb.40 There is no cause which 
binds one to rebirth as much as the attachment to a self does. This 
reasoning proves that desire is the cause of re-existence. 

* * * 

The Blessed One proclaimed the Four Noble Truths, but he 
also declared41 Two Truths, relative truth {samvftisatya) and 
absolute truth (paramdrthasatya).42 What are these Two Truths? 

4. The idea of a jug ends when the jug is broken; the idea of 
water ends when, in the mind, one analyzes the water. The 
jug and the water, and all that resembles them, exist 
relatively. The rest exist absolutely.43 

If the idea of a thing disappears when this thing is broken into 
pieces, then this thing has relative existence (samvrtisat); for 
example, a jug: the idea of a jug disappears when it is reduced to 
pieces. If the idea of a thing disappears when this thing is 
dissipated, or broken to pieces, by the mind, then this thing should 
be regarded as having relative existence; for example, water. If we 
grasp and remember the dharmas, such as color, etc., in the water, 
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then the idea of water will disappear. 

These things,—jug, clothes, etc., water, fire, etc.,—are given 
their different names from the relative point of view or conform
ing to conventional usage. Thus if one says, from the relative point 
of view, "There is a jug, there is water," one is speaking truly, and 
one is not speaking falsely. Consequently this is relatively true. 

That which differs is absolute truth. If, when a thing is broken 
to pieces or dissipated by the mind, the idea of this thing continues, 
then this thing has absolute existence (paramarthasat)\ for 
example, physical matter: one can reduce physical matter into 
atoms, one can remember smell and other dharmas in the mind, 
but the idea of the unique nature of physical matter persists. The 
same holds for sensations, etc. And as this absolutely exists, it is 
absolutely true. 

The ancient masters44 say: Things are absolutely true in the 
manner in which they are perceived, either by transworldly 
knowledge or by the worldly knowledge acquired after trans-
worldly knowledge.45 They are relatively true in the manner in 
which they are perceived by any other defiled or non-defiled 
worldly knowledge. 

* * * 

The Truths have been mentioned.46 We must now explain how 
they are seen. Consequently, beginning from the beginning, we 
would say:47 

5a-b. Firm in his cultivation, endowed with teaching and 
reflection, he will be capable of giving himself up to 
meditation.48 

Whoever desires to see the Truths should first of all keep the 
Precepts. Then he reads49 the teaching upon which his Seeing of 
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the Truths depends,50 or he hears their meaning. Having heard, he 
correctly reflects. Having reflected, he gives himself up to the 
cultivation of meditation. With the wisdom (prajna, ii.24, i.2a) 
arisen from the teaching {srutamayt) for its support, there arises 
the wisdom arisen from reflection (cintdmayt)\ with this for its 
support, there arises the wisdom arisen from meditation (bhdvand-
mayt). 

* * * 

What are the characteristics of these three wisdoms? 

5c-d. The wisdoms arisen from the teaching, etc., have 
respectively for their sphere name, name and the thing, and 
the thing.51 

According to the Vaibhasikas,52 wisdom arisen from the 
teaching has name for its object; wisdom arisen from reflection has 
the name and the thing for its object: in fact, sometimes it grasps 
the thing by means of the name, and sometimes it grasps the name 
by means of the thing.53 Wisdom arisen from meditation has the 
thing for its object; it goes to the things as an abstraction made 
from its name. One can compare this to three persons who are 
crossing a river: one who does not know how to swim does not 
abandon even for one moment his swimming apparatus; one who 
knows how to swim a little sometimes holds on to it and 
sometimes lets go of it; and one who knows how to swim crosses 
the river without any support whatsoever (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
420a28, p. 217c6). 

But, we would say,54 in this interpretation, wisdom arisen from 
reflection plays no role: in fact, when it has name for its object, it is 
wisdom arisen from the teaching, and when it has a thing for its 
object, it is the wisdom arisen from meditation. Thus the wisdom 
arisen from reflection does not exist. Rather, one should explain: 
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the wisdom arisen from the teaching is a certitude which arises 
from a means of correct knowledge (pramdna) termed "the word 
of a qualified person** (dptavacana); the wisdom arisen from 
reflection is a certitude born of rational examination; and the 
wisdom arisen from meditation is a certitude arisen from 
absorption. In this way the specific characteristics of the three 
wisdoms are proved in an irreprochable manner.55 

[In the expressions srutamayi prajnd, etc., the suffix -maya, 
according to PdninivA.21 (tatprakrtavacane may at) indicates 
cause: Srutamayi prajnd is prajnd which has sruta, that is, the word 
of a qualified person {dptavacana) for its cause (hetu). Or rather, 
according to Pdnini iv.3.134 (tasya vikdrah), the suffix -maya 
forms a word which indicates "transformation of . . . ": thus 
Srutamayi prajnd is a transformation of the sruta. But this 
"transformation'* should be understood metaphorically: this is how 
a transformation would be spoken of; other characteristics are 
considered, in fact, in taking this into consideration.] As one says, 
"The vital breaths are created by food, cows are created from 
grass** (annamaydhprdndh, trnamaydvah).56 

How does one who thus applies himself to meditation succeed 
in it?57 

6a. These are produced within one who is endowed with the 
two separations.58 

When the ascetic is withdrawn with regard to his body and his 
mind by separating himself from promiscuity and bad thoughts, he 
succeeds. 

For whom are these two separations easy? 
For a contented person of few dsesires.59 

6a-b. Not for one discontented and with many desires. 
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What should one understand by discontent and many desires? 

6c-d. Discontent is desire for more than one now possesses; 
many desires is desire with regard to that which one does 
not possess. 

The Abhidharmikas60 say: To desire more of the fine things, 
clothes, etc., which one possess is discontent. To desire what one 
does not possess is many desires. 

But is not the desire to have more also produced with respect to 
what one does not possess? What then is the difference between 
the two? 

Discontent is the dissatisfaction61 that one experiences from 
the goods that one possesses, of poor or of small quantity. Many 
desires is the desire for goods, of excellent or in great quantity, that 
one does not possess. 

7a. Their opposites are their oppositions. 

The opposites of discontent and of many desires, namely 
contentment and few desires, are opposed to discontent and to 
many desires. 

7b. They are of the three spheres or pure. 

They belong to the Three Dhatus; they are also pure. But 
discontent and many desires only belong to Kamadhatu. What is 
the nature of content and few desires? 

7c. Non-desire.62 

They have for their nature [the root of good], non-desire. 
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7c. The lineages of the Aryans.63 

Understand: "are non-desire." The four lineages of the Aryans, 
the dryavamsas, are so called because the Aryans arise from them. 
They are also non-desire in their nature. 

7c-d. Among them, three are contentment. 

The first three—to be content with clothing, to be content with 
food, to be content with bed and with seat—are contentment by 
nature. 

The fourth dryavamsa is to take delight in Extinction and in 
the Path.64 It is not contentment. How is it non-desire? Because it 
turns its back on attachment to pleasure and attachment to 
existence (v.2). 

What did the Blessed One teach by the four dryavamsas? 

8a-b. By three is taught the regimen; by the last, activity. 

The Blessed One, the Master of the Law (dharmasvdmi), 
established a certain regimen and a certain activity for his disciples 
who, having renounced their old regimen and their old activities,65 

are engaged in searching out deliverance.66 He established the 
regimen in the first three dryavamsas;67 and he established activity 
in the fourth: "If, with this regimen, you do these actions, before 
long you will obtain deliverance." 

Why did the Blessed One establish such a regimen and such an 
activity? 

8b. In order to create an obstacle to the arising of desire. 
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The Sutra68 establishes that the arising of desire is fourfold: 
"Oh monks, desire, arising, arises by reason of clothing, by reason 
of food, by reason of the bed and the seat; lasting, it lasts by reason 
. . . ; being attached, it is attached . . . Oh monks, desire, arising, 
arises by reason of such existence or non-existence . . . "69 It is in 
order to create an obstacle to it that the four dryavarhsas are 
taught. 

9c-d. In order to momentarily or definitively arrest the 
desire of the object of the idea of self and of things 
pertaining to self. 

This is another way of saying the same thing. The object of the 
idea of self is clothing. The object of the idea of self (ahamkdra-
vastu) is the dtmabhdva, the sensorial and mental complex. Desire 
(icchd) is thirst (trsnd). 

The first three dryavarhsas destroy for a time the desire for the 
things that one regards as pertaining to self. The fourth aryavarhsa 
definitively arrests the twofold desire. 

* * * 

We have explained the requisite qualities through which 
meditation can succeed.70 Being in this way a suitable receptacle, 
how would the ascetic enter into meditation? 

9a-b. He enters therein, through visualization on the 
loathsome and through mindfulness of breathing (anapa-
nasmrta). 

Smrta is smrti (mindfulness). Who enters through visualiza
tion on the loathsome? Who enters through mindfulness of 
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breathing? Respectfively, 

9c. Those in whom desire and imagination are predominant 
(adhirdgavitarkdndm).71 

An adhiraga and an adhivitarka are those in whom rdga 
(desire) and vitarka (imagining) are adhika (predominant). Those 
in whom desire appears lively and appears on many occasions, 
enter through the loathsome. Those who are imaginative enter 
through mindfulness of breathing. 

Certain masters say: Mindfulness of breathing, having an 
unvaried object,—it bears on wind in which there are no difference 
of color or shape,--has for its result the cutting off of the 
imaginative process; whereas the loathsome, having a variety of 
colors and shapes for its object, provokes imagination. 

Some other masters say: Mindfulness of breathing cuts off 
imagination because it is not turned towards externals, for it bears 
on breathing. The loathsome is turned outwards, like visual 
consciousenss; it is not visual consciousness, but it is a contempla
tion {upanidhydna, viii.l = nirupana) of an object of the visual 
consciousness. 

### 

Craving {rdga) is fourfold: (1) craving for colors, (2) craving 
for shapes, (3) craving for contact or for tangibles, and (4) craving 
for honors. 

The visualization of the loathsome that has a cadaver turning 
blue, rotting, etc. for its object is opposed to the first craving.72 

The loathsome visualization that has a cadaver wasted and torn to 
pieces for its object is opposed to the second craving. The 
loathsome visualization that has a cadaver eaten by worms and a 
skeleton held together by its tendons for its object is opposed to 
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the third craving.73 And the loathsome visualization that has an 
immobile cadaver for its object is opposed to the fourth craving. 

In a general way, 

9d. The skeleton for all the categories of craving. 

The fourfold object of craving,--color, shape, contact, and 
honors,--is lacking in the chain of bones. Thus the loathsome 
visualization which has bones for its object is opposed to all of the 
cravings. 

The loathsome visualization does not have the abandoning of 
the defilements for its result, but only an arresting of the 
defilements, for it is an act of attention bearing not on reality but 
on a voluntary representation; and bearing not on the totality of 
things, but only on one part of the visible of Kamadhatu.74 

The ascetic (yogdcara) who cultivates the loathsome visualiza
tion is either "a beginner" or "a master" or "an absolute master of 
the act of attention."75 

lOa-b. The beginner, by enlarging the visualization of the 
bones up to the sea, and by reducing it. 

The ascetic who desires to cultivate a visualization of the 
loathsome, first of all fixes his mind on a part of his body,76 either 
the toe, or the forehead, or on any other part of his choosing; then 
he "purifies" the bone, that is, he removes the flesh from it by 
supposing that the flesh rots and falls off; he then progressively 
enlarges his visualization and finally sees his entire body reduced 
to a skeleton. In this same way, in order to increase his power of 
visualization (adhimukti), he creates the same idea of a second 
individual, of the individuals of the Vihara, of the Arama, of the 
village, of the country, up to the earth surrounded by the ocean, as 
full of skeletons. Then he reduces his visualization, in order to 
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strengthen his power of visualization,77 to the point where he only 
sees his own body as a skeleton. Then the visualization of the 
loathsome is complete; and from this time onward the ascetic is a 
beginner. 

lOc-d. The "master" by removing the toe, etc., until half of 
the skull. 

In order to strengthen this power of reduced visualization,78 

the ascetic makes an abstraction of the bones of the foot, and 
considers the others; and so on, always reducing, to the point 
when, removing one half of the skull, he visualizes nothing more 
than its other half: the ascetic is then a master; he possesses 
mastery in the act of attention which constitutes visualization. 

lla-b. Holding his thought between his two eyebrows, he is 
"an absolute master in the act of attention/* 

He again makes an abstraction of the half of the skull and holds 
his thought between its two eyebrows. He is then an ascetic "in 
whom the act of the visualization of the loathsome has been 
achieved." 

The loathsome can be small through the smallness of its object, 
without being small through the mastery of the ascetic. Therefore 
there are four alternatives: (1) The ascetic is a master of the act of 
attention which constitutes visualization and considers only his 
own body; (2) the ascetic is not a master of the act of attention, but 
considers the earth as filled with skeletons; (3) the ascetic is not a 
master of the act of attention and considers his own body; (4) the 
ascetic is a master of the act of attention and considers the earth as 
filled with skeletons. 

* * * 
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What is the nature of the loathsome? To how many spheres 
does it belong? What is its object? By whom is it produced? 

llc-d. The loathsome is non-desire; it is in ten spheres; it 
has the visible of Kamadhatu for its object; it is generated 
by humans.79 

Its nature is non-desire.80 

The ten spheres in which the ascetic can be found in order to 
produce them are the Four Dhyanas, the four samantakas 
(preparatory stages or thresholds of the Four Dhyanas, viii.22), 
dhyandntara and Kamadhatu. 

Its object is the visibles of the sphere of Kamadhatu. "Visible" 
signifies color and shape. This means that it has a "thing" and not 
a "name" for its object. 

Only humans generate it;81 not beings of the other realms of 
rebirth, nor much less beings of the higher spheres. Also, among 
humans, the inhabitants of Uttarakuru do not produce it. 

As its name, "the loathsome" (asubhd), indicates, it is a 
visualization of a repulsive or unclean thing: thus it has the 
repulsive for its "aspect". [It does not have the aspect of 
Impermanence, etc.: it contemplates a visible thing as horrible and 
not as impermanent, etc.] 

In the past, it had a past object; in the present, it has a present 
object; and in the future, it will have a future object: in other 
words, its object is contemporaneous to it. When it is not destined 
to arise, its object is tritemporal. 

Since it is an act of attention on an imaginary object, it is 
impure.82 

Accordingly as it has been, or not, cultivated in a previous 
existence, it is obtained through detachment or through cultivation 
(vii.4ld, 44b). 
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Such are the characteristics of the loathsome. 

*** 

12a-c. Mindfulness of breathing (dndpdnasmrti) is prajnd, 
belonging to the five spheres, having wind for its object, 
and it is cultivated by beings in Kamadhatu.83 

Ana is in-breathing, the entry of wind; apdna is out-breathing, 
the leaving of the wind. The mindfulness (smrti) that bears on 
both of these is dndpdnasmrti.*4 

[Mindfulness of breathing is by nature prajnd, a knowledge 
bearing on in-breathing and out-breathing.] This prajnd is called 
mindfulness, smrti, the same as the applications of mindfulness 
(smrtyupasthdnas), because this knowledge of in-breathing and 
out-breathing, dndpdnaprajnd, is provoked by the force of 
mindfulness.85 

It can be cultivated in five spheres, namely the first three 
sdmantakas, dhydndntara, and Kamadhatu, because it is associated 
with indifference (see viii.7, 23, etc.).86 In fact, says the School, 
agreeable and painful sensations [in Kamadhatu] are favorable to 
imagining: thus mindfulness of breathing, which is the opposite of 
imagining, cannot be associated with happiness or with suffering. 
On the other hand, the two agreeable sensations [of the Dhyanas] 
form an obstacle to the application of the mind to any object, and 
mindfulness of breathing can only be realized by this application. 

But according to the masters who believe that the fundamental 
Dhyanas include the sensation of indifference (Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 
134bll), mindfulness of breathing can exist in eight spheres, by 
adding the first three Dhyanas: higher spheres are no longer 
spheres in which one breathes (see viii.7). 

The object of the mindfulness of breathing is wind. 

Its support is Kamadhatu, that is, it is cultivated by humans 
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and by the gods of Kamadhatu, because imagination abounds there. 
It is obtained either by detachment or by cultivation. It is attention 
bearing on a real thing (tattvamanasikdra).*1 It belongs only to the 
Buddhists. 

12c. Not to outsiders. 

In fact, on the one hand, the teaching of mindfulness of 
breathing is absent among them;88 and on the other hand, they are 
incapable of discovering the subtle dharmas by themselves. 

12d. It has six aspects, counting, etc. 

It is perfect when it is endowed with six operations: counting, 
following, fixing, observing, modifying, and purifying.89 

i. Counting. One fixes the mind on in-breathing and out-brea
thing, without effort or contention; one lets the body and mind be 
as they are;90 and one counts from one to ten only in the mind. One 
does not count to less than ten, nor to more than ten, for fear of 
contention and of mental distraction (vii.ll). 

There are three faults to avoid: a. to omit counting, by taking 
two for one; b. counting too high, by taking one for two; c. 
counting in a confused manner, by taking in-breathing for 
out-breathing, and vice versa. The counting that avoids these faults 
is correct. If, in the course of this cultivation the mind becomes 
distracted, then one should count anew from the beginning until 
absorption (samddhi) is attained. 

ii. Following. Without contention, follow the progress of the 
air which enters and leaves until it goes into two senses: does the 
air breathed in occupy all of the body or does it go into only one 
part of the body? The ascetic follows the air breathed in into the 
throat, the heart, the navel, the kidneys, the thigh, and so on to the 
two feet; the ascetic follows the air breathed out to a distance of a 
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hand and a cubit. 

According to other masters,91 he follows the air breathed out to 
the "circle of air" {vdyumandala)92 which holds up the universe 
and to the Vairambha Winds.93 

This opinion is not admissible, for mindfulness of breathing is 
an attention to things as they really are (tattvamanasikdra). 

iii. Fixing.94 Fix the attention on the tip of the nose, or between 
the eyebrows, or in another area all the way down to the toes; fix 
the mind; see the breath held in the body like the thread of a pearl 
necklace;95 state that it is cold or hot, unfavorable or favorable 
(Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 135al5). 

iv. Observing. Observe that "These breaths are not only air, but 
the four primary elements, and again physical matter derived from 
these four; and the mind with its mental dharmas rests on them": 
in this way the ascetic discovers the five skandhas through analysis. 

v. Modifying. The ascetic modifies the mind that had the air as 
its object and now directs his mind to better and better dharmas 
[for example, to the smrtyupasthanas, vi.14, and the usmagatas, 
vi.17, etc.] up to and including the transworldly dharmas (vi.l9b). 

vi. Purifying. The ascetic enters the Path of Seeing (vi.26) and 
the Path of Meditation. 

According to some other masters {Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 135a27), 
modification is progressive elevation from the foundations of 
mindfulness (the smrtyupasthanas) up to Vajropamasamadhi 
(vi.44c). Purifying is the Knowledge of Extinction (ksayajndna), 
the Knowledge of Non-Arising (anutpddajndna) and the Right 
Views of the Arhat (a/aiks$ samyagdrsti, vi.50c). 

There is a summarizing stanza: "One teaches that the 
mindfulness of breathing has six aspects: counting, following, 
fixing, observing, modifying, and purifying/' 

13a. In-breathing and out-breathing are like the body.96 
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The two breaths, being part of the body, belong to the same 
sphere as does the body. 

In-breathing and out-breathing do not exist among beings in 
Arupyadhatu, among embryonic beings, among non-conscious 
(acitta) beings, and among beings who have entered into the 
Fourth Dhyana: their existence therefore presupposes a body [and 
bodies do not exist in Arupyadhatu], a certain body [a body has 
cavities, which embryonic beings do not have], a mind [which is 
absent among non-conscious beings], and a certain type of mind 
[which is absent in the Fourth Dhyana]. When the body has 
cavities in it, and when the mind belongs to a sphere in which 
there is breathing, then there is in-breathing and out-breathing 
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 132bl). 

There is in-breathing at birth and at the moment when one 
leaves the Fourth Dhyana. There is out-breathing at death and at 
the moment when one enters the Fourth Dhyana. 

13b. It belongs to living beings. 

It belongs to living beings, and not to non-living beings (LlOb). 

13b. It is not taken up. 

It does not form part of any sense organ (i.34c-d). 

13c. It is an outflowing.97 

It diminishes when the body increases; cut off, it recovers: 
therefore it is not an increase {aupacayikt, i.37), and it does not 
arise from retribution. In fact, the physical matter arisen from 
retribution does not recover after having been cut off (i. English 
translation note 156). 
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13c-d. It is not observed by an inferior mind.98 

In-breathing and out-breathing is observed by a mind of its 
own sphere or by a mind in a higher sphere; but not by an 
airydpathika mind, nor by a nairmdnika mind of a lower sphere. 

* # * 

We have spoken of the two teachings, the visualization of 
loathsome things, and mindfulness of breathing. Having attained 
absorption (samddhi) by these two portals, now, with a view to 
realizing insight (vipafyand), 

14a-b. Having realized stilling, he will cultivate the 
foundations of mindfulness {smrtyupasthanas).99 

How is this? 

14c-d. By considering the twofold characteristics of the 
body, sensation, the mind, and the dharmas. 

By considering the unique characteristics (svalaksana) and the 
general characteristics (sdmdnyalaksana)100 of the body, sensation, 
the mind, and the dharmas. 

"The unique characteristics" means its self nature (svabhdvd). 

"The general characteristics" signifies the fact that "All 
conditioned things are impermanent; all impure dharmas are 
suffering; and that all the dharmas are empty (sunya) and not-self 
(andtmaka)." 

What is the unique nature of the body? The primary elements 
and physical matter derived from these primary elements (i.12, 
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ii.65). 

"Dharmas" means the dharmas which are neither the body, 
nor sensation, nor the mind. (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 937al8). 

According to the School, foundation of mindfulness of the body 
{kdyasmrtyupasthana) is realized when, being absorbed (samdh-
ita), one sees the atoms and the succesive moments {ksana) of the 
body. 

* * * 

What is the nature of the foundations of mindfulness? 

Foundation of mindfulness is threefold: foundation of mind
fulness in and of itself (svabhdva), foundation of mindfulness 
through connection, and foundation of mindfulness in the quality 
of being an object. 

Foundation of mindfulness in and of itself is 

15a. Prajna-1 

What is prajna? 

15 a. Proceeding from hearing, etc. 

Prajna proceeds from hearing, from reflection, and from 
meditation. The foundations of mindfulness are likewise threefold, 
proceeding from hearing, reflection, and meditation. 

15b. The others, through connection and as object. 

The other dharmas which are not prajria, are, when they are 
dharmas coexistent with prajna- foundations of mindfulness 
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through connection; when they are the object of prajnd and of the 
dharmas coexistent with prajnd [in other words, when they are the 
object of the foundation of mindfulness in and of itself and of the 
foundation of mindfulness through connection], they are a 
foundation of mindfulness as object. 

* * * 

How do we know that the foundation of mindfulness in and of 
itself is prajnd? 

Because it is said in the Sutra, "His attention is set having the 
body for its object" {kdye [var. kdme] kdydnupasyand smrtyupastha-
nam).102 

What is anupasyand? It is prajnd. In fact, through prajna- one 
who is endowed with prajnd becomes an anupasya.m Therefore 
the Sutra further says, "He dwells in attention to the body, the 
internal body" {madhydtmam kdye kdydnupasyi viharati). The 
word kdydnupasyin is explained as follows: one who possesses 
anupaiya or darsana104 is called an anupasyin; and one who is an 
anupasyin with respect to the body is called a kdydnupasyin. 

* * * 

What is prajnd? 

The Blessed One said that it is the foundation of mindfulness. 

[Why give the name of foundation of mindfulness to prajnd?] 

The Vaibhasikas say: By reason of the preponderant role of 
attention, [which presents the object to prajnd]; as a wedge (ktla) 
contributes to the splitting of wood;105 it is due to the force of 
mindfulness that prajnd is active with respect to the object.106 

But the best explanation is the following: Mindfulness is 
applied (upatisphate)101 by it; thus the prajnd is a foundation of 
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mindfulness (smrtyupasthdna = smrter upasthdnam); in fact, as 
the object is seen by the prajnd, so too it is expressed, that is to say, 
grasped by the attention. Therefore the Blessed One said, "He 
dwells having an exact notion of the body with respect to the body 
{kaye kdydnupasytviharati): his attention is set and fixed having 
the body for its object" (Samyutta, v.294). And the Blessed One 
said, "He dwells with his attention fixed having his body for its 
object; his attention is applied, unexhausted" (see Samyutta, 
v.331). 

* * * 

Objection: Nevertheless the Sutra says, "Oh monks, how is the 
origin, how is the disappearance of the foundations of mindful
ness? Through the origin of food, there is the origin of the body; 
through the disappearance of food, there is the disappearance of 
the body; through the origin of contact, there is the origin of 
sensation . . . ; through the origin of ndmarupa . . . ; through the 
origin of manasikdra..." (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 171a27). Therefore 
foundation of mindfulness is the body, etc. 

Answer: In this Sutra we are not dealing with a foundation of 
mindfulness in and of itself, but a foundation of mindfulness in the 
quality of being an object: the attention is applied to it, and 
therefore it is a foundation of mindfulness. The name differs 
according to the object. 

*## 

Each foundation of mindfulness is threefold accordingly as it is 
considered as oneself, as another, or as oneself and another. [The 
ascetic has in view his own body, the body of another . . . ] 

15b-c. The order is that of their production. 
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Why are they produced in this order? According to the 
Vaibhasikas, because one first sees that which is the coarsest. Or 
rather: the body (1) is the support of sensual attachment which has 
its origin in the desire for sensation (2); this desire takes place 
because (3) the mind is not calmed; and the mind is not calmed 
because (4) the defilements are not abandoned. 

15c-d. Four, oppositions to errors.108 

The foundations of mindfulness are taught in this order as 
oppositions to the four errors, belief in purity, happiness, 
permanence, and self (v.9). They are therefore four, no more and 
no less. 

Of the four foundations of mindfulness, three have an unmixed 
object; the fourth is of two types: when it bears only on the 
dharmasy its object is not mixed; when it bears on two, or three, or 
four things at one and the same time, its object is mixed [or 
universal, samasta\ 

* * * 

Having thus cultivated the foundations of mindfulness having 
the body, etc., for their objects 

16. Placed in the foundation of mindfulness having the 
dharmas as its universal object, he sees that the dharmas 
are impermanent, suffering, empty, and not-self.109 

Placed in the foundation of mindfulness having the dharmas as 
its mixed object, placing together the body, sensation, etc., he sees 
them under the fourfold aspect of Impermanence, suffering, 
empty, and not-self. 
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*** 

17a. From this there arises the Heat.110 

From this cultivation of the foundation of mindfulness having 
the dharmas as its object, there finally111 arises a root of good 
called Usmagata ("Heat attained"), because it is similar to heat 
(usma), being the first indication or the anticipation of the Noble 
Path, a fire which burns the fuel which are the defilements. 

17b. Which has the Four Truths for its object. 

Since it is prolonged for a certain period of time, Usmagata, the 
Heat, has the Four Truths for its object. 

17c. Which has sixteen aspects. 

The seeing of suffering as suffering, impermanent, empty, and 
not-self; seeing arising or origin as arising, appearance, cause, and 
condition; seeing extinction as extinction, calm, excellent, and 
definitive salvation; and the seeing of the Path as path, truth, 
obtaining, and definitive release. We shall define these different 
aspects later (see vii.13). 

* * * 

17c-d. From Heat, the Summits. 

The Heat develops, weak, medium, and strong; there finally 
arises the Summits (murdhan). 

17d. Which are similar to it. 
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Like Heat, the Summits have the Four Truths for their object 
and include the sixteen aspects: they receive another name by 
reason of their excellence. 

They are called Summits (or "Heads"), because they are the 
most elevated or the head of the unfixed roots of good, that is, 
those from which one can fall away; or one can fall away from the 
Summits; or one goes beyond them by penetrating into a Patience 
(ksanti).112 

18a. It is through dharma that these two imprint.113 

It is through the foundation of mindfulness that has the 
dharmas for its object that Heat and the Summits imprint. What 
does "imprint" mean? This refers to the first application of the 
different aspects of the Truths.114 

18b. They grow through the others also.115 

Heat and the Summits grow by means of the four foundations 
of mindfulness together. The progressing ascetic does not manifest 
the previously acquired roots of good, because he does not esteem 
them very much. 

* * * 

The Summits have grown by passing through weak, medium, 
and strong states: 

18c. From that, Patience.116 

Patience {ksanti) is so-called because in this stage, the Truths 
please (ksamate) extremely much. In the Heat they please weakly, 
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and in the Summits, medium,--as one sees from the fact that one 
cannot fall away from Patience, but can from the first two stages. 

Patience is threefold, weak, medium, strong: 

18c. Two are as above. 

Weak and medium Patience {Divya, 271) are like the Heads, in 
that they imprint first, like the Heads, by the foundation of 
mindfulness having the dharmas as its object. But they differ from 
the Heads in respect to their increase. 

18d. Three grow totally through the dharmas. 

Weak, medium, strong, they grow only through the foundation 
of mindfulness which has the dharmas for its object; not by the 
other foundations of mindfulness.117 

19a-b. Strong, it has the suffering of Kamadhatu for its 
object. 

Strong Patience, contiguous with the highest dharmas, has only 
the suffering of Kamadhatu for its object. 

A similar restriction is not formulated concerning the 
preceding stages; thus they have the suffering, arising, etc., of the 
three spheres for their objects.118 

Medium Patience lasts from the moment when the ascetic 
ceases to consider the sixteenth aspect [=definitive release] bearing 
on the two higher spheres, but continues to successively eliminate 
the higher aspects and spheres, until the moment when, in two 
moments of thought, he is impressed with only two aspects 
[=Impermanence and suffering] of the suffering of Kamadhatu. 

Strong Patience exists when the ascetic considers, in a single 
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thought, only one aspect [Impermanence] applied to the 
sufferings of Kamadhatu. Such is the explanation of the Vaibhasi-
kas. 

19b. It is of a moment. 

It is momentary; it does not form a series. 

19c. So too, the Supreme Dharmas. 

These, exactly like strong Patience, bear on the suffering of 
Kamadhatu and are momentary. 

They are termed Supreme Worldly Dharmas (laukika agrad-
harmas): because they are worldly, being impure; because they are 
supreme dharmas; and because they are supreme among the 
worldly dharmas. They are Supreme Worldly Dharmas because, in 
the absence of any similar cause (sabhagahetu), by their own 
power, they manifest the Path of Seeing the Truths.119 

* * * 

The four roots of good, Heat, etc., are by their nature 
foundations of mindfulness; they are thus prajna. However 

19c. All include the five skandhas.120 

Considering the root of good, Heat, etc., with their attendants, 
they include the five skandhas. 

19d. With the exclusion of the possessions.121 
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The possessions (prdptis),—that is to say, the prdptis of Heat, 
etc.,—are not included within Heat, etc., for it is inadmissible for 
Aryans to manifest Heat, etc., anew, which would be the case if 
they were to manifest its prdptis. 

* * * 

i. When the Heat begins and when it has three Truths for its 
object, a foundation of mindfulness that has the dharmas for its 
object is present; the four foundations of mindfulness of the future, 
are possessed [One of the aspects is presently seen; four of the 
future are possessed]. When it has the Truth of Extinction for its 
object, the same foundation of mindfulness which has the dharma 
for its object which is present is also the only one which is 
possessed in the future. The aspects, in all cases, are those of the 
Truth presently considered [One does not acquire, in the future, 
the aspects of the Truths which are not present]. 

In the period of increase, when the Heat has the three Truths 
for its object, any of the foundations of mindfulness may be 
present; the four of the future are possessed. When it has the 
Truth of Extinction for its object, the fourth foundation of 
mindfulness is present; four of the future are possessed. All the 
aspects of the future are possessed, because the gotras have been 
acquired.122 

ii. In the Summits, having for their object the Four Truths at 
their beginning, and having for their object extinction in the 
period of growth, the last foundation of mindfulness is present; 
four of the future are possessed; all the aspects of the future are 
possessed. Having for its object the three other Truths in the 
period of increase, any of the foundations of mindfulness are 
present; four of the future are possessed; and so too all of the 
aspects. 

iii. In Patience, in the beginning and in the period of increase 
whichever of the Truths is considered, the last foundation of 
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mindfulness is present; four of the future are possessed; and so too 
all of the aspects. 

iv. In the Supreme Worldly Dharmas, the last foundation of 
mindfulness is present; four of the future are possessed—those 
which are not destined to arise; four aspects only, those of the 
Truth of Suffering—for the aspects of the other Truths do not 
belong to the Supreme Worldly Dharmas; for the Supreme 
Worldly Dharmas are similar to the Path of Seeing,123 in which 
one acquires only in the future the four aspects of the Truth that 
one considers under one aspect. 

20a-b. This is the fourfold nirvedhabhdgiya.124 

These four—Heat, Summits, Patience, and the Supreme 
Worldly Dharmas-are the roots of good called nirvedhabhdgiyas 
("parts pertaining to the Path"). 

The first two, being non-fixed since one can fall away from 
them, are weak nirvedhabhdgiyas; the Patiences are medium 
nirvedhabhdgiyas; and the Supreme Worldly Dharmas are strong 
nirvedhabhdgiyas. 

What does nirvedhabhdgiya mean? 1. Nirvedha signifies 
niscita vedha ("definitely known"), the Noble Path. Through it 
doubt is abandoned: it is thus niscita ("definitive"), and the Truths 
are distinguished (vedha):125 "This is suffering..., this is the Path"; 
2. the Path of Seeing is one part (bhdga) of the Path; thus 
nirvedhabhdga. 

The dharmas useful to one part of the Path are nirvedhabhdg
iya (with the suffix chan) because they lead to it. 

All these four nirvedhabhdgiyas 

20b. Arise from absorption. 
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Not from hearing or reflection. 

20c-d. Their sphere is andgamya, the intermediate state, 
and the Dhyanas. 

Their sphere are andgamya (viii.22c), dhydndntara (viii.22d), 
and the Four Dhyanas: one can obtain them only in these six states 
of absorption. They do not exist above, in the Arupyas, because 
they constitute the attendants of the Path of Seeing.126 They do not 
exist in the Arupyas, because they bear on Kamadhatu, for the 
ascetic should first of all perfectly know and abandon Kamadhatu 
as suffering and origin. 

The retribution [of the nirvedhabhdgtyas] consists of the five 
skandhas of Rupadhatu. They are actions of the completing class, 
and not of the projecting class (iv.95a-b), for they hate existence. 

20d. Or rather, two are also of the lower sphere. 

The expression "or rather" indicates another opinion. 
According to the Bhadanta Ghosaka, the first two nirvedhabhdg
tyas are of seven spheres, with the addition of Kamadhatu. 

All four 

21a. Belong to the beings of Kamadhatu.127 

Three can be produced only by human beings of the three 
Dvlpas. Once produced, they can be manifested among the gods. 
The fourth can be produced by the gods. 

Three, acquired by men and women, can be found in a male or 
female body.128 

21a-b. Women obtain the Supreme Worldly Dharmas 
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destined to be found in female and male bodies. 

Acquired by a female, the Supreme Worldly Dharmas will be 
found in a female body [=their present body] and in a male body 
[=the body that the female will necessarily produce in a new 
existence]; acquired by a male, it will only be found in a male 
body,--for there is, from the fact of the Supreme Worldly 
Dharmas, destruction {apratisamkhydnirodha, ii.55d) of the 
quality of female. 

How are the nirvedhabhdgiyas lost? 

21c-d. The Aryan loses them by losing the sphere.129 

When the Aryan loses the sphere in which he has obtained the 
nirvedhabhdgiyas, he loses the nirvedhabhdgiyas. He does not lose 
them in any other way, through death or through falling. One 
sphere is lost by passing into another sphere, [and not through 
detachment from the said sphere]. 

2Id. The non-Aryan, through death.130 

The Prthagjana, whether or not he has passed to another 
sphere, loses them by abandoning the nikdyasabhdga. 

22a. He also loses the first two through falling away. 

The Prthagjana loses the first two through death and through 
falling away. The Aryan does not fall from out of the first two, and 
the Prthagjana does not fall from out of the last two. 
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22b. When they belong to the fundamental Dhyanas, the 
Seeing of the Truths arises from this seeing.131 

He who has produced the nirvedhabhagiyas by cultivating the 
fundamental Dhyanas, shall certainly see the Truths in this very 
same life, because his disgust with existence is very strong. 

22c. Lost, they are acquired anew. 

When the nirvedhabhagiyas have been lost and are acquired 
anew, one acquires them afresh, like the Pratimoksa discipline 
(iv.38); one does not acquired the nirvedhabhagiyas previously 
abandoned.132 Because they have not been habitually cultivated, 
they are not obtained through detachment; and because they are 
realized through effort, they are not regained once they are lost. 

If the ascetic meets a master possessing knowledge resulting 
from resolution {pranidhijndna, vii.37),133 he produced the 
nirvedhabhagiyas beginning from the one which, having been 
acquired, had been lost. If he does not meet him, he should produce 
the nirvedhabhagiyas from the beginning. 

* * * 

We have seen that the Aryan discards the nirvedhabhagiyas, 
whereas the Prthagjana loses them through falling. One distin
guished loss {vihdni) and loss through falling {parihani): these are 
two types of loss, hdni. What do they consist of? 

22d. The two losses are non-possession.134 

Loss through falling necessarily results from the defilements; 
but not unqualified loss {vihdni), which can result from a quality, 
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for example, the loss of the quality of Prthagjana at the production 
of the Path, etc.135 

* * * 

Even though he may lose it through falling, whoever obtains 
Heat is destined to attain Nirvana. 

But what is the distinction between Heat and the moksabhdg-
tyas (iv.l25c-d, vi.24, vii.30)? 

Whoever plants a root of good which should end in Nirvana 
(nirvdnabhdgiya) will obtain Nirvana. If there is no obstacle, Heat 
is quite close to the Seeing of the Truths. 

23a. He who has attained the Summits does not cut off the 
roots. 

Even though he may lose them by falling, he who has obtained 
the Summits does not cut off the roots of good (iv.79); but he can 
go to the painful realms of rebirth and commit mortal transgres
sions (iv.96). 

23b. He who obtains the Patience does not go to the painful 
realms of rebirth. 

He who loses the Patience through simple loss, vihdni, does 
not go to the painful realms of rebirth, because he is removed from 
the actions and the defilements which lead to them. 

When one obtains Patience, and enters into the conditions not 
to be produced,136 there are certain realms of rebirth, wombs, 
rebirths, bodily forms, existences and defilements that no longer 
arise for him: the painful realms of rebirth, the womb of an egg, or 
moisture; rebirth among the Asamjfiisattvas, the Uttarakurus, or 
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the Mahabrahmas:137 bodies of the two types of eunuchs, and 
androgynous bodies; the eighth, ninth rebirth, etc.;138 and those 
defilements which are abandoned by the Seeing of the Truths 
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 165b6). 

The abandoning is in relation to the degree of the Patience: 
through weak Patience, the painful realms of rebirth enter into the 
condition of not arising;... through strong Patience, all of the bad 
dharmas mentioned above.139 

* * * 

The nirvedhabhagiyas are of three types by reason of the 
distinction of the three gotras or families.140 The ascetic belongs to 
the family of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas or Buddhas; and Heat, 
the Summits, etc., are of the family of the ascetic who cultivates 
them. 

23c-d. One can attain two nirvedhabhagiyas of the Sravaka 
family, and become a Buddha. 

It is possible for a person who belongs to the Sravaka family to 
attain in this family the Heat and the Summits, and to become a 
Buddha. But once Patience is acquired, this is no longer possible 
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 352al4), because the future painful rebirths 
are destroyed by the possession of the Patience. Now the 
Bodhisattvas, with the intention of being useful to their fellow 
creatures, go to the painful realms of rebirth.141 Such is the 
explanation of the Vaibhasikas. 

We say however that a person of the Sravaka family, once he 
acquires Patience, cannot become a Buddha, because the Sravaka 
family, once penetrated and confirmed by the Patience, can no 
longer be modified. 
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23d. One can attain three, and become the other.142 

"The other" in relation to the Buddha, is the Pratyekabuddha. 
A person of the Sravaka family can attain for a second time from 
this family the first three nirvedhabhdgtyas and become a 
Pratyekabuddha.143 

The nirvadhabhdgiyas of the Buddha family and of the 
Pratyekabuddha family are not susceptible of being attained a 
second time. 

24a-b. The Master and the Rhinoceros go as far as Bodhi in 
one sitting, by relying on the last Dhyana.144 

"The Master" is the Buddha. "The Rhinoceros" is one who 
resembles a rhinoceros, that is, the Pratyekabuddha. Both abide in 
the Fourth Dhyana because this Dhyana is an absorption free from 
all agitation and sharpness.145 "In one sitting", without rising from 
it, they go from the nirvedhabhdgtyas to the arising of Bodhi.146 

We shall see later (iv.67) that Bodhi is the knowledge of 
extinction {ksayajndna) and the knowledge of non-arising 
(anutpddajndna). 

According to others (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 352al7), the sitting 
begins with the visualization of loathsome things. For the 
Abhidharmikas who admit the existence of Pratyekabuddhas 
different from those likened to a rhinoceros,147 nothing prevents 
these other Pratyekabuddhas from changing their family.148 

* * * 

Does the preparation for the nirvedhabhdgtyas and the 
production of the nirvedhabhdgtyas take place in the same 
existence? 
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This is not possible. Of necessity, one must produce 

24c. First, the moksabhdgiyas.149 

Of them all 

24d. The most rapid obtains deliverance in three existen
ces.150 

The planting of the seed, the growth of the plant, and the 
production of the fruit: three different stages. In this same way, in 
Religion,151 the series gradually enters, matures, and is delivered: 
first existence, to plant the so-called moksabhdgiya roots of good; 
second, to produce the nirvedhabhdgiyas; and third, to produce the 
Path.152 

* *# 

The School admits (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 35al2) that the 
moksabhdgiyas 

25a. Arise from hearing and reflection.153 

But not from absorption or meditation. How many types of 
actions can be moksabhdgiya? 

25a. The three actions. 

But primarily mental action. Bodily action and vocal action are 
also moksabhdgiya when they are embraced by the resolution 
(pranidhdna) for deliverance; this resolution is a type of volition 
{cetand, ii.24): by giving alms, a bodily action, by obliging oneself 
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to observe a rule, a vocal action, or by studying a stanza of four 
pddas,154 one projects a moksabhdgtya, when the force of the desire 
for deliverance comes to qualify these actions.155 

25b. Projected among humans. 

Only persons of the three Dvlpas project or plant the 
moksabhdgiyas. In fact, disgust, or intelligence (prajna), or disgust 
and intelligence are absent among the gods, among beings in hell, 
and among the inhabitants of Uttarakuru.156 

* *# 

We have only incidentally treated of the moksabhdgiyas; but 
we have to explain the progressive order of the comprehension of 
the Truths {satydbhisamaya) and we have followed this order to 
the Supreme Worldly Dharmas. We must now teach the rest. 

25c-d. Frorp out of the Supreme Worldly Dharmas there 
proceeds one Patience, a Patience having the dharmas for 
its object, which is pure.157 

Exactly one Patience having Dharma Knowledge for its aspect 
(dharmajndnaksdnti)1™ immediately follows the Supreme Worldly 
Dharmas. What is its object? 

26a. Bearing on the suffering of Kamadhatu.159 

Its object is the suffering of Kamadhatu. Therefore it is called 
Duhkhe Dharmajndnaksdnti, the Patience that has the Dharma 
Knowledge of Suffering for its object.160 

In order to indicate that it is pure, it is qualified by its 
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outflowing result (nisyanda, ii.26c-d) which is a Dharma Knowl
edge {dharmajndna) .161 The expression dharmajnanaksdnti 
therefore signifies: a ksdnti or Patience which produces a 
dharmajndna (Dharma Knowledge), which has for its intention 
and result a Dharma Knowledge. In the same way that a tree 
which bears flowers or fruit is called a puspavrksa or a phalavrksa. 

This Patience is the entry into niyama, for it is the entry into 
the certitude (niyama) of the acquisition of absolute good or 
samyaktva. What is samyaktva? The Sutra says that it is Nirva
na.162 Niyama or absolute determination with regard to the 
samyaktva is called niydma,m and also niyama.16* 

Entering into this absolute determination of the acquisition of 
samyaktva is the arriving, the taking possession of (prdpti). Once 
this possession arises, the ascetic is an Aryan. 

It is in a future state, that is, in its arising state, that this 
Patience brings about the cessation of the quality of Prthagjana;165 

for it is admitted that in a future state it possesses this efficacy, 
which does not belong to any other dharma; in the same way that 
a future lamp destroys darkness, and in the same way that a future 
arising laksana (ii.45c-d) causes arising. 

According to other masters,166 the Supreme Worldly Dharmas 
bring about the cessation of the quality of Prthagjana. 

An inadmissible opinion, since these dharmas are Prthagjana 
dharmas. 

This objection does not hold, for these dharmas are in 
contradiction to the quality of Prthagjana: this is as if someone 
climbed onto the shoulders of his enemy and killed him. 

According to others,167 the quality of Prthagjana ceases both by 
the Supreme Worldly Dharmas, which take the place of the 
Irresistible Path (dnantaryamdrga), and by the Patience which 
takes the place of the Path of Deliverance (vimuktimdrga, 
vi.28a-b). By the first, the quality of Prthagjana is in the process of 
being abandoned (prahtyate)9 and by the second, it is abandoned 
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iprahma). 

26a-b. From this, a Dharma Knowledge having the same 
object. 

Immediately after the Patience that has the Dharma Knowl
edge of Suffering for its object there arises a Dharma Knowledge 
having for its object the suffering of Kamadhatu. It is called the 
Dharma Knowledge of Suffering. 

The qualification of "pure" applied to the first Patience holds 
for all of the following Patiences. The knowledge in question is 
therefore pure. 

* * * 

In this same way there arises one Patience that has the Dharma 
Knowledge for its object and a Dharma Knowledge relating to the 
suffering of Kamadhatu. 

26b-c. In the same way, relating to the rest of suffering, one 
consecutive Patience and a Knowledge. 

Immediately following the Dharma Knowledge of Suffering, 
there arises one Patience of Consecutive Knowledge, having a 
composite object, bearing on the Suffering of Rupadhatu and 
Arupyadhatu. It is called duhkhe'nvayajnanaksanti (the Patience 
which consists of Consecutive Knowledge of Suffering). From this 
Patience there arises a consecutive Knowledge which receives the 
name of Consecutive Knowledge of Suffering. 

Dharma Knowledge, or Knowledge of the Dharmas (dharmaj-
nana) is so-called because it is the first knowledge which the ascetic 
obtains, since the origin of time, on the nature of the dharmas, 
suffering, etc. Consecutive Knowledge (anvayajndna) is so-called 
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because it has the Dharma Knowledge for its cause (tadanvaya = 
taddhetuka), and because it knows the Truth in question as does 
Dharma Knowledge. 

* * * 

In the same way that, relating to the Truth of Suffering, four 
dharmas have arisen, two Patiences and two Knowledges, 

26d. In that same way, relating to the three other Truths. 

When, immediately after the Consecutive Knowledge of 
Suffering, there has arise a Patience of Dharma Knowledge 
bearing on origin in Kamadhatu, from this Patience there arises a 
Dharma Knowledge of Origin; in the same way, by the immediate 
succession of arising, there arises a Patience of Consecutive 
Knowledge, bearing on the rest of origin, and a Consecutive 
Knowledge of Origin. There arises one Patience of Dharma 
Knowledge, bearing on the extinction of suffering in Kamadhatu, 
and the Dharma Knowledge of Extinction. There then arises one 
Patience of Consecutive Knowledge, bearing on the rest of 
extinction, and the Consecutive Knowledge of Extinction. 

There then arises one Patience of Dharma Knowledge bearing 
on the path which is opposed to the suffering of Kamadhatu, and 
the Dharma Knowledge of the Path. There then arises one 
Patience of Consecutive Knowledge bearing on the rest of the 
Path, and the Consecutive Knowledge of the Path. 

27a-b. In this way, the comprehension of the Truths 
consists of sixteen mental states.168 

In this order, the comprehension of the Truths (satyabhisa-
maya) is made up of sixteen mental states. 
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, According to other schools,169 the comprehension of the 
Truths is single, "unique."170 One should examine what is their 
point of view. For it is without making any distinctions that we 
have spoken of this comprehension [by saying that it is made up of 
sixteen mental states]. If one were to distinguish,171 

27b. It is threefold: insight, application, and result. 

Insight comprehension {darsandbhisamaya) is the comprehen
sion of the Truths by one pure prajna. 

Application comprehension (alambandbhisamaya) is the 
comprehension of the Truths by this pfajnd and also by the 
dharmas associated with this prajna.112 

Resultant comprehension (kdrydbhisamayd) is the comprehen
sion of the Truths by this prajndy by the dharmas which are 
associated with it, and also by the dharmas not associated with it 
but which accompany it, for example, morality, the arising laksana 
(ii.45c), etc.173 

When the ascetic sees suffering, the three comprehensions take 
place relative to suffering;174 the third comprehension takes place 
relative to the other Truths, for origin is abandoned, extinction is 
experienced, and the path cultivated.175 

Stated in this way, if the partisan of a single, unique compre
hension intends to speak of comprehension which consists of the 
seeing of the Truths, his thesis is inadmissible, by reason of the 
varity of the aspects (viLlOc): one does not see origin, etc., under 
the aspects of suffering. 

But, he would say, one sees all the Truths under the aspect of 
non-self. 

If this were the case, then one would not see the Truths under 
the aspects of suffering, etc.; and this hypothesis contradicts the 
Sutra which says, "The Sravaka, when he judges suffering as 
suffering, or origin as origin, or extinction as extinction, or path as 
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path, there is then for him discernment of the dharmas associated 
with these pure judgments . . ,"176 

[But, would he not say that this declaration of the Sutra refers 
to the preparatory period, before comprehension? 

This is inadmissible, for there is no pure judgment in this 
period.] 

But, he would say, does this declaration refer to the Path of 
Meditation, to the period during which one meditates on, and 
cultivates the Truths already seen? 

This is inadmissible, for one cultivates the Truths in the same 
manner in which one has seen them. 

If the partisans of a single, unique comprehension pretend that 
this comprehension is unique because the ascetic who sees one 
Truth obtains mastery with respect to the others, this is to say that, 
through the seeing of the Truth of Suffering, the ascetic obtains 
the capacity of experiencing the seeing of the other Truths without 
any new preparatory exercise,—and this we approve. Nevertheless, 
one should examine whether there is produced, or not, in the 
interval, a departing from the comprehension.177 

But if the partisans of a single comprehension affirm the unity 
of comprehension because suffering is perfectly known, origin is 
abandoned, extinction realized, and the path cultivated, then this 
we approve, for we have said that when one Truth is seen, there is 
resultant comprehension with regard to the three others.178 

Objection: If you approve this opinion, you contradict the Sutra 
which teaches gradual (kramena) comprehension. It is with 
reference to insight comprehension that the Sutra teaches the 
gradual comprehension of the Truths, "Oh householder, compre
hension is not unique, but gradual (anupurva)... " and the rest; in 
all there are three Sutras accompanied by examples.179 

But, one would say,180 the Sutra says that "one who is free from 
perplexity and doubt with regard to suffering is also free from 
perplexity and doubt with regard to the Buddha/' Therefore 
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comprehension is not gradual, but single and unique.181 

This objection does not hold: for this Sutra means to say that 
when suffering is understood, the perplexity and the doubt relative 
to the Buddha does not become active and will necessarily be 
abandoned. 

* * * 

We have seen that comprehension consists of sixteen mental 
states. 

27d. It is of the same sphere as the Supreme Worldly 
Dharmas.182 

These sixteen mental states are of the same sphere as the 
Supreme Worldly Dharmas. We have seen that these can be of six 
spheres (20c-d). 

*** 

Why are there necessarily Patiences and Knowledges? 

28a-b. The Patiences and Knowledges are, in this order, the 
Irresistible Path and the Path of Deliverance.183 

The Patiences cannot be hindered (antarayitum asakyatvdt) in 
their cutting off of the possession of the defilements; they are 
therefore, according to Panini, iii.3.171-2, the Irresistible Path 
{dnantaryamdrga). 

The Knowledges arise among the persons who are thus 
delivered from the possession of the defilements, at the same time 
as does possession of disconnection from the defilements 
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{visamyoga, i.6a, ii.55d): they are therefore the Path of Deliver
ance (vimuktimdrga).184 

As a consequence there is Patience and Knowledge, in the same 
way that there are two actions: expelling the thief, and closing the 
door.185 

If the possession of disconnection takes place only with the 
second Patience or second Irresistible Path [=the Patience that has 
the Consecutive Knowledge of Suffering as its object], then the 
Knowledge,--which is free from doubt (vii.l)—will not arise 
having the same object of the first Irresistible Path, namely the 
suffering of Kamadhatu. 

But if the defilements are abandoned by means of the Patiences 
(v.6), is there not a contradiction with the text of the Sastra, 
"There are nine categories of bonds"?186 

No, for the Patiences are the attendants of the Knowledges; 
the Sastra attributes the very same work of the Patiences to the 
Knowledges, in the way that one says that the king does that which 
is done by his men.187 

* * * 

From the fact that they all see the Truths, does it follow that 
the sixteen mental states of comprehension are the Path of 
Seeing? 

28c-d. Because they are produced within anyone who sees 
that which has not been seen, fifteen moments are the Path 
of Seeing.188 

Fifteen moments, from the Patience that has the Dharma 
Knowledge of Suffering for its object to the Patience of Consecu
tive Knowledge that has the Path for its object, constitute the Path 
of Seeing. Why? Because the seeing of what has not been seen 
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continues.189 

In the sixteenth moment there is nothing more to see which 
has not been seen. This moment meditates on the Truth as it has 
been seen,190 and so forms part of the Path of Meditation. 

But, one would say, the sixteenth moment sees the fifteenth 
moment, the Patience that has the Consecutive Knowledge of the 
Path as its object, which has not been seen previously.191 

Without doubt; but that to which it refers is the knowledge as 
to whether the Truth [of the Path] has been seen or not, not 
whether a moment [of the said Truth] has been seen or not. The 
fact that a moment has not been seen does not create the fact that 
the Truth has not been seen, in the same way that a field is not 
unharvested because one stalk remains to be cut.192 

Furthermore, the sixteenth moment, the Consecutive Knowl
edge of the Path forms part of the Path of Meditation: a. because it 
constitutes a result, a srdmanyaphala (vi.51); b. because it embraces 
meditation, the possession or acquisition of the eight Knowledges 
and the sixteen aspects, [in contrast to the Path of Seeing, vii.21]; 
c. because it embraces the abandoning of a Path, the path of a 
follower; and d. because it belongs to a series.193 

Objection: The sixteenth moment should be considered as 
forming part of the Path of Seeing, because it is certainly free from 
falling away. And its non-falling away results from the fact that it 
supports or confirms the abandoning of the defilements aban
doned through the Path of Seeing. 

If you maintain that, for this reason, the sixteenth moment is 
of the Path of Seeing, this then leads to absurd consequences: the 
sixteenth moment and the following, and also the seeing of the 
Truths the second day and following, will be the Path of Seeing, for 
they also confirm the abandoning of the defilements abandoned 
through the Path of Seeing. 

How is it that the first seven Knowledges are of the Path of 
Seeing and not the eighth? In fact, all eight see what has been seen 
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through the Patience which precedes. 

Because the seeing of the Truths has not been finished: it is 
completed in the fifteenth moment. The first seven Knowledges 
are of the Path of Seeing because, the seeing of the Truths not 
being finished, they are produced in the interval, that is, either in 
the course of the Path of Seeing, or between two Patiences. 

* * * 

We have explained how the Path of Seeing and the Path of 
Meditation arise. We should now define the persons (pudgala) in 
whom the Noble Path arises. In the course of the fifteen moments 
which are the nature of the Path of Seeing, 

29a-b. In these moments, the ascetics of weak and sharp 
faculties are respectively Sraddhanusarin and Dharmanusa
rin.194 

Placed in these moments, the ascetic with weak faculties is 
called a Sraddhanusarin; the ascetic with sharp faculties is called a 
Dharmanusarin. Here the word "faculties" (indriyas) signifies the 
faculties of faith, absorption, etc.195 

The term Sraddhanusarin is explained etymologically: srad-
dhayd anusdrah = sraddh anusdrah, "pursuit by reason of faith"; one 
in whom there is this pursuit, or in whom the habit is to pursue by 
reason of faith, is called a Sraddhanusarin, because, first,196 he has 
pursued the Truth [that is to say: to become conscious of the 
Truths] under the impulse of another, through confidence in 
another (see vi.63). 

Dharmanusarin is explained in the same way: dharmair 
anusdrah = dharmdnusarah, "pursuit by means of the dharmas .. . 
It is by himself, by means of the dharmas, that is, by means of the 
twelvefold Scripture, Sutra, etc. (see vi.63a-c), that this ascetic has 
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first pursued the Truth. 

These two ascetics, 

29c-d. If they have not abandoned the defilements to be 
abandoned through Meditation, they are candidates for the 
first result.197 

"The first result", that is, the first of the results, the state of 
Srotaapanna which is in fact the first resultant state in the order of 
acquisition. 

If the Sraddhanusarin and the Dharmanusarin have not 
previously abandoned, by the worldly path (vi.49), any category of 
the defilements to be abandoned through Meditation, and as a 
consequence are found to be "bound by all the bonds" {sakalaband-
hana, ii. English translation, note 184), they are candidates for the 
state of Srotaapanna from the time in which they entered the Path 
of Seeing. 

30a. Up to the abandoning of the five categories. 

If they have, through the worldly path, abandoned the first, 
second, third, fourth or fifth category of the defilements of 
Kamadhatu to be abandoned through Meditation, once having 
entered the Path of Seeing, they are the same candidates for the 
first state. 

30b. Candidates for the second, until the abandoning of the 
ninth category. 

But if they have previously abandoned the sixth, seventh, or 
eighth category, they are candidates for the second state, that is, for 
the state of Sakrdagamin. 
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30c-d. Candidates for the third, through detachment either 
with respect to Kamadhatu, or with respect to higher 
spheres. 

In the case (1) where they are detached from Kamadhatu 
through the abandoning of the ninth category of defilements of 
Kamadhatu to be abandoned through Meditation, (2) or they are 
detached with respect to the higher spheres up to and including 
Akincanyayatana, they are candidates for the third state, that is, for 
the state of Anagamin. (See ii.l6c, English translation, p. 177-178, 
vi, p. 985). 

31a-b. In the sixteenth moment, the ascetic becomes an 
abider in the state for which he was a candidate. 

In the sixteenth moment, these two ascetics no longer bear the 
name of Sraddhanusarin or Dharmanusarin; they no longer bear 
the name of candidates. They are "abiders in a result": candidates 
for the state of Srotaapanna, Sakrdagamin, or Anagamin, now 
become Srotaapannas, Sakrdagamins, or Anagamins. 

The quality of Arhat cannot be acquired directly, that is to say 
without the state of Anagamin first being acquired--,for, on the 
one hand, the defilements abandoned through meditation cannot 
be abandoned through the Path of Seeing (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
265cl3) and, on the other hand, there cannot have been detach
ment by a worldly path previous to Naivasamjnanasamjfiayatana. 
(See v. English translation note 27, and above p. 951). 

31c-d. At this moment, the ascetics with weak and sharp 
faculties become respectively Sraddhadhimukta or Drsti-
prapta.198 

The ascetic with weak faculties, who was a Sraddhanusarin, 
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now takes the name of Sraddhadhimukta (vi.56, 63). The ascetic 
with sharp faculties, who was a Dharmanusarin, now takes the 
name of Drstiprapta. When faith (sraddha) predominates [in the 
ascetic with weak faculties], the ascetic is informed by his 
aspiration (adhimoksa): he is therefore called a Sraddha-adhi-
mukta. When prajnd predominates [in the ascetic with sharp 
faculties] the ascetic is informed by speculative views (drsti): he is 
therefore called a Drstiprapta. (vi.57, 61, 63a-c) 

By what reason does the ascetic who has abandoned the first 
categories [from one to five] of the defilements of Kamadhatu 
abandoned through meditation, become, in the sixteenth moment, 
a Srotaapanna and not a candidate for the state of Sakrdagamin? 
The same question is posed for the ascetic who has abandoned the 
sixth, seventh, and eighth categories, and who in the sixteenth 
moment, becomes a Sakrdagamin and not a candidate for the state 
of AnSgamin; and also for the ascetic who has abandoned the 
higher categories of the defilements, and who, in the sixteenth 
moment, becomes an Anagamin and not a candidate for the state 
of Arhat. 

32. At the moment of the acquisition of a result, the ascetic 
does not acquire the path of a higher result; consequently 
the abider in a result does not exert himself with a view to a 
higher progress, and he is not a candidate for a result. 

Upon the acquisiton of a result, one does not acquire a path 
higher than this state (vi.65b-d), for example, upon the acquisition 
of Srotaapanna, one does not obtain the path of Sakrdagamin: such 
is this principle. As a consequence, the abider in a result, as long as 
he does not exert himself with a view to a higher progress for the 
acquisition of a new state, that is, as long as he does not cultivate 
the preparatory exercises which have for their result the abandon
ing of the defilements not yet abandoned and which is the cause of 
the acquisition of a new state, this resident is not a candidate for 
this new state. 
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Nevertheless, the ascetic who, [previously] detached from the 
Third Dhyana [by a worldly path], enters into niydma (vi.26a) or 
the Path of Seeing in a sphere lower than this Dhyana [that is, in 
anagamya, the First or Second Dhyana, or an intermediate state], 
certainly realizes a path higher than the result. If it were 
otherwise, then if he were reborn in a higher sphere [the Fourth 
Dhyana or the Arupyas], he would not be in possession of the 
faculty of happiness (sukhendriya. viii.9).199 (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 
464b8; Jnanaprasthana, TD 26, p. 947a5). 

* * * 

We have defined the persons who enter into niyarna, either by 
their being bhuyovitardga, that is, detached from the sixth, 
seventh, and eighth categories of defilements of Kamadhatu, or by 
their being kamavitaraga, that is, completely detached from 
Kamadhatu (ii.l6c, English translation, p. 178). 

We must now study the ascetic who proceeds gradually. To this 
end, the following point should be established. 

* * * 

As the defilements of Kamadhatu are divided into nine 
categories, 

33a-b. Each sphere has nine categories of vices. 

Each sphere, up to and including Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana. 
As each sphere has nine categories of vices, 

33b. So too there are nine categories of qualities. 
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Each sphere has nine categories of qualities which are as many 
as the paths, the Irresistible Paths and the Paths of Deliverance, 
opposed to these said vices. How is this? 

33c-d. By distinguishing weak, etc., in the categories of 
weak, medium, and strong.200 

There are three fundamental categories, weak, medium, and 
strong. Each one of these is divided into weak, medium, and 
strong; this gives us nine categories: weak-weak, weak-medium, 
weak-strong, medium-weak, medium-medium, medium-strong, 
strong-weak, strong-medium, and strong-strong. 

The weak-weak path has the power to bring about the 
abandoning of the strong-strong defilement; and so on to: the 
strong-strong path has the power to bring about the abandoning of 
the weak-weak defilement. For it is impossible for the strong-
strong path to be produced from the very beginning; and it is 
impossible that there would be a strong-strong defilement when 
there is a strong-strong path. 

In the same way, when one washes a piece of cloth, the greater 
stains are washed out first and only lastly the subtle stains; so too a 
great darkness is vanquished by a small light, whereas a great light 
is required to get rid of a small amount of darkness. Such are the 
types of examples that one can supply.201 

An Aryan path, although momentary and weak, is capable of 
uprooting the defilements which have accrued through a succes
sion of their causes in eternal transmigration- his path cuts off the 
possessions of the defilements which are similar to roots—for the 
white dharmas are powerful, whereas the black dharmas are 
weak.202 In this same way, the vices of wind, the bile, etc., 
accumulated over a long period of time, are gotten rid of by one 
grain of powder of the trivrt root (trivrtkarsa); so too a great 
darkness is broken up by a small, momentary light. 
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*** 

There are therefore nine categories of defilements abandoned 
through meditation. 

34a-b. The abider in a result who has not destroyed that 
which one should abandon through meditation is a Sap-
takrtparamah.203 

The abider in a result who has not even abandoned one 
category of the defilements abandoned through meditation is a 
Srotaapanna; as he can be reborn seven times but no more, he is an 
"at the most seven times." As it is not an absolute rule that he will 
be reborn seven times, one says, "at the most." The expression of 
the Sutra, saptakrtvah paramah, signifies "there is rebirth for him 
seven times at the most/' The word paramah is understood as 
prakarsena ("at a maximum"). 

Srotaapanna: the river or stream (srotas), the stream of 
Nirvana, the path, for one goes by means of a stream. The ascetic 
who has entered into it, who has arrived at it and who has attained 
it, is called "one who has entered into the stream" {srota-apan-
na).204 

Objection: How can one enter it? Would one say that it is by 
the obtaining of the first path? Then the eighth saint205 would be a 
Srotaapanna. Would one say that it is by the obtaining of the first 
state? Then the bhuyovltaraga and the kamavitaraga, when they 
acquire the first state which they acquire, would be Srotaapannas; 
but you have said that they are, respectively, Sakrdagamins and 
Anagamins (vi.30b-d). 

We would answer: The ascetic enters into the stream by the 
obtaining of the first state; but this does not refer to the state that 
a certain saint can acquire first, but to the state that one acquires 
first when one passes through all of the states. 
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But why is not the eighth saint a Srotaapanna, for he has 
entered into the stream of the Noble Path? 

Because it is at the sixteenth moment, that of the Consecutive 
Knowledge of the Path, that one possesses (1) both the path of the 
candidate, consisting of fifteen moments, and the path of the state, 
(2) and the Path of Seeing and the Path of Meditation; (3) because 
then one comprehends the "stream," that is, the Path in its 
entirety, up to and including the fifteenth moment. 

* * * 

The Vaibhasikas206 say: Independently of the present existence, 
the Srotaapanna again takes up birth among humans, seven 
existences properly so-called, and seven intermediate existences 
(antarabhava, iii.10); and in this same way, he again takes up birth 
among the gods. That is, he takes up birth up to twenty-eight 
existences. Yet, as he has everywhere the series of seven 
existences, the ascetic is said to be "reborn at the most seven 
times"; the same way that a Bhiksu is called "wise in seven things" 
(saptasthanakusala)201 when he knows the "groups of seven"; so 
too a tree is termed "having seven leaves" (saptaparna) because its 
buds produce some seven leaves.208 

Objection: But the Sutra says, "It is absolutely impossible for a 
saint (pudgala) possession views (drsfisampanna)209 to produce an 
eighth existence."210 And this text is in contradiction to the 
doctrine of the Vaibhasikas. 

No, they answer, for this text should be understood: "He does 
not produce an eighth existence in the same realm of rebirth." Or, 
if one wants to hold to the letter of the Sutra: "Having transmi
grated, having passed seven times both among the gods and 
among humans, he will realize the end of suffering,"211 one should 
conclude that the heavenly and human rebirths are not preceded by 
any intermediate existences (antarabhava), since the Sutra speaks 
only of gods and humans. 
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Taking up the objection again, if one should understand: "He 
does not produce an eighth existence in the same realm of rebirth," 
how does it happen that an Urdhvasrotas of the Bhavagraparama 
class (vi.38b)212 is reborn eight times in the same realm of its 
rebirth? 

The Vaibhasikas answer that the text which denies an eighth 
rebirth refers only to an eighth rebirth in Kamadhatu. 

But what text and what reasoning prove that this text refers 
only to Kamadhatu? And what proves that the saint transmigrates 
seven times, among the gods on the one hand, and among humans 
on the other, and not seven times in all among both? The text has, 
in fact, "Having transmigrated seven times among gods and 
among humans." 

The Kasyaplyas read, "Having transmigrated seven times 
among gods, and seven times among humans (saptakrtvo devan 
saptakrtvo manusyan)" There is therefore no reason to attach any 
importance to the preceding question.213 

### 

He who becomes a Srotaapanna as a human will return to be 
among humans in order to obtain Nirvana; he who becomes a 
Srotaapanna as a god will return to be among the gods in order to 
obtain Nirvana. 

*## 

Why is a Srotaapanna not reborn an eighth time? Because, in 
this limit of time, in the course of seven existences, his series is 
necessarily matured. Such is the nature of the Path: so too, such is 
the nature of the venom of the "seven-footed serpent" that a 
person bitten dies after having walked only seven paces; such is the 
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nature of this illness that the four-day fever returns during each of 
the four days (see note 210). 

214He does not obtain Nirvana in less time because some seven 
bonds remain, two of the avarabhdgiya or lower class, namely 
sensual desire (kdmacchanda) and anger (vydpdda), and five of the 
urdhvabhdgiya or higher class, namely two cravings (rdga) [in 
Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu], dissipation (auddhhatya), pride 
(mana), and delusion (moha) (v.43). Because, even though he 
realizes the Noble Path [of Sakrdagamin or Anagamin], he does 
not obtain Nirvana in the interval by reason of the force of the 
actions which should be rewarded in the course of the seven 
existences. 

If a Buddha has not arisen in the period when one should 
obtain Nirvana, it is as a householder that he will obtain the 
quality of Arhat, but he does not then remain as a householder: by 
the force of dharmatd, that is, by the force of the Path of the Arhat 
or the Asaiksa, he is endowed with the marks of a Bhiksu;215 

according to other masters, with the marks of a non-Buddhist 
Bhiksu. 

* * * 

Why is the Srotaapanna declared to be an avinipdtadharman, 
"one incapable of falling into a painful realm of rebirth'* 
(apdya)?216 

Because he does not accumulate actions which cause him to fall 
into it; because, by the actions of this type which have already been 
previously accumulated, his mind has become refractory to the 
maturation of these actions, being perfumed by the powerful roots 
of good by reason of the purity of his behavior, and by reason of 
the purity of his sentiments with regard to the Three Jewels.217 

A person who has accumulated an action which should 
necessarily mature in a painful realm of rebirth cannot even 
produce Patience (vi.18), much less the pure Path.218 
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There is a stanza, "The ignorant, if they have committed only a 
small transgression, go below; the wise, if they have committed a 
great transgression, avoid painful rebirth. A small mass of iron, in 
a mass, sinks; the same iron, in a greater mass but fashioned into a 
bowl, floats/'219 The Sutra employs the expression, "The SrotaS-
panna . . . puts an end to suffering (duhkhasyantam karoti)." What 
does "the end of suffering" mean? Suffering beyond which there is 
no more suffering. This means that the saint causes suffering to no 
more arise. Or rather the end of suffering is Nirvana. How can one 
"make" Nirvana?220 By clearing away the obstacles to Nirvana; 
[these obstacles are the possession of defilements or upadhi]. In 
the same way that one says, "Make some space! Make the house 
fall down!" (akdfam kuru mandapam pdtaya). There are persons 
other than the Srotaapanna who will be reborn seven times at the 
most: the Prthagjana whose mind is matured. But there is no fixed 
principle here: this Prthagjana can obtain Nirvana in this life, or 
in an intermediate existence, etc. Consequently we do not speak of 
this here. 

* * * 

The abider in a state within whom no category of the 
defilements abandoned through meditation is destroyed is, as we 
have seen, a Saptakrtvahparama. 

34c-d. Delivered from three or four categories, destined for 
two or three rebirths, he is a Kulamkula.221 

The Srotaapanna becomes a Kulamkula, "one who goes from 
family to family," (1) from the point of view of the abandoning of 
the defilements, through the abandoning of three or four 
categories of defilements of Kamadhatu; (2) from the point of 
view of the indriyas or moral faculties, through the acquisition of 
pure faculties opposed to these defilements; or (3) from the point 
of view of existences, because there remain only two or three 
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more rebirths for him.222 

In the Karika only two of these causes are mentioned. For, 
from the fact that the Srotaapanna abandons the defilements after 
the acquisition of his state, one concludes, without one having to 
say so, that he acquires the pure faculties opposed to these 
defilements. But the number of rebirths is indicated: in fact, after 
having acquired the state of Srotaapanna, the saint is capable of 
obtaining the quality of Sakrdagamin, Anagamin, or Arhat, and the 
number of his rebirths will be found, from this fact, to be either 
more or less. 

Why does the Srotaapanna who abandons the fifth category 
not become a Kulamkula? 

Because, when the fifth category is abandoned, the sixth is also 
certainly abandoned, and the saint therefore becomes a Sakrda
gamin. In fact here one category of defilement is not capable of 
creating an obstacle to the acquisition of a state, as in the case of 
one who is separated by only one more rebirth from Nirvaa (an 
Ekavlcika, vi.36a-c): the reason is that here the saint, by acquiring a 
new state, does not pass into another sphere of existence or 
Dhatu.223 

A Kulamkula is of two types:224 (1) a Devakulamkula, the saint 
who, having transmigrated to two or three families among the 
gods, attains Nirvana in the same heaven or in another;225 and (2) 
a Manusyakulamkula, the saint who, having transmigrated to two 
or three families among humans, attains Nirvana in this Dvlpa or 
in another. 

*#* 

The same abider 

35a-b. Who has conquered up to five categories, is a 
candidate for the second. 
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The abider who has abandoned from one to five categories of 
defilements is a candidate for the second state. 

35c-d. Having destroyed the sixth category, he is a 
Sakrdagamin. 

He obtains the second state. The Sakrdagamin, "the once-re-
turner," having gone to be among the gods, returns to be among 
humans, and has then no further rebirth: whence his name. The 
Sutra says that one becomes a Sakrdagamin "by reason of the 
weakness of lust, anger, and delusion," because only the three weak 
categories of these defilmeents remain.226 

* * * 

This abider in the state of Sakrdagamin, 

36a-c. Having destroyed seven or eight categories, and 
destined for one rebirth, is an Ekavicika; he is also a 
candidate for the third state.227 

This Sakrdagamin becomes an Ekavicika for three reasons, (1) 
because he abandons seven or eight categories of defilements; (2) 
because he acquires the faculties opposed to these defilements; and 
(3) because he has to be reborn only one more time. 

Why does the only category that remains to him, the ninth, 
create an obstacle to the acquisition of later states? Because the 
acquisition of this state involves passage to another sphere [to 
Rupadhatu]. We have seen (iv.107) that actions create obstacles in 
three circumstances: they hinder the acquisition of the Patience, 
the quality of Anagamin, and the quality of Arhat. Now this holds 
here for the defilements as for actions, for they refer to going 
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beyond the sphere where they should be manifested as the results 
of retribution—with respect to actions—and of outflowing—with 
respect to the defilements (ii.56). 

Vict signifies interval, separation. Nirvana is separated from 
this saint by one rebirth; the state of Anagamin is separated from 
this saint by one category of defilement: he is therefore termed an 
Ekavlcika. 

Having abandoned seven or eight categories of defilements, he 
is a candidate for the third state. 

He who—previously freed, through the worldly path, from 
three or four categories of defilements, or from seven or eight 
categories of defilements [of Kamadhatu]—, obtains a result [the 
state of Srotaapanna or Sakrdagamin according to his case], is not a 
Kulamkula and is not an Ekavlcika as long as he does not realize a 
path superior to the state acquired: in fact as long as the pure 
faculties, opposed to these categories of defilements, are absent in 
him (vi.32b-c). 

36d. He is an Anagamin by the destruction of the ninth 
category. 

This abider in a result, through the abandoning of the ninth 
category of the defilements of Kamadhatu—the weak-weak 
defilements,—becomes an Anagamin, because he is no longer 
reborn in Kamadhatu. The Sutra says that one becomes an 
Anagamin through the abandoning of the five so-called avarabhdg-
tya bonds (v.65a-c): we get the number five by adding all the bonds 
that the Anagamin is found to have abandoned (v.70a-b); 
according to his situation he has, in the first stage, abandoned two 
or three bonds.228 

37a-c. He is a saint who "obtains Nirvana in the interval/' 
"by arising," "with effort," "without effort," and "by going 
higher."229 
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"One who obtains Nirvana in the interval" (antardparinir-
vdyin) signifies one who attains Nirvana in the intermediate 
existence (iii.10, 12). The other terms are explained in the same 
way: one who attains Nirvana by being born (upapadyaparinir-
vdyin),250 and one [one who makes an effort] (sdbhisamskdrapari-
nirvdyin)>2n and one who does not make any effort {anabhisamskd -
raparinirvdyin). 

There are five types of Anagamins: an Antaraparinirvayin, an 
Upapadyaparinirvayin, a Sabhisamskaraparinirvayin, an Anabhi-
samskaraparinirvayin, and an Urdhvasrotas. 

The first one, who obtains Nirvana in the intermediate 
existence, is one who obtains Nirvana in an intermediate 
existence, by attaining it in Rupadhatu. 

The second one obtains Nirvana232 as soon as he is reborn, 
soon,233 through sopadbisesa Nirvana, Nirvana with remnant;234 

and because he is energetic and because the path is spontaneous, he 
realizes it by himself. 

According to other masters, he obtains nirupadhiiesa Nirvana, 
Nirvana without remnant, exactly like the first Anagamin, that is, 
having obtained the quality of Arhat, he obtains Nirvana without 
achieving his portion (=end) of life. 

This opinion is false, for this second Anagamin does not 
possess mastery relative to the abandoning of life, and this because 
this mastery does not belong to one who possesses prdntakopica-
turthadhydna (99.10a, vii.41a-c); this type of Dhyana exists only 
among humans of the three Dvlpas; and this Anagamin is born in 
Rupadhatu.235 

The third one, the Anagamin who obtains Nirvana with effort, 
obtains Nirvana after having been born, without relaxing his 
exercises, for he is energetic; with effort, for the Path is not 
spontaneous. The fourth one, who obtains Nirvana without effort, 
obtains Nirvana without effort, for he is not energetic, and the 
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Path is not spontaneous. Such are the definitions of these two 
saints according to the Vaibhasikas.236 

According to another opinion, the difference between the third 
and the fourth is that the former obtains Nirvana by a path having 
for its object conditioned things, namely suffering, its origin, and 
the Path; and the latter, by a path having for its object unconditi
oned things, namely Extinction or the Third Noble Truth. 

This opinion is not justified by reason of the consequences that 
it implies: the distinction would hold for the first two types of 
Anagamins also. 

In the Sutra (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 197a26), the Anagamin who 
obtains Nirvana without effort is listed before the Anagamin who 
obtains it with effort. This order is justified.237 In fact, for the first, 
the path is realized without abhisamskdra, being obtained without 
effort; it is thus"spontaneous." But, for the second, the path is 
realized by abhisamskara, being obtained with effort; therefore it is 
unspontaneous. 

For the Anagamin who obtains Nirvana through birth, the 
path is even more spontaneous, even stronger, and the latent 
defilements (anusayas) are even weaker. 

The fifth, the Urdhvasrotas,238 is the saint "for whom there is 
srotas, that is to say, gati or movement, to the height." Srotas and 
gati have the same meaning. He does not obtain Nirvana where he 
is reborn upon leaving Kamadhatu, but he goes higher. 

37c-d. When he combines his Dhyana, he is an Akanistha-
ga.239 

There are two types of Urdhvasrotas: either he combines his 
Dhyana and, as a consequence, he rises up to Akanistha Heaven 
and obtains Nirvana there; or he does not combine his Dhyana 
and, as a consequence, rises up to Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana, 
Bhavagra.240 
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38a-b. The Akanisthaga is either a Jumper, a Half-Jumper, 
or One who Dies Everywhere.241 

The saint who rises up to Akanistha in order to obtain Nirvana 
there is of three types: he is a Jumper (pluta), a Half-Jumper 
(ardhapluta), or One who Dies Everywhere (sarvacyuta). 

A Jumper is one who has, down here, combined his Dhyanas; 
he has tasted the First Dhyana (viii.6) and, as a consequence, 
having fallen from the three higher Dhyanas, is reborn among the 
Brahmakayikas. There, by the force of his previous enthusiasm, he 
combines the Fourth Dhyana: also, dying from among the 
Brahmakayikas, he is reborn among the Akanisthas. As he does 
not immerse himself in any of the fourteen intermediate heavens 
between the first heaven of Rtipadhatu (=the Brahmakayikas) and 
the last one (Akanistha), he is called a Jumper. 

A Half-Jumper is the saint who, passing beyond any one 
place,242 enters the Akanisthas after having been reborn among 
the Suddhavasas (vi.43a-b). 

An Aryan is never reborn among the Mahabrahmas, because 
this heaven is a place of heresy: one considers Mahabrahma as the 
creator there;243 and because only one leader can be found there: an 
Aryan would be superior to Mahabrahma there.244 

One who Dies Everywhere transmigrates through all of the 
other heavens, with the exception of the Mahabrahmas, before he 
enters into Akanistha. 

An Anagamin never takes up two existences in the same place 
of rebirth, because he goes in successive order. Therefore his 
quality of Anagamin, "a non-returner", is perfect: he is never 
reborn, either in a place lower than where he was once born, or in 
this same place. 

Such is the Urdhvasrotas who has combined his Dhyana, 
namely an Akanisthaga. 
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38b. The other is a Bhavagraga. 

The Urdhvasrotas who has not combined his Dhyana goes up 
to Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana, or Bhavagra. Tasting the other 
concentrations (samdpatti), he is reborn in all other places, but he 
does not enter the Suddhavasas; traversing the Arupyas he arrives 
at Bhavagra and there he obtains Nirvana. In fact this saint is 
essentially dedicated to absorption, whereas the Akanisthaga is 
essentially dedicated to insight. 

We think—even though the authors of the Sastras have not 
decided this point-that the two types of Urdhvasrotas can obtain 
Nirvana "in the course of the way," before arriving at Akanistha or 
Bhavagra. The quality of Akanisthaparama and Bhavagraparama 
only imply the non-production of a new existence after the saint 
has obtained Akanistha Heaven or Bhavagra, not a birth in these 
same heavens; the same way that the Srotaapanna, destined to be 
reborn at the most seven times (saptakrtvahparama), can be 
reborn less than seven times.245 

* * * 

There are five types of Anagamins who go to Rupadhatu and 
attain Nirvana there: an Antaraparinirvayin, and Upapadyapari-
nirvayin, a Sabhisamskaraparinirvayin, an Anabhisamskarapari-
nirvayin, and an Urdhvasrotas. 

38c. Another, who goes to Arupyadhatu, is of four types. 

There is another Anagamin, the Arupyopaga, "one who goes to 
Arupyadhatu and who attains Nirvana there.,, Being detached 
from Rupadhatu, and dying here, he is reborn among beings in 
Arupyadhatu. This Anagamin is only of four types, Upapadyapari-
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nirvayin, etc., for the intermediate state (and the Antaraparinir-
vayin) does not exist in the births of Arupyadhatu. 

Therefore there are six Anagamins, the five named above and 
the Arupyaga, not taking into account the different types of 
Arupyaga. 

38d. Another, who obtains Nirvana here. 

Another obtains Nirvana right here, the saint who obtains 
Nirvana in this existence (vi.41a). This is the seventh Anagamin. 

39a-b. It is said that there are nine saints going to 
Rupadhatu, by making a threefold distinction among the 
three. 

Three Anagamins, each divided into three categories, make 
nine Anagamins, because they go to Rupadhatu. 

What are these three? The Antaraparinirvayin, the Upapadya
parinirvayin and the Urdhvasrotas. 

How are the three categories distinguished? 1. According to 
the comparisons of the Sutra, there are three Antaraparinirvayins 
who obtain Nirvana, the first, quickly, the second, not quickly, and 
the third, after a long time; 2. with respect to the Upapadyapari
nirvayin, one should distinguish the Upapadyaparinirvayin 
properly so called, the Sabhisamskaraparinirvayin, and the 
Anabhisamskaraparinirvayin: all three, obtaining Nirvana after 
having been reborn, are Upapadyaparinirvayins; 3. with respect to 
the Urdhvasrotas, one should distinguish the Jumper, the 
Half-Jumper, and the One who Dies Everywhere. 

Or rather one can say that these three Anagamins are each 
divided into three categories accordingly as Nirvana is acquired by 
them quickly, not quickly, or after a long time. 
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39c-d. Their differences are due to the difference of actions, 
faculties, and defilements. 

The distinction of these three Anagamins and of these nine 
Anagamins, is due to the differences of their actions, their moral 
faculties, and their defilements. 

i. The three Anagamins differ (a) from the point of view of 
their accumulated actions (iv.120) which should be rewarded either 
in an intermediate existence246 or in the existence immediately to 
come: [after having been reborn], or later (iv.50b); (b) from the 
point of view of the activity of their defilements, which are, in this 
order, weak, medium, or strong; and (c) from the point of view of 
their moral faculties, which are strong, medium, or weak. 

ii. Each of the three Anagamins is of three categories: (a) from 
the point of view of their defilements, as above (weak-weak, 
weak-medium, weak-strong for the three categories of Antarapa-
rinirvayin, etc.), (b) from the point of view of their faculties 
(which are strong-strong, etc.); and (c) from the point of view of 
their actions also with respect to the three Urdhvasrotas: the 
actions "to be rewarded later" differ among the Jumper, the 
Half-Jumper, and the One who Dies Everywhere. 

There are therefore nine categories of Anagamin by reason of 
the differences of their actions, their defilements and their 
faculties. 

* * * 

How does the Sutra teach that there are seven realms of rebirth 
for good persons (satpurusagati)? 
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40a-b. In not establishing any distinction among the 
Urdhvasrotas, there are seven realms of rebirth for the 
good.247 

An Urdhvasrotas is a saint who has the characteristic of 
"flowing" towards the heights. 

This Sutra, the Gatisiltra (iii.12), by not distinguishing the 
categories of Jumper, Half-Jumper, and One who Dies Every
where, teaches seven realms of rebirth for good persons, namely 
three AntaraparinirvSyins, three Upapadyaparinirvayins,~in all 
six realms of rebirth,—and the realm of Urdhvasrotas, the seventh. 

Why are only these the realms of rebirth for good persons? 
Why not consider the other realms of rebirth of the Saiksas, such 
as the realms of the Srotaapanna and the Sakrdagamin, as such?248 

Those who are in the seven realms of rebirth did only good and 
did not do evil; having arrived at these realms of rebirth, there is 
no turning back. Now three characteristics do not exist among the 
other Saiksas: 

40c-d. By reason of the cultivation of good and the 
non-cultivation of evil, and of the non-returning from 
whence they have come.249 

Only these seven realms of rebirth are the realms of rebirth for 
good persons. 

It is true that the Sutra says, "What is a good person 
{satpurusa)? One who is endowed with the Right Views of a Saiksa 
. . ."25° It expresses itself in this manner because the Srotaapanna 
and the Sakrdagamin are in fact good persons from a certain point 
of view: 1. They have acquired the discipline that makes impossi
ble (iv.33a-b) the committing of the five types of transgressions, 
[killing, stealing, forbidden sexuality, lying, and alcohol];251 2. they 
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have abandoned, in a general manner, their bad defilements, that 
is, the defilements of Kamadhatu (v.19, 52).252 But here the Sutra 
of the Saptasatpurusagati refers to the saints who are absolutely 
good persons.253 

* * * 

It happens that an Aryan, who became an Aryan in the first 
birth through the acquisition of the state of Srotaapanna or 
Sakrdagamin, obtains in his following existence the state of 
Anagamin. This Anagamin is called a parivrttajanma anagamin 
("one who becomes an Anagamin by rebirth [in Kamadhatu]"). 
The question is posed whether this Anagamin is of the five types, 
Antaraparinirvayin, etc.254 

4la-b. The Aryan who obtains the state of Anagamin after 
having been reborn in Kamadhatu, does not go to another 
sphere. 

This Aryan, once he has obtained the state of Anagamin, 
obtains Nirvana in this same existence (vi.38b), [by reason of the 
intensity of his disgust at the extreme suffering of Kamadhatu]. 
But the Aryan who obtains the state of Anagamin after having 
been reborn in Rupadhatu, goes sometimes to Arupyadhatu as a 
Bhavagraparana Urdhvasrota. 

Objection: But Sakra expresses himself thus: "If at the end I 
should fall, may I be reborn among the well-known gods under the 
name of Akanisthas!" This contradicts your thesis.255 

The Vaibhasikas answer: Sakra expresses himself in this way 
because he does not know the Dharma.256 And, if the Blessed One 
does not correct him, it is with the intention of encouraging 
him.257 
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41c-d. This Aryan and one who is born in a higher sphere, 
are incapable of modifying their faculties, and are incapable 
of falling away.258 

The Aryan who has become an Anagamin by being reborn in 
Kamadhatu and one who is born in a higher sphere are not even 
capable of modifying their faculties; how could they fall away 
(parihdni)? 

Why not admit a modification of faculties and a falling away in 
the case of the Aryan who has entered into Rupadhatu or 
Arupyadhatu? 

Because neither a modification of faculties nor a falling away 
occur in the case of these saints. 

Why is this? 

Because, from the fact of their stay in two existences, their 
faculties (prajnd, etc.) have acquired an advanced state of 
maturity;259 and because the saint has acquired a personality 
favorable to the Path. 

* * * 

Why is not a Saiksa not detached from Kamadhatu, that is a 
Srotaapanna and a Sakrdagamin, an Antaraparinirvayin? That is, 
why does he not obtain Nirvana in the intermediate existence 
which follows his death? 

Since he has not mastered the Path, this saint cannot manifest 
it; and because these latent defilements {anusaya) are not 
extremely weak. Such is our answer. 

The Vaibhasikas answer: Because it is very difficult to leave 
Kamadhatu. In fact, in order to obtain Nirvana, the Saiksam 
question should do many things: 1. abandon the bad defilements, 
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that is to say, the defilements of Kamadhatu; 2. abandon the 
neutral defilements, that is, those of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu 
(v. 19); 3. acquire three results in the case of the Srotaapanna, two 
results in the case of the Sakrdagamin;—whereas a detached being, 
that is, an Anagamin only has to obtain one more result; and 4. 
pass beyond the three Dhatus. Now a saint, in his intermediate 
existence, is not capable of doing this.260 

* * * 

We have seen that "combining his Dhyanas, he is an Akanis-
tha" (vi.37d). What Dhyana is first combined?261 

42a. First, combination of the Fourth Dhyana. 

Because it is the most powerful of the absorptions and the best 
of the easy paths (sukhd pratipad, vi.66a). This is how one 
proceeds. 

[According to the Vaibhasikas,] the Arhat or the Anagamin 
enters the Fourth Dhyana, pure262 and prolonged, that is, 
constituting a series of thoughts.263 He leaves it, and returns to the 
same Fourth Dhyana, but impure and prolongued. He continues in 
this way, diminishing gradually the number of thoughts of each 
pure, impure, and pure Dhyana, until, having entered a pure 
Dhyana of two thoughts, he leaves it in order to enter an impure 
Dhyana of two thoughts, which will be followed by a pure Dhyana 
of two thoughts. This constitutes the preparatory stage for the 
combination. 

42b. The combination is achieved through the combining of 
moments. 

The Vaibhasikas say: When, following a pure thought, an 
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impure thought is called up, and, following this impure thought, a 
pure thought is died up: then, through the combining of an 
impure thought and two pure thoughts, the combination of the 
Dhyana is achieved. The first two moments are similar to the 
Irresistible Path (vi.28a), the third to the Path of Deliverance. 

Having thus combined the Fourth Dhyana, by the force of this 
combined Dhyana, the saint also combines the other Dhyanas. 

The combination takes place first in Kamadhatu; later, in the 
case of falling away, the saint combines these in Rupadhatu (see 
above, p. 968). 

In our opinion, the combination of a single, unique impure 
moment with two pure moments, is impossible to everyone, with 
the exception of the Buddha. Consequently the combination of a 
Dhyana is achieved when one enters, for the period of time that 
one wants, into three prolongued Dhyanas, pure, impure, and 
pure. 

* * * 

To what end does the saint combine his Dhyanas? 

42c-d. With a view to arising, to bliss and also through fear 
of the defilements. 

It is for three reasons that the saint combines his Dhyanas: (1) 
the Anagamin of sharp faculties, with a view to a rebirth among 
the Suddhavasas and with a view to happiness in this life;264 the 
Anagamin of weak faculties, also through fear of the defilements, 
so that he may avoid falling away by holding the absorption of 
disgust at a distance (viii.6); (2) the Arhat of sharp faculties, with a 
view to happiness here below; the Arhat of weak faculties, also 
through fear of the defilements, so that he may avoid falling away. 
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Why are there five types of birth among the Suddhavasas?265 

The cultivation of the combination of the Fourth Dhyana, 
described above, 

43a-b. As it is fivefold, there are five births or types of 
existence among the Suddhavasas. 

The cultivation of the combination is fivefold, weak, medium, 
strong, stronger, and strongest. 

In the weak cultivation, one calls up three thoughts,266 one 
pure, one impure, and one pure; in the second cultivation, six 
thoughts;267 in the third, the fourth, and the fifth cultivations, 
nine, twelve, and fifteen thoughts. 

The five births are, in this order, the result of these five 
cultivations. They are produced by the force of the impure 
moments included in these cultivations. 

According to others,268 the five births take place by reason of 
the predominance of the different faculties: Avrhas, by the 
predominance of faith . . . Akanisthas by the predominance of 
prajUd. 

43c-d. The Anagamin who has acquired extinction is 
considered a Kayasaksin.269 

One who is in possession of the absorption of extinction 
(samjndveditanirodhasamdpatti) is called one who has acquired 
extinction. 

As the Anagamin, whichever one he may be, has acquired 
extinction—as he has, in his body, seen the absence of thought and 
immediately experienced (sdksdtkaroti) a dharma similar to 
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Nirvana, namely the Absorption of Extinction—he is called a 
Kayasaksin, a bodily witness. 

How does he immediately experience by the body alone? 

Because, in the absence of thought, this immediate perception 
takes place dependent on the body. [Such is the theory of the 
Vaibhasikas.] 

But this is how the Sautrantikas would explain this. When the 
saint leaves the Absorption of Extinction, from the moment when 
he thinks, "Oh! This absorption of extinction is calm like 
Nirvana!**, he acquires a calmness of his conscious body [that is, of 
the body in which the consciousness has arisen again] never 
previously acquired. In this way, he directly perceives by the body 
the calmness [of extinction], and this by two acts of perception: in 
the first, during the absorption there is the acquisition (prdpti) of a 
body conforming to the extinction, and in the second, upon leaving 
the absorption, there is a consciousness which becomes conscious 
of the state of the body. Perception or experience, saksatkriya, is 
the fact of making present (pratyakstkdra). There is saksatkriya 
when one ascertains the calmness of the body which has again 
become conscious; and, from this ascertaining, it results that this 
calmness has been acquired while the body was non-conscious.270 

According to the Sutra, there are eighteen Saiksas.271 Why is 
not the Kayasaksin mentioned as one of the types of Saiksa? 

Because the quality of Kayasaksin is not one of the causes of the 
quality of Saiksa. 

What are the causes of this second quality? 

They are the three siksas, learnings or disciplines, adhisilam, 
adhicittam, and adhiprajndm,212 which constitute the Path, and 
the result of these three fiksas, namely disconnection (i.6a, ii.55d). 
It is by reason of the diversity of the siksas and of their result that 
one distinguishes the Saiksas. Now the Absorption of Extinction is 
not a fiksa, not being a path of abandoning, nor a result of siksa, 
not being disconnection.273 Consequently a saint, merely by virtue 
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of the fact that he possesses the Absorption of Extinction, is not 
called a type of &aiksa. 

* * * 

We have roughly enumerated the Anagamins: "There are five 
who go to Rupadhatu," "another, who goes to Artipyadhatu, is of 
four types; another obtains Nirvana here" (vi.38c-d); but, in 
greater detail, one arrives at a higher number as an examination of 
one type of Anagamin, the first type, the Anagamin who obtains 
Nirvana in the intermediate state (Antaraparinirvayin) will show. 

The Antaraparinirvayin is (1) from the point of view of his 
faculties, of three types, of sharp, medium, and weak faculties; (2) 
from the point of view of his sphere (bhumi), of four types, 
accordingly as he has for his support a certain Dhyana [this refers 
to an Anagamin who goes to Rupadhatu]; (3) from the point of 
view of his family (gotra), of six types: a Parihanadharman (one 
who can fall away), a Cetanadharman (one who can, at will, put an 
end to his existence), a Anuraksanadharman (one who can 
preserve himself), a Sthitakampya (one who cherishes deliver
ance), a Prativedhanadharman (one who can penetrate the state of 
Arhat at will), and an Akopyadharman (one who has immovable 
deliverance of mind) (vi.57c-d); (4) from the point of view of 
place, of six types: the places towards which he shall enter as an 
intermediate being, are the sixteen274 heavens, from the Brahma-
kayikas to the Akanisthas; (5) from the point of view of his 
detachment from the different spheres, of thirty-six types: the 
Antaraparinirvayin can be 1. bound by all the bonds of Rupadhatu; 
2-9. he can be detached from one category... from eight categories 
of defilements of the First Dhyana; 10. he can be bound by all the 
bonds of the Second Dhyana . . . We thus have four groups of nine 
Antaraparinirvayins. 

We do not count the saint delivered from the ninth category of 
defilements of the Fourth Dhyana, who is bound by all the bonds 
of Arupyadhatu: since this refers to the Antaraparinirvayin, and so 
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to an Anagamin "who goes to Rupadhatu," since intermediate 
existence does not exist above Rupadhatu. 

Therefore, by taking into consideration the different distinc
tions of place, gotras, detachment, and faculties, one obtains the 
total of 2,592 types of Antaraparinirvayins. 

For each place [for example Brahmapurohita], there are six 
gotras. For each of these gotras, there are nine saints: one who is 
bound by all the bonds . . . and one who is detached from the bonds 
with respect to the eight categories of defilements: this makes six 
groups of nines, or fifty-four. If one multiplies this number by the 
number of places, that is, by sixteen, then we have eight hundred 
and sixty-four. By taking into consideration the difference in their 
faculties, that is, three times eight hundred and sixty-four, we then 
have two thousand five hundred and ninty-two. 

With a view to obtaining a uniform distribution of nine saints 
through Dhyana, the saint who is detached from the ninth 
category of a lower Dhyana is considered to be bound by all the 
bonds of a higher Dhyana. 

As for the Antaraparinirvayin, so too for the others, the 
Upapadyaparinirvayin . . . and the tJrdhvasrotas. We have 
therefore, for the Anagamins who go to Rupadhatu, five times two 
thousand five hundred and ninty-two for a total of twelve thousand 
nine hundred and sixty. In this same way one could calculate the 
number of types of Anagamins who go to Arupyadhatu. 

44a-b. Up to the moment when he destroys the eighth part 
of Bhavagra, he is a candidate for the quality of Arhat. 

We are speaking of the Anagamin. From the moment when he 
is detached from the first category of the defilements of the First 
Dhyana, up to the moment when he abandons the eighth category 
of the defilements of Bhavagra (=Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana), 
the Anagamin is a candidate for the state of Arhat. 
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44c. Also in the ninth path of abandoning. 

In the path of abandoning (=the Irresistible Path, iv.28a) which 
brings about the abandoning of the ninth category of defilements 
of Bhavagra, he is again a candidate for the state of Arhat. 

44d. This path is similar to a diamond.275 

This ninth path, which breaks all of the latent defilements 
(anusay as) is called the absorption similar to a diamond (Vajro-
pamasamadhi). In truth, it does not break all of the latent 
defilements because many are already broken: but it has the power 
to break all of them, being the most powerful of all the paths of 
abandoning (=the Irresistible Path). 

* * * 

There are many types of Vajropamasamadhi. 

The ascetic can produce it by entering into the different states 
of absorption in any one of the nine stages, anagamya, dhyanan-
tara, the Four Dhyanas, or three Arupyas. 

i. Produced in anagamya,216 there are eight Vajropamasamad-
his associated with each of the four aspects of the Consecutive 
Knowledge of suffering and with each of the four aspects of the 
Consecutive Knowledge of origin, these Consecutive Knowledges 
bearing respectively on suffering and origin in Bhavagra (vii.l3a). 

Eight Vajropamasamadhis are associated with each of the four 
aspects of the Dharma Knowledge of extinction, and with each of 
the four aspects of the Dharma Knowledge of the Path. [Accord
ing to the principle elucidated in vii.9]. 

Four Vajropamasamadhis associated with each of the four 
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aspects of the Consecutive Knowledge of Extinction bear on the 
First Dhyana; and so on until: four Vajropamasamadhis associated 
with each of the four aspects of the Consecutive Knowledge of 
Extinction bear on Bhavagra. 

Four Vajropamasamadhis are associated with each of the four 
aspects of the Consecutive Knowledge of the Path, because the 
Consecutive Knowledge of the Path has a universal sphere. [There 
is no reason to distinguish the spheres, as in the case for the 
Consecutive Knowledge of Extinction]. 

We have therefore, in the sphere of anagamya, fifty-two 
Vajropamasamadhis by reason of the distinction of the aspects and 
the objects of the Knowledges and the Consecutive Knowledges. 

ii. The same calculation holds with respect to the Vajropama
samadhis produced in the other spheres up to and including the 
Fourth Dhyana. 

iii. For the Vajropamasamadhis produced in the first three 
Arupyas, we have, in this order, twenty-eight, twenty-four, and 
twenty. 

1. Dharma Knowledge is absent there; 2. the Consecutive 
Knowledge having the extinction of a lower sphere for its object is 
also absent there (viii.21); 3. the Consecutive Knowledge exists 
there having for its object the Path which is opposed to a lower 
sphere, by reason of the quality of cause which the paths have 
among themselves (ii.52c). 

[Certain Abhidharmikas maintain that] the Consecutive 
Knowledge of the Path does not bear on all the spheres at one and 
the same time, but that one must distinguish the different spheres, 
as for the Consecutive Knowledge of Extinction: in this theory, 
one must add twenty-eight to the calculation of the Vajropama
samadhis which are produced in andgamya, etc. For the Arupyas, 
we have forty, thirty-two and twenty-four. 

By taking into consideration the families (gotras, vi.58c) and 
the faculties, we obtain even higher figures.277 
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We have seen that the ninth category of Bhavagra is aban
doned by Vajropamasamadhi. 

44d-45a. With the acquisiton of the destruction of this 
category, there is the knowledge of destruction.278 

At the moment when the saint acquires the destruction of the 
ninth category, there arises the knowledge of destruction 
{ksayajndna). Immediately after Vajropamasamadhi, the last path 
of abandoning (=the Irresistible Path), there arises the last Path of 
Deliverance. This is why this Path of Deliverance, arising at the 
same time as the acquisition of the destruction of all the vices 
(dsravas), is the first knowledge of the destruction which arises; it 
is thus called the ksayajndna [by eliminating the middle word: 
ksayaprathamajndnd]. 

45b. Then the saint is an Asaiksa, an Arhat.279 

When this knowledge has arisen, the candidate for the quality 
of Arhat has acquired the state of Asaiksa, the state of Arhat: he no 
longer has to apply himself (liks) with a view to another state; he 
is therefore an Asaiksa. For the same reason, having achieved his 
task with respect to himself, he is worthy {arhattva) to do good for 
others; he is worthy to receive offerings from all beings who are 
still subject to desire. 

From the fact that one defines an Arhat as an ASaiksa, it results 
that the seven other saints, four candidates and three abiders, are 
Saiksas. 

Why are they Saiksas? Because it is their nature to be always 
applying themselves to the three siksds2*0 with a view to the 
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destruction of their vices. These three siksds, namely adhi/tlam 
siksd,2B1 adhicittam hksd,282 and adhiprajfidm siksd,285 are by their 
nature morality, absorption (samddhi), and speculative knowledge 
(prajnd). 

But, according to this definition, can a Prthagjana be a Saiksa?. 

No, because he does not exactly discern the Truths; and because 
he is susceptible to completely losing the siksds that he has 
acquired.284 

This is why, with a view to affirming that he who exclusively 
applies himself is a Saiksa, and to deny that he who abandons the 
tiksd is a Saiksa, the Sutra repeats [the words of the Blessed One], 
"Oh Sivaka,285 he who applies himself to that to which he should 
apply himself, him alone do I call a Saiksa/*286 

But how can one say that the Aryan, when he finds himself in a 
normal state and not in absorption, has it for his nature to apply 
himself? 

By reason of his intention; as the traveller who stops for a 
moment is nevertheless still a traveller. Or because the possessions 
of morality, absorption and prajnd, remain attached to him even 
when he is in a normal state. 

What are the dharmas that are called Saiksa?287 

The pure conditioned dharmas of the Saiksa. So too the 
dharmas that are called asaiksa are the pure conditioned dharmas 
of the Asaiksa. 

Why is not Nirvana, the unconditioned, a faiksa?288 

Because both the Asaiksa and the Prthagjana are endowed with 
it. The Prthagjana is endowed with a Nirvana obtained through a 
worldly path.289 

Why is not Nirvana asaiksa? 

Because both the Saiksa and the Prthagjana are endowed with 
it. 
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The four candidates and the four abiders are the eight saints, or 
dryapudgala: from "one who is in the progress of realizing the 
state of Srotaapanna", and Srotaapanna, up to "one who is in the 
progress of realizing the state of Arhat," and the Arhat. 

Eight in considering their names, but in fact, only five, namely 
the first candidate, that is to say, the person who is in the Path of 
the Seeing of the Truths, and the four abiders. In fact, the last three 
candidates are confused with the first three abiders. 

This should be understood of the case in which the ascetic 
obtains the four states in sequential order. In fact, the bhilyovttar-
dga and the kdmavitardga, who have respectively abandoned six 
and nine categories of defilements of Kamadhatu before entering 
into the Path of Seeing, are, within the Path of Seeing, candidates 
for the states of Sakrdagamin and Anagamin, without being 
Srotaapannas and Sakrdagamins. Here the candidate for a higher 
state is not confused with the abider in a lower state (vi.30). 

We have said that the Path of Meditation is of two types, 
worldly or impure, transworldly or pure (vi.lc-d). Through what 
type of Path of Meditation does the Saiksa detach himself from the 
different spheres? 

45c-d. Detachment from Bhavagra is through the trans-
worldly path.290 

And not through the worldly path. In fact. (1) there is no 
worldly path higher than Bhavagra [one detaches oneself from a 
sphere by the worldly path of a higher sphere; now Bhavagra is the 
highest sphere]; (2) the worldly path of a certain sphere cannot be 
opposed to this same sphere, because the defilements of this 
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sphere attach themselves to this path. 

Since it is a given that one defilement attached itself to a path, 
this defilement cannot be expelled by this same path; and since it is 
a given also that a path is opposed to a defilement, it is certain that 
this defilement does not attach itself to this path. 

45d. There is detachment from the other spheres in two 
ways. 

One detaches oneself from the eight other spheres, with the 
exception of Bhavagra, either through the worldly path or through 
the transworldly path. 

46a-b. For the Aryan who detaches himself through the 
worldly path, his acquisitions of the disconnections are of 
two types.291 

The Aryan who detaches himself from the first eight spheres 
[Kamadhatu, the Four Dhyanas, and three Arupyas] obtains 
disconnection from the defilements of these spheres through the 
worldly path; in other words, he acquires the prdpti or possession 
of the pratisamkhydnirodha of these defilements (ii.55a). 

This possession is worldly and transworldly. 

46c. According to other masters, he becomes detached 
through the transworldly path, in the same way. 

Some other masters say that in the case also where the Aryan 
becomes detached through the transworldly path, his acquisition of 
disconnection is twofold. 

Why is this? 
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46d. For, even when pure disconnection is lost, the Aryan is 
not filled with the defilements.292 

Let us admit an instance, [say these other masters,] when the 
Aryan becomes detached through the transworldly or Aryan Path; 
he then does not have worldly possession of disconnection. In this 
hypothesis, there may be an Aryan who, through the Aryan Path, 
becomes detached from Akincanyayatana; who then, in a Dhyana 
(according to vi.61c-d), transforms, that is, sharpens (samcarati) 
his faculties (indriya). This Aryan—by the fact that he abandons 
the paths previously acquired, [namely, the paths of Arupya in 
relation to his weak faculties], by the fact that he only possesses 
the path of the state of Anagamin, in relation to his sharp 
faculties—will no longer be in possession of disconnection from the 
defilements of Arupyadhatu; and, having lost this disconnection, 
he will be filled with these defilements. 

47a-b. But, if he is not filled with these defilements, he is 
like a saint half delivered from Bhavagra, like a person who 
is reborn above. 

This Aryan does not have worldly acquisition of disconnection; 
nevertheless this Aryan is not filled with the said defilements. 

So too, the saint who is delivered from half of the categories of 
defilements of Bhavagra, certainly does not possess a worldly 
acquisition of disconnection from these categories, since only the 
transworldly or Aryan Path destroys the defilements of Bhavagra. 
Let us suppose that this saint, sharpening his faculties in a Dhyana, 
abandons the transworldly acquisition of disconnection from these 
defilements of Bhavagra: you yourself recognize, nevertheless, that 
he is not filled with these defilements. 

So too, a Prthagjana is born above the First Dhyana, in the 
Second Dhyana, etc. By the fact that he passes into the Second 
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Dhyana (changing his bhumi, bhumisamcara, vi.21c), he loses the 
acquisition of disconnection from the defilements of K&madhatu; 
nevertheless you admit that he is not filled with these defile
ments.293 

[Therefore the argument of the other masters is not demon
strative.]294 

* * * 

By means of what spheres does one obtain detachment from 
the different spheres? 

47c-d. One becomes detached from all the spheres by means 
of pure andgamya.295 

From all the spheres up to Bhavagra.296 

When the ascetic becomes detached from a lower sphere in a 
sdmantaka (viii.22), should one admit that all of the Paths of 
Deliverance arise from the sdmantaka, as is the case for the 
Irresistible Paths?297 

No. 

Why is this? 

48a-b. At the detachment from the Three Dhatus, the last 
Path of Deliverance arises either from the Dhyana, or from 
a sdmantaka. 

There are nine spheres of arising: Kamadhatu, the Four 
Dhyanas and the Four Arupyas (viii.l). 

When one triumphs over the Three Dhatus,—that is, when one 
becomes detached from Kamadhatu, from the First Dhyana, or 
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from the Second Dhyana,--it is with a ninth Path of Deliverance 
which arises either from a sdmantaka or from the Dhyana itself. 

48c. Above, it does not arise from a sdmantaka.29* 

With respect to the higher spheres, the last Path of Deliver
ance always arises from the fundamental absorption (samapatti)y 

never from the preliminary stage or threshold of this absorption. 
In fact, after the Fourth Dhyana, the fundamental absorption and 
the preliminary absorption have the same sensation, the sensation 
of indifference. In the spheres of the first Dhyanas, the two 
sensations differ: ascetics with weak faculties are not capable of 
entering, in the ninth Path of Deliverance, the fundamental 
absorption, for the transformation of their sensation is difficult.299 

Therefore the ninth Path of Deliverance of detachment from the 
first three spheres arises from preliminary absorption.300 

We have seen that the ascetic can detach himself from all the 
spheres through the pure paths practiced in an agamy a (vi.47c). It 
is not said that the same power belongs to the pure paths 
cultivated in spheres other than anagamya. 

48c-d. Through the eight pure paths, he triumphs over his 
sphere, and over a higher sphere.301 

Through the pure path cultivated in eight spheres,--the 
Dhyanas, dhyanantara, and three Arupyas,—the ascetic detaches 
himself from the sphere in which he finds himself and from 
higher spheres; but not from a lower sphere because he is already 
detached from it. 

*** 

It is established that the transworldly paths, the Irresistible 
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Path as well as the Path of Deliverance, proceed from aspects of 
the Truths (satydkdrapravrtta, vii.l3a), that is to say, from seeing 
the dharmas as impermanent, suffering, etc. 

49a-c. The worldly paths, paths of deliverance and paths of 
abandoning, have respectively the aspects of calm, etc.; 
coarse, etc. 

The worldly paths of deliverance (the Path of Deliverance) 
have the aspects of calm, etc., that is, seeing their objects as calm, 
etc. The worldly paths of abandoning (the Irresistible Path) have 
the aspect of coarse, etc. 

Respectively, 

49d. They have for their objects the higher sphere, and the 
lower sphere. 

The paths of deliverance can302 see the higher spheres (or 
higher places, sthana) as calm, excellent, and as definitive 
liberation. The paths of abandoning see the lower spheres as 
coarse,303 bad, as a thick wall: as coarse, because it is not calm, 
entailing a great effort;304 as bad, because it is not excellent, 
because it is odious as well as presenting the greatest incapacity to 
the body and the mind; and as a thick wall, because, by means of 
this lower sphere, it is impossible to escape from this sphere, as if 
it were a wall. 

The aspects of calm, excellent, definitive liberation, are the 
opposite. 

* * * 

Having terminated this accessory question, let us return to our 
subject. 
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What arises immediately after the Knowledge of Destruction? 

50a-b. When he is Immovable, after his Knowledge of 
Destruction, there is the consciousness of non-arising. 

If the Arhat is of the class of the Immovable Ones (akopyad-
harman, vi.56), immediately after his Knowledge of Destruction 
(ksayajndna, vi.45a) there arises the consciousness of the future 
non-arising of the vices or dsravas {anutpddajndna, vi.67a, viii.lb, 
4c). 

50b-c. In the contrary case, there is either the Knowledge of 
Destruction or the "seeing of the Asaiksas/'305 

If the Arhat is not of this class, then after his Knowledge of 
Destruction there arises either the same Knowledge of Destruc
tion, or the Right Views of the Asaiksas; but not the Knowledge of 
Non-Arising: for, as the ascetic who is not immovable can fall 
away (vi.56), he cannot produce the Knowledge of Non-Arising. 

*** 

Is this to say that the Immovable Arhat does not possess the 
Views of the Asaiksa? 

50d. These Views belong to all the Arhats. 

In the Immovable Arhat, sometimes the Knowledge of 
Non-Arising succeeds Knowledge of Non-Arising, sometimes the 
Right Views of the ASaiksa.306 

*** 
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We have spoken of the four states or results. Of what are they 
the results? 

They are the results of srdmanya or "the religious life."307 

What is srdmanya? 

51a. Srdmanya is the immaculate path. 

Srdmanya is the pure path. By this path, by srdmanya, one 
becomes a Sramana, that is to say a person who calms or who 
makes cease (famayati) the defilements. ( Dhammapada, 265). 

Therefore it is said in the Sutra (Madhyama, TD 1, p. 725c4), 
"He is called a Sramana because he calms all of the types of 
dharmas of transgression, bad, favorable to transmigration, 
producing rebirth . . . old age and death." 

The Prthagjana is not a true Sramana (^paramdrthairamana) 
because he does not calm the defilements in an absolute manner. 

51b. His result is both conditioned and unconditioned.308 

The results of srdmanya are conditioned and unconditioned 
dharmas ™9 The Sutra says that these results are four in number.310 

On the other hand, 

51c. There are eighty-nine. 

What are these eighty-nine? 

5 Id. The paths of deliverance with their destructions. 

We have eight Irresistible Paths, followed by eight Paths of 
Deliverance, for the abandoning of the defilement to be abandoned 
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through seeing (=the sixteen moments of comprehension, vi.27a). 
We have eighty-one Irresistible Paths for the abandoning of the 
defilements abandoned through meditation, namely nine paths 
through which one abandons the nine categories of defilements of 
each of the nine spheres (Kamadhatu . . . Bhavagra), and also as 
many for the Paths of Deliverance. 

The eighty-nine Irresistible Paths constitute iramanya. 

The eighty-nine Paths of Deliverance are the conditioned 
results of sramanya, being outflowing results (nisyandaphala, 
ii.56c-d) and virile results (purusakdraphala, ii.56d) of sramanya. 

The abandoning or pratisamkhyanirodha of the eighty-nine 
categories of defilements is the unconditioned result of sramanya, 
being the virile result of sramanya (ii.55d, p. 278).3U 

We have therefore eighty-nine results of iramanya. 

*** 

But, if this theory is correct, is there not reason to complete the 
teaching of the Buddha?312 

No. The results are indeed eighty-nine in number; 

52a-b. But four results are established for five reasons 
which are encountered therein. 

The Blessed One defined as results the stages {avastha) of the 
path of abandoning in which some five causes are encountered. 
Such is the opinion of the School. What are these five causes? 

52c-53b. In a result, there is the abandoning of a previous 
path, the acquisition of another path, the addition of 
destructions, the acquisition of a group of eight knowledges, 
and the acquisition of sixteen aspects. 
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That is to say: (1-2) there is the abandoning of the path of the 
candidate, and the acquisition of the path of the result; (3) the 
acquisition of a single possession of abandoning in its entirety313 

(v.70); (4) the acquisition at one and the same time of eight 
Knowledges, the fourfold Dharma Knowledge, and the fourfold 
Consecutive Knowledge (vi.26, vii.3); and (5) the acquisition of the 
sixteen aspects, impermanence, etc. (On acquisition, see vii.22.) 

These characteristics exist in each of the four results. 

But if only the pure path receives the name of framanya, how 
can the two states, those of Sakrdagamin and Anagamin, when 
they are obtained by a worldly path, be the results of sramanya?nA 

53c~d. (The abandoning) obtained by a worldly path is a 
result, because it is combined, and because it is supported by 
pure possession. 

The state of Sakrdagamin and the state of Anagamin, even if 
they were acquired by a worldly path, are not only abandonings 
resulting from a worldly Path of Meditation: in fact, they also 
include an abandoning result of the Path of Seeing; this second 
abandoning is not separable from the first abandoning; for there is 
inherent in the results of Sakrdagamin and Anagamin the single 
possession of abandoning in its entirety, on the one hand, of 
defilements abandoned by Seeing, and on the other hand, of 
defilements abandoned by the worldly Path of Meditation. 

This is why the Sutra says, "What is the result of Sakrdagamin? 
The abandoning of the three bonds (satkayadrsti, clinging to rule 
and ritual, and doubt)-which are abandoned through Seeing—and 
the reduction of lust, anger, and delusion.0 "What is the result of 
Anagamin? The abandoning of the five bonds here below 
(avarabhdgiya)"*15 
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Furthermore, the abandoning which results from the worldly 
path (abandoning of the six categories of defilements in the case of 
the Sakrdagamin, etc.) is supported, confirmed {samdharyate) by 
the pure possession of disconnection (according to vi.46a-b), as it 
results from the fact that, by virtue of this pure possession, the 
Sakrdagamin and the Anagamin cannot die in a state of falling 
away: they can lose their qualities, but they take them up again 
before dying (vi.60). 

*** 

Sramanya or the religious life 

54a-b. Is brahmanya; it is brahmacakra^ 

It is brahmacakra because it expells the defilements;317 it is 
brahmacakra, the Wheel of Brahma, 

54b. Because it is set into motion by Brahma. 

The Blessed One, possessing supreme brahmanya, is Brahma. 
In fact, the Sutra says, "This Blessed One is Brahma";318 it says that 
the Blessed One is calm and pacified. 

This cakra belongs to him; this cakra is therefore of Brahma, 
because he sets it into motion. 

54c. The Wheel of the Dharma is the Path of Seeing.319 

It is termed wheel, cakra, because it moves (carikramanat).520 

The Path of Seeing, being of the nature of a wheel (a Jewel of a 
Wheel, cakraratna), is called the Wheel of the Dharma. 
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How is the Path of Seeing of the nature of a wheel? 

54d. Because it goes quickly, etc.; because it has spokes, 
etc.321 

1. Because it goes quickly, for it comprehends the Truths in 
fifteen moments of thought; 2. because it leaves one spot and 
occupies another, leaving the Irresistible Path and occupying the 
Path of Deliverance; 3. because it subdues the unsubdued and rules 
over those subdued, triumphing over the defilements through the 
Irresistible Path by cutting off the possession of these defilements; 
ruling over the vanquished defilements by the Path of Deliverance 
by obtaining possession of disconnection from these defilements; 
(4) because it rises and descends, either because it is alternatively 
the Irresistible Path and the Path of Deliverance, or because it 
successively takes as its object Kamadhatu and the higher spheres. 

The Bhadanta Ghosaka says: The Noble Eightfold Path is a 
wheel, because its parts are in the nature of spokes, etc.: Right 
Views, Right Thought, Right Effort, and Right Mindfulness are 
similar to spokes; Right Speech, Right Actions, and Right 
Livelihood are similar to the axle; and Right Concentration is 
similar to the rim.322 

On what rests the doctrine that the Wheel of the Dharma is 
the Path of Seeing the Truths? 

On the Agama which says that, at the moment when this Path 
arose within the Aryan Kaundinya, [the gods] declared that the 
Wheel of the Dharma had been set into motion.323 

* * * 

How is this Path of threefold revolution324 and of twelve 
aspects? 

The Vaibhasikas say: The three revolutions are 1. "this is the 
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Noble Truth of Suffering"; 2. "It should be perfectly known"; and 
3. "It is perfectly known." At each revolution there arises sight 
(caksus), knowledge (jndna)9 knowing (vidyd), and intelligence 
(buddhi). Thus we have twelve aspects.325 

The same holds true for the other Truths: "This is the Origin 
of Suffering," etc. 

Since the revolutions and the aspects are the same for each 
Truth, the Wheel of the Dharma is of three revolutions and twelve 
aspects; not of twelve revolutions and forty-eight aspects. So too 
"the teaching of two things" is the teaching of a great number of 
things which go by twos (eye and physical matter, etc.); in the 
same way a person "skillful in seven things", is skillful in a great 
number of seven things.326 

The three revolutions correspond, in this order, to the Path of 
Seeing, the Path of Meditation, and the Path of the Arhat or 
Asaiksa. 

Such is the explanation of the Vaibhasikas (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
411al8). 

* * * 

But if this is the case,327 then the Path of Seeing would not have 
three revolutions and twelve aspects. Therefore how would the 
Wheel of the Dharma be the Path of Seeing? Consequently one 
should understand that the Wheel of the Dharma is this sermon 
itself (dharmaparydya), the Sermon of Benares, which sets into 
motion (pravartana) the Wheel of the Dharma, which includes 
three revolutions and twelve aspects: three revolutions, because it 
causes the Truths to be turned some three times;328 and twelve 
aspects, because it considers each Truth under a threefold aspect.329 

Through the setting into motion of this sermon, one should 
understand that it goes, that it is cast into the intelligence of 
another; it goes towards the intelligence of another, in that it 
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comes to be known by another.330 

Or rather,331 the entirety of the Noble Path, the Path of Seeing, 
the Path of Meditation, and the Path of the Asaiksa, is the Wheel 
of the Dharma, because it penetrates into the intelligence of those 
to be disciplined {vineya)?12 If the Sutra says that the Wheel was 
set into motion (pravartita) when Kaundinya realized the Path of 
Seeing, this is because the prefix pra indicates the beginning of 
action: pravartita signifies what begins to be vartita. When the 
Path of Seeing is produced in the intelligence of another, in the 
intelligence of Kaundinya, the Wheel of the Dharma begins to be 
set into motion, begins to be cast into the intelligence of 
another.333 

* * * 

How can one obtain the results within each sphere? 

55 a. Three are acquired in Kamadhatu. 

Three can only be acquired in Kamadhatu, not elsewhere. [Let 
us understand: by beings born in Kamadhatu]. 

55a-b. The last, in the three Dhatus. 

The last state of sramanya, or the quality of Arhat, can be 
acquired in the Three Dhatus. 

We can understand why the first two states, which suppose 
that the ascetic is not detached from Kamadhatu, cannot be 
acquired in the higher spheres; but why does the same hold for the 
third? 

55b. Higher, the Path of the Seeing of the Truths is absent. 
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Above Kamadhatu, the Path of Seeing is absent. In its absence, 
a person detached from Kamadhatu and reborn in a higher heaven 
cannot obtain the state of Anagamin.334 

Why is the Path of Seeing absent there? 

With respect to Arupyadhatu, because hearing is absent 
there;335 and because the Path of Seeing bears on Kamadhatu.336 

With respect to Rupadhatu, 

55c~d. Disgust is absent there, because the Sutra says, "Here 
one undertakes, and there one achieves."337 

Prthagjanas, reborn in Rupadhatu, are totally given over to the 
bliss of absorption: all suffering sensation is absent in them; 
therefore disgust is impossible there, and one cannot enter the 
Noble Path except through disgust. 

Furthermore the Sutra says, "Five persons, the Antaraparinir-
vayin being the first and the Urdhvasrotas being the fifth, 
undertake here and achieve there." 

"Undertake", vidha, means to establish the Path, because it is 
the means (updya) to Nirvana. 

* * * 

We have seen that: "If the Arhat is Immovable, then after his 
Knowledge of Destruction there arises the Knowledge of 
Non-Arising"; is this to say that there are differences among the 
Arhats? 

56a. Six types of Arhat are known. 
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The Sutra338 says that there are six types of Arhats: Parihanad-
harmans (those who can fall away), Cetanadharmans (those who 
can at will put an end to their existences), Anuraksanadharmans 
(those who can preserve themselves), Sthitakampyas (those who 
cherish deliverance), Prativedhanadharmans (those who can 
penetrate the state of Arhat at will), and Akopyadharmans (those 
who have immovable deliverance of mind). They will be defined 
on p. 1002, 1007. 

56a-b. Five arise from the Sraddhadhimuktas ("those 
liberated through faith"). 

Five, with the exception of the Immovable Ones (the Ako
pyadharmans) have been Sraddhadhimuktas (vi.32). 

56c. Their deliverance is occasional.339 

It should be known that the deliverance of mind (cetomivukti) 
of these five types of Arhats is occasional (sdmayikt) and dear,340 

for it should be constantly guarded. Consequently these Arhats are 
called samayavimukta. Depending {apeksd) on the occasion 
{samaya), they are delivered {vimukta): this compound is made by 
omitting the middle term (= apeksd). We have thus samayavi
mukta, delivered by reason of the occasion, like ghrtaghata, a pot 
full of butter, a pot for butter.341 

For them, the realization of absorption depends on samaya, on 
circumstances: possession of a number of material goods, the 
absence of illness, a certain place. 

56d. For an Immovable One, it is immovable. 

The deliverance of an Immovable One cannot be moved 
because he cannot fall away from this deliverance; consequently it 
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is immovable. 

57a. Thus he is not occasionally delivered.342 

It follows that an Immovable One is not occasionally delivered 
{asamayavimukta). As he realizes absorption of his own accord, he 
is delivered independently or circumstances {samaya). Or rather 
samaya signifies "time": the first five Arhats are susceptible of 
falling away from their deliverance, they are thus delivered for a 
time, and so are samayavimukta; the sixth Arhat is not susceptible 
of falling away from his deliverance, he is thus definitively 
delivered, and so he is an asamayavimukta. 

57b. He proceeds from Drsriprapta. 

The Immovable One has been a Drstiprapta (vi.32). 

**# 

Do these six Arhats belong, from the beginning of their 
religious careers, to the family (go/ra)343 [that is to say, to the 
family of Parihanadharman, one who can fall away, etc.] to which, 
as Arhats, they belong? Or rather have they acquired this family 
later? 

57c-d. Some Arhats are of their present families from the 
very beginning; some become part of their present families 
through purification or perfectioning.344 

Certain Arhats are, from the very beginning, Cetanadharmans; 
other Arhats, after having been Parihanadharmans, become 
Cetanadharmans through the purification of their faculties and so 
on.345 
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1. A Parihanadharman is an Arhat who is susceptible of falling 
away and who is not a Cetanadharman . . . nor a Prativedhanadh-
arman.346 

2. A Cetanadharman is an Arhat who is capable of putting an 
end to his existence at will,347 without being an Anuraksanadh-
arman, etc. 

3. An Anuraksanadharman is an Arhat who is capable of 
preserving himself from falling away.348 

4. A Sthitakampya is an Arhat who when strong causes of 
falling away are absent, even without preserving himself, is not 
capable of being budged, that is to say, who dwells in his result; 
but, not falling away, in the absence of any effort, he is not 
susceptible of progressing. 

5. A Prativedhanadharman is an Arhat who is capable of 
penetrating without effort the Immovable Ones. 

6. An Akopyadharman or an Immovable One is an Arhat who 
is not capable of falling away.349 

When they were Saiksas, the first two lacked continual 
cultivation and intensive cultivation; the third only cultivated 
continual practices; the fourth cultivated only intensive practices; 
the fifth cultivated these two practices, but with weak faculties; and 
the sixth cultivated these two practices with sharp faculties. 

The Parihanadharman does not necessarily fall away; and so 
on: the Prativedhanadharman does not necessarily penetrate. 
These persons receive their different names because it can happen 
that they fall away, etc. Having admitted this principle (Vibhdsa, 
TD 27, p. 319cl4), one then concludes that the six types of Arhats 
can exist within the Three Dhatus. 

But, in the hypothesis where the Parihanadharman necessarily 
falls away . . . where the Prativedhanadharman necessarily 
penetrates, the situation changes: 1. there are six types of Arhats 
in Kamadhatu; 2. two types, namely the Sthitakampya and the 
Akopyadharman, exist in the higher spheres: for, in these spheres, 
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there is 1. neither falling away (vi.4lc-d), therefore there is no 
Parihanadharman nor a Anuraksan&dharman there, since there is 
no reason to guard oneself from falling away; 2. nor is there any 
volitional thought, cetand,*50 therefore the Cetanadharman is 
absent; 3. nor any perfectioning of the faculties (vi.41c-d), 
therefore the Prativedhanadharman is absent, for a Pratived-
hanadharman should make his faculties sharp through penetra
ting, in order to become an Akopyadharman. 

* * * 

Among the first five Arhats, how many can fall away from 
their families (gotra), and how many can fall away from their 
results? 

58a-b. Four fall from their families, and five fall from their 
states.351 

Four, the Cetanadharman, etc., can fall away from their 
families; the Parihanadharman cannot fall away from his family.352 

Five, the Parihanadharman, etc., can also fall away from their 
states. (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 315bll). 

58b. But one does not fall away from the first family nor 
from the first state.353 

1. The Arhat does not fall away from his first family, from the 
family which he obtained before he became an Arhat, for this 
family has been made firm by the Path of the Saiksa and the 
Asaiksa. The Saiksa does not fall away from his first family, for 
this family has been made firm by the worldly path and the 
transworldly path. But one can fall away from the family which 
one has obtained by the perfecting of his faculties.354 
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2. The ascetic does not fall away from the first state which he 
has obtained, but he can fall away from the others. Therefore he 
does not fall away from the state of Srotaapanna.355 

It results that from these two principles, (1) three cases are 
possible with respect to the Parihanadharman: the Parihanadhar
man either obtains Nirvana by staying in his family, or by 
perfecting his faculties, or by falling away and again becoming a 
Saiksa; (2) four cases are possible with respect to the Cetanadhar-
man: three as above, plus: or by falling away and becoming a 
Parihanadharman; (3) and so on: five, six, seven cases for the 
Anuraksanadharman, the Sthitakampya and the Prativedhanad-
harman (by adding: or by becoming a Cetanadharman . . . ) 
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 320a22). 

When an Arhat again becomes a Saiksa, he dwells in the same 
family that was his first family. Otherwise, in the hypothesis that 
he would obtain a better family, he would progress, and he would 
not fall away. 

Why does one not fall away from the first state? Because the 
defilements abandoned through Seeing have no support {avastuka 
= anadhisphana, vii.36): in fact, having satkayadrspi (v.7) for their 
root, they exist with the atman for their support; now there is no 
atmanP6 

* * * 

Do you pretend that these defilements have for their object 
(dlambana) a thing that does not exist (abbdva)? 

No. They have the Truths for their object, [they consist of 
considering the upadanaskandhas as permanent, etc.]; therefore 
they do not have a thing that does not exist for their object, but 
they are mistaken with respect to this object. 

How do the defilements which are abandoned through Seeing 
differ from those which are abandoned through Meditation? These 
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defilements are also mistaken with respect to their objects. 

They differ from those which are abandoned through Seeing. 
One indeed sees that the idea of self (dtmadrspi) falsely attributes 
to real things, physical matter, etc., which are not "self" the quality 
of "self under the aspect of a being which acts, a being which 
feels, or of Isvara. And the other views, the view of clinging to 
extremes (antagrdhadrsti), etc. (v.7) exist having as their support 
this same "quality of self" (dtmatva)\ as a consequence their 
support is non-existent, they have no support. But the defilements 
which are abandoned through Meditation, namely desire, hatred, 
pride, and ignorance, have for their nature attachment, antipathy, 
satisfaction, and confusion with respect to physical matter, etc.: 
they are therefore, speaking absolutely, a support and in this 
respect differ from the defilements which are abandoned through 
Seeing. For the agreeable, the painful, etc., is real with respect to 
what exists, whereas there is not a trace of self, of things 
pertaining to self, of ISvara, etc. 

Another explanation: The defilements which are abandoned 
through Meditation have a determined support, characterized as 
agreeable, painful, etc. But, for the defilements which are 
abandoned through Seeing, there is no determined support which 
is characterized as self or as a thing pertaining to self; consequently 
they do not have a support. 

Another point: Among the Aryans (= the Saiksas) who do not 
reflect, the defilements which are abandoned by Meditation can 
arise by reason of the weakness of mindfulness;357 these defile
ments do not arise among the Aryans who reflect. In the same way 
that one thinks a rope is a snake if one does not observe it carefully 
(Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 36a20); [so too when one's attention is 
lacking, one forgets its metaphysical characteristics, the imper-
manence of the pleasant, etc.] but the error of personalism 
(dtmadrspi) cannot arise among Aryans who do not reflect, because 
this error is a product of reflection. 

Consequently, the saint cannot fall away from the abandoning 
of the defilements which have been abandoned through Seeing. 
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The Sautrantikas say that one can no longer fall away from the 
quality of Arhat.358 And their opinion is correct, as one can 
demonstrate by scripture and by reasoning. 

i. Scriptural arguments. 

1. It is said, "What, Oh Bhiksus, is abandoned is abandoned by 
dryd prajna."159 

2.It is said, "I declare that the Saiksa should cultivate 
vigilance."360 The Blessed One did not proscribe vigilance to the 
Arhat. 

3. Without doubt, the Blessed One said, "Ananda, I declare that, 
even for the Arhat, property and honors are a cause of obstacle/' 
Yet the Sutra361 specifies that, if the Arhat can fall away, it is only 
from the "blisses":362 "With respect to immovable deliverance of 
mind (vi.76c), which is actualized physically (viii.35b), I declare 
that one absolutely cannot fall away from it."363 

But the Vaibhasikas answer: The Blessed One specifies that 
one cannot fall away from deliverance of the mind when it is 
immovable; therefore one can fall away from it when it is 
occasional (samayikt). 

We are indeed in agreement: One can fall away from the 
so-called occasional deliverance of mind. But what is this 
deliverance? Is it, as you think, the quality of Arhat? Should one 
not believe rather that the Blessed One designates the worldly 
Dhyanas by "occasional deliverance"? 

Since the absorption which consists of the fundamental 
Dhyanas364 is realized under certain circumstances—for example in 
a place free from noise, etc.,--it is termed "occasional (or 
circumstantial) deliverance"; it is also called "cherished deliver
ance," because, each time that it is lost, one desires it anew with a 
view to enjoying the "blisses." 
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According to another master, [the Bhadanta Rama, a Sautran-
tika], this absorption is called "cherished deliverance" because, 
being impure, it is "delectable" (viii.5). (See above, p. 1000.) 

But the deliverance which constitutes the quality of Arhat is 
not "occasional" since it is possessed in a permanent manner; it is 
no longer "cherished," because one does not have to search it out 
anew. If it were possible for one to fall away from the quality of 
Arhat, why did the Blessed One say that the Arhat could only fall 
away from the "blisses of absorption"? 

Consequently immovable deliverance of the mind belongs to all 
the Arhats. 

As for the "blisses," a certain Arhat can fall away from them, 
when, being distracted by property and honors, he loses his 
mastery in absorption: this is an Arhat whose faculties are weak. A 
certain Arhat does not fall away from them: this is an Arhat whose 
faculties are sharp. The Arhat who falls away from the "blisses" is 
a Parihanadharman; one who does not fall away is an Aparihanad-
harman. One should explain the Cetanadharman, etc., in the same 
way.365 

* * * 

What difference is there between an Aparihanadharman, a 
Sthitakampya and an Akopyadharman?366 

The first has not perfected his faculties: they have been sharp 
from the very beginning; the third has perfected his faculties: 
neither of them fall away from the absorptions that they are able 
to produce. The second does not fall away from the qualities in 
which he is found: rather, he does not produce any other qualities, 
which, if he were to produce them, he could be moved with respect 
to them. Such is the difference between these three saints. 

4. But did not the Venerable Godhika [var. Gautika] fall away 
from the quality of Arhat?367 
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The Venerable Godhika, being a Saiksa, by reason of the excess 
of his enjoyment (viii.6) and the weak character of his faculties, fell 
away many times from "occasional deliverance": in his disgust, he 
struck himself with a dagger. By reason of his indifference with 
respect to his body and life, he obtained the quality of Arhat at the 
very moment of his death, and Nirvana.368 Therefore he did not 
fall away from the quality of Arhat. 

5. The Dasottara teaches, "There is a dharma which one should 
produce, namely occasional, cherished deliverance. There is a 
dharma that one should actualize, namely the immovable deliver
ance of the mind."369 

If occasional and cherished deliverance were the quality of an 
Arhat, and so if the quality of Arhat were of two types, why does 
the Dasottara, alone among the Sutras, speak twice, under two 
distinct names, of the quality of Arhat? Moreover, no part of the 
Scripture employs the expression "to produce the quality of 
Arhat"; it always says that one should actualize this quality. 

Would you say that the quality of Arhat, to the extent that it is 
associated with weak faculties, is to be produced?370 What do you 
mean by that? That it can be "produced"? But then the quality of 
Arhat associated with sharp faculties, itself, can be produced. That 
it merits being produced? All the more reason the second quality of 
Arhat merits being produced. 

Therefore occasional deliverance is not a quality of Arhat. 

6. But, if this is the case, why does the Scripture speak of the 
"occasionally delivered" Arhat? 

Such is an Arhat who, because of the weakness of his faculties 
depends on certain circumstances in order to actualize the 
absorption. An Arhat who is opposed to this is one who is "not 
occasionally delivered." 

7. According to the Abhidharma,371 it is by reason of three 
causes that sensual desire arises: 1. the latent defilement (anufaya) 
of sensual desire has not been completely known, has not been 
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abandoned; 2. some dharmas present themselves as favorable to 
the increase of sensual desire; and 3. there is erroneous judgment. 
[Now the totality of these three causes is impossible in the case of 
the Arhat.] 

Would one say that the Abhidharma speaks of sensual desire 
which is produced by the totality of its causes, [but that sensual 
desire can arise having incomplete causes, by the sole force of the 
external object, the visaya]? But what dfoarma can arise without its 
causes being complete?372 

ii. Let us pass on to arguments from reason. 

In the Arhat there are arisen dharmas which are opposed to 
the defilements and which are of such a nature that the defile
ments are reduced to the condition of absolutely not being able to 
arise, anutpattidharman. How then could the Arhat fall away? 

Would you say that such dharmas are not arisen in the Arhat, 
that the defilements exist within him in the state of a seed, that 
which constitutes the seed of the defilements not having been 
uprooted?373 In this hypothesis, how can one say of the Arhat that 
he is ksindsrava, a person whose vices (dsrava) are cut off (ksina)? 
And if he is not a ksindsrava, how can one say that he is an 
Arhat?374 

iii. But [answer the Vaibhasikas], the theory of the non-falling 
away of the Arhat is contradicted by the Angdrakarsupama.*75 

This Sutra says,376 "A wise Aryan Sravaka who follows this rule 
of life, who passes his time in this way (evam carata evam 
viharatas),377'—it happens sometimes,378 through weakness of 
mindfulness, that he produced bad thoughts." Now this Aryan 
Sravaka is not a Saiksa, but an Arhat, for the Sutra says later, "For a 
long period of time his mind is inclined towards distant separation 
from the defilements . . . his mind is turned towards Nirvana/' 
And we know further379 that these qualities, "having the mind 
inclined towards separation," etc., are some of the powers of the 
Arhat, which power is yet determined by the words, "his mind is 
cold, purged with respect to all the dharmas in which the vices 
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have their abode/' 

We would answer: Yes, such are the texts.380 But the Angara-
karsupama refers to a Saiksa and not to an Arhat. In fact it is only 
of a Saiksa that one can say that "as long as the actions of a Bhiksu 
are not 'well understood,' even when he thus cultivates these 
actions, the defilements will sometimes arise within him."381 

* * * 

The Vaibhasikas maintain that one can also fall away from the 
quality of Arhat. 

* * * 

Are the Arhats the only ones who are divided into six families 
(gotra)? Is this also the case for others? 

58c. The Saiksas and the non-Aryans are also of six 
families.382 

Saiksas and Prthagjanas are also of six families: the families of 
the Arhats have their antecedents in these families. 

58d. In the Path of Seeing, there is no perfecting. 

One can perfect his faculties outside of the Path of Seeing the 
Truths, but not while one traverses this Path, for, in view of its 
rapidity [in all fifteen moments, vi.28], one cannot accomplish the 
preparatory practices required for perfecting.383 

Some perfect their faculties as Prthagjanas;384 some, as 
Sraddhadhimuktas.385 
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The Sutra quoted above (p. 1006) says, "I declare that one can 
fall away from any one of the four blisses of absorption which one 
has acquired; but, with respect to the immovable deliverance of 
mind which is physically actualized, I declare that one absolutely 
cannot fall away from it." 

How can it be that an Immovable Arhat can fall away from the 
blisses? 

59a-b. There are three types of falling away: from that 
which is acquired, from that which has not yet been 
acquired, and from fruition.386 

Whoever falls away from the possession of a spiritual quality, 
falls away from what has been acquired. 

Whoever does not acquire a spiritual quality that is to be 
acquired, falls away from that which has not yet been acquired. 

Whoever does not actualize a spiritual quality that he 
possesses, falls away from his fruition (upabhoga). 

*## 

Among these falling aways, 

59c-d. The last, with respect to the Master; the second also, 
with respect to an Immovable One; all three, with respect 
to others.387 

1. The Buddha falls away only from fruition: [occupied with the 
good of his followers, he ceases his enjoyment of the blisses]. 2. 
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The Immovable One (the Akopyadharman) falls away from both 
his fruition and from what has not yet been acquired: for he has 
not necessarily acquired the dharmas proper to very distinguished 
persons.388 3, The Arhats who are not immovable also fall away 
from what they have acquired. 

Consequently the fact that an Immovable One falls away from 
his fruition is not in contradiction with the above Sutra. 

The masters who deny any falling away {aparihdnivddin) say, 
"The pure deliverance of any Arhat is immovable: but an 
Immovable One is to be defined as we have said; consequently one 
cannot object: how does an Immovable One fall away from the 
blisses?"389 

* * * 

Does the saint who falls away from the state of Arhat take up a 
new existence? 

60a. He does not die having fallen away from his result.390 

He never dies in the state of having fallen away from his result. 
In fact the Sutra says, "Oh Bhiksus, it happens that the wise Aryan 
Sravaka experiences weakness of mindfulness, that his mindful
ness becomes slow. But he quickly rejects, he makes disappear, 
destroys, annihilates [this weakness of mindfulness]."391 

If it were otherwise, if a person, having become an Arhat, falls 
away from the state of Arhat, and could continue to transmigrate, 
the religious life {brahmacarya) would not inspire confidence.392 

A person fallen away from a state does not do that which a 
person who resides in this state cannot do: 

60b. He does not do what should not be doneJ 
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Even though fallen, he does not do that which is in contradic
tion with his state (for example, abrahmacarya). In the same way a 
hero can be moved, but he does not fall. 

* * * 

How many Irresistible Paths and Paths of Deliverance are 
included in the transformation or perfecting of the faculties? 

60c-d. For the Immovable One, there are nine paths of two 
types.394 

The Prativedhanadharman who perfects his faculties and 
penetrates the family of the Immovable Ones, should produce nine 
Irresistible Paths, nine Paths of Deliverance, exactly like the 
Saiksa, in order to obtain the quality of Arhat [in detaching himself 
from Bhavagra]. 

Why is this? 

60d. By reason of his intense cultivation.395 

The Prativedhanadharman has intensely cultivated the family 
of weak faculties; consequently this family cannot be transformed 
without a great effort: it has, in fact, been made firm both by the 
Path of the Saiksa and by the Path of the Asaiksa. 

61a. For the Drstiprapta, one of each type. 

For the transformation of the faculties by which a Sraddhad-
himukta [=a Saiksa of weak faculties] becomes a Drstiprapta [=a 
Saiksa of sharp faculties], there must be an Irresistible Path and a 
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Path of Deliverance. 

In the two cases (60c-d and 61a), there is a preparatory path 
(prayogamdrga). 

*** 

These Irresistible Paths and Paths of Deliverance are 

61b. Pure paths 

For the faculties of Aryans cannot be transformed by impure 
paths. 

##* 

Where can the faculties be transformed? 

61b. There is transformation among humans. 

Only humans can transform their faculties; there is no 
transformation elsewhere, for elsewhere falling away is impossi
ble.3*5 

* * * 

In what sphere do the ASaiksas and the Saiksas exist in order to 
transform their faculties? 

61c. The Asaiksas in nine spheres.397 

Namely in andgamya, dhydndntara, the Four Dhyanas and 
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three Arupyas, [for the same state of Arhat can be obtained in 
these spheres]. 

6ld. The Saiksa, in six. 

With the exception of the three Arupyas. Why is this? 

61d-62b. Because the Saiksa who increases his faculties by 
abandoning his state and his progress, obtains the state.398 

When the Saiksa perfects his faculties, he loses a state 
(=Sakrdagamiphala), a state that he had acquired by the path of 
weak faculties; he loses his visesa, that is, the progress that he had 
made—preparatory paths, Irresistible Path, Path of Deliverance, 
and Path of Excellence,—in the detachment of the Dhyanas, a 
progress realized with his weak faculties.399 He obtains only a state 
belonging to the family of sharp faculties, a state forming part of 
the detachment of Kamadhatu, not the state of Anagamin which is 
of Arupyadhatu.400 

* # * 

The Arhats, by reason of their difference of faculties, are nine 
in number. 

62c-d. Two Buddhas and seven Sravakas, the Arhats have 
nine classes of faculties.401 

The Sravakas are seven in number, the five the first of which is 
the Parihanadharman, plus the Immovable One (=the Akopyad-
harman) which is divided into two, depending on whether he was 
from his beginnings of the immovable family, or whether he has 
obtained this family through the perfecting of his faculties.402 
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The two Buddhas,--the Pratyekabuddha and the Buddha,—are 
varieties of Immovable Ones. 

These make nine persons whose faculties are respectively 
weak-weak, etc.403 

* * * 

In general, the Aryans are seven in number: 1. the Sraddhanu
sarin, 2. the Dharmanusarin, 3. the Sraddhadhimukta, 4. the 
Drstiprapta, 5. the Kayasaksin, 6. the Prajnavimukta, and 7. the 
Ubhayatobhagavimukta.404 

63a-c. Seven pudgalas, by reason of their cultivation, their 
faculties, absorption, deliverance, of two.405 

1. By reason of their cultivation (prayoga), there exists the 
Sraddhanusarin and the Dharmanusarin (vi.29a-b). In the 
beginning, in the state of Prthagjana, it is by reason of faith 
{fraddhd) that the first, under the impulse of another [that is, 
learning the foundations of mindfulness, etc., from another] 
applied himself (prayoga) to things,406 that is, he devoted himself 
to reflection and meditation. The second applied himself in the 
same way, but by following (anusara) the dharmas, that is, the 
twelvefold Scriptures, and by pursuing (anusarati) the dharmas, 
that is, the parts of Bodhi (bodhipaksikas) by himself. 

2. By reason of their faculties, there exists the Sraddhadhi-
mukta and the Drstiprapta (vi.31c-d). Their faculties are respec
tively weak and sharp by reason of the predominance, among the 
first, of intention proceeding from faith (fraddaya adhimoksah), 
and, among the second, of wisdom (prajnd). 

3. By reason of absorption (samapatti), there exists the 
Kayasaksin (vi.43c-d), because he has realized the Absorption of 
Extinction (vi.43c, viii.33a). 
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4. By reason of deliverance, there exists the Prajnavimukta 
(vi.64a-b). 

5. By reason of absorption and deliverance, there exists the 
Ubhayatobhagavimukta (vi.64a-b). 

Thus, from the point of view of their enumeration, there are 
seven. 

63c. They are six. 

These seven, from the point of view of substantial entities, are 
six. 

63d. Two exist in each of the three paths. 

In the Path of Seeing, there exists two pudgalas or persons, the 
Sraddhanusarin and the Dharmanusarin; who, in the Path of 
Meditation, become a Sraddhadhimukta and a Drstiprapta, and, in 
the Path of the Arhat (=the Asaiksamarga), a Samayavimukta and 
an Asamayavimukta. 

The Sraddhanusarin, (1) from the point of view of his faculties, 
is of three types: his faculties are weak by definition; but they can 
be either weak-weak, weak-medium, or weak-strong; (2) from the 
point of view of his family, of five types: of the family of the 
Parihanadharman, etc. (vi.56); (3) from the point of view of the 
Path, of fifteen types: accordingly as he is in one of the eight 
Patiences or in one of the seven Knowledges (vi.26-27); (4) from 
the point of view of detachment, of seventy-three types: 1. bound 
by all of the bonds of Kamadhatu, 2-10. detached from one . . . 
from nine categories of bonds of Kamadhatu; 11-19. detached from 
one . . . from nine categories of bonds of the First Dhyana, and so 
on up to and including Akincanyayatana. Eight times nine—det
achment from Kamadhatu, from the Four Dhyanas, and from 
three Arupyas,—make seventy-two, plus all the bonds of Kamadhatu, 
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seventy-three; (5) from the point of view of the physical person 
(d/raya), of nine types: born in one of the three Dvlpas. [with the 
exception of Uttarakuru], born in one of the six heavens of 
Kamadhatu. Higher, the Path of Seeing is absent. 

By taking into account all of these differences, there are some 
147,825 types of Sraddhanusarin. The calculation relative to other 
saints is established according to the same elements, with the 
differences of title.407 

* * * 

Who is the saint that is called an Ubhayatobhagavimukta, 
("one who is doubly delivered")? Who is the saint that is called a 
Prajnavimukta ("one who is delivered through prajna')? 

64a-b. He who possesses extinction is doubly delivered; the 
other is delivered through prajna.40* 

One who has entered the Absorption of Extinction (vi.43c-d), 
that is to say, one who is endowed with extinction, is called "doubly 
delivered", because, by the power of prajna and absorption, he is 
delivered from the hindrance of the defilements and from the 
hindrance that opposes the arising of the eight liberations.409 

The other is "one who is delivered through prajfia," because, by 
the power of prajna, he is delivered from the hindrance of the 
defilements. 

* * * 

The Blessed One said, "One who has abandoned the five 
defilements here below and who is not subject to falling away is a 
complete Saiksa."410 How is a Saiksa completed? 
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64c-d. It is from the point of view of absorption, of 
faculties, and of result that a Saiksa is said to be complete.411 

The complete Saiksa is of three types, complete by his result, 
his faculties, and his absorption. The Anagamin of the Sraddhad-
himukta class (vi.31c) who is not a Kayasaksin (vi.43) is complete 
from the point of view of only his result. 

The saint of the Drstiprapta class (vi.32) who is not detached 
from Kamadhatu is complete from the point of view of only his 
faculties. 

The Anagamin of the Drstiprapta class who is not a Kayasak
sin is complete from the point of view of his result and his 
faculties. 

The Anagamin of the Sraddhadhimukta class who is a 
Kayasaksin is complete from the point of view of his result and his 
absorption. 

The Anagamin of the Drstiprapta class who is a Kayasaksin is 
complete from the point of view of his result, his faculties, and his 
absorption. 

A Saiksa cannot be complete from the point of view of only his 
absorption, for the Absorption of Extinction supposes the state of 
Anagamin, and consequently fullness or perfection from the point 
of view of result. In the same way a Saiksa cannot be complete only 
from the point of view of his faculties and his absorption. 

65 a. The Asaiksa is complete from two points of view. 

From the point of view of his faculties and his absorption. 
There is no Asaiksa in fact who is not complete from the point of 
view of his state: consequently perfection from the point of view of 
state is counted as a perfection. 
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The Prajfiavimukta (vi.64) who is an Asamayavimukta (vi.56) 
is complete from the point of view of his faculties. 

The Ubhayatobhagavimukta who is a Samayavimukta is 
complete from the point of view of his absorption. The Ubhaya
tobhagavimukta who is an Asamayavimukta is complete from the 
point of view of his faculties and his absorption. 

* * * 

Numerous types of paths have been named: the worldly path 
and the transworldly path; the Paths of Seeing, Meditation and of 
the ASaiksa; the Preparatory Path, the Irresistible Path, the Path 
of Deliverance, and the Path of Excellence. In short, how many 
types of paths are there? 

65b-d. In short, the path is of four types, Prepararory, 
Irresistible, Deliverance, and Excellence. 

Prayogamdrga, the Path of Application or of Preparatory 
Cultivation, is the path by which and following upon which there 
arises the Irresistible Path.412 

Anantaryamdrga, the Irresistible Path (vi.28b), is the path by 
which an obstacle is abandoned (vi.64a-b, 77).413 

Vimuktimdrga, the Path of Deliverance, is the first path which 
arises free from the obstacle abandoned by means of the Irresisti
ble Path.414 

Visesamdrga, the Path of Excellence, is the path differing from 
the preceding paths.415 

* * * 

What is the meaning of the word mdrga, path?4 
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The path is the path to Nirvana because it goes from here; or 
rather, because it is through it that Nirvana is searched out.417 

But how are the Path of Deliverance and the Path of Excellence 
paths? In fact, it is on the Preparatory Path and the Irresistible 
Path that the acquisition of Nirvana depends. 

Because the Path of Deliverance and the Path of Excellence are 
parallel to the paths of abandoning (Prahanamarga = the 
Irresistible Path par excellence) from the point of view of their 
object (the Truths), their aspects (sixteen aspects, impermanence, 
etc.), and their purity; they are distinguished by being superior, for 
they have for their causes all the causes of the paths of abandoning 
plus the paths of abandoning themselves. And moreover because, 
by means of these two paths, one obtains higher and higher paths: 
(the Path of Deliverance is necessary for the acquisition of a new 
Irresistible Path). Or rather because, by these two paths, one enters 
into nirupadhiiesa Nirvana, Nirvana without remnant.418 

#*# 

The path is also called pratipad, route, because, by it, one 
arrives at Nirvana.419 

There are four routes: routes difficult for slow and quick 
intelligences, and routes easy for slow and quick intelligences.420 

66a. The path belonging to the Dhyanas is the easy route. 

The path (the Preparatory Path, etc.), cultivated in the 
Dhyanas, that is to say, while one is in Dhyana, is the easy route. 
For the Dhyanas are endowed with parts (viii.1,10) and present a 
perfect balance of calm {samatha) and insight (vipasyana): it 
results from this that, in the Dhyanas, the route flows on 
effortlessly.421 
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66b. The difficult routes belong to other spheres. 

The path in anagamya, dhydndntara, and the Arupyas, is the 
difficult route, for these absorptions are not endowed with parts, 
and calm and insight are not in balance. In anagamya and 
dhydndntara, the power of insight, which is great, outweighs calm, 
which is small. But the opposite holds true in the Arupyas. 

*** 

These two routes, 

66c-d. When intelligence is weak, a route for slow intelli
gence; in the contrary case, a route for a quick intelligence. 

Whether the route is easy or difficult, when the faculties are 
weak, the route is for slow intelligences {dhandhdbhijna)\ when 
the faculties are sharp, the route is for quick intelligences. 

The route is termed for slow intelligences when intelligence 
{abhijnd) is slow {dhandha) in it. Abhijnd is the equivalent of 
prajna, and dhandha the equivalent of manda. So too, the route is 
for quick intelligences when abhijnd is rapid in it, that is to say, 
when prajfld is sharp in it. Or rather one can explain: the abhijnd 
of a person of weak mind, is slow . . . ; the abhijnd of a person with 
a sharp mind, is quick. 

* * * 

The Path receives the name of bodhipdksika, "containing the 
adjutants of Bodhi."422 There are thirty-seven adjutants of Bodhi, 
namely the four foundations of mindfulness, the four right 
exertions,423 the four supernormal powers {rddhipddas)9 the five 
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faculties, the five powers, the seven parts of Bodhi {bodhyangas)y 

and the Noble Eightfold Path.424 

67a-b. The Knowledge of Destruction with the Knowledge 
of Non-Arising is Bodhi.425 

The Knowledge of Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Ar
ising are Bodhi which, by reason of the differences of the saints 
who obtain it, is threefold: Sravaka Bodhi, Pratyekabuddha Bodhi, 
and Unsurpassed, Perfect Bodhi. In fact, by these two Knowledges, 
one completely abandons ignorance;426 by the first, one knows in 
all truth that the task is accomplished; and by the second, that 
there is nothing more to be accomplished in the task.427 

67b-c. Because they are favorable to it, thirty-seven 
dharmas are its adjutants. 

Because they are favorable (anuloma) to Bodhi, thirty-seven 
dharmas are adjutants of Bodhi (bodhipaksya).428 

67d. Thirty-seven from the point of view of name, but ten 
substantial entities.429 

What are these ten entities? 

68a-c. Faith, energy, mindfulness, prajnd, absorption, joy, 
indifference, resolution, morality, and aptitude.430 

How is that? 

68d-69b. Foundation of mindfulness is prajnd; energy 
receives the name of right exertion; the supernormal 
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powers are samddhis. 

The foundations of mindfulness, the right exertions (samyak-
pradhanas), and the supernormal powers are, by their nature, 
prajna, energy, and samddhi. 

i. We have therefore at first five items, faith, energy, 
mindfulness, samddhi, and prajna, which, under their own names, 
make up five faculties and five powers. 

Among these five items, prajna is made up of: a. the four 
foundations of mindfulness,431 b. one of the parts of Bodhi, the 
investigation into the dharmas (dharmapravicaya), and c. one of 
the parts of the Noble Eightfold Path, Right Views. 

Energy is made up of: a. the four right exertions; b. one of the 
parts of Bodhi, energy; and c. one of the parts of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, Right Effort. 

Samddhi is made up of: a. the four supernormal powers; b. one 
of the parts of Bodhi, samddhi; and c. one of the parts of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, Right Concentration. 

Mindfulness is made up of: a. one of the parts of Bodhi, 
mindfulness; b. one of the parts of the Noble Eightfold Path, Right 
Mindfulness. 

ii. What do we have in addition that are not these first five 
items? Among the parts of Bodhi, joy, resolution (ii.25, English 
translation, p. 192), indifference; among the parts of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, Right Thoughts and the three parts of morality-
Right Speech, Right Action, and Right Livelihood—which are 
counted as being one item, morality, 

We have five plus five items; therefore the adjutants of Bodhi 
are made up of ten items. 

According to the Vaibha§ikas, there are eleven items; Right 
Speech and Right Actions together form one item, and Right 
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Livelihood is another item (see iv.85c-d). Therefore morality {slid) 
counts for two items added to the nine preceding items.432 

* * * 

We have said that the foundations of mindfulness, the right 
exertions, and the supernormal powers are by their nature prajnd, 
energy, and samddhi. 

69c-d. A definition according to their essentials; they are 
also all the qualities that arise from cultivation. 

The preceding definitions refer to the principal elements of the 
foundations of mindfulness, etc.; but all these adjutants of Bodhi 
are also a collection of qualities, pure or impure, which have arisen 
from preparatory cultivation (prdyogika, i iJlb) , from hearing, 
reflection, or meditation.433 

* * * 

Why is energy termed rignt exertion? 

Because the body, speech, and mind are, through energy, 
correctly placed into action. 

Why is samddhi termed a supernormal power (rddhipdda)?4H 

Because samddhi is the foundation (pdda = pratisthd) of rddhi, 
that is to say, of the "success" of all spiritual qualities. 

But certain masters, [the Vaibhasikas], maintain that super
normal power is samddhi, and that the four,--desire, mind, energy, 
and examination,--are the "feet", padas, of this supernormal 
power: they should therefore say that the adjutants of Bodhi are 
thirteen in number by adding desire and mind to their list of 
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eleven. Furthermore, to affirm that supernormal power is samddhi 
is to contradict the Sutra which defines supernormal power, "What 
is supernormal power? The ascetic accomplishes different works 
of miraculous power; being one, he becomes many,"435 and so 
on.436 

Why are faith, energy, etc., termed faculties and powers? 

Accordingly as they are weak or strong, for the faculties and the 
powers cannot be broken or crushed.437 (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
726bl6). 

How is the order of the faculties explained? 

In order to obtain the result in which one believes (sraddhd), 
one makes an effort (yiryam arabhate). When one forces onself, 
there is a setting up of mindfulness {smrtyupasthiti). When 
mindfulness is set up, one fixes the mind {samddhi) in order to 
avoid distraction. When the mind is fixed, there arises a conscious
ness which conforms to the object (prajnd). 

* * * 

In which stages are the different adjutants of Bodhi placed? In 
which are they the important factors? 

The Vaibhasikas say, 

70. They form seven groups which are distributed, in order, 
between the beginning stage, the nirvedhabhdgiyas, 
Meditation, and Seeing.438 

In the beginning stage, there are the foundations of mindful
ness, because, in this stage, one examines the body, etc.439 

In the Heats (Usmagata), there are the right exertions 
(samyakpradhdna), for, in this stage one increases his energy, an 
increase which is the principle of progress. 
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In the Summits (Murdhan), there are the supernormal powers, 
for, due to them, one obtains the condition in which the roots of 
good cannot be lost.440 

The faculties are in the Patiences, for faith, energy, etc., become 
predominant {ddhipatyaprdpta, see ii.2a-b) in this stage from the 
fact that, in the Patiences, one is no longer capable of falling away 
(vi.23b). 

The powers are in the Supreme Worldly Dharmas, for, in this 
stage, faith, energy, etc., can no longer be crushed either by the 
defilements—for these are not activated—nor by any other worldly 
dharmas. 

The parts of Bodhi are in the Path of Meditation, for this Path 
is close to Bodhi, that is to say, to the Knowledge of Destruction 
and the Knowledge of Non-Arising in which the Path of Seeing is 
separated by the Path of Meditation. 

The parts of the Noble Eightfold Path are in the Path of 
Seeing, for this Path is characterized by progress: for one goes 
quickly.441 

[But, one would say, the Path of Seeing proceeds from out of 
the Path of Meditation. Why not respect this order?] The Sutra 
lists the parts of Bodhi (=the Path of Meditation) first, and the 
parts of the Noble Eightfold Path (=the Path of Seeing) second, 
with an end to having an order corresponding to the number of 
parts, at first seven, and then eight. Investigation into the dharmas 
(dharmapravicaya) is at one and the same time Bodhi and a part of 
Bodhi, and Right Views is both the Path and a part of the Noble 
Eightfold Path. (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 726c4.) 

Such is the doctrine of the Vaibhasikas. 

*** 

Other masters justify the order of the adjutants of Bodhi 
without disturbing the regular succession, by placing, as it suits 
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them, the Path of Seeing first, and then the Path of Meditation. 

There is first 1. the foundations of mindfulness, which exist 
with a view to curbing thoughts (buddhi) which disperse 
themselves naturally, distracted as they are by the variety of 
objects. The four foundations of mindfulness bind the mind, for it 
is said in the Sutra, ". . . with a view to expelling the idea of 
desire442 which have their support in t h i r s t . . . " (Madhyama, TD 
1, p. 758b5).443 

2. Energy (vtrya) increases through the power of the founda
tions of mindfulness, through the control and the exertion 
(pradhana) of the mind through the accomplishment of the 
fourfold tasks: abandoning the bad dharmas which have been 
produced, the non-production of bad dharmas which have not been 
produced . . . : these are the four right exertions. 

3. Then, by reason of the purification of absorption (samddhi), 
the supernormal powers arise and are cultivated. 

4. Supported by absorption, there arise faith, energy, etc., 
which are predominant among the transworldly dharmas (lokotta-
ra-dharmas) since they lead to them: they are the faculties, 
indriyas. 

5. The same faith, energy, etc., when they triumph over the 
growth of their opponents, are the powers, balas. 

6. The parts of Bodhi arise in the Path of Seeing, because, for 
the first time, the ascetic understands the true nature of the 
dharmas. [Bodhi signifies pure prajnd.] 

7. The parts of Bodhi arise in the Path of Seeing and in the 
Path of Meditation. In fact, it is said, "The Noble Eightfold Path 
goes thus to fullness through meditation, the four foundations of 
mindfulness go to their fullness through meditation . . . the seven 
parts of Bodhi go to their fullness through meditation/'444 

[Therefore the Noble Eightfold Path also exists in the Path of 
Meditation, for this Path, in the Path of Seeing, does not obtain its 
fullness through meditation.] 
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It is further said, "Oh Bhiksus, to say 'words conforming to the 
truth' is an expression that says the Four Truths; Oh Bhiksus, to 
say 'to advance by the Path* is an expression that speaks of the 
Noble Eightfold Path." 

Therefore, since the Noble Eightfold Patn exists both in the 
Path of Seeing and in the Path of Meditation, the order which 
places the parts of Bodhi first, and the parts of the Noble Eightfold 
Path second, is justified. 

* * * 

Among the adjutants of Bodhi, how many are impure, and how 
many are pure? 

71a-b. The parts of Bodhi and the parts of the Path are 
pure. 

They are only pure, for they are placed in the Path of Seeing 
and the Path of Meditation. Without doubt, there are worldly right 
views,445 etc., but they are not called the parts of the Noble 
Eightfold Path. 

71b. The others are of two types.446 

The other adjutants of Bodhi are either impure or pure. 

*** 

How many exist in the different spheres? (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 
497b26.) 

71c. All exist in the First Dhyana. 
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In all, thirty-seven. 

7 Id. In anagamya, with the exception of joy.447 

Why is joy (a part of Bodhi) absent from anagamya? 

Because the thresholds of absorption (sdmantakas) are realized 
only through force,448 and again, because they include the fear of 
falling into a lower sphere. 

72a. In the Second, with the exception of thoughts.449 

In the Second Dhyana, thoughts (a part of the Eightfold Path) 
are absent, but the other thirty-six adjutants of Bodhi remain. 
Thought is absent since vicara is also absent. 

72b. In two, with the exception of the one and the other. 

In the Third and the Fourth Dhyanas, there is absent both joy 
and thought, but the other thirty-five adjutants of Bodhi remain. 

72c. Also, in dhyanantara. 

There one finds thirty-five adjutants of Bodhi with the 
exception of these same two. 

72c-d. In three Arupyas, with the exception of the preced
ing and the parts of morality.450 

In the three Arupyas there is also absent Rignt Speech, Right 
actions, and Right Livelihood, but thirty-two adjutants of Bodhi 
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remain. 

73a-c In Kamadhatu and in Bhavagra, the parts of Bodhi 
and the parts of the Path are absent.451 

In fact, the Pure Path is absent from these two places. 
Therefore some twenty-two adjutants of Bodhi remain.452 

### 

At what moment does the person who cultivates the adjutants 
of Bodhi obtain the avetyaprasddas, that is, the four types of faith 
[and purity] which accompany intelligence?453 

73c-74. When one sees three Truths, one obtains the 
morality and the avetyaprasdda relating to the Dharma: 
when one comprehends the Path, also the avetyaprasdda 
relating to the Buddha and his Sahgha.454 

At the comprehension {abhisamaya) of the first three Truths 
(vi.27), there is acquisition of the avetyaprasdda relating to the 
Dharma, and to the pure precepts, dear to the Aryans.455 

At the comprehension of the Truth of the Path, dear to the 
Aryans, there is an acquisition of the avetyaprasdda relating to the 
Buddha and to his Sravaka-Sangha.456 

The word "also" {apt) is there in order to mark that there is 
also an acquisition of the avetyaprasdda relating to the Dharma 
and the precepts. 

The prasdda relating to the Buddha is a prasdda relating to the 
ASaiksa dharmas which make up a Buddha; so too one should 
understand by Sangha the Saiksa and ASaiksa dharmas which make 
up the Sahgha (iv.32). 
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What is understood by Dharma in the expression "avetyapra-
sada relating to the Dharma"? 

74c-75a. The Dharma is the three Truths and the Path of 
the Pratyekabuddha and the Bodhisattva.457 

Consequently, when one understands the Four Noble Truths, 
one obtains the avetyaprasdda relating to the Dharma.458 

* * * 

Therefore we have, seen from the differences of the object of 
prasdda, iont prasddas distinguished from the point of view of 
their names. 

75a-c. From the point of view of substantial entities, these 
four are two things, faith and morality. 

The avetyaprasdda relating to the Buddha, the Dharma, and 
the Sangha, are, by their nature, faith {sraddhd). The precepts dear 
to the Aryans, are, by their nature, morality {sila). Therefore they 
are two things. 

* * * 

Are these two things pure or impure? 

The avetyaprasddas are exclusively 
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75b. Immaculate. 

*** 

What is the meaning of the term avetyaprasdda? 

A faith consecutive to the exact comprehension of the Truths. 

The avetyaprasadas are arranged in the order in which, upon 
leaving the contemplation of the Truths, they are actualized. 

How does one actualize them upon leaving this contem
plation? 

"Oh! the Blessed One is a perfect Buddha! Well preached is his 
Dharma-Vinaya! Well cultivating is his Sravaka-Sahgha!": it is 
thus that one actualizes them, for the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 
Sahgha are, in this order, the doctor, the remedy, and the patient. 

As the prasdda of morality459 results from the prasdda of the 
mind,460 it is placed fourth, at the end: it is when the mind is thus 
believing (prasanna) that one acquires the precepts dear to the 
Aryans. Or rather, the prasdda of the precepts is placed at the end, 
because the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sahgha are the doctor, 
the remedy, and the patient, and the prasdda of the precepts 
corresponds to health (drogya). Or rather because the Buddha is 
the guide, the Dharma is the path, the Sahgha is one's travelling 
companions, and the precepts dear to the Aryans are the vehicle 
(ydna). 

* * * 

According to the Sutra, a Saiksa has eight parts (or "limbs", 
angas), namely the eight parts of the Noble Eightfold Path 
(mdrgdnga) termed "pertaining to the Saiksa": saiksi samyagdrspi. 
.. saiksa samyaksamddhi (above, p. 1022); an Asaiksa has ten parts, 
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namely the same eight parts of the Noble Eightfold Path termed 
"pertaining to the Asaiksa": asaikst samyagdrsfi..., plus asaikst 
samyagvimukti and asaiksa sarnyagjndna, the perfect deliverance 
proper to Arhats and the knowledge of the acquisition of this 
deliverance (on samyagvimuktijridna, see vi.76d).461 

Why does not the Sutra attribute both perfect deliverance and 
the knowledge of this perfect deliverance to the Saiksa? 

75c-d. Because he is bound, deliverance is not said to be a 
part of a Saiksa. 

A Saiksa is bound by the bonds of the defilements. How could 
one consider him delivered? The person who is partially bound is 
not called released. Deliverance is absent from him, and he cannot 
possess the knowledge of the acquisition of deliverance (vim-
ukto 'srniti jnanadarsanam, Mahdvyutpatti, 81.9). 

An Asaiksa, on the contrary, is completely liberated from all 
the bonds: he is thus characterized, magnified both by his 
deliverance from the defilements and by the direct knowledge of 
his deliverance: therefore it is of the Asaiksa alone that one can say 
that perfect deliverance and the knowledge of this perfect 
deliverance are his parts. 

* * * 

What is deliverance? 

75d. Deliverance is twofold.462 

It is conditioned and unconditioned. (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
147a6.) 
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76a-c. Victory over the defilements is unconditioned 
deliverance; adhimoksa is conditioned deliverance. 

The abandoning (prahdna, that is, pratisamkhydnirodha, ii. 
English translation, p. 280-281) of the defilements is uncon
ditioned deliverance. The intention of the Asaiksa is conditioned 
deliverance.463 

76b-c. This last is a part. 

It is conditioned deliverance which is called a "part pertaining 
to an Asaik§a"; for the other parts, Right Views, etc., are 
conditioned. 

76c. It is two deliverances.464 

This same conditioned deliverance is described, in the Sutra 
{Samyukta, TD 2, p. 16c24), as being double, mental deliverance 
and deliverance through prajnd. [Mental deliverance comes about 
through the liberation from desire, and deliverance through prajnd 
comes about through liberation from ignorance;] it therefore 
constitutes what is called the skandha of deliverance, the 
vimuktiskandha.46* 

But, according to another opinion,466 if the skandha of 
deliverance is only intention, how do we explain the Sutra? The 
Sutra says,467 "Oh Vyaghrabodhayanas! What is the essential factor 
of the purification of deliverance? The mind of a Bhiksu is 
detached, delivered from craving; the mind of this Bhiksu is 
detached, delivered from hatred and ignorance. In this way, either 
with a view to the fullness of the skandha of deliverance which is 
not complete, or with a view to maintaining the skandha of 
deliverance which is complete, all desire, all energy . . . this is the 
essential factor." 
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It results from this Sutra that intention does not constitute 
deliverance: this is the purity of the mind resulting from the 
abandoning of the defilements, craving, etc. which are expelled by 
correct knowledge.468 

Perfect deliverance has been explained. 

*** 

What is the perfect or Right Knowledge {samyagjnana) which 
is distinct from Right Views (samyagdrsti)? 

76d. Bodhi, as described above, is knowledge. 

Bodhi, as we have described above, is the Knowledge of 
Destruction and the Knowledge of Non-Arising (vi.67a-b), and 
these constitutes Right Knowledge, the tenth part of the Asaiksa. 

*** 

Which mind—past, present, or future-is delivered? 

77a-b. The Asaiksa mind, arising, is delivered from its 
obstacles.469 

The Sastra (Jnanaprasthana, TD 26, p. 1000b9) says, "The 
future Asaiksa mind is delivered from its obstacle."470 What is this 
obstacle? 

The possession of the defilements [=ninth category of the 
defilements of Bhavagra], which in fact creates an obstacle to the 
arising of an Asaiksa mind. At the moment of Vajropamasamadhi 
(vi.44c-d), this possession is abandoned, and an Asaiksa mind 
arises and is delivered. When this possession has been abandoned, 
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the ASaiksa mind has arisen and has been delivered. 

But what would you say of the Asaiksa mind which has not 
arisen at the moment of Vajropamasamadhi, or of the worldly 
mind which is produced within an Asaiksa? 

These two minds are also delivered; but it is of the future 
Asaiksa mind in the process of arising that the Sastra says is 
delivered. 

From what is the worldly mind of an Asaiksa delivered? 

From the same possession of the defilements, an obstacle to its 
arising. 

But is not this same worldly mind produced within a Saiksa, 
and have you not said that it is delivered? 

The worldly mind of a Saiksa is not similar to that of an 
Asaiksa, for the latter is not accompanied by the possession of the 
defilements. 

* * * 

What is the Path—past, present, or future,--by which the 
obstacle to the arising of the Asaiksa mind is abandoned? 

77c-d. It is while perishing that the Path causes the 
abandoning of the obstacle. 

Perishing, that is to say, in the present. 

*** 

The Sastra and the present work defined unconditioned 
deliverance (vi.76a). On the other hand, the Sutra471 and the Sastra 
speak of three dhatus ("spheres"), namely prahanadhatu ("the 
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sphere of abandoning"), viragadhatu ("the sphere of the absence 
of craving"), and nirodhadhdtu ("the sphere of extinction"). What 
is the relationship between unconditioned deliverance and these 
three spheres? 

78a. Unconditioned deliverance receives the name of dhdtu. 

This deliverance is the three dhdtus. 

78b. The destruction of craving is detachment.472 

The abandoning of craving (rdga) is viragadhatu, the sphere of 
the absence of craving. 

78c. The destruction of the others is abandoning. 

The abandoning of the defilements other than craving is 
prahanadhdtu, the sphere of abandoning. 

78d. The destruction of the object is called nirodhadhdtu, 
the sphere of extinction.473 

The abandoning of the object, impure physical matter, etc., 
with the exception of the abandoning of the defilements, is the 
realm of extinction. 

* * * 

Does one become disgusted by means of the same dharmas 
through which one obtains detachment? 

There are four alternatives. 
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What are they? 

79a-b. Disgust arises by means of the Patiences and the 
Knowledges of Suffering and Origin. 

It is only by means of the Patiences and the Knowledges of the 
Truths of Suffering and Origin (vi.25d) that one obtains disgust, 
and not by means of the other Patiences and Knowledges. 

79b-c. Detachment arises through all the dharmas by means 
of which there is abandoning. 

The Patiences (=the Path of Seeing) and the Knowledges (=the 
Path of Meditation) (vi. p. 949) of Suffering, of Origin, of 
Extinction and of the Path, through which one abandons the 
defilements, are also the means for acquiring detachment. 

79d. There are therefore four alternatives. 

1. If the ascetic does not abandon the defilements through the 
Patiences and Knowledges of Suffering and Origin, he only 
acquires disgust: these Patiences and these Knowledges have only 
the causes of disgust for their sphere. 

2. If the ascetic abandons his defilements through the Patience 
and Knowledges of Extinction and the Path, he only acquires 
detachment: these Patiences and these Knowledges have only the 
causes of joy for their sphere. 

3. If the ascetic abandons the defilements through the 
Patiences and the Knowledges of Suffering and Origin, he acquires 
detachment and disgust. 

4. If the ascetic does not abandon the defilements through the 
Patiences and the Knowledges of Extinction and the Path, he 
acquires neither detachment nor disgust. 
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Let us remark, with respect to the first and the fourth 
alternative, that the ascetic who, already detached from craving, 
enters the Path of Seeing, does not abandon defilements through 
the Path of the Dharma Knowledge and the Dharma Know
ledges.474 Furthermore, one does not abandon them through the 
Knowledges which form part of the Preparatory Path, the Path of 
Deliverance, as the Path of Excellence (vi.65b).475 

#*# 

1 
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1. At the beginning of this volume we give a summary of the theory of the Path according to 
the Kofa: preliminary path; pure, impure path, etc. 

2. We should not translate "by Seeing and Meditation on the Truths." Worldly or impure 
Meditation does not bear on the Truths. 

On the different meanings of the word bhdvand, bhdvana, iv.l22c-d, vi.5. vii.27. 
Atthasdlini, 163: a. acquisition, taking possession of (p rat Ham b ha); b. cultivation, 
repetition {nisevana, nisevd, abhydsa); c. absorbtion (samddhi). 

3. Darsanamdrga, i.40a-b, vi.25-28; bbdvandmdrga, pure and impure, vi.29-50. Different 
mdrgas, vi.65b. 

4. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 267a28 presents thirty opinions on the two paths: the Path of 
Seeing is an active path; once it is realized, at one stroke it cuts off nine catetories of 
defilements; the Path of Meditation is not active, it is cultivated on many occasions and it 
cuts off nine catetories of defilements over a long period of time: such as a sharp dagger and 
a dull dagger . . . ; the defilements abandoned through Seeing are abandoned as a stone is 
smashed; the defilements abandoned through Meditation are abandoned as a lotus stalk is 
broken. 

The Path of the Seeing of the Truths, first pure view of the truths, cuts off the 
defilements, satkdyadrsti, etc., to which it is opposed (pratipsksa) in fifteen moments; the 
Path of Meditation, pure or impure, opposes one by one each of the nine catetories of 
defilements (strong-strong rdga, etc.) of each the nine spheres (Kamadhatu, the Four 
D by anas, and the four drupyas) (vi.33). 

5. According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 404bll. 

6. vi.14; 67. 

7. vi.67; Mahdvyutpati, 39: to make an effort for the disappearance of the black dharmas, 
etc. 

8. vyavacdrana - pariksd = pratirupana; this is the period of the nirvedhabhdgiyas, vi.17. 

9. According to the version of Hsiian-tsang this is the Sutra of the Good Doctor; according 
to Paramartha, the Sutra of the Simile of the Doctor (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 105a2b, p. 
120a25). 

Vydkhyd: siltre py esa satydndm drstdnta iti vyddhyddisutre jkatham / caturbhtr angaih 
samanvdgato bhisak ialydpahartd rdjdrhas ca bhavati rdjayogyaf ca rdjdngatve ca samkhydm 
gacchati / katamais caturbhih / abadhakusalo bhavati / dbddhasamutthdnakusalo bhavati 
dbddhaprahdnakusalah prahtnasya cdbddhasydyatydm anutpddakusalah / evam eva caturbhir 
angaih samanvdgapas tathdgato'rhan samyaksambuddho nuttaro bhisak ialydpahartety 
ucyate / katamais" caturbhih / iha bhiksavas tathdgato . . . idam duhkham dryasatyam iti 
yathdbhutam prajdndti ... 

Kern, Manual, p. 47 (Yogasutra, ii.15; Lalita, p. 448, 458); bhisakka in the Inde* of the 
Anguttara; Milinda, trans. 11,8, note: Siksdsamuccaya, 148.5,243.4,295.2; Bodhicarydvatara, 
ii.57, vii.22. etc. See Taish6 17, no. 793-

10. On abhisamaya, below, vi.27a. Atthasdlini, 22 (57) distinguishes worldly and 
transworldly abhisamaya; but the Pali sources most frequently understand abhisamaya in 
the same sense as does the Abhidharma: comprehension of the Truths through arydprajnd. 

11. This theory is not that of all the sources; see p. 908. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 397a26: What is 
the nature of the Four Truths? The masters of the Abhidharma say: 1. the Truth of 
Suffering consists of the five updddnaskandhas; 2. the Truth of Origin is the cause of the 
impure dharmas; 3. the Truth of the Extinction is their pratisamkhydnirodha (ii.55d); 4. the 
Truth of the Path is the dharmas which create the Saints (faiksa and aiaiksa dharmas). The 
Darstantikas say: 1. the Truth of Suffering is ndmarupa; 2. the Truth of Arising is karman 
and kle§a; 3. the Truth of Extinction is the annihilation (ksaya) of karman and of kief a; 4. 
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the Truth of the Path is calm and insight (iamatha andvipaiyand). The Vibhajyavadins (see 
v. English trans, p. 782, 808,) say: 1. that which has the eight characteristics o(duhkha is 
duhkha and duhkhasatya; the other impure (sasrava) dharmas are duhkha, but not 
duhkhasatya [compare the Pali sources quoted below, note 15]; 2. the tfsnd which produces 
later existence is samudaya and samudayasatya; all other trsnd and the other causes of 
impure (sdsravahetu) dharmas is samudaya, but not samudayasatya; 3. the extinction of this 
trsnd is nirodha and nirodhasatya; the extinction of all other trsnd and of the other causes of 
impure dharmas is nirodha, but not nirodhasatya; 4. the eight-part £aiksa path is mdrga and 
mdrgasatya; the other dharmas of the &aiksa and all the dharmas of the Asaiksa are mdrga, 
but not mdrgasatya. But, in this system, the Arhats only possess the Truths of duhkha and 
nirodha, and not the Truths of samudaya and mdrga. Samgitiidstra, TD 26, p. 392al6; 
sdsravahetu is the Truth of Origin; pratisamkhydnirodha is the Truth of Extinction; the 
dharmas of the Saiksa and the ASaiksa are the path. 

12. Visuddhimagga, 495: yasmd pana etdni buddhddayo ariyd pativijjhanti tasmd 
ariyasaccdniti vuccanti.. . ariydniti tathdni avitathdni avisamvddakdniti attho. 

The Aryan is defined, Koia, iii.44c; same etymology in Anguttara, iv.145. Majjhima, 
i.280. etc. In Atthasdlini, 349: the Aryans are the Buddhas, the Pratyekas, and the SrSvakas; 
or rather the Buddhas alone are Aryans: compare Samyutta, v.435 (tathdgata-ariya). 

Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 401c27. What is the meaning of the term dryasatya? Are the Truths 
so cal led because they are good, because they are pure (andsrava), or because the Aryans are 
endowed with them? What are the defects of these explanations? All three are bad: 1. one 
can say that the last two Truths are good; but the first two are of three types, good, bad, and 
neutral; 2. the last two are pure, but not the first two; 3. the non-Aryans are endowed with 
the Truths, thus it is said: "Who is endowed with the Truths of duhkha and of samudaya?'AH 
beings. Who is endowed with the Truth of nirodha? Those who are not bound by all the 
bonds (sakalabandhana, see Koia, ii.36c, English trans, p. 207)." Answer: One must say that, 
because the Aryans are endowed with them, these Truths are the Aryasatyas . . . 

13. Samyutta, iv. 127: yam pare sukhato dhu tad ariyd dhu dukkhato /yam pare dukkhato dhu 
tad ariya sukhato vidu. The Vydkhyd quotes the second pdda: tat pare dukkhato viduh. 

It also quotes the last pdda of the Saundarananda, xii.22: loke'sminn dlaydrdme nwrttau 
durlabhd ratih / vyathante hy apunarbhdvdt prapdtdd iva baits ah // In fact, what the Aryans 
call sukha is Nirvana or extinction. 

14. According to P'u-kuang (TD 41, p. 333c2), the Sautrantikas and the Sthaviras. 

15. a. Vydkhyd: mana dpnuvantiti mandpdh / punahsamdhikaranam cdtreti vydkhydtam. 
b. On the three types of duhkha, Digha, iii.216 (Buddhaghosa, if the summary in 

Dialogues, iii.210, is correct, deviates from Vasubandhu); Samyutta, iv.259, v.56; 
Visuddhimagga, 499; Madhyamakavrtti, chap, xxiv (p. 227, 475), which depends on the 
Koia; Bodhicary avatar a, 346; Rockhill, Life, 189; Yogas&tra, ii.15 {parin dm a, tdpa and 
samskdraduhkhatd). Ndmasamgiti, 85: duhkham samsdrinah skandhdh. 

c. According to the Yamaka, i.174, painful sensation (of the body and mind) is duhkha; 
the rest is duhkhasatya, but not duhkha. Painful sensation is anubhavanaduhkha (the 
duhkhaduhkha of the Abhidharma); the rest is duhkha because it is dangerous 
sappatibhayatthena. (According to Ledi Sayadaw, JPTS, 1914, 133). 

Kathavatthu, xvii.5: the Hetuvadins maintains that all conditioned dharmas, with the 
exception of the Path but including the cause of suffering, are suffering. 

16. Some agreeable dharmas possess viparinamena duhkhatd, the characteristic of suffering, 
because they do not last. The Vydkhyd quotes the verse of AsVaghosa, Saundarananda, xi.50: 
ha caitraratha ha vdpi ha manddkini hdpriye / ity drtam vilapanto gam patanti dwaukasah 
II (Compare Divya, 194). 

Let us note here that Vasubandhu, iv.86, quotes the same poem: gfhasthena hi duh/odhd 
drstir vividhadrspina / dfivo bhiksund caiva paresv dyattavrttind. (Correct the note p. 189.) 
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The disagreeable dharmas are suffering by their suffering, painful nature (duhkhasvab-
hdvena, upaghdtasvabhdvena). But can they to some extent be happy through transforma
tion, in that they pass away (viparindmasukha)? Without doubt, but these definitions 
(upadesa) have for their purpose depreciating, disliking these things {vidUsandrtham)'. in 
the same way we hold agreeable sensation that arises and lasts to be suffering. 

All things are suffering through samskdraduhkhatd: samskdrenaiva duhkhateti 
samskdrenaiva jananenaivety arthah / yad anityarh tad duhkham yan na niyatasthitam tad 
duhkham yaj jay ate vinafyati ca tad duhkham ity arthah / tenoktam / pratyaydbhisamska-
randd iti pratyayair abhisamskriyate yasmdt tasmdt tad duhkham iti / 

Samyutta, iv.207: sukham dukkhato ... dukkham sallato... adukkhamasukham aniccato. 

17. Quoted in Madhyamakavrtti, p. 476; compare Jacob, Third Handful of Popular Maxims 
(Bombay, 1911). p. 103: aksipdtranydya. 

18. The point of view of the Theravadins, Kathdvatthu, xvii.5. 

19. Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 402cl0). The Sutra says: "The Path depends on its preparation 
(sambhdra), Nirvana depends on the Path; through the pleasure (sukha) of the Path, one 
obtains the pleasure of Nirvana. How can one say that there is no pleasure in the skandhas? 
There is found therein a little pleasure . . . nevertheless the skandhas are one mass of 
suffering, the same if one were to pour a drop of honey into a vase filled with poison...; in 
this same way are the skandhas: little pleasure and much suffering. They are thus solely 
called duhkhasatya. There are some who say: In the skandhas, there is absolutely no 
pleasure: therefore it is called duhkhasatya. 

20. This is a stanza by Kumaralabha (a Sautrantika). 

21. Saha tu sukhena: tu announces the refutation of the purvapaksa represented by a theory 
of the Sarvastivadins ("According to one explanation . . . ) and by a theory of the 
Sautrantikas. 

Hsiian-tsang: "The true explanation..." The Japanese editor: "The author presents the 
correct explanation of the Sarvastivadins." 

22. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 402c. According to the Vydkhyd,the Bhadanta Srilabha, etc. 
According to the gloss of the Japanese editor, the Sautrantikas, the Mahasamghikas, etc. 
Samghabhadra, Nydydnusdra: "The Sthaviras hold that sensation is only suffering." 
Compare Kathdvatthu, ii.8, where the Theravada condemn the Gokulikas (=Kukkulikas, 
Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, 151). 

23. These Sutras are discussed p. 904. 

24. Compare Majjhima, i.507. Refuted p. 908. 

25. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 399a23. ParSva says that pidana (affliction, pain) is the characteristic 
of duhkha; Vasumitra says that pravrtti (or samsdra, s am car a, liu-ch'uan jf£$( ) is 
the characteristic of duhkha; etc. 

26. According to Hsiian-tsang: If he answers: "Affliction" (bddh), then, since there is 
contentment, the existence of pleasure is proved. If he answers: "That which harms," then, 
since there is usefulness (anugrdhaka) in this, the existence of pleasure is proved. If he 
answers: "That which displeases (arafifanya)," then, since there is something pleasing, the 
existence of*pleasure is proved. According to Paramartha: If he answers: "That which 
afflicts is called suffering," how does pleasure afflict? If he answers: "That which harms," 
how would it harm since pleasure is useful ? If he answers: "That which displeases," how 
could it be suffering since pleasure pleases? 

27. The Vydkhyd explains: idam atra duhkhasya laksanam ity arthah. 
The same Sutra in Samyutta, iv.216, but the questioner of the Bhagavat is "a certain 

Bhiksu": tisso imd bhikkhu vedand vuttd may a... / vuttam kho panetam bhikkhu may a yam 
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kin ci vedayitam tarn dukkhasmin ti / tarn kho panetam bhikkhu may a samkhdrdnam yeva 
aniccatarh samdhdya b has it am . . . 

viparindma - anyathdtva. 
The commentary of the Ndmasamgiti, viii.9: yat kith cit kdye v edit am idam atra 

duhkham. 

28. Yathabhutam: conforming to reality, without adding or subtracting (adhydropdpavd-
ddbhdvdt). 

29. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 402cl7 and foil., continues: "When one experiences the 
suffering of the damned, one has the idea of pleasure with respect to the suffering of 
animals . . . When one experiences the suffering of mankind, one has the idea of pleasure 
with respect to the sufferings of the gods. 

30. Vydkhyd: aduhkhdnantaram sukhdbhimdnam paiyann aha / yadd gandharasaspraspa-
vyavihsajam iti / madhyam hi duhkham aduhkhdsukham bhavatdm na mrduprakdram ato 
vaktavyam tad a k at am ad duhkham mrdubhutam yatrdsya sukhabuddhir bhavatiti 
visayabaldd eva hi tat sukham utpadyate mrduduhkhasamanantarapratyayabaldd 
adhimdtraduhkhasamanantarapratyayabaldd veti / 

Paramartha: "When a person experiences the pleasure arisen from some excellent 
smell, taste, etc., then what suffering does he experience? He experiences a weak suffering, 
and with respect to this weak suffering, he produces the idea of pleasure. If this is the case, 
when this weak suffering has disappeared . . . " 

31. Compare Samyutta, ii-173: If the earth element were absolutely agreeable . . . , absolutely 
suffering.. . 

32. Hsiian-tsang adds: "since suffering diminishes little by little." 
If the displacement of the burden does not provoke a pleasure and is only a diminution 

of suffering, this diminution would take place gradually: the impression of pleasure would 
thus grow from the moment when the burden had been displaced. 

33. Utsutra. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 403a4: "All the impure {sasrava) dharmas are cause and as a 
consequence the Truth of Origin. Why does the Blessed One say that thirst is the Truth of 
Origin? There are thirty explanations . . . " 

The Yamaka, i.174, ii.250, demonstrates that thirst is the origin, not ignorance (Ledi 
Sayadaw, JPTS., 1914, p. 135). 

34. Mahdvagga, i.6.20. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 468b27cl9: samudayasatyam katamat / ydsau 
trsnd nandirdgasahagatd tatra tatrdbhinandini. According to the Sautrantikas, four trsnds 
are samudayasatya: 1. desire for present existence, the desire for present results: 2. desire for 
later existences, the desire for future results; 3. desire accompanied by nandi; and 4. desire 
tatra tatra abhinandini. 

35. A non-metrical version in the Tanjur: las dan sredpa dan mi rig pa / phyi ma'i tshe la 
'du byed mams kyi rgyu.Three pddas of five syllables in Paramartha: "Action, thirst, 
ignorance, these three in the future are the cause of all existence." Hsiian-tsang has four 
pddas: "Action, thirst and ignorance are the cause which produces the future samskdras 
which creates the series of existence called pudgala": this is a gat ha taken from Samyukta, 
TD 2, p. 88b9. 

The Vydkhyd also attests that this quotation is a stanza: . . . gdthdydm esa nirdesah 
karma trmdvidyd samskdrdndm caksurddindm hetur abhisampardye. 

36. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 224cl6: yatas ca bhiksavah panca bijajdtdny (compare Cosmologie 
bouddhique, p. 220) akhanddny acchidrdny aputiny avdtdtdpahatdnihavani (?) sdrdni 
sukhasayitani prtkividhdtuS ca bhavaty abdhdtus ca / evam tdni bijdni vrddhim virudhim 
vipulatdm dpadyanta iti hi bhiksava upameyam krtd yavad evasyarthasya vijfiaptaya itimam 
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drstantam upanyasyedam uktam /panca bijajdtdniti bhiksavah sopdddnasya vijHdnasyaitad 
adhivacanam / prthividhdtur iti catasrndm vij&dnasthitindm etad adhivacanam. Compare 
Samyutta, iiiJ4: seyyathd... pathavidhdtu evam catasso vinndnatthitiyo ... seyyathd 
pancabijajOtani evam vinndnam s ah dram datthabbam. 

On the vijfidnasthitiSy see Ko£a, iii.5. 

37. Vyakhyd: dbhiprdyika ity abhiprdye bhavah / abhiprdyena vd divyatity dbhiprdyikah 
sutre nirdesah / trsnddhikam pudgalam adhikrtya krta ity abhiprdyah / Idksanikas tv 
abhidharme / laksane bhavo Idksaniko nirdefah /... sdsravasya skandhapancakasya 
samudayasatyatvalaksanayogdt. 

38. In the Vyakhyd this Sutra is called the sahetusapratya-saniddnasutra (see the fragment 
quoted in Koia, iii, Cosmologie); but in the Madhyamakavrtti, p. 452: Pratityasamutpada-
sutra. 

39. See iii.30, Madhyamakavrtti, p. 544. 

40. Like the limb which has been smeared with a dried paste of masura. In the way that the 
limb is grasped (dgrhita) by this anointing, in that same way the dtmabhdva is grasped by 
desire. 

41. According to the Japanese editor, Ekottardgama (TD 2. p. 740a-741b). 

42. The Vyakhyd quotes the Madhyamaka kdrikd, xxiv.8: 
dve satye samupdsritya buddhdndm dharmadesana 
lokasamvrtisatyam ca satyam ca paramdrthatah // 

Compare the stanzas quoted in the commentary to the Kathdvatthu, p.22: 
duve saccdni akkhdsi sambuddho vadatdm varo / 
sammutim paramattham ca tatiyam nupalabbhati // tattha 
samketavacanam saccam lokasammutikdranam / 
paramatthavacanam saccam dhammdnam tathalakkhanam // 
(The edition has tathd lakkhanam.) 
See the translation of the Kathdvatthu, p. 63, 180, 371; Ledi Sayadaw, "Some points in 

Buddhist doctrine," JPTS., 1914. 129. 
The problem of the single truth (Suttanipdta, 884), of the two truths and of the four 

truths—which implies the question of the real existence of Nirvana (see Anguttara, 
ii.161)—is discussed in Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 399bl0 and following, and in the Nydydnusdra of 
Sarhghabhadra (TD 29, p. 665a27). These document have been translated in the 
Introduction. 

43. Vyakhyd: The two examples indicate the two modes of bheda or breaking: pots, etc., are 
broken by a blow (upakrama) whereas water, etc., is broken by mental analysis (buddhi); 
for by breaking one cannot take away the taste, etc. from water. Or rather, that which exists 
conventionally (samvrti) is of two types: 1. conventionally depending on another thing 
(samvrtyantaravyapds'raya), and 2. depending of a real thing (dravya): of the first, there is at 
one and the same time breaking (bheda) and analysis (anydpoha) [for example, the pot]; of 
the second, there is only analysis: one cannot disassociate an atom which is made up of eight 
things (Ko/a, ii.22) . . . samvrtisat=samvyavahdrena sat. paramdrthasat-paramdrthena sat 
svalaksanena sat. 

Paramartha, in the Bhdsyam, departs from the original: 
"First if the idea of a thing no longer arises when this thing has been broken, then this 

thing exists conventionally (samvrtisat). When the pot is reduced to baked earth, the idea of 
pot does not arise with respect to this baked earth. Therefore things like "a pot" exist only 
as a metaphoric designation (prajnapti) of shape (hsing-hsiang ?f£ffi ~dkrti, 
samsthdna). Secondly, if the idea of a thing does not arise when, by the mind, one takes away 
from this thing other given things (dharmas), then this thing exists conventionally; for 
example, water. If one mentally takes away the color, taste, and the primary elements, etc., 
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from water, then the idea of water is no longer produced. Thus things such as water exist as 
the metaphorical designations of a combination (chil-chi IKHS , samavdya?). 
Thirdly, one expresses Paramartha, the real thing, by words, phrases , and syllables (Kofa, 
ii.47); it is by reason of words that a knowledge relative to Paramartha is producedBut 
when one enters absorption, consciousness does not bear on words (Kola, vi.5c-d) and, 
when it has left absorption, the consciousness no longer bears on Paramartha: thus the 
words and the consciousness referred to here exist only as metaphorical designations of the 
thing expressed (? hsien-chih 8H7F , udbhdvandP). Why are these three types of 
dharmas samvrti? What is only made up of words does not have a nature in and of itself, 
and is samvrti. To say, in conformity with the usage of the world, that "there is a pot, there 
is water, there are words," is true and riot false. Therefore this is samvrtisatya. What differs 
from these three types of dharmas is called paramdrthasatya. If the idea of a thing arises as 
before when this thing is destroyed, or when one has separated it from other dharmas by 
the mind, or when one makes an abstraction of it from words, then this thing or dharma 
really exists, for example, rUpa. One can cut rupa, one can subtract different dharmas from 
it, its taste, etc.: but the idea which bears on rupa remains the same. The same for vedand, 
etc. . . According to other masters, the dharmas which are the object of supermundane 
(lokottara) knowledge or of the knowledge acquired consecutively to it are also called 
paramdrthasatya: the dhdtus (ching-chieh WM- )> t n e result, and the Path are 
Paramartha. What differs from these three is samvrtisatya. 

44. According to Hui-hui, the Sautrantikas. The Vydkhyd explains: paramasya jndnasydr-
thah paramarthah / paramarthah ca sa sat yam ca tad iti paramdrthasatyam. It adds: 
trividham hi yogdcdrdndm sat paramdrthasat samvrti sat dravyasat / dravyatahsvalaksanatah 
sad dravyasat. The older masters are thus the Yogacarins (see iv.4a, note 25). 

Compare the doctrine of the Bodhisattvabhumi, I.iv, fol. 18a, Musefon, 1906, p. 220 and 
following; four types of tattvartha or tattva: 1. the reality recognized in popular usage 
(laukikaprasiddha); 2. the reality established by reason (yuktiprasiddha); 3. the reality that 
the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas cognize through a pure or worldly knowledge, this 
leading to the pure knowledge consecutive to the pure knowledge (andsravena andsravdvdh-
akena anasravaprsthalabdhena ca laukikena jridnena): this reality is the Truths; and 4. the 
reality which is the sphere of knowledge purified of any hindrance to cognizable 
ob]ects(jneyavaranavisuddhajHdnagocara): this is tathata. (Compare Sutrdlamkdra,-xi.3l). 

45. This worldly knowledge is samvrtijftana, vii.2.21. 

46. Paramartha: "The truths have been spoken of in summary. If one asks for a long 
presentation, one should see how it is spoken of in the Treatise of the Six Higher 
Knowledges (abhijHd) (liu shen shih lun /\J$Wlffl ) (TD 29, p. 269a3). 

47. Paramartha: "One must tell by which cultivation of which means one enters into the 
Seeing of the Truths. Thus, beginning from the first step, one must tell of its progression." 
(TD 29, p. 269a4). Hsiian-tsang: "One must tell by which cultivation of which means one 
arrives at darianamdrga (TD 29, p. 116b27). 

48. a. Here bhdvand is the equivalent of samddhi or absorption (iv.l23c-d). 
b. Vrtta or vrtti (vi.8a) is almost synonymous to §lla, as we can see in the Saundara-

nanda, xiii.10, xvi.31; it is the perfect fila of the Bhiksu to be content with the clothing of a 
monk, etc. (vi.7c-d). 

49. Udgrhndti, glossed by papthati. 

50. Satyadariandnuloma - satyadarSanadhikdrika. 

51. On the three patffids, Digha, iii.219; Vibhanga, 324, Visuddhimagga, 439 (in the order: 
cintd, suta, bhdvand). 
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52. Vibhdsdy TD 27, p. 940c25. Vasubandhu does not admit this theory; this is why he says: 
"According to the Vaibhasikas . . . " 

53. "This thing corresponds to this name; this is the name of this thing." 

54. According to Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 669c5), the opinion of the Sautrantikas. 

55. To what sphere do the prajnas belong, Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 218a23). (See vii.l8c-d). 
irutamayi: 1st opinion, Kamadhatu and the Four Dhyanas; 2nd opinion, adds 

dhydndntara; 3rd opinion, adds andgdmya. cintdmayi: Kamadhatu. bhdvandmayi: impure, in 
17 spheres: pure, in 9 spheres. 

Mode of acquisition: 1st opinion, the three obtained through prayoga (exercise) and 
through vairdgya (detachment); 2nd opinion, and also at birth (aupapattika); and further 
the irutamayi of Rupadhatu at birth and through prayoga, the irutamayi of Kamadhatu 
through prayoga; the cintdmayi through prayoga; and the bhdvandmayi in the three 
manners. 

56. These grammatical explanations are omitted by the Tibetan translator. The two Chinese 
translators omit the explanation by Pdnini iv.3.134, but however give the example. 

57. Hsuan-tsang: "How would he who desires to apply himself (prayuj) to bhdvand purify 
his own person (dirayabhajana) so that bhdvand will be successful?" (TD 29, p. 116c23). 

58. The first "separation" is to separate the organs from the objects of sense. Fire shoots 
forth from fuel, defilement from the visayas (Saundarananda, xiii.30); but, as wind is 
necessary for fire, so too parikalpa or vitarka is necessary to the fire of the defilements: thus 
there should thus be a second "separation," separation from bad thoughts (Saundarananda, 
xiii.49). Bad thoughts or akuialavitarka (Koia, v.46,59), with their opposites, are explained 
in Saundarananda, xv.21 (vydpdda-vihimsd and maitrikdrunya, kamavitarka, jnativitarka, 
30-41, janapadavitarka, 42-51, amarana or amaravitarkd). One gets rid of these vitarkas by 
dndpdnasmrti (vi.9). vi.58 (Hsiian-tsang TD 29, p. 130al3.) 

On aranya, in which one cultivates "separation from the body," see Visuddhimagga, 71. 

59. On alpecchata and samtuspi, see Anguttara, v.219, i.38, Visuddhimagga, 81, Divya, 61, 
96, etc. 

60. Vibhdsd> TD 21\ p. 214al7 and foil. Vasubandhu does not admit this explanation. 

61. See U. Wogihara, Asanga's BodhisattvabhUmi (Leipzig 1908). p. 34-36 (Siksasamuccaya. 
35.6). 

62. Koia, ii.25, iv.8. 

63. See Digha, iii.224-5; Visuddhimagga, 59, 93, 627. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 907bll and foil., 
discusses the name, the nature, etc. of the vamias. and how the first three exist in the higher 
spheres. 

64. Prahdnabhdvandrdmatd = nirodhamdrgdrdmatd; affection or willingness with respect to 
Nirvana and to the Path leading to Nirvana. Vibhdsdt TD 27, p. 909al5, four expanations. 
Digha, iii.225: . . . pahdndrdmo hoti pahdnarato bhdvandrdmo hoti bhdvandrato. . . yo hi 
tattha dakkho ... ayam vuccati ... pordne aggarWe ariyavamse phito. 

65. Vrtti = jivikd or food, drink, etc.; karmdnta - work, labor; on samyagdjiva, see iv.86a, 
vi.68, samyakkarmanta, vi.68. 

66. Hsuan-tsang: "who, having renounced the worldly regimen and popular activity, have 
left the world by taking refuge in the Buddha in order to search out deliverance." (TD 29, p. 
117a20) Paramartha: "who leave the world buddham adhikrtya, and search out deliverance" 
(p. 269b21). 
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67. Hsiian-tsang: He establishes a regimen, an activity auxiliary to the Path. 

68. Mahdsamgiti - Dtgha, iii.228. Anguttara, ii.10, 248, on the four arisings of desire or 
thirst, tanhuppdda. The fourth itibhavdbhavahetu tanha uppajjajmdnd uppajjati in our text, 
corresponds, to itibhavavibhavahetos trsnd. 

69. Hsiian-tsang omits iti which Paramartha translates. Vydkhyd: The word iti indicates the 
different types of bhava and vibhava {bhavavibhavaprakdrdbhidyotaka). Desire for a certain 
type of existence: "May I be Indra! May I be a Cakravartin!"; desire or vibhava or vindsa, 
nonexistence: "May I be annihilated! May I not exist after death!" (aho batocchidyeyam na 
bhaveyam param marandd kyddi). See Kosa, v. 10c, v. 19. 

70. Literally: "In what sort of a person will bhdvand be successful?" 
Hsiian-tsang: "... what receptacle (bhdjana) can be the support of bhdvand?" 

71. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 662c8. According to the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka, one is vitarkacarita 
because of rdgavikalpabdhulya. Sutrdlamkdra (Huber) Para. 42: One teaches asubhd to the 
old washerman, prdndydma to the old blacksmith. 

How one arrests the vitarkas, Majjhima, i.118, Vitakkasamthdnasutta. 
Rdgacarita, trsndcarita, iv.80a, 100a; opposed to drsticarita. 

72. On asubhabhdvand, Mahdvyutpatti, 52; the Sutra on the vimuktyayatanas quoted in 
Vydkhayd, p. 57 (ad 1.27) has a slightly different list which ends: viksiptakam vd asthi vd 
asthisamkaliko vd. Dtgha, ii.296 (atthisamkhalika); Dhammsangani, 264; Atthasdlini, 298; 
Visuddhimagga, 178; Psalms of the Brethern, p. 125; Przyluski, A$oka, 386; Maitri-upa-
nisad. i.3. 

' See Ko/a, viii.29, 32, 35b-d. 

73. rgyus pas bran bren du sbrel ba'i ken rus. Paramartha: bones attached to red nerves. 
Hsiian-tsang has only vipadumaka. 

74. On adhimuktimanasikdra, ii.72, p. 320 of the English translation and p. 920,923. 
Viskambhana = vikkhambhana, Visuddhimagga, 5. 

75. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 205bl3 and foil., presents four opinions on these three 
categories of ascetics. 

76. In the preparatory exercise (prayogakdle) one should avoid all occasions of desire; thus 
the ascetic will not consider even one part of a feminine body. 

77. Tibetan: "in order to reduce or concentrate his mind. 

78. Tibetan: "In order that the mind is even more concentrated." 

79- Quoted in Vydkhyd ad viii.32. Hsiian-tsang puts all the characteristics mentioned in the 
Bhdsyam in the kdrikd: "Non-desire, of the ten spheres, having for their object visible 
things of Kamadhatu, produced by humans, loathsome, having an object of its own time 
period, acquired in two ways." 

80. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 206cll, gives three opinions. Vasubandhu adopts the third. 

81. Particularly £ariputra and Aniruddha, who were capable of meditating on asubhd with 
respect to the Buddha and to goddesses (Vibhdsd). 

82. See p. 918. Asubha does not cut off the defilements; it is thus impure; only the 
meditations which include seeing of the sixteen aspects (suffering, impermanence, etc.) cut 
off the defilements. 

83. Visuddhimagga, 111, 197, 266-293; according to Samyutta, v.321, etc. Saundarananda, 
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xv.64. On prdndydma, etc., Hopkins, "Yoga-Technique in the Great Epic," JAOS, xxii.333. 

84. According to Hsiian-tsang (TD 29, p. 118a8), an explanation from a Sutra (glossed as 
Samyukta 29.2, TD 2, p. 205c25); Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 134a25) quotes the Prajnaptitestra. 

85. See p. 926. 

86. There is upeksd in the Fourth Dhyana, but inbreathing and outbreathing are absent 
there. 

87. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 423a2, gives divergent opinions: it is also adhimukti-manaskdrasam-
prayuktd. 

88. Non-Buddhists possess the teaching (upadesa) of prdndydma, but not that of 
dndpanasmrti. 

89. Mahdvyutpatti, Para. 53; Digha, ii.291 (Warren, p. 354; Sp. Hardy, Eastern Monachism, 
p. 267); Majjhima, i.425. 

90. Vydkhyd; adhyupeksya - andsahya. 

91. Not mentioned in the Vibhdsd. 

92. Kosa, iii.45c-d. 

93. Divya, 105, vairambha and vairambhaka; Samyutta, ii.231, verambhavdtakhitta (var. 
veramba0) sakuna; Jdtaka, translation, iii.164, 287, 288. 

94. See Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 135al5. Paramartha: Either between the eyebrows, or on the 
point of the nose, in the desired place and as far as the toes, hold mindfulness in the center 
like a thread which holds pearls together. Tibetan: Like a manisiitra placed at the end of the 
nose to the tips of the toes, ascertain if the breaths (a/vdsapra/vdsdh) are favorable or 
unfavorable, cold or hot. Vydkhyd: kim anugrdhakd ete ydvad usnd iti sthdpani (?) veyarh 
drastavyd kdyapradefa evdnugrdhakddivisesasthdpanatah. 

95. Manisutravat. Compare Eastern Monachisms, 269, Digha, i.76. 

96. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 133a5: Some say that it belongs to the sphere to which the body 
belongs. In a being of Kamadhatu, when he has a mind of Kamadhatu, it a Kamadhatu mind 
which precedes inbreathing-outbreathing; when there is a mind of the First Dhyana, it is 
with a mind of the First Dhyana . . . Others say that it belongs to the sphere to which the 
mind belongs . . . As inbreathing-outbreathing is a part of the body, the first opinion is the 
best one. 

97. See ii.57c. 

98. Paramartha: "No object of a lower mind nor of another mind." Commentary: "A mind 
of their sphere or of a higher sphere can take these two breaths as its object, but not a lower 
mind, nor an airydpathika or nairmdnika mind." 

Vydkhyd: nddharenairydpathikanairmdnikena iti / airydpathikam nairmdnikam ca 
cittam adharabhumikam sammukhibhavatiydvac caturthadhydnopapannasyety ata 
diankyocyate nddharabhumikdbhydm tabby dm upalaksanam. See ii. English trans, p. 315 

99. The practice of the smrtyupasthdnas produces perfect consciousness, for the Blessed One 
said: ekdyano'yam bhiksavo mdrgo yad uta smrtyupasthdndni / kevalo'yarh ku/alardsih yad 
uta catvdri smrtyupasthdndni (Compare Samyutta, v. 167, 146). 

The nirvedhabhdgiyas (vi.17) are smrtyupasthdna; the Path of the Seeing of the Truths 
is, by nature, dharmasmrtyupasthdna; but here the author examines impure (sdsrava) 
smrtyupasthdna, the exercises preparatory to entrance to the Path. Smrtyupasthdna is the 
first of the bodhipdksikas, vi.67. See Kosa, vi.l8a, 19d, 67 and following, vii.15, etc. 
Anguttara, i.43, Digha, ii.290, Majjhima, i.56, Samyutta, v.141; Visuddhimagga, 239-266; 
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Fragments of Idikutsari (Pischel, Ac. de Berlin, 28 July 1904, p. 1143), with cittdnupa/yatd 
for anupafyand. 

100. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 217al2. See ii.72. p. 320 of the English translation. 
In the Vijfianavada school, a consideration of characteristics leads to the consideration of 

the absence of characteristics, as we see in the Bodhisattvah humi, I.xvii, fol. 100b: katham ca 
bodhisattvo mahdydnanayena saptatrimiatam bodhipaksydn dharmdn yathabhutam 
prajdndti / iha bodhisattvah kdye kdydnudarHviharan naiva kdyam kdyabhdvato vikalpayati 
ndpi sarvena sarvam abhavatah / tarn ca kdyanirabhildpyasvabhdvadharmdtdm prajdndti / 
iyam asya pdramdrthikt kdyekdydnupasyand smrtyupasthdnam samvftinayena punar 
bodhisattvasydpramdnavyavasthdnanayajfldndnu gatam kdyekdydnupaiyandsmrtyupasthd-
nam veditavyam / . . . sa naiva kdyddin dharmdn duhkhato vd vikalpayati samudayato vd 
ndpi tatprahdnam nirodhatah kalpayati ndpi tatprdptihetum mar gat ah kalpayati / 
nirabhildpyasvabhdvadharmatayd ca duhkhadharmatam .. prajdndti. 

101. See i.2a, ii.24, vii.l. 

102. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 554c21 and following; compare Samyutta, v.331. 

103. The forms of the anupasyana type are criticized in Bhdmati, ii.32, and elsewhere. 

104. Darsanam {-Jnana, vii.7). 

105. Vydkhyd: yadi hi smrtir dlambanam dhdrayaty evam prajna prajdndtiti / tad evam 
smrtyopatifphata iti smrtyupasthdnam prajftd. 

Hsiian-tsang: As an axe (=prajfia) cuts wood (=body, sensation, etc.) sustained by the 
force of the axe-handle (= mindfulness). 

106. Prajfid is called smrtyupasthdna because it is applied {upathisphate) thanks to 
mindfulness (smrtyd). 

107. Where is it applied (kva punar upatisthate)? To the body . . . to the dharmas. 

108. The smrtyupasthdnas are innumerable; why only count four? Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 
938al3. 

109. These are the four aspects of the Truth of Suffering, vii.l3a. 

110. Tata usmagatotpattih (quoted ad iv.l25d). See p. 935. 
Vydkhyd: usmagatam ity usmaprakdram kufalamulam. 
Kern, Manual, 56, note, mentions Jdtaka, v. p. 208: brahmacdrim . . . usmagatam 

[-samanateyam] and Majjhima, i.132, usmikata - highly proficient, brilliant. Usmdgata, 
very hot, Atthasdlini, 338. See below, note 124. 

From the gloss in Sutrdlamkara, xiv.26, trans, p. 166, note, one can conclude that 
usmagata-dloka=dbarmanidhydnaksdnti. 

The editor mentions Majjhhima, ii.175. 
Sarad Candra Das, Diet. 658; Bodhipathapradipa, stanza 69; Nydyabindu of Vinitadeva, 

p. 47. 

111. Hsiian-tsang: The dharmasmrtyupasthdna, cultivated many times and carried to its 
highest state, gives rise . . . 

112. This dharma is the best among the non-fixed roots of good (that is to say among the 
usmagata and the murdhdnas), as the head of a man; this is why it is called "head"' or rather, 
this dharma is the line of drawing back or of advancing, like the summit of a mountain; this 
is why it is called "summit." 

murdhafabdo'yam prakarsaparyantavdei / tathd hi loke vaktdro bhavanti murdhagatd 
khalu asya drtr iti /... ebhyo hi pdto'tikramo veti mUrdhabhyah pat ah parihdnir atikramo 
vd ksdntisammukhibhdvo vd. .. 
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113. Hsiian-tsang: first placing of the foot; Paramartha: to place the aspect (TD 29, p. 
271c3). 

114. It is through dharmasmrtyupasthdna, by considering the dharmas, that the ascetic, at 
the beginning of the states of "heat" and "head," sees the updddnaskandhas as 
impermanent, suffering, etc. He impresses on the Truths—that is to say on the 
updddnaskandhas as effects (duhkha), on the updddnaskandhas as causes (samudaya), on 
extinction (nirodha = Nirvana), and on the Path (mdrga)—the characteristics or aspects 
(dkdra) which are suitable to them. This is the vinyasana or akarana of the aspects. 

115. Compare uttdpand, vi.57c. 

116. See note 124. 
This "patience" differs from patience, a virtue of the Bodhisattva, iv.lllc-d; it is 

connected to the pure "patiences" which form part of the Path of the Seeing of the Truths 
(vi.25d), but it is impure, worldly, and, as a consequence, is a Jnana contrary to the pure 
patiences (vii.l). 

Ksdnti in the sense of agreement, acquiescence—mentioned by Kern according to the 
Lalita—is known from Pali sources: Suttanipdta, 897; Majjhima, i.487, ii.43: annaditthika 
annakhantika artfiatucika (non-Buddhist monks of another opinion); Samyutta, ii. 115: 
anfiatra sadd hay a annatra ruciyd... annatra ditfhinijjhdnakhantiyd aham etamjdndmi . . . 
jatipaccayd jardmaranan ti: it is not by faith, agreement, or view-reflection-acquiescence, 
that I know that old age proceeds from birth. Vibhanga, 245, 325, etc. In Gaudapdda, iv.92, 
ksdnti is understood in the Buddhist sense, as agreement. 

We need not occupy ourselves with the dharmesu samyak-samtiranaksdnti of the 
Bodhisattvabhtimi, nor with the ksdntis of the Mahayana, Lalita, 36.16 (Rajendralal), Lotus, 
Burnouf, 380; SukhdvativyUha, Para. 55; Prajfidparamitd, 331,451, 517, Dasabhumaka, 
Chap, vi;' Sutralamkdra, xi.52, xix.36. For dharmanidhydnakssdnti, see above note 110. 

117. In fact the Path of Seeing (darianamdrgd) consists of dharmasmrtyupasthdna; thus the 
agradharmas are also dharmasmrtyupasthdna since they adjoin dar/anamdrga. And ksdnti 
adjoins the agradharmas. 

118. Weak patience thus bears on the Four Truths of the three spheres seen under the 
sixteen aspects. 

119. Darsanamdrga is pure (andsrava); it is not a sabhdgahetu (ii.52a), a cause similar to 
itself, since up to now, no pure dharma has appeared in the series of the ascetic. It therefore 
solely depends on the agradharmas of which it is the purusakdraphala, ii.56d. 

According to the Sutralamkdra (xiv.23), laukikdgradharmdvasthddnantaryasamddhi.The 
supreme worldly dharmas immediately produce the pure Path, destroying the quality of 
Prthagjana: see vi.25c-d at the end and note 123. 

120. The ascetic necessarily possesses samvara or discipline (iv.l7b), which is rupa. 
For Ghosaka (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 29 c 8), the nirvedhabhdgiyas are either of Kamadhatu 

(usmagata and mUrdhdnas): four skandhas, for in Kamadhatu rUpa does not accompany the 
mind (anuparivartin, iv.l7a); or of Rupadhatu (ksdnti, agradharmas): five skandhas. 

See below vi.20d. 

121. We fail to see how this agrees with vi.21c. 

122. One has already acquired possession of the four types (jdti) of smrtyupasthdna bearing 
on the Four Truths. Hsiian-tsang, TD 29, p. 157all. 

123. This resemblance is in the identity of the sphere of absorption (bhumt), and in the 
identity of the object (suffering of Kamadhatu). It also results from the fact that the 
agradharmas are the dnantaryamdrga of the first pure ksdnti in the destruction of the state 
of Prthagjana. (vi.25c-d). 
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124. Nirvedhabhdgiya in the Pali sources (same meaning as in Kosa, viii.17, opposed to 
hdnabhdgiya, etc.), see iv. 125c-d and notes and also Digha iii.277, Anguttara, iii.2, 327, 
Vibhdsa, 330. 

Gotrabhu, Puggalapan~n~atti, p. 12, corresponds to the possessor of the laukikdgradhar-
mas. 

The four nirvedhabhdgiyas, Wassiliev (very good), 150 (139), 271 (246); Mahdvyutpatti, 
55; Dharmasarira; Divya 80.1 (where murdhagatdni is a mistake for usmagatdni; where we 
have satyanulomdh ksantayah which can be the ksdntis of the Kosa, vi.25d), 166, etc.; 
Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.41; Sutrdlamkdra, xiv.23; Bodhisattvabhumi. 

125. The Tibetan omits the grammatical explanation of which the Vydkhydgives the 
beginning: vidha vibhdga iti. We should have vedha according to Pdnini, iii.3.15. 

126. Darsanamdrgaparivdritvdt, that is, because they are the preparation, the exercise 
preparatory (prayoga) to dors'anamdrga. 

127. See iv. English trans p. 679. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 33cl7: In what body are the four 
nirvedhabhdgiyas produced? In a masculine or feminine body. Does the woman who 
produces usma possess it in a masculine body?... In short the woman who obtains the first 
three possesses them in the future in a feminine or masculine body; in the same way, a man 
possesses them, in the future, in a feminine or masculine body. 

128. The man who has acquired one of the first three nirvedhabhdgiyas can be reborn as a 
woman. 

129. This conforms to the principles presented in iv.40. "Passage into another sphere" 
means "birth into another sphere." 

130. This means that the non-Aryan loses the nirvedhabhdgiyas by death, even when he is 
reborn into the sphere where he has acquired them (see iv. English trans, p. 616). The 
Vydkhyd presents the views of Vasumitra, which are incorrect (he admits that, in the case of 
a Prthagjana, the loss is sometimes caused only by death, sometimes by death and the 
change of sphere). But Samghabhadra has demonstrated that it is solely through death that 
a Prthagjana loses the nirvedhabhdgiyas. 

131. We have seen (vi.20c-d) that an ascetic can produce the nirvedhabhdgiyas in states of 
absorption distinct from the Four Dhyanas properly so called. 

132. This means that the ascetic who has newly realized the nirvedhabhdgiyas does not 
again take up the possession of the nirvedhabhdgiyas which he has lost. 

133. Vydkhyd: sati [., . lacuna .. .] pratisimd ndma maryddd / tasyd daisiko de say it a 
pranidhijndnaldbhi. 

Hstian-tsang: "If one meets a dharmdcdrya who speaks well and who knows the avasthas 
(liao fen wei T >5*{& ) • • • 

134. Non-possession (aprdpti, asamanvdgama, asamanvaya) is explained ii.36c and 
following. 

All parihdni is vihdni, but the reverse is not true. 

135. Here the Chinese translators differ. Hsiian-tsang (TD 29, p. 120b21): 
What are the advantages of the acquisition of these roots of good? 
Heat will certainly obtain Nirvana. 
If, among the four nirvedhabhdgiyas, one obtains heat, even though one falls, even 

though one cuts off the roots of good, even though one commits mortal sins (dnantarya, 
iv.96), and even though one falls into the painful realms of rebirth, one will not 
transmigrate for a long time, for one will necessarily obtain Nirvana. If this is so, what 
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difference is there between Heat and moksabhdgiya? If there is no obstacle, Heat is close to 
the Seeing of the Truths, because, like it, it includes the Seeing of the [sixteen] aspects of the 
Truths. 

One who obtains the Summit... 
Paramartha {TD 29, p. 272c7): One who has obtained Heat, Even though one loses it 

through falling, is still destined for Nirvana {nirvanadharman). If this is so, what difference 
is there between Heat and moksabhdgiya? Because if there is no obstacle, this is a state close 
to the seeing of the Four Truths. Furthermore, the stanza says: One who has obtained Heat, 
and who falls from it, will not take up a false teaching {hsieh chiao • /JBUfc . Mahdvyut-
patti, 179.12 hsieh chiao t'u SBifeft! = pdsandika) in this state. If one does not take up 
a false teaching, in what way does one differ from one who has obtained the Summit? 

He who obtains the Summit... 

136. In other words, he has obtained the apratisamkhydnirodha of certain realms of rebirth, 
etc. See ii. 5 5d. 

137. See iv.96, note 439. 

138. He will obtain Nirvana in his seventh rebirth. 

139. Here the Chinese translators add apdda. Hsun-tsang (p 120b24): 
The supreme dharmas enter into nydma. 
He who has obtained the supreme dharmas, even though he is in the condition of a 

Prthagjana, is nevertheless capable of entering into samyaktvanydma. Even though the 
stanza does not say that these dharmas are abandoned at death, yet from the fact that, by 
these dharmas, one immediately enters into samyaktvanydma, it results implicitly that they 
are not abandoned at death. Why is only the possessor of the supreme dharmas capable of 
entering into nydma? Because he has already obtained the extinction-through-absence-of-
causes {apratisamkhydnirodha) of the quality of Prthagjana; because the supreme dharmas 
are capable, like dnantaryamdrga (vi.28) of expelling the quality of Prthagjana (p. 944). 

Paramartha (p. 272c20): 
The supreme dharmas abandon the quality of Prthagjana. 
He who has obtained the root of good supreme dharmas does not lose this root through 

falling or through death; then he has already obtained extinction-through-absence-of-causes 
{apratisamkhydnirodha) of the quality of Prthagjana: he will not again fall into this quality. 
Why? Because, without any effort, he will see the Truth of Suffering in the moment which 
immediately follows the supreme dharmas. 

140. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 33b4. From another point of view, the nirvedhabhdgiyas are the six 
types described below {vi.56a):parihdnadharman, cetanddbarman, etc. The ascetic can pass 
from one to the other. 

141. On the Bodhisattva voluntarily being born in painful realms of rebirth, see 
Kathdvatthu, xxiii.3; Vasumitra and Bhavya (EkavyavahSrikas, etc.); Mahdvastu, ii.279; 
Huber, Sutrdlamkdra, 408; Jdtakamdld, 33.3; Jdtaka, 31, p. 205. The transgressions of the 
Bodhisattva in Jdtaka, bibliography of Hopkins. JAOS, 1906, 464. See iv.l08c. 

142. According to the Vibhdsd, the Sravaka (a person of the family of the Sravakas), in the 
state of usma and murdhan, can pass to the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas and the 
Buddhas; in the state of ksdnti, he can pass to the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas; but in the 
state of lokottara, he cannot change. The Pratyekabuddha (a) "who cultvates in a group" 
{vargacdrin), the first two states, can pass into the vehicle of the Buddha; the last two 
cannot change; the Pratyekabuddha (b) who is likened to a rhinoceros {khadgavisdnakalpa), 
cannot change, regardless of which state is acquired. Vasubandhu, iii.95, admits that the 
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vargacdrin had formerly been a Sravaka: but the Vibhasa does not authorize the opinion 
that the person of the family of the &ravakas, having obtained a result (=having become a 
Sravaka), can become a Pratyekabuddha: this is in conformity with the thesis that this 
person, once he has acquired lokottara, cannot change. 

P'u-kuang justifies the position of Vasubandhu. 

143. Paramartha continues: 
The pratyekabuddhagotra cannot be revoked. Why? The stanza says: 
23e-f. Because he does not search out the good of others; to otherwise change the gotra 

is not denied. 
If the ascetic has initially formed the resolution to become a Pratyekabuddha, and later 

cultivates Heat and the Summit, these two roots of good cannot be turned into a 
Bodhisattva's roots of good. Why? Because he has not formed his resolution with a view to 
realizing the good of others. . . It is not forbidden for the Pratyekabuddha to pass to the 
gotra of the &ravakas. Furthermore the stanza says: 24a-b . . . 

144. On the Rhinoceros, see Suttanipdta, 35, Visuddhimagga, 234. 

145. See iv.46, viii.ll. 

146. This duration, for the Bodhisattva, is made up of 34 thoughts or moments: 16 of the 
Seeing of the Truths (dar/anamdrga), 18 of detachment from the last Arupya (see ii.44, p. 
227 of the English translation); according to P'u-kuang, for the Pratyekabuddha, 160 
thoughts—probably 16 of darfanamdrga and 144 (8 x 18) for detachment from the Four 
RUpas and from the Four arupyas. 

147. These Pratyekabuddhas are vargacdrins. Vydkhya: utpddita-nirvedhabhdgiyamdtro'pi 
vargacaripratyekabuddha ity abhiprdyah. 

148. Hsiian-tsang: After having produced the first two nirvedhabhdgiyas, he can change to 
another vehicle. 

149. iii.44c-d, iv.124, vii.30, 34. Moksabhdga - moksasya prdptih, the acquisiton of 
deliverance; that which leads to this acquisition is called moksabhdgiya. 

150. Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 525bl5, p. 895a 16, etc., a great variety of opinions; duration of the 
career of the Pratyekabuddhas, etc. 

151. as yam dharm at ay dm, that is to say in pravacanadharmatd, according to Scripture; 
Hsiian-tsang (TD 29, p. 121al3) understands: "in this same way entering into dharmatd, 
maturation, deliverance, three conditions do not take place together." Paramartha (TD 29. 
p. 273a28): "Why this succession? In this dharma, correct reasoning iyukti) and teaching 
(dgama), it holds that the series enters, matures, and is delivered." 

152. When the production of the nirvedhabhdgiyas takes place in the existence which 
immediately follows the planting of the moksabhdgiyas, the Path cannot be produced in the 
same existence as the nirvedhabhdgiyas. "But he who has taken posssession of the 
moksabhdgiyas in a former existence, can, in that same existence, produce the nirvedhabhdg
iyas and the Path." (Vydkhya). 

153. According to others they proceed also from absorption (bhdvana). 

154. Add: "by studying a stanza of four pddas." 

155. See iv.125. English trans, note 558 . 

156. Hsiian-tsang adds: One plants the moksabhdgiyas due to an encounter with a Buddha; 
according to others (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 35al9), due also to the encounter with a 
Pratyekabuddha (See iv.125, English trans, p. 707). 
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157. He who says "pure" speaks of being freed of all dsrava, desire, ignorance, etc. 

158. The kdfikd has dharmaksanti for dharmajnanaksdnti as one says Datta for Devadatta, 
"Given" for "Given by God." 

159. The ascetic solely considers the updddnaskandbas of Kamadhatu under the aspects of 
Suffering, etc. 

160. Bearing on the Suffering of the higher spheres, the same pure ksanti is an 
anvayajndnaksanti, vi.26b-c. 

161. Dharmajnana is defined vi.26b, vii.2 and following. Samyutta, ii.58, Vibhanga, 293,329, 
dharmmartdna, duhkhe nana, dukkhasamudaye nana... Dhamme nana is the prajrid bearing 
on the four paths and the four results, on the Four Truths applied to the twelve parts of 
Pratityasamutpada; anvaye fidna differs from anvayejHdna. 

The relationship between of dharmaksanti and dharmajfidna is specified vi.28,49, vii.l. 
Pure ksanti or dharmaksantiexpells all elements of doubt (yicikitsa); therefore doubt is not 
abandoned when it is produced; thus it is not Jnana. Ksanti expells a certain defilement: it is 
thus dnantaryamdrga or prahdnamdrga, the path of the expulsion or abandoning (iv.87); it 
gives rise to iJnana which includes the acquisition of disconnection from this defilement, in 
other words, of the pratisamkhydnirodha of this defilement (ii.55d): the jffdna is therefore 
vimuktimdrga, the path of deliverance. 

162. On samyaktva, mithydtva, iii.44c-d, iv.80d. 

163. Vydkhyd: tatra samyaktve niyama ekdntibhavo niydma iti. 
api tu niyama iti. Vydkhyd: yamah samupanivisu cety (Hi.3.63) appratyayasya 

vibhdsitatvdt. 

164. a. Three different words, Mahdvyutpatti, 245.98-101, niyama (mi gyur ba: 
non-transformation), niyama (nes par gyur ba - determination), nydma (skon med pa: 
absence of defect), nyamdvakrdnti (entry into the absence of defect); ibid. 48.16, 
niydmapratipanna. 

Wogihara (Asanga's BodhisattvabhUmi, Leipzig, 1908, p. 31) has given a summary of 
the five opinions of the Vibhdsd on niydma-nydma, and has diligently brought together the 
Pali and Sanskrit references. 

Niydma and sammattaniydmdvakkanti, Samyutta, i.196, Suttanipdta 55, 371, Samyutta, 
iii.225. Add Anguttara, i.121, Kathdvatthu, v.4, vi.l, xiii.4 and the note of Shwe Zan Aung, 
translation, p. 383 (on niydma, p. 275, note). 

Niyama and nydma, Lalita, 31.20,54.10, Asfasdhasrikd, 33.18, 322.5, 331.10, 337.5, 
BodhisattvabhUmi. 

Niydma - skon med pa, in the treatise of Vasumitra on the sects; the Chinese li-sheng 
WLQL (Hstian-tsang) should not be understood as "abandoning of arising," but 

"abandoning of that which is raw," ni-dma, a fantastic etymology of nydma = niydma which 
is a grammatical variant of niyama. 

b. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 12al3. Many opinions. Furthermore, the defilements to be 
abandoned by Seeing cause beings to fall into the painful realms of rebirth and to there 
suffer vivid sufferings, exactly like a raw or non-digested food (sheng-shih 4 . ^ ) 
which remains for a long time in the body producing various types of sharp sufferings. 
Consequently these defilements are called dma (non-digested). The Path of Seeing that 
destroys them is called niydma (that which brings about the abandoning of non-digestion). 
Furthermore, satkdyadrspi is very resistant (kang P|IJ . , hard) and violent, as 
difficicult to put down as a savage beast: it is thus called dma (sheng ^ : in a natural 
state, not tamed). The Path of Seeing that destroys them is called niydma. Furthermore, the 
term dma here designates the quality of Prthagjana. 
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c. Hsiian-tsang (TD 29, p. 121b4): This Patience is called "entry into samyaktvanydma" 
and also "entry into samyaktvaniyama," for, by it, one enters for the first time into 
samyaktvanydma and also into samyaktvaniyama. The Sutra says that samyaktva is Nirvana, 
or rather the word samyaktva designates the Path. Ama (rendered in Chinese by sheng 3 i , 
to arise, raw, natural), signifies klesa or crudity of the roots of good, of the faculties 
(indriyas). The Path is capable of causing one to pass from out of this, and so is ni-dma. 
Because it is capable of making certain the attainment of Nirvana, or because it determines 
the consciousness of the characteristics of the truths, the Path is called niyama. To obtain 
this state is called "to enter." 

Paramartha (p. 272bl5): This Patience is called "entry into samyaktvaniyama" Why? 
By reason of this Patience, the ascetic enters into samyaktvaniyama. What dharma is 
samyaktva? In the Sutra, Nirvana is called samyaktva.Niyams. with respect to it, that is to 
say ekantibhdva, is absolute determination, non-alternative. To obtain this niyama is called 
"to enter." 

d. Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka: sarvadharmanihsvabhdvatdsaksdtkdri sphutataram jndnam 
utpadyate / tada bodhisattva^ samyaktvanyamdva-krdntito dar/anamdrgam pratilabhate / 
atra ca rdgapratighamdndvidyd-vicikitsah satkdydntagrdhamithyddrstidrstipardmar-
Sasilavratapardmarsd ca kdmadhdtau catuhsatyabhedena catvdrirhs'ad bhavanti /evam 
rupadhdtau [drupyadhdtau ca] ta eva catuhsatyadarfanaprahatavyd astaprakdrapratighavar-
jita dvdsaptatih /samuddyena dvadasottaram kleiasatam darSanapraheyam prahiyate 
satydlokdbhisamaydd atah pramuditdyd bhumeh prathamaksano darsanamdrgah / See v.3 
English trans, p. 772 and 781; note 183. 

165. See ii.40b-c, p. 215 and following of the English translation. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 12al3: 
The laukikdgradharmas are the immediately antecedent condition (samanantarapratyaya, 
ii.62) of the abandoning of the quality of Prthagjana, of the acquisition of the quality of 
Aryan, of the abandoning of mithydtva, and of the acquisition of samyaktva. As they are 
capable of entering into samyaktvaniyama, they are called laukikdgradharmas, or "superior 
worldly dharmas." "Abandoning of the quality of Prthagjana": the mind-and-mental states 
(citta-caittas) which constitute the superior or higher worldly dharmas bring about the 
abandoning of the quality of Prthagjana. Question: "What is it that, at the present time, 
brings about the abandoning of this quality? . . . " Certain masters answer that this power 
belongs at the present time to the higher worldly dharmas. Question: "These dharmas are 
dharmas of the Prthagjana: how do they, being such, bring about the abandoning of the 
quality of Prthagjana?" Answer: There is no contradiction. An elephant-driver on an 
elephant controls this same elephant; a rider controls his horse; a pilot directs the ship; the 
charioteer drives the chariot . . . the woodcutter climbs the tree and cuts the tree: in this 
same way the higher worldly dharmas ... Other masters say that the duhkhe dharmajndna
ksdnti (first pure moment), at the present time, brings about the abandoning of the quality 
of Prthagjana: in its arising state, this Patience expels the said quality; in its perishing state, 
it brings about the abandoning of the ten types of anu/aya which are abandoned through the 
Seeing of Suffering of Kamadhatu... Other masters say that the quality of Prthagjana is due 
to the higher worldly dharmas and to the duhkhe dharmajndnaksdnti aiding one another: 
the higher worldly dharmas are indeed in contradiction to the quality of Prthagjana, but 
they are weak and are not capable, by themselves, of expelling it. However these dharmas 
lead to the arising of duhkhe dharmajndnaksdnti, and the quality of Prthagjana is abandoned 
by the combined force of both of these. 

Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 231b20. Some pretend that the quality of Prthagjana is the ten 
anus ay as abandoned by the Seeing of Suffering of Kamadhatu; these are the Vatslputrlyas 
according to whom the quality of Prthagjana is of the sphere of Kamadhatu, defiled (klista) 
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in its nature, and to be abandoned by Seeing . . . Others say that the quality of Prthagjana is 
not a thing in and of itself: these are the Darstantikas (see ii. English trans, p. 215 and 
following). In order to refute these opinions and to show that the quality of Prthagjana is a 
thing in and of itself .. . the masters of the Abhidharma say: "It is called quality of 
Prthagjana because it arises separately {sheng fen ku ^t^iSfe ), and because it is the 
nature of the Prthagjana {i-sheng t'i f | 4 J f l ' )• 

166. First opinion of the Vibhdsd. See above note 119, note 123, and note 139. 

167. Third opinion of the Vibhdsd. 

168. The word abhisamaya has been explained above p. 897. 

169. According to the Vydkhyd, the Dharmaguptakas, etc. According to P'u-kuang, the 
Mahasamghikas, etc. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 533a22: There are some masters according to 
whom the abhisamaya of the Four Truths takes place at once, namely the Vibhajyavadins 
who base themselves on the Sutra: "The Blessed One said: If, with respect to duhkhasatya, 
there is no doubt, perplexity, there is no longer any doubt, perplexity, with respect to the 
other three Truths." Since doubt and perplexity relative to the Four Truths disappears at 
the same time, the abhisamaya certainly takes place at one and the same time, and not 
successively. In order to refute this opinion, in order to show that abhisamaya takes place 
successively and not at one time, it is said: "If it were otherwise, this would be in 
contradiction to the Sutra which says: "Anathapindada approached the Buddha, saluted him, 
and said: 'Oh Blessed One, does the yogdcara successively penetrate (abhi-sami) the Four 
Truths as one gradually climbs .. . ?"' (see p. 948). 

The Theravada denies successive comprehension {anupurv abhisamaya) against the 
Andhakas, Sabbatthivadins, Sammitiyas and Bhadrayanikas, Kathavatthu, i.4 and ii.9 
(compare p. 382); see the opinion of the "Elders," Visuddhimagga, p. 690 and following, 
and the Sutras referred to, among which Samyutta, v.436: yo dukkham passati dukkhasamu-
dayam pi so passati... that Buddhaghosa explains as does Vasubandhu: iti... ekam saccam 
arammanam katvd sesesu pi kiccanipphattivasendpi vuttam. 

170. Hsiian-tsang: yugapat = at one and the same time, at once; Paramartha: "According to 
another school, the comprehension of the Truths is only one thought." 

171. Kyokuga Saeki here quotes the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 405a27. The succession (krama) of 
the comprehension of the Truths is explained: Question: In the comprehension 
{abhisamaya = hsien-kuan S I R ) of the Truths, does one see the unique 
characteristics or the common characteristics [of the Truths]? Answer: One sees 
{kuan ' H ) their common characteristics. Question: If this is the case, why does not 
the comprehension of all the Truths take place at one and the same time? [If, seeing 
suffering, one sees one of its common characteristics, for example the characteristic of being 
produced by causes, one evidently sees the Truth of Origin at the same time as the Truth of 
Suffering.] Answer: Even though, in the comprehension of the Truths, one sees their 
common characteristics, one does not understand all their common characteristics but only 
one part of them . . . What difference is there in the view that one takes of Kamadhatu and 
of the higher spheres? The difference between coarse and subtle. Why does one see at the 
same time the truth relating to the two higher spheres? Because both of them belong to the 
sphere of absorption. If the person who has entered the comprehension of the Truths has 
not yet understood the suffering of the two higher spheres, how can one say that he 
understands? Comprehension is of two types: 1. the comprehension of "grasping" 
{chih-shou $^§£ ; grdha?), and 2. the comprehension of purification {li-jan 

W$k '» parisuddhiP). The person who enters comprehension possesses this twofold 
comprehension with respect to the suffering of Kamadhatu, and he only possesses the 
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second with respect to the suffering of the higher spheres. 

172. For example, the vedand associated with prajHa which is applied (dlambate) to the 
Truths, has them for its object, grasps (grhndti) them. 

173. The result of the comprehension of the Truths is the perfect or complete consciousness 
(parijndna) of suffering, the abandoning of arising, etc. This result takes place (bhavatt) also 
by reason of the dharmas not associated with the mind, for example the andsravasamvara 
(iv.l3c) of the ascetic who sees the Truths. 

174. It is seen through prajnd: it is the object of the sensation which accompanies this 
prajnd; the result (i.e., the complete consciousness of suffering) is acquired due to all the 
non-associated dharmas. 

175. In fact, the Seeing of Suffering implies the abandoning of the klefas to be abandoned 
through the seeing of suffering, thus the "abandoning of the arising" occurs through the 
cutting off of the prdpti of the klesas; "actualizing extinction" through the arising of the 
prdpti of extinction, an arising which results from the "cultivation of the Path." 

176. dryasravakasya duhkham vd duhkhato manasikurvatah andsravena manasikdrena 
samprayukto dharmdndm vicayah (a paraphrase of Samyukta, TD 2, p. 106a5?). 

177. The Mahasamghikas, etc., admit that there is vyutthdna, the leaving from 
contemplation, in the course of abhisamaya. Many masters of the Vibhdsd deny this. 

178. Above note 172; see Buddhaghosa quoted note 169. 

179. The Vydkhyd quotes the three sadrstdntdni siltrdni which are found in the 
Samyuktakdgama: the Sutra of the kutdgdra (Samyutta, v.45a). Our text distinguishes 
mulapada, bhitti, talaka, andchad ana; 2. the Sutra of the four flights of stairs, or of the four 
bodies (catuskadevara sopdna); 3. the Sutra of the four degrees of stairs (catuspadikd 
nisrent). Questioners: Anathapindada, and a Bhiksu, Ananda. 

sadrstdntdni trini sMrdniti Samyuktakdgame paphyante / katham Anathapindada aha / 
kim nu bhadanta catumdm dryasatydndm anupurvdbhisamayahh / dhosvid ekdbhisamaya iti 
/ catumdm grhapate dryasatydndm anupurvdbhisamayo na tv ekdbhisamayah / yo grhapate 
evam vaded aham duhkham dryasatyam anabhisametya samudayam dryasatyam abhisame-
sydmiti vistarena ydvad duhkhanirodhagdminim pratipadam dryasatyam abhisamesyamiti 
maivam voca iti sydd vacaniyam tat kasya hetoh / asthanam anavakdio yad duhkham 
dryasatyam anabhisametya samudayam dryasatyam abhisamesyati.... tody at ha grhapate ya 
evam vaded aham kutdgdrasya vd kutdgdrasdldyd vd mulapadam apratisthdpya bhittim 
pratisphdpayisydmi / bhittim apratisthdpya talakam pratisthdpayisydmi / talakam 
apratispdpya cchadanam pratisphdpayisydmtti maivam voca iti sydd vacaniyam / tat kasya 
hetoh . . . {Samyukta, 16.14). 

athdnyataro bhiksur aha / kim nu bhadanta caturnam dryasatydndm anupurvdbhisa-
mayah / dhosvid ekdbhisamaya iti / bhagavdn aha / caturnam dryasatydndm iti pHrvavad 
ydvat tadyathd bhiksoya evam vaded aham catuhkadevarasya sopdnasya prathamasopdnaka
devaram anabhiruhya dvitiyam abhiroksydmi / dvittyam anabhiruhya .. . maivam voca iti 
sydd vacaniyam / tat kasya hetoh / asthanam anavakdio yac catuhkadevarasya sopdnasya 
prathamasopdnakadevaram anabhiruhya dvitiyakadevaram abhiroksyati . . . / evam ihdpi 
nedam sthdnam vidyate yad duhkhasatyam adrspvd samudayasatyam draksyati. . . tathd 
Aryananda aha / kim nu bhadanta caturnam dryasatydnam anupurvdbhisamayah / . . . 
purvasutrav ad ydvat / tadyathdnanda ya evam vaded aham catuspadikdyd nihfrenyah 
nihsrenipddam anabhiruhya prdsddam abhiroksydmiti... Authenticity of these Sutras, 
Samghabhadra in "Nirvana" (1924), p. 24. 

180. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 533a24./o duhkhe niskdnkso nirvicikitso buddhe'pi sa iti. See also 
Samyukta, TD 2, p. Illa6. 
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181. kdnksd = vicikitsd; or kdnksd - niscaydbhildsa and vicikitsd = vimati. 

182. According to the Mahayana, five spheres excluding dhydndntara. 

183. See ii. English trans, p. 278, and below vi.65. 
The Suttanipdta, 226, knows an dnantarikasamddhi; the Anguttara has zdanda 

dnantarika which destroys the defilements; Visuddhimagga 675 explains: "because the good 
transworldly dharmas ripen without interval (anantaravipdka)." 

According to the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka, darsanamdrga ends at the first moment of 
the Pramudita sphere (above, note I64d). There then comes bhdvandmdrga which ends 
with the dnantarya called Vajropama: tato'nye dvitiyddayah ksand ydvad vajropamdkhya 
dnantaryamdrgo yasmdd anantaram samantaprabhd buddhabhUmir avdpyate . . . 

184. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 465cll: The dnantaryamdrga cuts off the defilements, because it 
cuts off the possession of the defilements in such a manner that they no longer continue; he 
also realizes extinction {nirodha) because he acquires possession of visamyoga in such a 
manner that it springs forth. Vimuktimdrga realizes extinction because it arises at the same 
time as does the possession of visamyoga. 

185. There is cutting off of the prdpti of the defilements, expulsion of the thief by the first 
path; by the second, prdpti of "disconnection," the closing of the door. On the acquisition 
and the loss of the prdptis, ii.40. 

186. The eight samyojananikdyas to be abandoned by each of the eight jndnas (duhkha-
dharmajndna, duhkhe'nvayajndna, samudaye dharmajndna, ... marge'nv ayajndna) and that 
to be abandoned through bhavand. 

The Sutra also says: iti hi bhiksavo jndnavadhydh klesdh / vidyudupamam cittam. 

187. As for the category "to be abandoned through bhavand," it is abandoned through the 
jndnas: in the path which follows the path of seeing, there is no longer any place for the 
ksdntis. Anantaryamdrga, like vimuktimdrga, is jndnas. 

Here we can understand v.6, English trans, p.775 and 861. 
In darsanamdrga, the defilements are expelled by the ksdntis; in pure bhdvandmdrga, 

which is only a new seeing of the Truths and in which the ksdntis no longer have any place, 
the defilements are expelled by the jndnas. 

Only Twenty-eight anus ay as are expelled in a definitive manner by darsanamdrga, and 
are thus expelled by the ksdntis. The other ten are expelled by a bhdvanamdrga which is 
either pure (in the case of the Aryan) or impure (in the case of the Prthagjana); in these two 
cases they are expelled by jndnas (vii.9). 

[Nevertheless, it is solely through a pure bhdvanamdrga that the anusayas of bhavdgra 
are expelled.] 

188. Atthasalini, 43: "The path of Srotaapanna is called dassana because it is the seeing of 
Nirvana for the first time .. . The paths that follow do not see anything that has not been 
seen previously (aditthapubbam kim ci na passati) and are thus called bhavand." 

189. The first Jnana sees the duhkha of Kamadhatu which has already been seen by the first 
ksdnti; but it belongs to a pudgala qualified as adrstadrsti "seeing that which has not been 
seen," for the adrstadarsana, "seeing of non-view" continues {pravartate) with respect to 
samudaya, etc. 

190. According to the Tibetan: yathddrstabhdvandt.Paramartha: "As he cultivates anew that 
which has been seen. . ." Hsiian-tsang: "As it is similar to the cultivation of what has been 
seen . . . " 

191. The fifteenth moment sees all the mdrga, with the exception of itself: it forms part of 
the mdrga and it is seen by the sixteenth moment. Thus this belongs to someone who sees 
that which has not been seen before. 
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192. Lunga and keddram (neuter) are lexically interesting. 

193. That is to say: the seventeenth moment is only the repetition of the sixteenth, etc. 
prdbandhika, prakarsaka, vi.l7b, 42a. 

194. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 279a21: Why is he called a iraddhdnusdrin?... See vi.63a-c. These 
two Saints are free from premature death, ii.45a-b, English trans, p. 236, iii.85c. 

The definitions of the Abhidhamma {saddh anusdrin -saddhavimutta dhammdnusdrin 
-dipphipatta) correspond (for example PuggalapanHatti, p. 15); see also Visuddhimagga, 
659. 

195. ii.2a-b; p. 155 of the English translation. 

196. That is to say in the state of Prthagjana. 

197. On the abandoning of the defilements by a worldly path, the sakalabandhana (ii.36c, 
English trans, p. 207, vi.63d), the bhuyovitardga, the vitardga, the dnupUrvaka, see ii.l6c-d, 
English trans, p. 177; Pali references, ii, note 84. 

198. The Abhidhamma reads saddhavimutta. On adhimoksa, Kos'a, ii.72, vi.7c.6; viii.30. 
Vydkhyd: iraddhdprajfiddhikatvenddhimoksadrs piprabhdvitatvdd iti / sraddhddhikatve-

nddhimoksaprabhdvitatvdc chraddhddhimuktah / sraddhddhiko muktah iraddhddhimukta 
iti krtvd / na tu tasya prajfid naivdsti / tayd na tu prabhdvita iti na tanndma lab hate / 
prajnadhikatvena dfspiprabhdvitatvdd drstiprdptah / na tu tasya iraddhd ndstiti purvavad 
vdcyam / apare tupunar nairuktam vidhim dlambya vydcaksate / iraddhddhipatyena 
darsanaheyebhyo muktah fraddhddhimuktah / drspyadhipatyena prdptaphalo drspiprdpta iti 
/• 
199. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 464b8; Jndnaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 947a5. It is certain that this 
ascetic acquires, by means of the Path of Seeing, a pure sukhendriya of the sphere of the 
Third Dhyana; for, reborn into the Fourth Dhyana or above, he possesses sukhendriya 
(According to the principle: sukhendriyena caturdhadhydnarupyopapannah prthagjano na 
samanvdgatah / dryas tu samanvdgatah); for, if his sukhendriya were impure (as was the 
Third Dhyana that he possessed before entering into the Path of Seeing), he would have 
lost it by being reborn into another sphere (Fourth Dhyana). Now, if he acquires, through 
the Path of Seeing, a pure sukhendriya of the Third Dhyana, he is found to possess a path 
higher than his result, which is a result of Anagamin of the domain of the sphere where he 
has entered in order to practice the Path of Seeing. This theory is written in the Vibhdsd 
(asty esa Vibhdsdydm likhitah paksah); but it is not a theory to which one should cling (sa tu 
na sthdpandpakso laksyate): in fact, the Vibhdsa continues: "Others say" (apare dhuh). 
These others say that the possessor of a Dhyana who enters into the Path of Seeing 
depending on a sphere lower than this Dhyana obtains at the sixteenth moment a result of 
Anagamin of the sphere of the Dhyana that he possesses and also of the domain of all the 
lower spheres. 

200. The Bhdsyamoi 33c-d is quoted in the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka. 

201. esa drspdntayogah. That is to say: drspdntayuktir drspdntayogah / dfspdntaprakdra ity 
apare / tadevam anayd yuktyd anena vd prakdrendnyo'pi drspdnto vaktavya iti sucayati / 
anyathd hy esa drspdnta ity eva bruydt. The Tibetan translates: esa drstdntaprakdrah. 
Hsiian-tsang: "Such is the relationship of the defilements and the qualities." 

202. Compare Milinda, 83,290. 

203. Mahdvyutpatti, 46.2: de Itar thogs pa (or na) srid pa Ian bdun pa - saptakrdbhavapa-
ramah. 

The expression of the Sutra: saptakrtvah paramah is translated in our Bhdsya: mchog tu 
thogs na Ian bdun pa; the Kdrikd has de Itar thogs na . . . 

On the sattakkhattuparama, see Anguttara, i.233, iv.381; Visuddhimagga, 709; 
Nettippakarana, 168,189; below note 210. 
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204. Hsiian-tsang: dp anna signifies he-who-obtains-for-the-first-time. Paramartha: If a 
person has attained a river, he is called srotadpanna. 

205. The "eighth," aspamaka. P'u-kuang mentions two explanations: 1. the srotadpannapha-
lapratipannaka, and 2. the person in possession of duhkhe dharmajnanaksanti. 

Mahdvastu, i. 120.9,159.8 (astamakddikd pudgaldydvad arhatpudgald.) 
Discussions on atphamaka, Kathdvatthu, iii.5-6. 

206. The Mahlsasakas think that a Srotaapanna is reborn (at the most) a total of seven 
times; the Ch'eng-shih lun MfPmW> (TD 32, number 1646) admits 
fourteen births, not recognizing the intermediate existences. According to the Sarvastivad-
ins and the Mahayana, twenty-eight existences. 

The Uttarapathakas think that a Srotaapanna is necessarily reborn seven times, 
Kathdvatthu, xii.5. 

207. The same for the other four skandhas: however one only counts seven "skills" and not 
thirty-five. One can compare, sufficiently distant, Samyutta, iii. 160-1. 

208. See below vi.54d. 

209. Puggalapafinatti, 26. 

210. astamam bhavam abhinirvartayati; compare Suttanipdta, 230, Khuddakapdtha, vi.9.ye 
driyasaccdni vibhdvayanti . . . na te bhavam atthamam ddiyanti. Kos"a, iv, English trans, p. 
679. 

Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 240cll. Why does the Srotaapanna live only seven more existences.. 
. no more, no less? ParSva says: If more, if less, one would produce doubt; that he is born in 
seven existences does not contradict the dharmalaksana, that is to say the nature of things 
and is not censurable . . . Furthermore, by the force of action, he takes up seven existences; 
by the force of the Path he does not take up an eighth. The same way that a person is bitten 
by a seven-legged-snake, made seven by the force of the primary elements and, by the force 
of the poison, not made eight. Furthermore, if he takes up eight existences, he would not 
possess the Path in his eighth birth, for the nature of the Path is such that it cannot be 
supported in an eighth body of Kamadhatu. 

211. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 42c2: saptakrtvo devdmd ca manusydms ca samsrtya samdhdvya 
duhkhasydntam karoti. Vydkhyd ad v.43c. p. 961. 

212. This is also the case for the Urdhvasrotas of the Akanisthaga class, vi.37b. 

213. It is also evident that the text refers to Kamadhatu, since it makes mention of the 
human realms of rebirth. I observe that Ananda, by his agreement with the Bhagavat, 
becomes the king of the gods seven times, and a king in Jambudvlpa seven times, Anguttara, 
i.228; but he is not a Srotaapanna. 

214. An argument which is not in the Vibhasa (note of the Japanese editor) and one which 
Samghabhadra does not accept {Vydkhyd). 

215. Not mentioned in the Vibhasa (note of the Japanese editor). Let us understand that 
this Saint probably becomes a Ijtsi (isipabbajd). 

Wassilieff, 248, followed by Minayef, Recherches, 220, has poorly understood 
Vasumitra: "According to the Sarvastivadins, one cannot say that the four results are 
obtained only in the robes of a monk . . . " One should translate: "It is not an absolute rule 
that the four results of the religious life are obtained one after the other. He who, detached 
by a worldly path, enters into nydma, becomes a Sakrdagamin or an Anagamin according to 
the nature of his detachment." (As explained vi.30b-d). 

On the laity and the obtaining of the results see Kosa iv. English trans, note 115: Rhys 
Davids, Dialogues, iii.5 (bibliography). 

216. Dtgha iii. 107: ay am puggalo yat h anus in ham tathd patipajjamdno tinnam samyojan-
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dnam parikkhaya sotdpanno bhavissati avinipdtadhammo niyato bodhipardyano ti. i.233: so 
tinnam s amy ojan an am parikkhaya sattakkhattuparamo hoti sattakkhattuparam deve ca 
manuse ca sandhavitvd sarhsdritvd dukkhassa antarh karoti. Elsewhere dukkhassantakaro 
hoti (Puggalapanfiatti). 

According to the Vyakhyd, the Sanskrit Sutra has: srotadpanno bhavaty avinipdtad-
harmd niyatam sambodhipardyanah / saptakrtvah paramah saptakrtvo devams" ca 
manusydms ca samdhdvya samsrtya duhkhasyantarh karoti. 

The purity of conduct (prayoga): the rules of morality (sildni) dear to the Aryans; purity 
of sentiments (d§aya)\ avetyaprasdda (vi.73b). 

218. We can also understand ksdnti = citta, in opposition to prayoga. 

219. See the note ad iv.50. Analogous comparison in Milinda; in Anguttara, i.250; a bit of 
salt defiles a small amount of water, but does not defile the Ganges. 

220. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. I47b7, It is called Nirvana (1) because it is extinction of the 
defilements (klesanirodhdt); (2) because of the calming (hsi ,ft I = nirvdpana, uparama) 
of the three fires {rdga, dvesa, mohdgni); (3) because there is extinction of the three 
characteristics (doubtless the three characteristics of "conditioned things," Kosa, ii.45); (4) 
because there is disjunction (li jff| ' = viyoga, visamyoga) from the defilements 
(mala); (5) because there is disjunction from the realms of rebirth (gati)\ (6) because vana = 
thick forest, nis - leaving, nirvana = leaving the thick forest of the skandhas . . . (7) because 
vana - all the sufferings of transmigration, nis = to pass beyond (atikrama), nirvana - to 
pass beyond all the sufferings of transmigration. And six other explanations. 

Etymology of the word Nirvana, E. Senart, Nirvana (Album Kern, 1903, p. 101); Pdnini, 
viii.2.50 (Goldstucker, 226); Dhammapada, 283, 344; Visuddhimagga, 293; Compendium, 
168. 

221. According to one variant: dvitrajanmd, which conforms to Pdnini, ii.2.25, v.4.73. 
On kolankola, Anguttara. i.233, iv.381. PuggalapaHHatti, 16 (tinnam samyojandnam 

parikkhaya kolankolo hoti dve vd tini vd kuldni samdhdvitvd . . . ). According to 
Nettippakarana, 189, the kolankola is in the Path of Seeing. Visuddhimagga, 709 (mediocre 
penetration and faculties). 

222. According to the Vyakhyd: What does the Srotaapanna become who is delivered from 
one or two categories? Some answer that he becomes a kulamkula. The Kdrikd says: 
"Delivered from three or four categories," by way of an example, or rather in order to 
indicate the limit, by excluding the abandoning of the fifth category. Others answer that he 
becomes a saint for five or six births. 

223. The ekavicika who has abandoned the eighth category of defilements does not 
necessarily abandon the ninth, which would include the result of Anagamin and "passage 
beyond Kamadhatu," (dhdtvatikrama). The ninth category is capable of being an obstacle to 
the acquisition of the result, phalam vighnayitum samartha. But the same does not hold for 
the sixth category, because the Sakrdagamin, like the Srotaapanna, exists within 
Kamadhatu. 

224. These two types are mentioned in Dharmasamgraha, Para. 103. 

225. That is to say: "having seen the Truths when he was the god TrayastrirhSa, having 
transmigrated (samsrtya) within two or three families, he obtains Nirvana among the 
Trayastrirh£as, or among the Four Great Kings, etc." 

226. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 205c3: tray dnam samyojdndm prahdndd rdgadvesamohdndm ca 
tanutvdt sakrddgdmi bhavati (Compare Anguttara, i.233, iv.380. Puggalapannatti, 16). Sutra 
quoted below vi.53c-d. Abandoning of satkdyadrsti, fflavrata and vicikitsd through the 
Seeing of the Truths; reduction of the defilements to be abandoned through Meditation. 
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227. The ekavicika is the ekabijin of the Paji lists, who is inferior to a Sakadagamin. 
Visuddhimagga, 709 (lively penetration and faculties). 

228. The ascetic who successively acquires all the results {dnupUrvika) becomes a 
Srotaapanna by abandoning three bonds, satkdyadrsti, stlavrataparamars'a, and vicikitsd, 
through the Path of Seeing; then abandoning kdmacchanda and vydpdda through the Path 
of Meditation, he becomes an Anagamin. The ascetic who is qualified as a kdmavitardga, 
that is to say who, before entering onto the Path of Seeing, has abandoned kdmacchanda and 
vydpdda through the worldly path of meditation, becomes an Anagamin by abandoning 
satkdyadrsti, silavratapardmarsa and vicikitsd through the Path of Seeing. 

229. See Anguttara, iv.70, 380 (Sanskrit redaction Vydkhyd, iii.l2d, Cosmologie bouddhique, 
138). Samyutta, v.201, Puggalapann~atti, 16-17, 70, Visuddhimagga, 677, Compendium, 69, 
149. 

To the Sanskrit upapadyaparinirvdyin {-utpannaparinirvrrti of our Kdrikd) there 
corresponds upahacca, upapajjaparinibbdyin; see Kathdvatthu, iv.2, Cosmologie 
bouddhique, 235. 

230. Utpannasyeti. Yasomitra contests this reading by reason of the rule anyapaddrthe 
bahuvrihih. The scribe has omitted the letter e (lekhakenaikdro'tra vindsitah): it should 
read: utpanne'sya. We would have: utpanne janmani parinirvrtir asyety utpannaparinirvr-
tih. There follows a rather long discussion. 

231. Absent in the Tibetan, but given by Paramartha. 

232. "Obtains Nirvana," parinirvdti, that is to say, "brings about the extinction of all the 
vices" (sarvdfravaksayam karoti). Vydkhyd. 

233. Paramartha and Hsuan-tsang have: "not a long time" = quickly = na cirdt; but the 
Tibetan has, mi echi bar = "without dying." 

234. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 167cl3, definition of sopadhisesanirvdna: "If of an Arhat, of a 
person in whom the vices are completely destroyed, the life continues (shou ming yu ts'un 

W^ifaWM* *» dyuhparyantah . . .: "the limit of life is still preserved"), the series of 
the primary elements and of derived matter is not cut off, the series of thoughts continue 
one after the other by reason of a body endowed with the five organs: as there remains a 
support (# = upadhi), the destruction of the bonds that this Arhat obtains, touches, or 
realizes, is what is called sopadhisesanirvdnadhdtu."On the two Nirvanas, vi.64a-b 
{Anguttara, iv.77), vi.65d, vi.78. We have attempted to sort out some references in our 
"Nirvana," Paris, 1924 (Beauchesne), p. 171. 

235. The first Anagamin also does not possess this mastery; but the action which makes 
intermediary existence last differs from the action that makes the second Anagamin last: 
this is why the Nirvana of the first is anupadhisesa. 

236. Anguttara, ii.155, defines (1-2) the sasamkhdraparinibbdyin, who obtains Nirvana with 
samkharas, either in this life, or after death (3-4), the asamkhdraparinibbdyin who obtains 
Nirvana without samkharas, either in this life, or after death. Saints 1 and 3 are of strong 
faculties, 2 and 4 of weak faculties. Saints 3 and 4 cultivate the Dhyanas; saints 1 and 2 are 
described, without any mention of Dhyana, as asubhdnupassi... dhdre pratikulasanntsabba-
loke anabhiratasannt sabbasamkhdresu aniccdnupassi and having the thought of death. 
samkhdra = pubbapayoga, Visuddhi, 453. 

237. Opinion of the Sautrantikas. The Anagamins are evidently placed in a decreasing order 
of merit, in an increasing order of the length of their lives in Rupadhatu. 

238. One says urdvamsrotas, as one says urdhvamdamika, urdhvamdahika or even cirantana. 

239. We also have akanisthaparama (below note 245). 
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On the mixing of Dhyanas vi.42. On the heaven of the Akanisthas, iii.72c, vi.43a. This is 
the summit of Rupadhatu, the eighth heaven of the Suddhavasas. The Compendium has the 
Anagamin who has cultivated the Fifth Dhyana rise to the Suddhavasas; it stops below 
those who have practiced the first four (see p. 69,149). 

240. One would call him bhavdgraga or bhavdgraparama. The naivasamjndndsamjnd is the 
Fourth Arupya, thus "the summit of existence." 

241. Dharmasamgraha, Para. 103: pluto'rdhaplutah sarvastanaplutah (let us correct: 
sarvasthdnacyutah). 

242. ekam api sthdndntaram vilanghya. Paramartha: "From the First Dhyana (=Brahma-
kayika), he is born among the Suddhavasas and, going beyond 'another' place, he is born 
among the Akanisthas." Hsiian-tsang: "From there, successively, he is reborn among the 
lower Suddhavasas, and, in the interval, goes beyond one place, he is born among the 
Akanisthas." 

243. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 423cl8; Madhyama, TD 1, p. 547a9 (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 272bl5): A 
Brahma-deva thinks: "This place is eternal, not subject to change... one has never seen that 
one arrives here; even more one does not go beyond this place . . . ": compare Digha, i.17 
and see iv.44b-d, iv. 96 (English trans, note 439). 

244. Consequently the Ka^mlrians only count two heavens in the First Dhyana (ii.41d, 
iii.2d). 

245. The terms akanisthaparama and bhavdgraparama are given as traditional (nanu 
cdkanisthaparama ... ity uktam). 

246. On abhinirvrti distinct from upapatti, iii.40c, vi.3, p. 909. It appears that the doctrine of 
action retributable in intermediary existence is in contradiction to the thesis of iv.53d 
(which I have perhaps poorly understood). 

247. Anguttara, iv.70, "seven good gatis" or rather "seven gatis of good persons" = 
purisagati. Hsiian-tsang explains: gatir = vrtti. Vydkhya: gatir utpattih sampardya ity ete 
sUtre paryaya ucyante. gati- birth, future realm of rebirth, realm of rebirth. 

248. Since, Hsiian-tsang adds, the other Saiksas, cultivating the good, do not differ [from the 
Anagamins]. 

249. Vydkhya; yasu gatisupapannds tatra tatra caisdm atyantam andgamanam. 

250. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 427al3; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 878a5-b4. Definition of the sappurisa, 
Nettippakarana, 169. 

251. But they can practice incontinence (which supposes an akuiala mind). The Srotaapanna 
observes the iilas, Huber, Sutrdlamkara, 221. 

252. "In general" (prdyena): in fact, they are disengaged from the defilements expelled by 
seeing, and from a part of the defilements expelled by Meditation. 

253. The true satpurusas have acquired the discipline which prevents all transgressions 
(sarvapdpa)', they have abandoned all of the bad defilements to be abandoned through 
seeing (dariana) (like the other Saiksas) and also the nine categories of defilements of 
Kamadhatu to be abandoned by Meditation (bhdvana). 

254. The Bhdsya has: kim punah parivrttajanmano'py andgdmina esa bhedo'sti. I have added 
the definition based on the Vydkhya. 

255. The Vydkhya quotes the Sutra: "Dying here and reborn among humans, if having 
obtained the quality of Arhat I do not obtain Nirvana, falling from the quality of Arhat at 
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the end of this human life (ante mama hiyamdnasya), I shall be reborn (upapatrir 
bhaviMi) &ttlQtlg the esteemed gods under the name of Akanisthas {ye te devd akanisthd 
iti vi/rutdff)." Sakra is srotadpanna: he foresees that he will be reborn among humans and 
will obtain the quality of Arhat, first that of Anagamin: he will thus be a parivrttajanman 
andgdmin. Therefore, according to vi.41a-b, he cannot become Akanistha, that is to say "go 
into another sphere." 

256. According to the Tibetan, dharmdnabbijnatvdt; according to the Vydkbyd: 
dharmalaksandnabhijnavat; according to Hsiian-tsang: "because he does not know the 
Abhidharma." 

257. sambarsaniyatvdt; that is to say: kdmaduhkhaparitydgdbhildsena sambarsaniya ity 
abbiprdyab.Accotding to Samghabhadra: cyutanimittopapattidubkbodvignasya sambardam-
yatvdt. 

258. On the moral faculties (faith, etc.), see vi.57c, 58d, 60 and following. 

259. prajnddind mindriydndm nisyandaphalapustivUesdd ity arthah. That is to say: because 
the indriyas are not extremely developed by the results, similar to them, upon which they 
bear. 

260. A different doctrine in the Sammitiyanikdyasdstra. 

261. The mixture consists of "mixing the pure Dhyana with two impure Dhyanas" 
(Vydkbyd), to intercalate one or many moments of impure Dhyana between two moments 
or two series of moments of pure Dhyana. In the Dbarmafarira (Stonner, Ac. de Berlin, 
1904, 1282), vyavakirnabbdfvandjvidbdni (bbdvandvidba, Visuddbimagga, 122). 

262. On pure and impure Dhyana, see viii.6. 

263. Anguttara, i.38, knows a Dhyana which lasts only a moment and a prolonged Dhyana. 
Above vi.l7b, 28c. 

264. On the drstadbarmasukbavibdras, see especially Digba, iii.113, 222, Anguttara, v. 10, 
iv.362; Koia, ii.4, vi.58b, viiL27. Nirvana, 1924, p. 80. 

265. The first three Dhyanas each produces three types of gods of Rupadhatu; the fourth 
produces eight types of gods: Anabhrakas, Punyaprasavas, Vrhatphalas, and the five 
Suddhavasikas: Avrhas, Atapas, Sudr£as, Sudarsanas and Akanisthas (iii.2c-d). 

266. tasya pudgalasya tdvatiiaktih (Vydkbyd). Such a person cannot do so any longer. 

267. "Pure, impure, pure: three thoughts; then: pure, impure, pure, three other thoughts" 
(Vydkbyd), and so on. 

268. Opinion of Srllabha ( Vydkbyd). The fourth of the six opinions presented in the 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 880cl2. 

269. But the order of words, according to Paramartha, is indeed the order that the Tibetan 
gives; according to the Bbdsya: nirodbaldbby andgdmi kdyasdksl 

On nirodhasamdpatti, in addition to the references indicated, ii.43 (English trans, p. 225 
and following), add iv.54, vi.63, 64a, viii.33a and Visuddbimagga, 702-709:"One cannot say 
that this absorption is samskrta or asamskrta, conditioned or unconditioned, laukika or 
lokottara, worldly or transwordly because it does not exist in and of itself (sabhdvato 
n'atthitdya)" This absorption, according to the Uttarapathakas and the Andhakas, is 
"unconditioned" (Kattbdvattbu, vi.5). note 273. 

On the kdyasakkhin, Anguttara, iv.451 (necessarily an Arhat), PuggalapaMatti, 14, 
Visuddbimagga, 93,659 (interesting). 

270. Hsiian-tsang: This saint, in leaving nirodbasamdpatti, obtains a calmness of body 
[becoming again] conscious, such as he had not acquired before this samdpatti; and he 
thinks: "This nirodbasamdpatti is very calm and totally similar to Nirvana". In this way he 
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immediately perceives (sdksdtkaroti) the calmness of the body [leaving samdpatti] and he is 
thus called a kdyasdksin, for, by reason of the possession [of the calmness of the body, in the 
course of the samdpatti], and by reason of the consciousness [of the calmness of the body, 
once he has left the samdpatti], he immediately perceives the calmness of body. 

271. On the Saiksa and the Siksas, see p. 983. 

272. Mahdvyutpatti, 36, trim siksdni, adhi/ilam, adhicittam, adhiprajnd; Dharmasamgraha, 
140, tisrah siksdh, adhicittasiksd, adhisilaUksd adhiprajndsiksd ca; Digha, iii.219, tisso 
sikkhd, adhisila, adhicitta, adhipannasikkhd; Anguttara, i.235, ii.194, iii.441. The 
Visuddhimagga is only a commentary on the Samyutta, i.13: site pat iff bay a . . . cittam 
pannam ca bhdvayam . . . (p. 4: silena adhisilasikkhd pakdsitd hoti, samddhind 
adhicittasikkhd, pafindya adhipannasikkhd)', Childers, sikkhdttaya; Schiefner,iW<?7<*«g0.r 
Asiatiques, viii.572. 

See Ko/a, vi.45b. viii.l. The correct readings are adhisilam siksd, adhicittam fiksd, 
adhiprajndm Uksd, as we can be assured vi. p. 983-4 and Dharmasamgiti quoted in 
Siksasamuccaya, 119.14. 

273. The Canon is undecided on the place of nirodhasamdpatti in the Path, on its usefulness 
for the extinction of the cankers (dsava): Majjhima, i.465, iii.28, Digha, i.184, Anguttara, 
iv.426. We know that it is added, in ninth position, to the Dhyanas and Arupyas 
{Mahdvyutpatti, 68.7: navdnupurvavihdrasamdpattih, Digha, iii.266: nova anupubbani-
rodhd); it is the eighth vimoksa. 

21 A. The Vaibhasikas deny that Mahabrahmaloka is a separate heaven (iii.2d); the 
Bahirdeiakas, the Non-Ka£mirians, recognize it as a separate heaven, but admit that the 
Aryans do not enter it (vi.38a-b). 

275. Paramartha: "It is called Vajra absorption." 
Vajropamasamddhi, Mahdvayutpatti, 21.55; Kosa, iii.53b-d, vi.77, viii.28; Sutrdlamkdra, 

xiv.45; Pancakrama, iii.60, 67, vi.26. In Puggalapafinatti, 30, the saint who destroys the 
defilements is vajiropamacitta: "In the same way that there is no gem or stone which the 
diamond does not crush . . . " One can also mention the fldnavajira of Netti, 112. 
Vajrasamddhi, Religieux Eminents, p. 153. We know of the abuse that Buddhism makes of 
the vajra. 

276. Maulam dhydnam andgamya apravisya utpadyata ity andgamyam (Vydkhyd). See vi.47c; 
viii.22c; v.66. 

277. Hsiian-tsang adds: According to other masters, the vajropamasamddhis obtained in 
andgamya, by reason of the distinction of their aspects and the objects of thejndnas, are one 
hundred and sixty-four in number. In fact, the anvayajndna of nirodha bears on the nirodha 
of eight spheres both in general and in particular; and one should take into consideration 
the four aspects. One should thus add one hundred and twelve to the calculation of the first 
masters. The same for dhydndntara and the Dhyanas. For the Arupyas, we have fifty-two, 
thirty-six, and twenty-four. 

A long discussion in the Vydkhyd. 

278. Paramartha: Through the aquisition of the nirodha of the ninth, consciousness of 
ksaya. 

On ksayajnana, vii.4, 7, 12, 43; constitutes Bodhi together with anutpddajndna, vi.67; 
confused with the samyagvimuktijndna, vi.75, 76, with dsravaksaydbhijnd, vii.42, viii.20. 

279. Paramartha: ASaiksa, Arhat. 

280. N ity am siksanaiilah. Siksd /Ham esdm iti saiksdh, according to Pdnini, iv.4,62. 

281. In fact, he observes the rules {tiksa) of the Vinaya. Mahdvagga, i.36.8. 
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Sfle siksd adhisilam siksd . .. prajndydm siksd adhiprajHam siksd, Pdnini, ii.1.16; above 
note 272. 

282. See viii.l. 

283. The Vydkhyd quotes the Sutra: adhiprajnam siksd katarna / idam duhkham iti 
yathdbhutam prajdndti. (Compare Samyutta, vi.229, AnguUara, i.235; Kosa, viii.l). "That, 
Oh Bhiksus, is seen which is seen by pure (drya) prajnd." 

284. Punar apasiksandt =yatra siksitah sllddisu tatra punar apasiksandt: the Prthagjana can 
lose the Pratimoksa discipline (iv.16), Heat (vi.17), etc. The Aryan, the Saiksa can lose 
certain dharmas, but he cannot lack the three siksds. 

285. Paramartha transcribes Slvaka; Hsiian-tsang translates this as tan-p'a ^ f S '•> t n e 

Tibetan translates this as zhe byed. 

286. According to the version of Hsiian-tsang; Paramartha: "He who applies himself to the 
three siksds, because he applies himself to the three siksds, is called a Saiksa." The Tibetan: 
"Because he applies himself to the siksds, he is called a Saiksa." 

287. Dhammasangani, 1015. 

288. The Nirvana acquired (prdpta) by a Saiksa is not called saiksa: only the samskrtas 
(ii.38a) are saiksa. Dhammasangani, 1017. 

289- [Except when he is sakalabandhana, encumbered with all of the bonds. It appears that 
one could better translate: "Because the Prthagjana can be endowed with Nirana."] 

290. v.6a-c, viii.20. 

291. See ii.38b, English trans, note 200. 

292. See vi.6ld-62b. 

293- The Prthagjana is taken as an example, because the Aryan has acquired worldly and 
transwordly prdpti through disconnection from Kamadhatu. When he is reborn into the 
Second Dhyana, the first disappears, but not the second. 

294. Hsiian-tsang adds: As it has been said of the Aryan, who becoming detached through 
the two paths from the defilements of the eight spheres to be abandoned through bhdvand, 
obtains the two types of prdptis of disconnection from these defilements—it follows that 
the Prthagjana, who only employs the impure path, only acquires an impure prdpti; it also 
follows that the Aryan, - it being a given that only the pure path permits him to become 
detached from the defilements to be abandoned through darsana and from the defilements 
of the ninth sphere to be abandoned through bhdvand, - obtains only a pure prdpti of 
disconnection from these defilements. 

295. Sarvatas = of all the spheres = of the sphere where the ascetic is found, of a lower 
sphere, of a higher sphere. 

Andgamya, viii.22a. The fundamental (maula) absorptions, namely the four absorptions 
of Rupadhatu or Four Dhyanas and the Four Arupyas, have a preliminary or prefatory 
absorption, sdmantaka. The sdmantaka of the First Dhyana is called andgamya. See above 
note 276. 

Pure andgamya = the andgamya in which the ascetic produces a thought, a path free 
from the dsravas, satkdyadrsfi, etc. = a pure path produced in andgamya. 

The former Abhidhamma teaches that the ascetic destroys the defilements (dsavas), that 
is, becomes detached from all of the spheres, by being firmly supported (that is, by 
producing the eliminating prajHd of the defilements) in seven absorptions (Four Dhyanas 
and Three Arupyas). Anguttara, iv.422 to be corrected according to iv.426 (the 
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Fourth Arupya is excluded as in KoSa, below, note 301). 
The theory of andgamya and its use in "detachment" (vairagya) rests on the idea that an 

ascetic cannot enter Dhyana without being free from the defilement of a lower sphere, and 
that he cannot, in this same lower sphere, become free from the said defilements: hence the 
necessity of a preliminary absorption. 

296. Hsiian-tsang combines Kdrikd 47c-d (two pddas) and 48d (one pdda) into one Kdrika, 
and adds a fourth pdda: 

"By the pure Anagamya path, there is detachment from all the spheres; through the 
other eight, detachment from his sphere and from a higher sphere: through the impure 
path, there is detachment from the immediately lower sphere." [Bhdsya of the lust pdda.] 

Bhdsyam: By supporting oneself on the sdmantakas, one becomes detached from the 
lower spheres. In the same way that the dnantaryamdrgas support themselves on the 
sdmantakas, is this the case for the vimuktimdrgas? 

Adding a first pdda, he makes the following Kdrikd out of 48a-c. 
Kdrikd. The sdmantakas detach one from the lower spheres; the last vimuktimdrga of 

the three arises from the mula or from the sdmantaka; for the higher spheres, from the 
mula only. 

Bhdsyam. There are eight sdmantakas which can serve as the support of the Path. There 
are nine spheres from which one should become detached. The first three sdmantakas 
detach one from the three spheres which are respectively lower than them (that is to say: 
The first three sdmantakas serve as the support of a path which detaches one from the three 
spheres . . . ). The ascetic before realizing the ninth vimuktimdrga, either enters the mula 
dhyana, or remains in the sdmantaka. The five higher sdmantakas detach one from the 
spheres which are, respectively, lower than it. Before realizing the ninth vimuktimdrga, the 
ascetic necessarily enters the mula and does not remain in the sdmantaka; for, whereas, for 
these five sdmantakas, the mula and the sdmantaka are equally upeksendriya, the mula and 
the sdmantaka have a different vedanendriya in the first three Dhyanas. Some ascetics are 
not capable of entering into the mitla because the transformation of the vedanendriyas is 
difficult. [One necessarily enters it when one is capable of this transformation] because, at 
the moment when one becomes detached from it, one is joyous [: thus, at the ninth 
vimuktimdrga, one passes, when possible, from the sdmantaka {upeksendriya) to the mula 
(sukhendriya, saumanasyendriya).] 

297. Remember that detachment (vairagya) from one sphere—that is to say the abandoning 
of the nine categories (strong-strong, etc.) of defilements of Kamadhatu, of the First 
Dhyana, etc.--include nine pairs of paths: a path of abandoning (prahdnamdrga or 
dnantaryamdrga) and a path of deliverance (vimuktimdrga). The ascetic who detaches 
himself from Kamadhatu by meditating in the state of absorption called andgamya produces 
in this state the first eight paths of abandoning and the first eight paths of deliverance; he 
also produces in this state the ninth path of abandoning. The question is asked whether, in 
order to produce the ninth path of deliverance, he remains in andgamya or passes into the 
First Dhyana. Same question for the other sdmantakas and the "fundamental" absorption 
which they precede. 

298. The last vimuktimdrga does not arise from out of higher sdmantakas. 

299. All sdmantakas contain the sensation of indifference; the first three Dhyanas, contain 
the sensations of sukha or saumanasya, viii.7; therefore in order to pass from the sdmantaka 
into the fundamental absorption, the ascetic should transform his sensation. 

300. Add: "when the ascetic is not capable of transforming his sensation; when he is capable 
of doing so, the last vimuktimdrga arises from the fundamental Dhyana, vitaragabh&mibd-
humanydt." 

301. One cannot produce the pure path in the absorption of the Fourth Arupya or 
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Bhavagra; the ascetic, in order to be delivered from the defilements relating to this state, 
should avail himself of a pure path (vi.45c-d); thus employing a pure path practiced in the 
Third Arupya: same doctrine in Visuddhimagga, 708, and also apparently in Anguttara, 
iv.422,426. 
302. Sambhavatas. When one sees the lower sphere as "coarse" one sees the higher sphere 
as "calm," and so on. According to another explanation, one sees the higher sphere under 
Otie Of these three aspects, "calm," etc., and not necessarily under the three aspects. Here we 
have three of the aspects of Nirvana, vii.l3a. 

303. Mahdvyutpatti, 85.14-16, sthulabhittikatd, auddrikatd, duhkhilatd. Vydkhyd: khilam 
durbhedam (?) kutsitam khilam duhkhilam. 

304. Hsiian-tsang: "because it can be surmounted only with great effort." 

305. The drsfi of the Asaiksas: to see things as they really are, to truly know the general 
characteristics (sdmdnyalaksana) of the dharmas, Impermanence, etc. 

306. Hsiian-tsang: "The asaiksi samyagdrsti arises among the Immovable Ones, even 
though one does not say so formally, for all the Arhats possess i t . . . " 

307. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 336c28. Sam anna, brahmaMa aod their results. Samyutta, v.2; 
Visuddhimagga, 215, 512. For Buddhaghosa the dharmas associated with the Path and the 
four results of s am anna are neither suffering nor ariyasacca. 

308. The Abhidharma reconciles the thesis of the Theravadins with that of the 
Pubbaseliyas, Kathdvatthu, xix.3. 

309- Hsiian-tsang: "they have the vimuktimdrgas (samskrta) and pratisamkhydnirodha for 
their natures." 

310. Paramartha enumerates the four results, srotadpannaphala, etc., and quotes the Sutra. 

311. Purusakaraphala is that which arises {jayate) and also that which is attained (prdpyate) 
through the special power of a dharma: the path of deliverance arises from srdmanya, and 
abandoning or pratisamkhydnirodha is attained by the power of iramanya. 

312. As one can supplement the work (pravacana) of Panini, as omniscient as he is, he is a 
Prthagjana. 

313. When the ascetic obtains the result of Srotaapanna, there is acquisition of the total 
abandoning of the defilements to be abandoned through the Seeing of the Truths 
(darfanaheyaklefas), acquisition inherent {samgrhita) in a single path of meditation 
(ekabhdvandmdrga), namely in the sixteenth moment; when the ascetic obtains the fruit of 
Sakrdagamin, there is acquisition of the totality of the abandoning of the darianaheyas and 
of the abandoning of the first six categories of defilements to be abandoned through 
meditation, acquisition inherent to the path which is the fruit of Sakrdagamin; and so on. 

314. When an ordinary person {prthagjana), bound by all the bonds (sakalabandhana), 
enters the Path of Seeing the Truths and becomes Srotaapanna through the abandoning of 
the defilements which one abandons by this Path, he can then either expell the first six 
categories of defilements of Kamadhatu through the Path of Meditation on the Truths 
(pure path): he obtains the result of Sakrdagamin through the pure or transworldly 
path,--or expell the same six categories through the worldly path of meditation (as 
described vi.49c): he obtains the same result through the worldly path. But an ordinary 
person can become free from the same six categories of defilements through the worldly 
path before entering into the Path of Seeing: when he achieves this Path, he acquires the 
result of Sakrdagamin. The result results from the worldly path. 
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315. See above vi.35c. 

316. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 911c5. Kos'a, vii.32 (Anguttara, ii.8). 

317. Klesdndm bdhandt. Bdhitd anendnekavidhdh pdpakd akusala dharma iti brdhmanah / 
tadbhdvo brdhmanyam andsravo mdrgah (Vydkhyd). Compare Dhammapada. 388. 

318. Esa hi bhagavdn brahmety etad uddharanam Sivakenoktam (See note 285; var. Jivaka). 
Madh., 34.12; Majjh., i.34l, 368, Sam., ii.27:... tathagato ... brahmacakkam pavatteti. The 
Tathagata is dhammakdya brahmakdya dhammabhuta brahmabhuta in Digha, iii.84; gloss 
of Buddhaghosa (The word brahma is used in the sense of excellent, sepphapphena) in 
Dialogues, iii.81. brahmabhuta - identified with Brahman, see Bodhisattvabhumi, fol. 142b: 
brdhmam, cakram pravartayatity ucyate / tat kasya hetoh / tathdgatasyaitad adhivacanam 
yad uta brahmd ity api s ant ah iitibhuta ity api / tena tatpreritam tatprathamatas tadanyaih 
punas tadanyesdm / evam pdramparyena brahmapreritam sarvasattvanikdye bhramati 
tasmdd brdhmam cakram ity ucyate. Nirvana, (1925), pp. 72-73. 

319. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 104al5. It is moreover certain that the Wheel of the Law, which the 
Bhagavat set into motion, and which &ariputra sets into motion after the Bhagavat 
(Samyutta, i. 191), is the teaching. 

320. Kramandc cakram, see below note 332. 

321. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 912a4, mentions ten reasons. 

322. On the parts of the Path, vi.67, 71. 

323. Tadutpattau pravartitam iti sutre vacanat. Vydkhyd: tad evam dryasya Kaundinyasya 
darsanamdrga utpanne devatdbhir uktam bhagavatd pravartitam dh arm a cakram iti 
sutravacandt. The Vydkhyd quotes a Sutra which corresponds (with variants) to the 
Mahdvagga, i.6, 23-30. Lotus, p. 69, line 12. 

Sarhghabhadra (TD 29, p. 934c8): The divinities do not say: "the Wheel of the Law has 
been set into motion," under the Bodhi tree, but rather in Benares. Thus the setting into 
motion is to cause one to penetrate into another. Some say that teaching itself (the sermon 
at Benares) is the Wheel of the Law: but this teaching is only the means, not the true Wheel. 

324. See Nettippakarana, 60. 

325. Vydkhyd: tatra pratyaksdrthatvdd andsravd prajnd caksuh / nth sams ay at vaj jndnam / 
bhutdrthatvdd vidyd / visuddhatvdd buddhih / visuddhd dhir buddhir iti nirukteh // punar 
bdhyakdndm satyesu darsanam kudrspivicikitsdvidydndm apratipaksah sdsravam ca / tato 
visesandrtham caksurddigrahanam // punas trisu parivartesu prathamam darsanam caksur 
yathddrspavyavacdranam / jndnam ydvad [ .. . ] bhdvikatdm updddya / vidydydvad 
vidyamanagrahanddyathdvadbhdvikatdm updddya / buddhir yathdbhutdrthdvabodhdt // 
punar ananusrutesu dharmesv dnumanikajn~dnapratisedhdrtham caksur ity aha / 
adhimoksikajndnapratisedbdrthamjfUinam iti / dbhimdnikajndnapratisedhdrtham vidyeti / 
sdsravajHdnapratisedhdrtham buddhir iti / 

Pure prajnd —is called eye, because its object is immediately perceived: knowledge 
(jndna), because it is free from doubt (vii.l); science, because its object is real; intelligence, 
because it is pure: in fact the etymology of buddhir is visuddhd dhi, "pure mind." 
Furthermore, the view that the non-Buddhists have of the Truths (suffering, etc.) is not 
opposed either to bad opinions, nor doubt, nor ignorance, and it is impure (cdsrava): in 
order to show the contrast with the seeing that the saints have of the Truths, this seeing is 
called eye, etc Furthermore, the Sutra says "eye" in order to avoid the idea that it refers 
to a consciousness arrived at through induction; "knowledge," because it does not refer to a 
knowledge arrived at through imagination (compare ii. English trans, p.320; vi.9); 
"science," because it does not refer to a supposed knowledge; "intelligence," because it does 
not refer to an impure knowledge. 
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According to the Vibhdsd, Jnana is the dhannajfidna, vidyd, is the anvayaksanti, buddhi is 
the anvayajriana (vi.25-26). Another theory is presented in Kofa, vii.7. 

326. The Sutra on "Skillfulnes in Seven Things," has been quoted above, note 207. For 
dvayadesand: . . . tena hi bhikso dvayarh te deiayisydmi tac chrnu sddhu ca manasi kuru 
bhdsisye / dvayarh katamat / caksu rupdniydvan mano dharmas' ca. 

327. Vydkhyd: atra deary a aha . . . We have here, according to the Japanese editor, the 
opinion of the Sautrantikas. 

328. a. This is suffering, its origin, its extinction, the path; b. this should be known .. . ; c. 
this is known, abandoned, realized, cultivated. 

329- Tridhdkarana: a. the nature of the truths (satyasvarupa), b. the operation to be done; 
and c. the achievement of the operation. 

330. The Abhisamayalamkdrdloka depends on the Abhidharma: tatra trayah parivarta 
dvddaidkdrdyasmin dharmacakra iti vigrahah / tatrdmi trayah parivartayad uta idam 
duhkham dry a sat yam tat khalv abhijndya parijneyam abhijndtam / idam duhkhasamudaya 
dryasatyam tad abhijndya prahatavyam prahinam / idam duhkhanirodha dryasatyam tad 
abhijndya sdksdtkartavyam sdksdtkrtam / idam duhkhanirodhagamini pratipad dryasatyam 
tat khalv abhijndya bhdvayitavyam bhavitam mayeti bhtksavah purvam ananuirutesu 
dharmesuyoniso manasikurvatah pratyaksdrthatvdd andsravd prajnd caksur udapddi 
nihsamsayatvdj jndnam bhutdrthatvdd vidyd visuddhitvdd buddhir udapddity etat 
kriydpadam ekaikasmin satye trisv api yojyam / atah pratyekam caturndm dry asatyan dm 
triparivartandt triparivartam / caksurityddayas cakdrai catvdras triparivartandt pratisatyam 
tray a ity ato dvddaidkdram / etdvataiva jagadarthasampddanat paripurnam triparivartadvd-
das dak dram cakram iva dharmacakram yat prathamato vdrdnasydm b has it am sutram / 
yathd rdjrlai cakravartinai cakraratnam agresaram sarvas tu balakdyas tad evdnusaran 
pascdd dgacchati / tathd sakalatrailokyddhipates tathagatasya tat sutram agratah krtvd 
sarvo'pi deianadharmah prabhavati. 

(An extract from the Seventh Chapter.) 

331. According to the Japanese editor, the opinion of Vasubandhu. 
Nydydnusara, TD 29, p. 709a28: The opinion of the masters of the Vibhdsd 

(Vaibhasikas) is, in general, that the whole of the holy path (drya mdrga) is called the 
Dharmacakra . . . but there are some divergent opinions: according to some, it is the Path of 
Seeing that is called Dharmacakra; according to others, it is the sermon at Benares. Notes of 
the Japanese editor: According to the commentaries, the first opinion is now the third, the 
second is that presented in the Karika; and the third is now the second. According to 
Samghabhadra, the third is the basic opinion of the Sarvastivadins . . . P'u-kuang says that 
the second and the third are those of the Sautrantikas and of Vasubandhu. 

332. Vydkhyd: kramandc cakram iti krtvd. 

333- In the same way that one says prabhukta odanah. 

334. This person is detached from Kamadhatu through the worldly path, as for example 
Brahma; he should cultivate the Path of Seeing in order to obtain the result of Anagamin. 
For the Aryan the fact that he is reborn into Rupadhatu proves that he is already an 
Anagamin. 

335. Since one does not become a Buddha or a Pratvekabuddha in this sphere, the only bodhi 
that one can obtain there is the bodhi of the 3ravakas; now a Sravaka only obtains 
comprehension of the truths (abhisamaya) due to the words of another, parato ghosa. 

336. The principle presented in viii.29a-b opposes the teaching that there is a dar/anamdrga 
in Arupyadhatu. 
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337. Vydkhyd: vidhdnam vidhd updya ity art hah. 

338. Madhyama, TD 2, p. 616al0, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 235c7. See in the Puggalapannatii, p. 
12, the definition of the samayavimutta, samayavimutta, kuppadhamma, akuppadhamma, 
parihdnadhamma, aparihdnadhamma, cetandbhabba, anurakkhandbhabba. The akopyad-
harrnan Arhat distinct from the Saiksa, Mahdvastu, iii.200. 

339. Paramartha: "Their deliverance is occasional and dear." Anguttara, iii.173. See p. 1006. 
cetovimukti and prajndvimukti, vi.76c. 

340. p. 1006. In the world, that which is dear (kanta) should be guarded (anuraksya). The 
Sutra says: tadyathd ndmaikdksasya purusasya jndtaya ekam aksi sddhu ca susthu 
cdnuraksitavyam manyeran mdsya sitam mdsyosnam mdsya rajomsavas caksusi nipateyur 
mdsya yad apy ekam caksur dvinastam tad api vinasyad iti / evam eva samayavimuktasydr-
hato ... 

341. In the same way samayavimukta - samaydpeksas ca vimuktas ca. 

342. Different meanings of samaya, Samantapdsddikd, i.107. 

343- What does gotray or family, mean? (1) The gotra is the roots of good (kusalamula): 
certain persons have such roots of good that they are parihdnadharman, etc.; (2) gotra 
consists of the characteristics of the faculties, more or less sharp, from the stage of 
Prthagjana onward; (3) the Sautrantikas say that gotra is the seed, the power (sdmarthya) of 
the mind. The Prthagjana and the &aiksa are "of the family of the parihdnadharman" when 
they bear the seed of the parihdnadharman Arhat; the Asaiksa or Arhat is a parihdnadhar
man because this seed is actualized in their result (tadbijavrttildbhdt). 

344. Uttdpana, uttdpand = uttaptikarana, vi.l8b, synonym samcdra, transposition, vi.41c-d. 

345. Consequently vi.57b should be understood as follows: The person who, by his nature, is 
of sharp faculties, becomes a drstiprdpta in the sixteenth moment (this is the case seen 
previously vi.57b). But the person who, having already become a Saiksa, and perfects his 
faculties, obtains the quality of drstiprdpta after having a been sraddhddhimukta. 

346. Arhats 2-5 are also susceptible of falling away; Arhat number 1 is characterized by the 
absence of the qualities of Arhats 2-5. In this same way Arhats 3-5 are cetanddharman and 
soon. 

347. Cetanddharman - mdranadharman: dtmdnam cetayate, below notes 350 and 367. 
Paramartha: "to kill-harm his body" (sha-hai tzu shen g£|f g # ) or "to kill oneself 
(tzu-hai g f l ). 

The explanation of the Puggalapannatii, p. 12, differs. 

348. Hsiian-tsang: The parihdnadharman, meeting weak causes of falling, falls away from 
that which he has acquired; but not the cetandddharman. The cetanddharman, fearing 
falling away, always thinks of putting an end to his existence. The anuraksanddharman 
guards that which he has acquired. Dtgha, iii.226, on the anurakkhandpadhdna. 

349. Sutra: panca hetavah panca pratyayah samayavimuktasydrhatah parihdndya 
samvartante / katame panca / karmdntaprasrto bhavati / bhdsyaprasrto bhavati / 
adhikaranaprasrto bhavati / dirghacdrikdyogam anuyukto bhavati / dirghena ca rdgajdtena 
sprsto bhavati. 

Anguttara, iii.173 (compare Kathdvatthu, i.2, trans, p. 64) has two lists of five dharmas: 
pancime dhammd samayavimuttassa bhikkhuno parihdndya samvattanti: kammdrdmatd, 
bhassdramatd, nidddrdmatd, sanghanikdrdmatd, yathdvimuttam cittam na paccavekkhati. 
The second lists replaces the last two terms by indriyesu aguttadvdratd, bhojane 
amattannutd. 

350. In the higher spheres, there is neither dtmasamcetand nor parasamcetand, see Kosa, 
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ii.45c-d, English trans, p. 236, Digha, iii.23, 231, Anguttara, ii.159. p. 1007. 

351. Paramartha: Four persons fall away from the gotta; five fall away from the result. 

352. This family, in fact, is akrtrima. 

353. On the falling away of the Arhat and the problems connected with it, Ang., i.96, iii.173, 
Kathdvatthu, i.2, ii.2, etc.; Points of Controversy, p. xliii; our note: The five points of 
Mahadeva, JRAS., 1910, p. 413. According to Buddhaghosa, the Sammitlyas, Vajjiputtiyas, 
Sabbatthivadins and some of the Mahasamghikas admit the falling away of an Arhat. 
Vasumitra, in Wassilief, p. 262,263,282: the Mahasamghikas admit the falling away 
(parihdnadharman) of a Srotaapanna, but deny the falling away of an Arhat; 272; the 
Sarvastivadins deny the falling away of a Srotaapanna, but admit the falling away of an 
Arhat. Confirmed by the Chinese sources: Sarvastivadins: No falling away from the first 
result; falling away from the other three. Mahasamghikas, Mahl£asaka, etc.: No falling away 
from the quality of Arhat; falling away from the first three results. Sautrantika, Mahayana: 
No falling away from the results; falling away from the drstadharmasukhavihdras. Opinion 
of the Vibhajyavadins, Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 312b9, below note 374. 

354. An anonymous objection {atra has rid aha): (1) A cetanddharman, the cetanddharman 
family which has been made firm by the saiksa and asaiksa paths, can perfect his faculties, 
and so acquire a new gotra: therefore he falls away from his gotra. The reason given by 
Vasubandhu does not hold. (2) If one does not fall away from a family which has been 
rendered firm by the worldly and transworldly paths, one will fall away from the result of 
Srotaapanna, which is never rendered firm by the two paths. Response of Yasomitra. (1) 
Vasubandhu means to say that the cetanddharman, falling away from the result of Arhat, 
will not merely because of this fall away from his gotra if this has been made firm by the 
Saiksa and ASaiksa paths. (2) The second remark is made with respect to a person who does 
not reflect: here it refers to his family (gotra), not to his result. In fact, no result is at one 
and the same time (yugapad) obtained by a worldly and a transworldly path; but the family 
can be made firm by these two paths. 

355. One does not fall away from the result of Srotaapanna, because, when one obtains this 
result, it is always the first result that he obtains. One can fall away from the result of 
Sakrdagamin when one obtains this result after having obtained that of Srotaapanna; but 
not when one becomes a Sakrdagamin without passing through the stage of Srotaapanna 
(the case of the bhuyovitardga, ii.l6c, vi.30b, 45b); the same for the result of Anagamin. 

356. Vibhasa, TD 29, p. 3l6b28. Why can one fall from the three higher results, and not 
from the result of Srotaapanna? Because the defilements abandoned through seeing are 
produced with respect to non-existence (avastu); one does not fall away from the 
abandoning of these, defilements. How can one say that they are produced with respect to 
non-existence? . . . Furthermore the result of Srotaapanna is established by the abandoning 
of the defilements ahandoned by the view of the truths in their totality, bearing on the three 
spheres. 

357. smrtisampramosdt - klispasmrtiyogdt (see ii. English trans, p.190,194). 

358. There is no falling away from the anasrava result; with respect to the first five Arhats, 
there is falling away from the "blisses of this world," which are sdsrava. 

359. According to the Japanese gloss, Madhyamdgama, TD 1, p. 574cl9?, which according to 
Anesaki is Samyutta ii.50 (Kaldrasutta). The first and the last result can only be obtained by 
the pure path (-aryaprajn~d)> vi.45c. 

360. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 752a24, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 53c9; Samyutta, iv.25. 
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361. Madhyamdgama, 49.21; Samyutta, ii.239. Tatra bhagavdn dyusmantam Anandam 
dmantrayate sma / arhato'py aham Ananda labhasatkaram antardyakaram vaddmiti / 
dyusman Ananda aha / tat kasmdd bhagavdn evam aha / arhato'py aham Ananda 
labhasatkaram antardyakaram vaddmiti / bhagavdn aha / na haivananda aprdptasya 
pr apt aye anadhigatddhigamaya asdksdtkrtasya sdksdtkriyayai / api tuye'nena catvdra 
ddhicaitasika drstadharmasukhavihdrd adhigatds tato 'ham asydnyatamasmdt parihdnim 
vaddmi / tac cdkirnasya viharatah /yd tv anenaikdkind vyapakfstendpramattendtdpind 
prahitdtmand viharatd akopyd cetovimuktih kdyena sdksdtkrtd tato'sydhath na kena cit 
parydyena parihdnim vaddmi / tasmdt tarhy Anandaivam te Hksitavyam yallabhasatkaram 
abhibhavisydmo na cotpannair labhasatkdraii cittam parydddya sthdsyati / evam te Ananda 
hksitavyam. See below note 363 and p. 1010. 

362. Kos'a, ii.4 (English trans, p. 157), vi.42c-d, viii.27. 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 137a 10. Because they reside (viharanti) in the four types of bliss, they 

are said to have obtained four dfstadharmasukhavihdras: 1. pravravydsukha, 2. vivekasukha 
(yuan-li lo j£My& )» 3. samathasukha {chi-ching lo Wt&^k )> and 4. 
bodhisukha. 

But this refers to the Dhyanas in general. 
Samyutta, ii.278, Anguttara, iii.131, v,10, Digha, iii.113,222: eso kho bhikkhave bhikkhu 

catunnam jhdndnam abhicetasikdnam dipthadhammasukhavihdrdnam nikdmaldbhi; 
Anguttara, iv.362: arahanto ... ditthadhammasukhavihdram yeva anuyutta. 

The four blisses are ddhicaitasika {-adhi cetasi bhava), that is to say they belong to the 
sphere of the four basic Dhyanas. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 418a2: The four types of ddhicaitasika 
are the Four Dhyanas. 

The Bodhisattvabhumi distinguishes the brahmavihdras (=apramdna, Kosa, viii.29), and 
the dryavihdras (-vimoksamukha, viii.24), and the divyavihdras {-dhyanas and drUpyas). 

363. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 3l6a4. The Sutra says: "Ananda, of the four blisses (ddhicaitasika 
dfstadharmasukhavihara) acquired by the Tathagata, I say that there is a successive 
(chan-ch'uan JUtt i ) falling away, as in the case of the Sravaka on the occasion of 
worldly encounters. As for the immovable deliverance of the mind (described as above: 
kdyena sdksdt krtd. . . ) , I say that there is no falling away." It follows from this text that, 
even in the case of the Buddha, there is a falling away from "fruition" (upabhoga, Kola, vi. 
59) The Sautrantikas conclude from this text that dear and occasional deliverance (samayiki 
kdnta vimuktt) is the four blisses. Question: By falling away, does the Sutra understand the 
falling away from that which is acquired, or the falling away from a resultant state? In the 
first hypothesis, there would be no falling away from the blisses, for these are dharmas that 
one continues to possess (prdpti) even when one does not enjoy them; in the second 
hypothesis, there would be falling away from immovable deliverance, for this deliverance is 
not always present (sammukhibhuta)... Response: With respect to deliverance, the 
essential thing is possession: for, when one possesses deliverance, one no longer has 
anything more to obtain; therefore, even though it is always present, one says that the saint 
does not fall away from it. With respect to the blisses, the essential thing is their presence; 
one says then that the saint has fallen away from them when he is not enjoying them. 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 417c21 and following: When one of the sukhavihdras is present, one says 
that the others have fallen away. 

364. In opposition to the sdmantakas, threshholds to the Dhyanas properly so called. 

365. 1) yah parihiyate drstadharmasukhavihdrebhyah sa parihdnadharmd; 2) yo na 
parihiyate tata eva so'parihdnadharmd; 3) yah samddhibhrams'abhaydd dtmdnam cetayate 
(ii. English trans, p. 236) sa cetanddharmd; 4)yo'nuraksatikatham cidgunavi/esam 
so'nuraksanddharma; 5) yo yasminn eva gune sthitas tasmdd ananuraksann api na kampate 
sa sthitdkampyah; 6) yah parena pratividhyati (gunavi/esam utpddaydtity arthah) sa 
prativedhandbhavyah; 7) yo na kupyati (utpannebhyo na parihiyate) so'kopyadharma. 
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By adding prajndvimukta and ubhayatobhdgavimukta (vi.64), we have the nine Aaiksas. 

366. Vasubandhu asks the question and answers it. 

367. The Vaibhasika objects: nanv dyusmdn GodhikoWhattvdt parihinah. 
Paramartha here adds a pdda: "Godhika was a samayavimukta." 
On Godhika, a good example of a saint of the cetanddharman class, see Samyutta, i.120; 

Comm. on the Dhammapada, 55; Samyukta, TD 2, p. 28ba3, which differs. Vibhdsd, TD 27, 
p. 312b22; Ekottara, TD 2, p. 642cl (Vakkali). 

368. Maranakdla evdrhatvam prdptah: he attained the quality of Arhat at the very moment 
of death, that is to say in a moment later than the application of the dagger {sastrddhdna); 
parinirvrtas ca: and he obtained parinirvdna by the same stroke of the dagger {tenaiva 
iastraprah arena). 

369. Digha, iii.273, differs: katamo eko dhammo uppddetabbo? akuppam ndnam. katamo 
eko dhammo sacchikdtabbo? akuppd cetovimutti. 

370. Utpddya, which can be explained according to iii.3.172 or iii.3.169. 

371. Prakaranapdda, TD 26, p. 702bl7; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 313bl5; see Kosa, v.34. 
The Tibetan and Hsiian-tsang have: "It is by reason of three causes that the anusaya of 

kdmardga arises." 

372. Vydkhyd: tadyathd caksurupdlokamanaskdrasdmagricaksurvijndnasyotpattaye 
prasiddhd sd tadanyataravikald sati tadutpattaye na bhavati. 

373. tadbijadharmatdydm anapoddhrtdydm, which is to be understood as klesabijasvabbdve' 
nunmulite. 

374. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 312b9. The Vibhajyavadins deny the falling away of the Arhat, in 
the sense of the production of defilements (klesa), and support this with examples. When a 
pot is broken, there only remains the pieces of baked earth which no longer make up the 
pot. The same for the Arhat: Vajropamasamadhi (vi.44) breaks the defilements; thus the 
Arhat will not produce any more defilements and he will not fall away. When a tree is burnt, 
only its ashes remain . . . the defilements have been burnt by pure knowledge {andsrava 
jrtdna) . . . But, to affirm that the Arhat does not fall away is to contradict the Sutra which 
distinguishes two types of Arhats, one who is movable and one who is immovable (kopya, 
akopyadharman). Yet how does one explain the examples of the Vibhajyavadins? There is 
no reason to explain them: they are neither Sutra, nor Vinaya, nor Abhidharma . . . 

375. Paramartha adds a pdda: "There is falling away of the Arhat, by reason of 
Angarakarsupama.'' 

376. Samyutta, iv.190, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 314b6; the following portion of the text quoted 
here is quoted above vi.60a. 

We know the Pali redaction: tassa ce bhikkhave bhikkhuno evam carato evam viharato 
kaddci karahaci satisammosd uppajjanti pdpakd akusald dhammd saras an kappa samyojaniyd 
/ dandho bhikkhave satuppddo / atha kho nam khippam eva pajahati vinodetivyantikaroti 
anabhdvam gameti. 

377. The Vaibhasika understands evam caratah as smrtimatas caratah, "who does all of the 
actions of a Bhiksu {caratah) with his mindfulness always attentive," because the word smrti 
immediately follows {anantaram smrtivacandt)\ but see Samyutta, iv.189. line 8. 

378. The Chinese translators: astim samayah, asty avakaso yat . . . But according to the 
Vydkhyd: kaddcit smrtisampramosdd utpadyante pdpakd akusald vitarkdh. 

379. Anguttara, iv.224, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 188bl8. 
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kati bhadantdrbato bhiksoh ksindsravasya baldni / astau idriputra / arhato bhiksor 
dirghardtram vivekanimnath cittam ydvan nirvdnaprdgbhdram / angdrakarsUpamdi cdnena 
kdmd drspd bhavanti yathdsya kdmdn jdnatah kdmdn pa/yato yah kdmesu kdmacchandah 
kdmasneho... kdmddhyavasdnaih tad asya cittam na parydddya tisphati... dsravasthdniyair 
dharmaih sitibhutam vdntibhutam. 

yam pi bhante khindsavassa bhikkhuno vivekaninnam cittam hoti vivekaponam 
vivekapabbhdram vivekappham nekkhammdbhiratam vyantibhutam sabbaso dsavapphd-
niyehi dhammehi, idam pi... balam. 

380. But these texts can be understood of the Saiksa. The mind of the Saiksa is "inclined 
towards isolation," etc.; but the As*aiksa possesses all these qualities to their maximum 
(prakarsena). The Saiksa is "cooled" with regard to the dharmas, in which the dsravas lodge, 
and which belong to Kamadhatu. 

381. The Sutra has: ydvat tu caro na supratividdhah. According to the Vydkhyd, 
pindapdtddicdrah. In Samyutta, iv.189, line 7, caro ca vihdro ca anubuddho hoti. Cara, the 
quest, is anubuddha, supratividdha, when the monk is not attached to agreeable objects, etc. 

382. There are, therefore, six catagories of moksabhdgiyas and nirvedhabhdgtyas (vi.24, 
17c). 

383. Therefore a Prthagjana who enters, with weak faculties, the Path of Seeing, necessarily 
becomes a Saiksa with weak faculties and protects his family, gotra. 

384. Through the path which has the aspects of impermanence, etc. (anityddydkdrapatita 
mdrga, vii.13) (the transworldly path), and through that which has coarse aspects, etc., and 
of calm, etc. (vi.49c), we do not become fixed to things up above. Yet we believe that the 
Prthagjana perfects his faculties in these two manners, for, later, Vasubandhu declares that 
the Aryans do not perfect their faculties by an impure (sdsrava) path (vi.6lb). Thus the 
Prthagjana cultivates by desiring: "May my faculties become sharp!", and, cultivating 
(abhyasya) either the worldly path or the transworldly path, he obtains perfectioning of his 
faculties by means of dnantarya and vimuktimdrga. 

385. vi.36c. It is not a questinn here of Prthagjanas and of Saiksas. The Arhat also perfects 
his faculties. 

386. We can compare Anguttara, v. 169: anadhigatam nddhigacchati / adhigatd parihdyati.. 

We have seen that there is an upabhoga of Nirvana, ii. English trans p. 159. 

387. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 318bll and following. Two opinions: 1. The three fallings for the 
Samayavimukta, the last two for the Akopyadharman and the Pratyekabuddha, the third for 
the Buddha; 2. the three fallings for the Samayavimukta, the last for the Akopyadharman 
and the Pratyekabuddhas, none for the Buddha. Vasubandhu adopts the theory of the first 
masters; the second ones are followed by the Mahayana. 

Compare Kosa, iv.l2c, vi. p. 1006; Majjhima, i.249. 

388. The Immovable Ones have not acquired the dharmas proper to the Great Disciples, the 
MahaSravakas, such as Sariputra or Maudgalyayana; for example, they lack prdntakopika 
(vii.4l). And the Mahas>avakas themselves do not now possess nor will they possess the 
dharmas special to the Buddhas or Svayambhus. See i.l, English trans, p.55, and vii.30. 

389. Two interpretations are possible: 
a) The Sautrantikas affirm that the deliverance of the six Arhats is immovable. The 

Vaibhasika would object: "If the pure deliverance of any Arhat is immovable, why is only 
the 'non-occasionally delivered one' (asamayavimukta) defined or recognized as Immovable 
(akopyadharman)?" The Sautrantikas answer: "It is certain that the pure deliverance of 
every Arhat is immovable; but the definition of an Immovable One is as we have said 
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(p. 1007, line 12), namely: "Some, by reason of the distraction caused by their virtues and 
their honors, fall away from the blisses by losing their mastery in absorption: these are the 
Arhats with weak faculties; others do not fall away, and these are the Arhats with sharp 
faculties." The latter are recognized as Immovable Ones. As the Arhat with weak faculties 
falls away from the blisses by reason of distraction, whereas the Arhat with sharp faculties 
does not fall away (that is to say, does not lose possession of them), it follows that the 
Vaibhasikas cannot advantageously object: "How does an Immovable One fall away from 
the blisses?" 

b) It has been said above that an Immovable One does not fall away from the blisses, and 
the Sutra declares that there is falling away from the blisses for the same person for whom 
deliverance is immovable. In the presence of this declaration formulated in general terms, 
one says: " The deliverance of any Arhat is immovable," that is to say: "an Immovable One 
is not sufficiently characterized by the possession of this deliverance." One therefore adds: 
"For an Immovable One, it is defined as we have said." Therefore one cannot object: "How. 

390. Here the importance of the theory of the falling away of the Arhat sensibly diminishes. 
Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 722a 13): When the amount of life approaches its exhaustion, 
there is no falling away, because there is no weakening of mindfulness; if life still remains to 
him, falling away is impossible . . . Who falls away? Who does not fall away? He who has 
entered the Path after asubha meditation can fall away; but he who has entered it after 
dndpdnasmrti does not fall away. It depends on whether alobha or amoha has been 
accumulated. In what sphere, in what realm of rebirth is there falling away? In Kamadhatu, 
persons of the three continents. As for the six gods of Kamadhatu . . . (see note 396). 

391. See above note 376. The Tibetan: " . . . experiences small weakness of mindfulness . . . 
"; but the Tibetan text presents a lacuna, as results from the version of Paramartha. "Small," 
according to the Vydkhyd, is dhandha, with the sense of manda. 

392. The Vydkhyd defines confidence by quoting the stanza: 
sucirnabrahmacarye'smin marge cdpi subhdvite / 
tusta ayuhksaye bhoti rogasydpagame yathd // which is quoted below by Vasubandhu. 

393. iv.33a, vi.40c. 

394. On the nature of these paths of "transformating the faculties," above note 384. 
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 349a and following; the opinions differ. 
a. Nirvedhabhdgiyas: in the fourth, no perfectioning; in the first three, perfectioning 

through 9 dnantaryas and 9 vimuktis (1st opinion), through 1 dnantarya and 1 vimukti (2nd 
opinion), through 1 prayoga (3rd opinion). 

b. Darfanamdrga, no perfectioning. 
c. ASaiksas, 1 prayoga, 9 dnantarya, 9 vimuktis (adopted by Vasubandhu), 1 prayoga, 1 

dnantarya, 1 vimukti (2nd opinion). 
Saiksas, 1 prayoga, 1 dnantarya, 1 vimukti (adopted by Vasubandhu), 1 prayoga, 9 

dnantaryas, 9 vimuktis (2nd opinion). 

395. Paramartha: "By reason of long cultivation." 

396. Now it is through fear of falling away that the ascetic sharpens his faculties. We have 
seen above that the Aryans and persons arisen in the higher spheres cannot transform their 
faculties (vi.41c-d). 

Persons born among the six classes of gods of Kamadhatu cannot fall away. They 
certainly possess sharp faculties, since they are disgusted with the heavenly joys from the 
point of view of the Truths: ye purvam atyuddrebhyo visayebhyo samvijantoyatah (?) 
satydnipaiyanti te katharh tan dlambya parihdsyante / avasyarh hi te tiksnendriyd 
bhavantity abhiprdyah. 
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397. The ASaiksa perfects his faculties as he has obtained the result of Arhat; since he 
obtains this result in nine spheres, so too there is perfecting of the faculties. 

The &aiksa perfects his faculties as he has obtained the results of Saiksa; as he does not 
obtain these results in the Arupyas, so too there is the perfecting of the faculties. The first 
two results of &aiksa are obtained in andgamya; the third in six spheres. (But opinions 
differ). 

398. See vi.33, 46d. 

399. Vydkhyd: phalam phalavisistam ceti / phalarh sakrddgdmiphalam / phalavisistam 
prathamadhydnddiprahdndyaprayogdndntaryavimukti-visesamdrgalaksanam. 

Paramartha: The person who cultivates the transformation of his faculties abandons the 
result and the path of weak faculties higher than the result {phalam phalavisistam ca 
mrdvindriyakam mdrgam). 

Hsiian-tsang: He abandons phala and phalavi/istamdrga. 

400. Vydkhyd: phalamdrgam eva pratilabhate / kdmadhdtuvairdgyamdtrasarhgrhitam / na 
cdnagdmiphalam drupyasamgrhttam iti / pancdndm avarabhagiydndm prahdndd andgdmiti 
sutre vacandt / darsanamdrge ca tatrdbhavdt tadabhdvah kdmadhdtvandlambandd iti 
vyakhyatam etat. 

Paramartha: He obtains, in the family of sharp faculties, both result and Path; not the 
result of Anagamin included in Arupyadhatu. This is because the Saiksa does not transform 
his faculties in Arupyadhatu. 

Hsiian-tsang. What he obtains is only a result, and not the path, of candidate: therefore 
it is not a result of &aiksa included in Arupyadhatu. This is why the Saiksa transforms his 
faculties in only six spheres. 

One should here study the commentaries on Hsiian-tsang. 

401. Paramartha: Two Buddhas and seven Sravakas are nine by reason of their nine 
faculties. 

402. Yuan-hui says: The Immovable One is of two types, the first is called aparihdnadhar-
man because his faculties are sharp in origin; the second is called Immovable because there 
is a perfectioning of his faculties. 

403. Buddha: strong-strong faculties; Pratyekabuddha: strong-medium; Immovable: 
strong-weak . . . 

404. The two types of Buddhas are included in the seventh class. 

405. Paramartha: By reason of prayoga . . . they make seven. 

406. See vii.39c. 

407. For the Dharmanusarin, 3 types of faculties, a single gotra} 15 paths, 73 types of 
detachment, 9 physical persons, for a total of 29,565. 

For the Sraddhadhimukta, considering his sixteenth moment (of the acquisition of fruit, 
vi.31), we have 3 types of faculties, 5 gotras, 1 path, 73 detachments, 9 physical persons = 
9,855. 

Vydkhyd: BhagavadviSesa remarks: "There are twelve types of &raddhadhimukta from 
the point of view of the Path, because he is to be found in the path of bhdvand." We do not 
understand with what intention he expresses himself thus. . . 

The Vydkhyd examines the different types of Sraddhadhimukta in his career up to the 
quality of Arhat (35,235); of a Drstiprapta to the acquisition of the result (1,971: no 
difference for the gotra), in his career up to the quality of Arhat (7,047); of a Kayasaksin 
(who is either a Sraddhadhimukta or a Drstiprapta), of a Prajfiavimukta, of a ubhayatobhd-
gavimukta. The Vydkhyd discusses the calculations of BhagavadviSesa. 

408. Anguttara, iv.452, Puggalapafinatti, p. 14. Anguttara, iv.77. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 330b24. 
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The Buddha said to Sariputra: Of these five hundred Bhiksus, ninety obtained the three 
vidyds {Koia, vii.45c), ninety the twofold deliverance; the others are Prajnavimuktas 
(compare Samyutta, i.191). Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 319bll?: The vidyds with the eight 
vimoksas, is the twofold deliverance. See also Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 733a28 and following. 

409. Klesdvarana is the obstacle or bond made up of the defilements. Vimoksdvarana is the 
obstacle—namely bodily and mental powerlessness (akarmanyatd)—which is opposed to the 
production of the eight vimoksas (vii.32a). 

410. Paramartha follows this text. Hsiian-tsang follows a reading ahdryadharmo'paripur-
nasaiksah, and translates: "Even having abandoned five klesas, and being immovable, he is 
not called a complete Saiksa." Gloss of the editor: "Even though he is complete in his 
faculties and the result, he has'not obtained nirodbasamdpatti." 

411. On the parupura and aparipura Bhiksu, see Anguttara, iv.314. 

412. Consequently the "Supreme Worldly Dharmas," laukikdgradharmas (vi.l9b-c), are 
prayogamdrga. The path that the ksdntis constitute (vi.lSc) is also prayogamdrga, but 
extended (viprakrsta) prayogamdrga (Vydkhyd). It is by way of example that Vasubandhu 
speaks here of the "near preparatory path." 

413. In the "perfecting of the faculties" (indriyasamcara, vi.60c-d) and elsewhere, 
dnantaryamdrga is not the abandoning of dvarana. 

414. Vimuktimdrga is the moment of thought which immediately follows the abandoning of 
the dvarana: the moments which follow vimuktimdrga can be similar to it: "I am 
delivered!", and are, like it, "liberated paths"; but they are called visesamdrga. 

415. On visesamdrga, vi.32c-d, 6ld-62b, vii.l8c. The moments of thought that follow the 
sixteenth moment (vimuktijndna) of abhisamaya, and which are similar to it (tajjdtiya); also 
all "continuation" of a vimuktijndna; prolonged ksayajndna (vi.45a). So too the path which 
has for its object the "blisses" {sukhavihdra) or the taking possession of certain spiritual 
qualities (vaisesikagundbhinirhdta), see viii.27c. 

Paramartha translates by a gloss: "Vifesamdrga is the other paths which arise following 
vimuktimdrga, that is to say, the paths of samddhi, abbifid, indriyasamcara, etc." 

416. Below note 419. 

417. esa hi nirvdnasya panthds tena tadgamandd iti / lokeyena gamyate sa mdrga iti 
pratitah / anena ca nirvanam gamyate prdptyate tasmdn mdrga iti desayati / mdrgayanty 
anena veti mdrga anvesana iti dhdtuh pathyate (10.302) / yena nirvanam anvisyate sa 
mdrgah. 

418. This second phrase is glossed: yas mad vd tdbhydm nirupadhisesam nirvanam pravisati 
yad[d]utpattau nirupadhisesanirvdnapravesah. On the two Nirvanas, above p. 966. 

Others translate: Because, by means of these paths, due to the acquisition of higher and 
higher paths, one enters nirupadhihsa. 

419. Magga distinct from patipadd, Ang. ii.79, Majjh. i.147. 

420. Dharmaskandha, TD 26, p. 463a22, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 482a26-486a5. Digha, iii.228, 
229 (two groups of four), Vibhanga, 331 (speaks of samddhi without any other details), 
Nettipakarana, 113, Visuddhi, 85 (catubbidho [samddhi] dukkhdpatipadddandhdbhinnddiv-
asena). 

Four different patipadds, Childers, 364b. 

421. For the Vydkhyd, these are the dhydnas (dhydnani) which "flow without any effort 
being necessary" (ayatnavdhini). For Paramartha: "the paths are, in the dhydnas, realized 
without effort." 'bad mi dgos par ran gis nan gis 'byun ba'i phyir - "because, without any 
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effort being necessary, [the paths] easily arise of themselves." See vi.71d, viii.23a. 

422. On the history of this expression and its first use, see the remarks of E. Hardy, Preface 
to the Nettipakarana, and Mrs. Rhys Davids, Preface to the Vibhanga. Samyutta, v.227, the 
bodhapakkhiyas are the indriyas; Vibhanga, 249, the bodhipakkhikas are the "limbs of 
Bodhi"; Visuddhimagga, 678, classical list; Patisambhidd, ii.160. 

The thirty-seven, without being isolated from other good dharmas, form a group in 
Anguttara, i.39 and following. 

Classical list of thirty-seven, Dtgha, ii.120; Lotus, 430; Childers, 92; Spence Hardy, 
Manual, 497; Kern, Manual; Milinda, trans, ii.207; Lalita (Rajendralal), 8, 218; 
Dharmasamgraha, 43; Mahavyutpatti, 38-44; Dharmasarira, the short edition from 
Turkestan, Stonner, Ac. de Berlin, 1904, p. 1282 {bodhipdksika). The thirty-seven are 
maggabhdvand, Vinaya, iii.93, iv.126. They include the preparatory path, etc.; see Ko/a, 
vi.70. 

Variant lists. The Vibhajyavadins (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 499a 14) have a list of 41, adding 
the four dryavamfas (Ko/a, vi.7). Netti, 112, admits 43 bodhipakkhikas, placing, says the 
commentary, six samjftas before the "mindfulness": anicca, dukkha, anatta, pah ana, virdga, 
nirodhasannd (see Anguttara, i.4l). Buddhaghosa {Anguttara, i. ed. of 1883, p. 98) mentions 
a list that includes 3 satis, 3 padhdnas, 3 iddhipddas, 6 indriyas, 6 balas, 8 bodhyangas, 9 
maggangas; on the other hand Anguttara, i.53, has six bodhyangas (mindfulness being 
omitted); and Bhavya tells us that certain masters place the brahmavihdras (compassion, 
etc.) among the bodhyangas. 

The "Bodbivakso (vrksa ?)" of Taisho 14, no. 472, is perhaps the Bodhipaksanirdefa of 
Mahavyutpatti, 65.57 and of Kanjur, Mdo, 16. 

423. Reading of the Vydkhyd. Hsiian-tsang has tuan gff = to cut off = prahdna; but 
Paramartha exactly translates ch'in Wl = effort = prayatna, utsdha, virya, vyavasdya. 
The Tibetan version has spon ba - prahdna. All the Sanskrit sources (Lalita, p. 33, etc.) give 
prahdna. 

424. Hsiian-tsang digresses from the original. He has: 
The path is also called bodhipdksikdh dharmdh. How many are they and what is the 

meaning of this word? The Karika says: 
The bodhipdksikas are thirty-seven, namely the four smrtyupasthdnas, etc.; Bodhi is 

ksaya and anutpdda; as they are favorable to it, they are called bodhipdksikas. 
The Bhdsyam says: The Sutra teaches that there are thirty-seven bodhipdksikas: four 

smrtyupasthdnas . . . eight mdrgdngas. The two consciousnesses of ksaya and of anutpdda 
are called Bodhi. There are three types of Bodhi: srdvakabodhi, pratyekabodhi, and anuttara 
bodhi. These two consciousnesses are called Bodhi because the anusayas are completely 
destroyed, because the saints know in truth that he has done that which should have been 
done and that he has nothing more to do. The thirty-seven dharmas are favorable to Bodhi 
and are as a consequence called bodhipdksikas. Are each of these thirty-seven different in 
their nature? No. The stanza says:... 

425. On these two jndnas, vi.50, vii.l, 4b, 7. 

426. The prajnd of a Prthagjana or of a Saiksa is not called bodhi because it is not delivered 
from the totality of ignorance relative to the Three Dhatus. 

427. The task is accomplished: duhkham me parijndtam; there will be nothing more to 
accomplish: duhkham me parijndtam na punah prahdtavyam. 

The two jnanas suppose sharp faculties. [Let us correct: the second Jnana supposes . . . ] 

428. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 496b 18: Why are they called bodhipdksikas?.. . Ksaya and 
anutpddajndna are called Bodhi because they include the complete intelligence (budh) of the 
Four Truths. If a dharma is favorable to this complete intelligence . . . it is called 
bodhipdksika. 
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Definition of Bodhi in the Yogacara sources, Bodhisattvabhilmi, I, vii. Cambridge MSS, 
fol 37 (analyzed in Muse'on, 1911, p. 170). Samantapdsddikd, i.139, explains the different 
uses of the word, arahattamaggandna, sabbannutan~dna, etc. 

Buddha is understood to be the Sravakas, the Pratyekabuddhas and the Anuttarasamyak-
sambuddhas (Deva, Catuhhtikd, 498): all three possess Bodhi as Vasubandhu defines it 
here. Kosa, i.l, English trans, p. 55. 

Bodhi = pure prajn~d, p. 1028. 

429. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 496a23, three opinions, ten, eleven, twelve things, see p. 178-179. 
Mahayana, nine things, because samyaksamkalpa is prajfld. 

Samkalpa is closely connected to vac, karmdnta, djiva, p. 1025 See the definition in 
Digha, ii. 312: sammdsamkappa = nekkhamma, avydpdda, avihimsdsamkappa. p. 1028, 
1030. 

430. Paramartha has a different order: sraddhd virya smrti samddhi prajnd priti upeksd and 
prasrabdhi sila samkalpa, which can give us: sraddhd viryam smrtih sdntih (?) prajndprttir 
upeksanam (?) / prafrabdbih filasamkalpau. 

431. This has been explained above p. 927. 

432. From the "intentional" point of view (abhiprdyav&fdt), there is nothing wrong in 
therefore dividing morality into two. But if one takes into consideration the things 
themselves (mukhyavrttya), one will have sixteen things, morality counting for seven 
(avijriapti, etc.). 

433. For example the smrtyupasthdnas are principally prajnd, but they are also virya, etc. 
Prajnd is the principal element in this, the essential factor, because the other qualities are 
present by its force. 

Qualities arisen from cultivation, not "innate" qualities (upapattilabhya). 

434. Vydkhyd: sarvagunasamp attilak sand rddhis tasmin samddhau pratisphitd, thus samddhi 
= rddheh pddah - rddheh pratisthd. 

On the rddhipddas, Majjhima, i.103, Samyutta, v.254, Anguttara, iv.309 (survives in 
Koia, ii.lOa, English trans, p. 168); Vibhanga, 216; Sutrdlamkdra, sviii.51; Madhyamakdvat-
dra, iv.l (trans, in Muse'on), Mahdvyutpatti, 40, Dharmasamgraha, 46. 

The formula is classical (Digha, iii.221 = Mahdvyutpatti, 40) chandasamddhiprahdna-
samskdrasamanvdgata rddhipdda ... [The Pali has padhdna and vimamsd.] The Sutra says: 
chandam cdpi bhiksavo bhiksur ad hip at im krtvd labhate samddhim so'sya bhavati 
cchanda-samddhih / cittam . . . viryam . . . mimdmsdm cdpi bhiksavo bhiksur adhipatim 
krtvd labhate samddhim so'sya bhavati mimdmsdsamddhih. Childers, p. 364b, 390b. 

For Vasubandhu rddhipdddh - rddhihetavah; the absorptions are the causes of fddhi; 
and the absorptions themselves proceed from chanda, virya, etc. On rddhi, Kola, vii.42. 

435. See vii.42. anekavidham rddhivisayam pratyanubhavati / eko bhutvd bahudhd bhavati. 
. . brahmalokam kdyena vase vartayata iti iyam ucyata rddhih / (Mahdvyutpatti, 15, 
Anguttara, iii.280, Digha, i.77) rddhipdddh katame / chandasamddhih / viryasamddhih / 
cittasamddhih / mimdmsdsamddhih / ima ucyanta rddhipdda iti. Hsiian-tsang gives the 
essentials of this Sutra (of which Vasubandhu copies only the first words), and concludes: 
"The Buddha says here that rddhi is the result of absorption and that its 'feet' are the 
samddhis arisen from out of chanda, etc." 

436. Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 727al3) refutes Vasubandhu. 
Here the Santrantika (=Vasubandhu) says: There are some other masters who say that 

rddhi is samddhi; that the feet of rddhi are chanda, etc. These masters should admit that the 
bodhipdksikas are, in their nature, thirteen things, by adding chanda and citta. Furthermore, 
they contradict the Sutra which says: "I explain to you the rddhipddas. R.ddhi, that is to say: 
he 'experiences' different rddhivisayas . . .; the pdda, that is to say, the four samddhis of 
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chanda, etc." The Buddha says that the result of samddhi is rddhi, and that the samddhi 
engendered by chanda, etc., is pdda. 

The criticism [formulated by Vasubandhu] does not hold. For the masters in question 
maintain that samddhi is rddhi and that it is also rddhipdda. If chanda, citta, etc., are called 
pdda, this is in order to indicate the four types of samddhi of which they are the cause: one 
designates the samddhi, effect, from the name of its cause, chanda, etc. Samddhi is of two 
types: that which dominates (pradhdnibhavatt) in the stage preparatory to the roots of 
good; and that which dominates in the state of fullness (nispatti) of the said roots. The first 
is called rddhipdda, the second rddhi. This is why the Sutra says: "Samddhi is called 
chandasamddhi when the Bhiksu obtains it under the predominating influence (adhipatim 
krtvd) of chanda"'. this refers to the samddhi of the preparatory stage. The Sutra then says: 
"He produces chanda . . . he masters, he fixes his mind for the non-production of bad 
dharmas . . . " (Anguttara, i.39): this refers to the samddhi of the stage of fullness of the 
roots of good. The expression cittam pragrhndti indicates prajna-, the expression cittam 
pranidadhdti indicates samddhi, for this is the charaaeristic of the samddhi of mastering 
and fixing. The Sutra says moreover: . . . 

437. Vydkhyd: tadvipaksabhutair antara samuddcdrdd indriydny avamrdyante /na tv evam 
baldni. 

Asrdddhya is opposed to haddhd; kausidya to viryd; musitasmrtita to smrti; viksepa to 
samddhi; asamprajanya to prajnd. 

Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 726bl6. Indriyas, because they produce good dharmas; balas, because 
they break up bad dharmas; indriyas, because they can be moved, etc. 

Atthasdlini, 124: akampiyatphena balam veditabbam . . . assaddhiye na kampatiti 
saddhdbalam, kosajje na kampatiti viriyabalam . . . (The list and the explanations do not 
agree, moreover, with the Abhidharma). 

438. Vydkhyd: ddikdrmikanirvedhabhdgiyesv iti pancavastha ima uktah / bhdvane darsane 
ceti dve avasthe iti saptasv avasthasu sapta vargd yathdkramam prabhdvyante vyavastha-
pyante pradhanikriyante va. 

If we were to follow the version of Paramartha word for word, we would have 
ddikprabhdvitdh (?) bhdvandydm ca drfi ca saptavargd yathdkramam // 

439. According to Hsuan-tsang: "The smrtyupasthdnas exists in the beginning state, 
because prajnd, capable of knowing the body, etc., is essential to it." 

440. After the Head, one no longer cuts off the roots of good (vi.23a). The samddhis, when 
one is in this state, become the support of success (samrddher dirayibhavanti). This is why 
the rddhipddas are placed in the Head. 

441. Mdrga in the world consists (prabhdvita) of progress: mdrga, "because one goes by 
means of the mdrga": or rather "because it goes." As one says: this path (panthan) goes to 
Pataliputra. Darsanamdrga is more characterized (prabhdvita) by progress than is 
bhdvandmdrga, because it goes quickly (tasyd/ugdmitvdt). One who possesses it (tadvdn) 
also goes quickly by means of it: one goes by the bhdvandmdrga during a long period of time, 
for it prolongs itself from sphere to sphere. 

Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 497a4. The meaning of "part of the Path" is "searching out" (mdrga) 
and "to progress." The Path of Seeing, rapid, without which the mind is interrupted, has the 
sense of "joyful progress." The parts of the Path are thus essential to it. The meaning of 
"part of Bodhi" is "to understand." These parts are thus the essential parts of the Path of 
Meditation which, by its nine stages, repeatedly understands. 

442. We can understand either kdmasamkalpa, or anubhutavisayasmrtisamkalpa. 
Gardhdsrita = trindsrita; Mahdvyutpatti, 245.1145 has gredha. 

443. The satipatthdnas, Digha, i.290, Majjhima, i.56: sattanam visuddhiyd . . . ; Digha, 
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iii.141, ditthinissaydnam pahdndya; Anguttara,]ivA57, sikkhddubbalydnam pahdndya. 

444. bhdvandparipuri = bhdvanayd paripurih. 
Compare, rather distant, Majjhima, iii.85. 

445. Kofa, i.41a-b. We know through Vasumitra that the schools are not in agreement 
whether "worldly" samyagdrsti exists or not. 

446. Patisambhiddmagga, ii.160. 

447. viii.22. 

448. For, says the Vydkhyd, sukhddhigamyam cittarh prindti netarat. 

449. Vydkhyd: samkalpo vitarkah. 

450. Paramartha: "Excepting morality and the preceding two, in three Arupyas." 

451. This line is quoted in the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka which observes: "This rule concerns 
the Sravakas who are lacking updyakausalya; but the Bodhisattvas cultivate bbdvandmdrga 
in Kamadhatu." 

452. YaSomitra examines how kdyasmrtyupasthana is possible in Bhavagra, a problem 
neglected, he says, by all the commentators {vydkhydkara). The mind of a being in Bhavagra 
can, he says, take for its object the andsravasamvara (IV.13C) of a lower sphere, which is 
rupa. 

453. We see p. 1033 the meaning of the expression avetyaprasdda. 
Vydkhyd: "There are four anetyaprasddas: the avetyaprasdda relating to the Buddha, 

those relating to the Dharma and the Saihgha, and the precepts dear to the Saints" 
(buddhe'vetyaprasddo dharme samghe ca dryakdntdni ca silani). 

These are the four angas of the Saiksa (see p. 1033), Digha, iii.227, Anguttara, iv.106, 
etc.: . . . buddhe aveccappasddena samanndgato hoti . . . dhamme . . . samghe . . . ; 
ariyakantehi silehi samanndgato hoti . . . [Variant with the usage of laymen, Samyutta, 
iv.304, where the fourth point becomes: "moral and virtuous {silavanta and kalydnad-
hamma) we shall give all that we have of things to give (deyyadhamma)."] Hsiian-tsang: 
"The Sutra says that there are four avetyaprasddas: relating to the Buddha, the Dharma, the 
Saihgha, and the dryasila." 

Childers; Majjhima, i.37, Samyutta, i.232, v.384, Petavatthu, 48; Avaddnasataka, ii.92, 
Astasdhasrikd, 60; Dharmaskandha, iii. (Takakusu, JPTS, 1905, p. 112); Mahdvyutpatti, 245, 
419; Madhyamakavrtti, 487. Wogihara quotes the expression buddhas as ane aveccappa-
sanna, and the gloss of Haribhadra {ad Astasdhasrikd, 59): avetyaprasddah = avagamya 
gunasarhbhdvandpurvakah prasddah. 

454. Hsiian-tsang says: "The Sutra says that there are four avetyaprasddas: relating to the 
Buddha, the Dharma, the Samgha, and dryasila." One can say that there is avetyaprasdda 
relating to morality, sila, iotprasdda = purity (see below note 459). But Paramartha and the 
Tibetan show that our Karika should not be understood: " . . . obtaining of avetyaprasdda 
relating to the precepts and the Dharma . . . " 

455. These three truths are Dharma; they are neither Buddha, nor Samgha; therefore the 
Seeing of these Truths does not confer the two other prasddas. 

456. The Truth of the Path is Buddha and Samgha. 
Prasdda in the Buddha is to recognize that he is the Tathagata, Arhat, the 

Samyaksambuddha vidydcaranasampanna . . . 
The Buddha does not form part of the Samgha (see note ad vii.28); the Bodhisattva and 

the Pratyekabuddhas do not form part of the Samgha: for they are above leaving the world 
in solitude; there needs be four persons in order to make up a Samgha. (According to the 
Sung-chu of Yuan-hui). 
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457. Dharma, in the formula of the refuges, dharmaratna, signifies phaladharma, Nirvana 
(iv.32, vii.38). 

Here Dharma is the first three Truths; the pure path of the Bodhisattva in the state of 
Saiksa; the path of the Pratyekabuddha in the states of £aiksa and A£aiksa. The paths of the 
Buddha and the frdvakas (Samgha) are not included under the term Dharma, for, when one 
understands these paths, what is obtained is prasada with respect to the Buddha and the 
Samgha. 

Hsiian-tsang translates: The Dharma, the object of prasada, is twofold: having a general 
sense, and a special sense. In the general sense, Dharma is the Four Truths; in the special 
sense, Dharma is three Truths plus the paths of the Pratyekabuddha and the Bodhisattva. 
Therefore when one sees the Four Truths, one obtains prasada relating to the Dharma. The 
precepts dear to the Aryans come with the Seeing of the Truths. 

458. In fact, when one understands the Truth of the Path, one understands that part of the 
Dharma which consists of the paths of Pratyeka and of Bodhisattva. 

459. Here prasada signifies "purity," and not "faith." 

460. The prasada of the mind is threefold: samyaksarhbuddha vata bhagavan / 
svakhyato'sya dharmavinayah / supratipanno'sya srdvakasamghah / 

461. Samgitiparydya, section of the ten dharmas. This is the list of the asekhiya dharmas of 
Anguttara, v.222 (alluded to in Samgutta, iii.83), where samyagjfidna precedes samyagvi-
mukti. The samyagjndna of Mahdvyutpatti, 199.64 is not a cause. 

462. Compare Papisambhiddmagga, ii.143. 

463. Vydkhyd: adhimoksah samskrtd vimuktir iti dhdtvarthaikatvdt. 
For Vasubandhu, adhimoksa is not deliverance, but is chanda, virya, etc., which is 

discussed below note 467. 
On adhimoksa, Ko§a, ii.24 (English trans, p. 189, where adhimukti is a mistake), viii.30. 

464. The two vimukti, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 486a28, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 16c24; Puggalapafi-
natti, 27, 35, 62; Mahdvastu, ii.139.6. 

On prajndvimukta, above vi.64a. 
Definition of the liberated mind, vii.lld (Hsiian-tsang, vii.18 and following, T. 29, p. 

235c.) 
The brahmavihdras defined as cetovimutti, Anguttara, i.38, Vibhanga, 87, etc. 
The heretics of the Kathdvatthu, iii.4, think that the ascetic is liberated by the dhydna of 

a "deliverance consisting of the disturbance of the defilements" (vikkhambhanavimutti); 
thus liberated, the mind, at the moment of the Path, is delivered (liberatur) by a 
"deliverance consisting of the cutting off of the defilements" (samucchedavimutti). 

465. The Vydkhyd enumerates the five skandhas which correspond to the dhammakkhand-
has of Dtgha, iii.229,279, ltivuttaka, 104: sila, samddhi, panna, vimutti, vimuttifldnadassana. 
These are the lokottaraskandhas of Dharmasamgraha, 23, the asamasamdh skandhah of 
Mahdvyutpatti, 4 (to which according to the Buddhabhumisutra there is added the 
expression dharmadhdtuvifuddhi), which are also called andsravaskandhas; the jinaskand-
has (rgyal-ba'i phun-po) of the Triglotte. 

466. Opinion of Vasubandhu (Vydkhyd). 

467. The Sutra (Samyukta, TD 2, p. I48cl7) begins thusly: "Oh Vyaghrabodhayanas! There 
are four essential factors of purification: the essential factor of the purification of morality, 
the essential factor of the purification of absorption . . . of views,.. . of deliverance." 

catvdrimdni Vydghrabodhdyandh pariiuddhipradhdnani / katamdni catvdri / 
fttaparifuddhipradhdnamsamddhiparifuddhipradhdnamdrstiparifuddhipradhdnam 
vimuktiparifuddhipradhdnam ca... katamacca Vydghrabodhdyandvimuktipari§uddhi 
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pradhdnam / iha bhikso rdgdc cittam viraktam bhavati vimuktarh dvesdn mohdd viraktam 
bhavati vimuktarh ity aparipurnasya va vimuktiskandhasya paripuraye paripurnasya 
vdnugrahdya yas chando viryam . . . 

Three questions, three responses: (1) vimukti is liberation from rdga, etc.; (2) 
vimuktipariiuddhi is the paripuri and the anugraba of vimukti; (3) vimuktiparisuddhiprad-
hdna is chanda, etc. 

Anguttara. ii.194, where Ananda explains to the Vyagghapajjas the pdrisuddhipadhd-
niyangas, presents some variations. 

Same text quoted Koia, viii.l. 

468. And the purity of the mind does not differ from the mind, ghrtamandasvacchatdvat. 

469. The 'arising* mind is of the future. On dvarana, dvrti, Kosa, ii. English trans, p. 223, 
vi.64a-b, 65b-d. 

470. a. Nydydnusdra (TD 29, p. 733a8, utilizing Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 140b25, and quoted by 
Saeki, Koia, xxv, 18a): The Sastracaryas (=the masters of the Abhidharma) say: "It is the 
detached (virakta) mind which obtains deliverance." The Vibhajyavadins say: "It is the 
non-detached (sardga) mind which obtains deliverance. As one takes away the impurities 
from a dirty (samala) vase, and as crystal takes up different colors by reason of the diversity 
of the colors of the body which it covers, so too the pure mind, soiled by craving (rdga), etc., 
is called 'endowed with craving* (sardga) and later becomes again liberated (hou huan 
chieh-tuo Jjq Mfflflfc )• Scripture (dryadesana) says that the mind, in its original 
nature, is pure (hsin pen hsing ching ' C j ^ t t S ); sometimes it is defiled by 
defilements (klesa), by adventitious dust (dgantuka)." This opinion is not correct, for the 
dharmas perish from moment to moment. One does not get rid of the impurities of a vase, 
for the impurities, along with the vase, arise from moment to moment. 

The Andhakas of the Kathdvatthu, iii.3, are of the same opinion as the Vibhajyavadins: 
it is the defiled mind which is delivered from defilement. "As a dirty piece of clothing, being 
washed, is freed from the dirt, so to the mind endowed with craving is liberated from this 
craving" (sardgam cittam sardgato [frequently rdgato] vimuccati. 

b. Compare Anguttara, i.10 (i.255,257, iii.16): pabhassaram idam bhikkhave cittam tarn 
ca kho dgantukehi upakkilesehi upakkilitpham... pabhassaram idam bhikkhave cittam tarn 
ca kho dgantukehi upakkilesehi vippamuttam. This can be understood: The mind is pure in 
and of itself; sometimes it is defiled by adventitious defilements, and sometimes it is freed 
from these defilements. The Mahasamghikas (Ekavyavaharikas), according to Vasumitra, 
affirm the existence of a "pure mind"; according to the Tibetan version (from which the 
Chinese translators deviate, Taisho 49, no. 2032), they make this their ninth asamskrta 
(Correct, on this point, the notes on p. 65, 186, of my Nirvana). Kosa, v. English trans, p. 
768. Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.106. 

Buddhaghosa (Atthasdlini, 140) says that the mind is pure (parisuddhatthena 
pan da ram) to the extent that it is the bhaganga, that is to say the "subconscious 
life-continuum" of Mrs. Rhys Davids. Any mind, even bad, is pure because it leaves 
(nikkhanta) bhavanga. On bhavanga, Visuddhimagga, passim, Compendium, 9, 266, 
Nettipakarana, 91, Milinda, 300, sources mentioned and criticized by Mrs. Rhys Davids, 
Quest Review, 1917, Oct. p. 16, Buddhist Psychology, 171,178 (1914), 233 (1924), trans, of 
Dhammasangani, 3, 132, 134. Nirvana (1925), 39,66. 

There is a close relationship between the "pure mind" of the Anguttara and the 
tathagatagarbha of the Lanka, which is pure, similar to a jewel covered by impurities, and 
which transmigrates, whereas the manas does not transmigrate. 

471. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 118b28. A note in Nirvana (1925), p. 162-163. 

472. When one wishes to distinguish; but virdga signifies "abandoning." bhedavivaksdydm 
evam ucyate / abhedavivaksdydm tuyo virdgas tat prahdnam apy ucyate. 

Opinions differ (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. I49bl8). For example, for Ghosaka, prahdnadhdtu 
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is abandoning of the defilements, viragadhdtu is disconnection from objects, and 
nirodhadhdtu is the putting down of the burden. For some others, we have, in this order, 
abandoning of sensation which is disagreeable, agreeable, and indifferent. Or abandoning, in 
this order, of the three sufferings (vi.3), of the Three Dhatus, of the defilements of the 
past-present-future. Parsva understands nirodhadhdatu as the nirodha of the series. 

This chapter of the Vibhdsa quotes the Sutra where Ananda asks what are the dharmas 
that the monk should practice in his meditations in order to be termed a Sthavira. Two 
dharmas, samatha, calm, and vipasyand, insight or intelligence; for the mind perfumed by 
samatha can obtain vimukti by means of vipasyand. An explanation of the Three Dhatus 
follows. 

473. See v.60 and following, ii. English trans, p. 281. 

474. What he obtains is not abandoning, which has already been realized by a.worldly path, 
but andsravd visamyogaprdpti, the pure possession of disconnection (vi.46). But the 
"detached" ascetic necessarily abandons by means of anvayajnanaksantis and anvayajndnas, 
since no worldly path bears on Bhavagra (vi.45c). 

475. Nor any longer by means of the dnantaryamdrgas of the perfectioning of the faculties, 
etc. (vi.61). 




